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1. Introduction 

Historic bridges are an important part of Louisiana’s culture and transportation history.  To preserve and 

protect this legacy, a statewide Historic Bridge Inventory project was undertaken by the Louisiana 

Department of Transportation and Development (LADOTD), in cooperation with the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA) and the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  Representatives of these 

three agencies served as members of the Historic Bridge Inventory Committee, providing direction to the 

project team and review of interim and final work products.  The population of bridges subject to this 

inventory is those built before 1971 that are owned by state, federal, or local entities with certain 

exclusions (referred to as subject population, with “pre-1971” as the subject period).1   

 

This National Register Eligibility Determination Report presents the results of the evaluation of the 

eligibility of pre-1971 bridges for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (National Register).  As 

a result of the evaluation, each bridge in the subject population has been determined either eligible or not 

eligible for listing in the National Register.  Eligibility recommendations were made by historians meeting 

the Secretary of the Interior’s professional qualification standards, which meet federal requirements for 

such decision-making. These results were reviewed by the Historic Bridge Inventory Committee.  Final 

determinations were made by the FHWA, in consultation with LADOTD, and received concurrence from 

SHPO. 

 

Results presented in this National Register Eligibility Determination Report will facilitate LADOTD and 

FHWA compliance with federal laws and regulations that affect historic properties, including bridges.  

These include the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, which requires agencies 

implementing projects utilizing federal funding to identify potentially affected historic properties, consider 

ways to avoid or minimize adverse effects, and mitigate any adverse effects.  The ultimate goal of this 

project is to identify historically significant bridges suitable for preservation, and to develop a process for 

their management and preservation. 

 

To present and support the results of the National Register eligibility evaluation effort, this report includes 

the following components: 

 

 A historical overview of important legislation, policies, and trends related to Louisiana’s bridge 

construction. 

 

 The methodology used to identify bridges for evaluation, determine data collection needs, and 

collect data needed to evaluate National Register eligibility. 

 

 An overview of the criteria used to evaluate eligibility for National Register listing. 

 

                                                      
1 Bridges located at state borders with Texas and Mississippi, for which LADOTD shares responsibility with 

neighboring states, are also included.  Non-bridge types (such as pedestrian walkways and ferries), and bridges that 

are a part of the Interstate System are excluded from the subject population. 
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 A description of how historic and engineering significance is determined under applicable 

National Register criteria. 

 

 A description of how historic integrity is evaluated under applicable National Register criteria. 

 

 Eligibility results, including bridges eligible under Criterion A by area of historic significance and 

bridges eligible under Criterion C by bridge type. 

 

. 
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2. Historical Overview 

Louisiana contains more than 66,000 miles of waterways, 1,600 square miles of lakes and reservoirs, and 

10 major navigation canals.  The obstacles posed by these natural and engineered features resulted in 

bridges playing a key role in the state’s built environment.  To evaluate the significance of a bridge 

requires an understanding of associated historic contexts.  This historical overview provides the 

framework to understand the events, themes, trends, and advances associated with the development of 

the state’s transportation network.  Knowledge of these contexts allows the historian, in evaluating a 

bridge’s eligibility for listing in the National Register, to understand how a bridge may illustrate important 

aspects of history and/or engineering.  Section 5 provides the areas of significance that specifically relate 

to Louisiana bridges.  For a more in-depth presentation of these important events and trends, see the 

Historic Context for Louisiana Historic Bridge Inventory (Mead & Hunt, Inc., 2012). The following timeline 

from that report is provided as a reference to key events in Louisiana history. 

 

Timeline of Historical Events 

 1803: Louisiana Purchase 

 1812: Louisiana statehood 

 1860-1865: U.S. Civil War 

 1850s-1890s: Railroad era 

 1896: Rural Free Delivery Service established 

 By 1900: Good Roads Movement had begun 

 1909: National Good Roads Association meeting in New Orleans 

 1910: State Highway Department and Board of State Engineers created 

 1910s: Early transcontinental highways established 

 1916: Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1916 

 1917-1918: American involvement in World War I 

 1921: Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1921 

 1921: New State Constitution 

 1921: Louisiana Highway Commission (LHC) created 

 1927: Great Mississippi Flood 

 1928: Huey Long elected Governor 

 1928: Reorganization of the LHC 

 1928: State Constitution amended to allow the issue of construction bonds 

 1929: Stock market crash and beginning of the Great Depression 

 1930: $75 million bond authorized for the construction of roads and bridges 

 1933: Roosevelt Administration and the New Deal implemented  

 1935: Assassination of Huey Long 

 1935: Mississippi River Bridge at New Orleans completed 

 1940: Mississippi River Bridge at Baton Rouge completed 

 1940: Department of Highways reorganized 

 1941-1945: American involvement in World War II 

 1944: Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944 
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 1952: Mississippi River Bridge Authority established to oversee financing, construction, 

and maintenance of the Crescent City Connection (Greater New Orleans Bridge) 

 1956: Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 

 1956: Lake Pontchartrain Causeway completed 

 1958: Crescent City Connection (Greater New Orleans Bridge) completed 

 1976: Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development established 

 

The state’s early transportation history centered largely on water-based routes, taking advantage of the 

extensive natural wetlands, marshes, swamps, bayous, rivers, and estuaries.2  As a result, early farms 

and plantations were typically sited near navigable waterways.  These waterways, however, presented an 

ongoing challenge in the development of overland travel routes.  As a result, improved roadways that 

existed during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were typically discontinuous farm-to-

market routes, with water crossing typically accomplished by boat or ferry. 

 

By the late 1800s various groups began to promote the construction of dependable, year-round roadways 

in Louisiana and throughout the U.S.  As bicycle touring gained popularity in the 1880s and 1890s, 

enthusiasts began to demand hard-surfaced thoroughfares to pursue the pastime.  Near the turn of the 

century, the federal Rural Free Delivery mail system was introduced, which also required a network of 

dependable roads to serve rural areas.  As automobile use gained popularity in the early 1900s, 

thousands of citizens had a vested interest in passable roads and highways.  The rapid expansion of the 

automobile’s use led to a national effort to enlarge and improve the country’s highway system that became 

known as the Good Roads Movement. 

 

As early as 1909 Louisiana began a road construction initiative, extending state aid to parishes for road 

construction.  In this same year, state road supporters convened in New Orleans for the National Good 

Roads Association meeting.  In his address to the convention, Governor Jared Sanders inaugurated the 

age of Good Roads in Louisiana, highlighting the construction of the Baton Rouge-New Orleans Road 

(later the Airline Highway) that would be completed in 1910.  By this time Louisiana had an estimated 

25,000 miles of roads mostly unpaved and better suited to horses and livestock than to the recently 

introduced pneumatic tire.  No continuous road of any type connected the northern and southern portions 

of the state or the eastern and western regions.  In 1911 Louisiana began to establish a statewide 

“market highway” system, designating 5,000 miles of existing routes for improvement.  The State Highway 

Department (SHD), predecessor to the Louisiana Highway Commission (LHC) and later the Louisiana 

Department of Highways (LDH)3, was created to manage this initiative and charged with establishing a 

state highway system by furnishing plans and specifications for road and bridge construction. 

 

Nationally, the Good Roads Movement spurred the establishment of named transcontinental highways 

prior to World War I.  Road promoter Carl Fisher encouraged new hard-surfaced transcontinental 

                                                      
2 With 7,800 square miles of coastal swamps, bayous, marshes, and estuaries, Louisiana contains more than 40 

percent of all wetlands in the U.S. 

3 The Louisiana Highway Commission (LHC) was reorganized in 1940 and became the Louisiana Department of 

Highways (LDH). 
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highways, such as the Lincoln and Dixie Highways, as ideal ways to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

new paving methods, better engineering, and uniform signage.  Early transcontinental highways that 

crossed through Louisiana included the Dixie Overland Highway, which transects the state from east to 

west along its northern edge, connecting Savannah, Georgia, with San Diego, California; and the Old 

Spanish Trail, which crosses the state in a similar route along the southern coast, connecting St. 

Augustine, Florida, with San Diego, California.  Another early road being promoted was the Jefferson 

Highway, which enters the state in the north and roughly follows the Mississippi River to New Orleans, 

connecting New Orleans to Winnipeg, Canada.  These highway corridors, established between 1914 and 

1919, served as the inspiration for future routes in the state and were later integrated into the U.S. 

Highway system.   

 

Public demand for highway improvements, as initiated with the Good Roads Movement, were answered 

in the Federal-Aid Road Act of 1916, a revenue-sharing program that marked the first time the federal 

government was directly involved in state road building.  Federal funding continued with the passage of 

the Federal Highway Act of 1921, which required states to designate a portion of their roads for the 

national highway system, and assume responsibility for road maintenance, previously the responsibility of 

local units of government.  

 

In Louisiana, the new State Constitution, ratified in 1921, outlined 98 automobile highway routes in the 

state totaling 7,000 miles and charged the LHC with constructing and maintaining them.  The state, also 

through the new constitution, authorized a tax from automobile licensing and gasoline sales to help provide 

additional revenue to the LHC.  The gasoline tax was to be used for maintenance of roads and the licensing 

tax for the purposes of construction.  The first extensive biennial report of the LHC from 1922-1924 refers 

to the state’s excellent results and success in administering federal aid and establishing a statewide 

transportation program.  The state also took over maintenance responsibility of the state highways from 

the parishes.  As such, 1921 marked a pivotal year for establishing transportation funding and policy. 

 

The evolution of the state’s road system over the early decades of the twentieth century is reflected in 13 

routes established through local and state efforts between 1900 and 1930.  The first important vehicular 

routes included the River Road, developed along the Mississippi River, and early named highways that 

were a direct result of the Good Roads Movement, such as the Jefferson Highway, Old Spanish Trail, and 

Dixieland Overland Highway.  From the late 1910s through the 1930s, state and U.S. Highways were 

designated and established as the LHC assumed responsibility for state routes and a portion of the 

state’s roads were designated as part of the national highway system.  These routes are summarized in 

Table 1.  

 

Table 1.  Historic transportation routes 

Historic Route Current Route Name   

River Road  River Road 

Jefferson Highway 
Portions of State Route (LA) 1 and 

U.S. Highway (US) 71 

Old Spanish Trail Portions of LA 182 and US 90 

Dixieland Overland Highway Portions of LA 4 and US 80 
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Table 1.  Historic transportation routes 

Historic Route Current Route Name   

LA 10 Portions of various state highways 

US 11 US 11 

US 51 US 51 

Airline Highway Portions of US 61 

Chef Menteur Highway Portions of LA 2, LA 3052, and US 90 

Lone State Route Portions of US 165 

Pershing Highway Portions of LA 26 and US 167 

US 190 US 190 

Beauregard Highway Portions of US 171 

 

The construction of bridges was integral to the state’s improved transportation routes.  The new State 

Constitution required the State Legislature to provide for the building of bridges over navigable streams 

using current revenues.  Also in 1921, Act 95 created the LHC, replacing the earlier SHD.  Recognizing 

the importance of bridge maintenance and construction, the LHC established its first Bridge Department, 

hiring Indiana engineer Norman E. Lant in 1922.  Lant qualified for the position, in part, because of his 

studies in geology that dealt with saturated soil.  Under Lant, the LHC Bridge Department employed many 

distinguished bridge engineers instrumental in making a connected state highway system a reality.   

 

Throughout the 1920s the LHC Bridge Department worked to overcome the multiple challenges the 

state’s vast waterways presented.  The department prepared standard plans for timber, steel, and 

concrete structures, but also designed special plans for specific projects.  To enhance safety, the 

department designed and constructed numerous grade separation structures to separate auto and 

railroad traffic at dangerous intersections across the state.  Early grade separation structures were 

constructed in 1927 in Caddo Parish (Recall No. 013480) and LaSalle Parish in 1932 (Recall No. 

049130).  

 

After the Great Flood of 1927, which was one of the most widespread natural disasters of the century, the 

LHC Bridge Department had to repair and replace many flood-damaged structures.  When Governor 

Huey Long took office in 1928, the state was still in recovery mode.  Responding to the challenge, Long 

strengthened the LHC and introduced state bonding to fund an ambitious road and bridge construction 

program.  Long’s populist-inspired plan proved to be a state-level solution to the Great Depression, which 

was soon to follow, creating hundreds of jobs that helped keep Louisiana families financially afloat.  By 

1931 the department was involved in 15 major bridge projects across Louisiana, including the Mississippi 

River Bridges at New Orleans (Recall No. 000060) and Baton Rouge (Recall No. 051880).  Both bridges, 

later to be named for Long, began as state efforts but were finished with federal support in 1936 and 

1939, respectively.  In the 1930s the LHC undertook an effort to upgrade US 90 (Old Spanish Trail), an 

integral part of the Rigolets to Pearlington shortcut between Louisiana and the Mississippi Gulf Coast, 

and to eliminate all ferry crossings along the route.  The 1933 US 90 Bridge over the East Pearl River 

(Recall No. 058750) provided the final link in this 22-mile shortcut. 
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Federal job-creation efforts in the form of New Deal programs initiated by President Franklin Roosevelt 

also had a significant impact on Louisiana’s infrastructure development during the 1930s.  Important New 

Deal agencies that funded road and bridge construction included the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), 

Civil Works Administration  (CWA), Public Works Administration (PWA), and Works Projects 

Administration (WPA).  Increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines 

and roads, and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade separations 

through the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and 

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  Examples such as the Perkins Road Overpass in Baton 

Rouge (Recall No. 610023), were built in several parishes from 1935 to 1939 with funding provided by the 

U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing program.4  Bridge construction was also part of federal-relief efforts 

by the WPA, PWA, CWA, and Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) in New Orleans’s City 

Park.  These efforts included the reconfiguration of the park layout; landscaping; and sidewalk, road, 

bridge, and building construction.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced 

concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco 

stylized influences typical of the period.5   

 

The Long era witnessed a boom in infrastructure construction, carried out through the various New Deal 

work relief programs and even continuing for a few years after his death in 1935.  In the early 1940s the 

U.S. became involved in World War II and the programs were discontinued.  With the shift to the war 

effort, labor and materials became scarce and funding for infrastructure was reduced.  The LHC, 

reorganized as the LDH, faced a limited budget due to reduced gasoline tax collections.  During this 

period, the LDH focused on federally funded defense-related road improvements and planned for postwar 

projects. Very few bridges were constructed during the war. 

 

In the 1940s the U.S. War Department began diverting water from the Mississippi River into the 

Atchafalaya River to prevent flooding of the lower reaches of the Mississippi River.  The diversion 

channels and floodplains extended across existing state highways and prevented vehicular use during 

periods of flooding.  At the request of the federal government, the LDH initiated improvements to the 

affected highways with high-level bridges that spanned the floodplain on a long series of piers.  The 

Morganza Floodway Bridge (Recall No. 054830) was one such bridge.  Completed in 1945, the bridge 

provided uninterrupted access over the Morganza floodplain.   

 

Following World War II the federal government began to focus on provision of an Interstate Highway 

system, first establishing the need and vision and then providing funding through a series of legislative 

acts.  President Roosevelt had appointed a committee in 1941 to analyze the need for a national 

expressway system.  In 1944, behind Roosevelt’s endorsement, the first Federal-Aid Highway Act was 

passed that called for a nationwide system comprised of 40,000 miles of limited access highways.  

Finally, in 1956 a subsequent Federal-Aid Highway Act provided sufficient funding to begin construction 

of a national system of Interstate highways.  The 1956 legislation also authorized an initial 13-year 

                                                      
4 Seven  examples in the subject population were directly tied to this program.  They are Recall Nos. 023620, 

059090, 055130, 015500, 19040, 059730, and 610023. 

5 Recall Nos. for New Orleans City Park bridges are 102114, 102115, 102235, 102236, 102337, 102113, 

102233, 102226, 102234. 
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construction period for Interstate highways, which would eventually be extended as states faced routing and 

funding difficulties. 

 

In Louisiana the postwar era inaugurated an economic boom, with new industries attracted by the state’s 

natural resources which brought new jobs.  As vehicle registrations tripled between 1947 and 1965, 

economic growth and government funding combined to support a vastly improved statewide network of 

roadways and bridges.  As an indication of the level of construction activity during this period, the LDH 

built 140 bridges between 1948 and 1949 alone.  An example is the Warren truss bridge over the 

Calcasieu River in Calcasieu Parish (Recall No. 032780), underway in 1948-1949 and completed in 1951. 

 

In Louisiana, the LDH biennial reports from the 1950s and 1960s tell a story of exponential expansion 

after the pause of the war years.  A rapid pace of bridge building was accomplished, in part, by utilizing 

engineering consultants specializing in new methods of bridge design.  Of particular note are the 

contributions of New York City based Modjeski and Masters, which opened a Baton Rouge office in 1947. 

Modjeski and Masters completed the design and construction of the new Greater New Orleans Bridge 

over the Mississippi River Bridge in 1957, later known as the Crescent City Connection (Recall No. 

200790, exempt from Section 106 as an Interstate bridge).  Originally designed as a toll bridge carrying 

US 90, the Crescent City Connection linked downtown New Orleans with the growing west bank area 

while relieving the earlier Huey P. Long Bridge (Recall No. 000060), completed in 1936.6   

 

Bridge construction during this period also included projects by the LDH, which completed the first 

vehicular crossing of the Red River approximately 23 miles north of Shreveport (Recall No. 012548) in 

1952, eliminating a ferry crossing and providing for uninterrupted east-west travel on LA 2 through the 

northern portion of Louisiana.  Other projects included additional flood control improvements, such as the 

Old River Control Structure with its canal and two spillways built in the late 1950s as part of a 

conservation effort to manage flooding on the Mississippi River.7  The associated Old River Navigation 

Canal provided passage of waterway traffic between the Mississippi River and the Atchafalaya River.  A 

1964 bridge (Recall No. 054900) carries LA 15 over the canal, raising vertically to provide necessary 

navigational clearance.  Another state bridge project related to flood management was the series of six 

high-level bridges, built in three pairs in the 1960s over the West Atchafalaya Floodway to carry vehicles 

over the floodplain.8   

 

The Lake Pontchartrain Causeway near New Orleans was a tremendous engineering accomplishment as 

it spanned 24 miles over wide expanses of open water.  Its piers used prestressed cylindrical piles, first 

driven experimentally in New York in 1948 and used in the Gulf of Mexico offshore oil industry, before 

being employed to construct the causeway, which was completed in 1957.9  At the time, it was the longest 

precast, prestressed concrete bridge crossing in the world.  Other important bridges were built to address 

                                                      
6 The Huey P. Long Bridge was dedicated as a National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark in September 2012 

and was previously determined eligible for the National Register. 

7 The spillways include bridges with Recall Nos. F15771 and F15321.   

8 One original pair of bridges remains (Recall Nos. 007300 and 007310); the other two pairs were replaced in 

2004-2005. 

9 Recall Nos. 203830 and 203832; previously determined eligible. 
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engineering challenges associated with the state’s distinctive geography and many navigable waterways. 

Louisiana bridge engineers utilized a variety of bridge types prevalent nationally and others uniquely 

suited to Louisiana.  Section 7 presents the significant bridge types and subtypes that represent the 

state’s bridge engineering heritage. 

 

The industrial and economic boom that began after World War II and continued through the 1960s 

resulted in the overall modernization of the state’s roads and bridges.  By 1970 the state boasted a 

modern highway network with major river crossings, modern interchanges, and miles of interconnected 

highways, including a portion of the U.S. Interstate Highway system.  Also in this period, professionalism 

became firmly established in the LDH, with the state developing a staff of engineers, inspectors, and 

other professionals possessing special knowledge and skills.  New federal and state statutes put an 

increased focus on safety, requiring transportation facilities to be constructed to modern design 

standards.  Plans and specifications for each project were approved by the LDH and the FHWA, which 

provided federal oversight. 
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3.   Historic Bridge Inventory Methodology 

This section presents the approach used to inventory bridges for the purpose of determining their 

National Register eligibility.  Several interim reports provide details of this methodology (see list in 

Appendix A).  The primary activities were to: 

 

 Identify bridges within the subject population. 

 

 Develop a context for understanding bridges. 

 

 Determine data needed to evaluate National Register eligibility. 

 

 Collect data for individual bridges. 

 

 Review and analyze data to make eligibility recommendations. 

 

A. Research and context development 

The Historic Context for Louisiana Historic Bridge Inventory is based on historical research into both 

broad and specific events and trends in bridge design and construction.  An overview of key aspects of 

the context is presented in Section 2.  Preparation of the context involved the following activities: 

 

 Literature review, including LADOTD and predecessor entity reports, design manuals, 

engineering journals, bridge plans, and SHPO historic bridge records. 

 

 Statewide public meetings and outreach mailings to solicit comments and information about 

bridges that may be important. 

 

 Oral history interviews with bridge engineers and transportation historians with knowledge of 

bridge-building in Louisiana during the subject period. 

 

 Identification of historic Louisiana highway routes to assist in evaluating the significance of 

bridges associated with the routes. 

 

 Analysis of bridge types as found in the LADOTD’s Master Structure File (MSF) and the FHWA’s 

National Bridge Inventory (NBI). 

 

B. Data collection and analysis 

A Historic Bridge Inventory database was compiled as a means to collect and sort data for bridges in the 

subject population.  Information included in the LADOTD’s MSF and the FHWA’s NBI provided the initial 

data for each bridge.  Individual bridge records were expanded to include data collected through this 

project. 
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An early effort to sort data involved removing bridges from the subject population due to exclusions.10  A 

list of pre-1971 bridges excluded from inventory is included in Appendix B of this report.  Table 2 shows 

the various bridge types that are extant in the pre-1971 bridge population, and the percent of each type 

within this pool.  Types presented use a commonly accepted bridge typology that identifies major types 

and associated subtypes.11 

 

Table 2.  Bridges within the subject population 

Bridge Type Bridge Subtype(s) 
Percent within subject 

population 

Concrete arch  N/A Less than 1% 

Concrete beam and girder 

(pre-1946) 

Slab  Less than 1% 

Deck girder 2% 

Concrete rigid frame N/A Less than 1% 

Culvert 

(pre-1946) 

Concrete  5% 

Multi-plate arch Less than 1% 

Movable 

Swing  1% 

Vertical lift  Less than 1% 

Bascule  Less than 1% 

Pontoon swing  Less than 1% 

Steel beam and girder 

(pre-1946) 

I-beam  Less than 1% 

Plate girder  Less than 1% 

Removable Less than 1% 

Timber Trestle and mud sill 24% 

Truss 
Pony Less than 1% 

Through Less than 1% 

Common types (post-1945) N/A 65% 

Total  100% 

 

A preliminary screening of the subject population was conducted to identify bridges with and without 

potential significance.  This evaluation included: 

 

 Analysis of bridge data from the MSF and NBI, including information on structure type, 

construction date, rehabilitation information, and special engineering and/or other features. 

 

 Review of select bridge inspection files, plans, and photos to identify bridges having physical 

attributes with possible importance in engineering or significant historic association. 

 

                                                      
10 Exclusions are identified in the Bridge Stratification and Data Collection Methodology, December 2012. 

11 The MSF uses particular bridge type coding based on a combination of material and structural characteristics; 

the NBI uses a similar coding.  That coding is well-suited to an engineer’s task of inspecting and rating the condition 

of a bridge.  The typology used for this report does not conflict with either of these coding methods but is better suited 

for the historian’s purpose of evaluating National Register eligibility. 
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 Review of standard plans to assist in identifying bridges that might display a standardized design. 

 

 Review of local research in selected parishes.12 

 

Data collected was compiled into the Historic Bridge Inventory database.  Based on the preliminary 

screening, bridges that lacked features, attributes, or associations that could potentially convey historical, 

engineering, or architectural/aesthetic significance were removed from further consideration.  The Historic 

Bridge Inventory Committee provided its preliminary agreement that these bridges be considered not 

eligible for the National Register.  Official concurrence was obtained as part of the complete eligibility 

determinations documented in this report.  This process allowed subsequent data collection to focus on 

bridges having a reasonable potential for National Register eligibility. 

 

For the remaining bridges, which either had the potential to possess historical, engineering, or 

architectural/aesthetic significance or required further information for evaluation, field survey was 

conducted.  During field survey, aesthetic treatments, visible special features not identified during review 

of available data, and alterations that could affect historic integrity were documented.  A field survey form 

was prepared for each bridge showing physical attributes (such as main span type), and engineering 

features or historical associations that could qualify the bridge for National Register eligibility.  Historians 

reviewed and verified information on the field survey form for each bridge in the field to the extent 

possible based on visual observation.  Photographs were taken and descriptive information was then 

recorded to assist with the future assessment of National Register eligibility by qualified historians. 

 

Before and after field survey, supplementary research was conducted to identify important aspects of 

local history related to a specific bridge, as well as trends and patterns applicable to certain bridge 

categories on a statewide basis.  Movable and truss bridges in particular were subject to detailed 

research to better understand their use in Louisiana.  Local research was also used in certain cases to 

determine dates, designers, and builders.  When needed, and where plans were available, historians 

reviewed bridge plans to confirm methods of construction, engineering features, and alterations. 

Engineers were consulted as needed to confirm features and plan details.  This data collection provided 

historians with the information needed to evaluate the potential significance of each bridge. 

 

 

                                                      
12 Parishes were prioritized for data collection based on the number of locally owned bridges.  Local research 

was conducted at these parishes: Caddo, Calcasieu, East Baton Rouge, Jefferson, Jefferson Davis, Lafourche, 

Ouachita, Orleans, Rapides, Richland, St. Tammany, Terrebonne, Vermillion, Vernon, and Winn.  
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4. National Register Criteria Overview 

This section provides a brief overview of the process and criteria that are applied to evaluate National 

Register eligibility.  The process was established under the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and 

Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation, including the Standards and Guidelines for 

Evaluation (1983, as amended).  The Section 106 regulations (36 CFR Part 800) set out a specific 

process for determining the National Register eligibility of properties that may be affected by a federal 

undertaking (see 800.4(c)).  Federal agencies are required to apply the National Register criteria to 

properties not previously evaluated. 

 

The National Register bulletin series provides guidance on evaluating and documenting the eligibility of 

historic properties.  Two key bulletins are: 

 

 National Register Bulletin:  How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 

 National Register Bulletin: How to Complete the National Register Registration Form 

 

A general requirement of the National Register provides for a property to be at least 50 years in age 

before its potential for historic significance is evaluated.  Because LADOTD bridge projects often take 

many years to plan and develop, it is useful for the agency to have an eligibility determination for bridges 

that will reach 50 years in age by the time of project implementation.  For this reason, bridges built 

through 1970 are included in the subject population.  Properties less than 50 years of age must be 

exceptionally important to be considered eligible for listing.  During review of eligibility recommendations, 

the Historic Bridge Inventory Committee agreed that certain bridges were eligible for the purposes of 

Section 106, and met the criteria to be eligible even though they are less than 50 years old.  The FHWA 

determined these bridges to be eligible.  For common steel and concrete bridge types built after 1945, a 

new national process to identify exceptional significance was introduced in 2012 (see Section 5.C for how 

this was applied). 

 

As explained in the bulletins, the National Register employs four criteria for evaluation: A, B, C, and D.   

Criteria A and B involve associative value, Criterion C involves design or construction value, and Criterion 

D involves information value.  These criteria and related guidance documents provide the basis for 

determining whether the bridges in the subject population are eligible or not eligible for listing in the 

National Register.  The National Register is the official list of the nation's historic places worthy of 

preservation. 

 

Criterion A:  Events – Properties that are associated with events that have made a significant 

contribution to the broad patterns of our history 

Criterion A applies to structures that have an important association with single events, a pattern of events, 

repeated activities, or historic trends that are significant within the context of Louisiana’s transportation 

and bridge-building history.  Few bridges are typically found eligible for listing in the National Register 

under Criterion A. 
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Criterion B:  Persons – Properties that are associated with the lives of persons significant in 

our past 

Criterion B applies to properties that illustrate the important achievements of a person who was significant 

in Louisiana’s past.  However, it should be noted that bridge engineers, designers, and artisans are often 

represented by their works, which may be eligible under Criterion C.  As a result, Criterion B rarely applies 

to bridges.  No bridges in the subject population were found to meet National Register Criterion B; 

therefore, it is not included in the discussion of National Register Criteria applicability or the results 

section.  

 

Criterion C:  Design/Construction – Properties that embody the distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess 

high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 

may lack individual distinction 

Criterion C applies to structures that have distinctive design or construction characteristics that 

demonstrate the following: (1) the pattern of features common to a particular class of resources, (2) the 

individuality or variation of features that occurs within the class, (3) the evolution of that class of 

resources, and/or (4) the transition between classes of resources.  Bridges determined to be eligible for 

listing in the National Register most often meet Criterion C.  

 

Criterion D:  Information Potential – Properties that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, 

information important in prehistory or history 

Criterion D most often applies to archaeological properties that are expected to yield important 

information through analysis of remains.  Bridges were not evaluated based on National Register 

Criterion D because it is highly unlikely that this criterion would apply to an intact structure. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the three-step evaluation process.  To be listed in the National Register, a property 

must not only be shown to have significance under one or more of the National Register criteria, but it 

also must have integrity.  Integrity pertains to the ability of a property to convey its significance.  The 

seven aspects of integrity are further addressed in in Section 6.A.  Determination of National Register 

eligibility requires evaluation of both significance and integrity.  As each bridge is evaluated, it is 

determined to be either eligible or not eligible based on its individual merit. 
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5. Determining Significance   

This section provides detailed information about National Register Criteria A and C, which are the criteria 

found to apply to bridges in the subject population.  In Step 1 – Determine Significance, as shown in 

Figure 1, the potential significance of each bridge is evaluated based on the bridge’s contribution to the 

broad patterns of history and/or engineering.  To be eligible, a bridge must be associated with at least one 

area of significance and must be able to convey its significant association.  Specific considerations under 

Criteria A and C are presented. 

 

A. Criterion A 

Under Criterion A, bridges will be eligible if they are associated with important trends or events that have 

made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  To possess significance, a 

direct connection between the bridge and an important state or local event, trend, or pattern must be 

demonstrated.  Bridges eligible under Criterion A are associated with one or more of the following areas 

of significance. 

 

(1) Transportation 

The area of significance of Transportation is defined in the National Register Bulletin as the process and 

technology of conveying passengers or materials.  Significant transportation associations include major 

river crossings and grade-separation structures.  Association with a transportation route alone is not 

sufficient for a bridge to be individually eligible for the National Register. 

 

(a) Routes   

A bridge associated with an important route, and constructed during the route’s period of significance, will 

possess significance if the structure itself provided an important link in the system and can, on its own, 

convey the significance of the route.  An individual bridge is not likely to be significant simply because of 

its presence within a larger transportation network of interconnected resources.  For an individual 

structure to be eligible for its transportation association, it needs to, on its own, be an important crossing 

and its individual significance within the larger transportation network must be substantiated by 

documentary evidence.  As a result, bridges associated with an important transportation route are not 

likely to be individually eligible for the National Register.  Such bridges may be a contributing resource 

within a historically significant transportation route.  Further evaluation of identified routes, including 

features, termini, and integrity, would be necessary to determine if the overall route, including component 

bridges, is eligible for the National Register. 

 

(b) Major river crossings 

An area of significance under the theme of transportation includes structures designed to allow for 

navigation that facilitated transportation within the state and region, as well as Interstate 

transportation.  Bridges constructed to replace ferries represent an important development in the area of 

Transportation within the state.  To possess significance, the bridge must have a direct and documented 

association with the transportation of goods, or be the first vehicular river crossing on a major 

transportation route. 
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(c) Grade-separation structures 

Grade-separation includes solutions to eliminate dangerous intersections of highways and railroads, 

usually consisting of either relocation or the construction of elevated bridges that separated auto traffic 

from railroad traffic.  Early examples will be significant for their role in improving transportation safety and 

later examples will be significant under both Transportation and Politics/Government as federal initiatives 

of the New Deal Depression-era programs (as described below). 

 

(2) Politics/Government 

This area of significance is defined in the National Register Bulletin as the enactment and administration 

of laws by which a nation, state, or other political jurisdiction is governed and activities related to the 

political process.  State and federal programs intended to stabilize the economy and increase 

employment represent an important trend in Louisiana transportation history.  Federal programs of the 

New Deal provided relief funding and established policies and priorities that affected bridge and 

infrastructure construction.  In the 1930s grade-separation projects were one focus of New Deal 

programs.  Bridges and grade-separation structures will be significant for their direct association with New 

Deal programs.  For an individual structure to be eligible based on its association with Depression-era 

programs, it needs to be directly associated with a Depression-era program through funding or work-relief 

efforts as substantiated by documentary evidence.  The theme of Politics/Government is closely tied to 

Transportation since the purpose of the government programs was to enhance mobility. 

 

(3) Conservation 

The area of significance of Conservation is defined in the National Register Bulletin as the preservation, 

maintenance, and management of natural or manmade resources, including flood control.  As part of 

larger conservation efforts to limit flooding, bridges were integrated with spillways.  Bridges integrated  

with spillways and those associated with crossing floodplains will be eligible if they are important part of a 

significant conservation effort. 

 

B. Criterion C 

Criterion C applies to bridges that are significant in the area of Engineering for their design and/or 

construction, including such considerations as engineering features and aesthetic treatment.  A bridge is 

typically deemed to possess significance under Criterion C for distinctive features related to its 

superstructure.  For example, in the design of a Pratt through truss bridge, the significance is associated 

with the particular configuration of truss members that form the superstructure.  In Louisiana, due to 

challenging site conditions and the nature of the geography, in some cases a bridge’s foundation or 

substructure shows engineering distinction.  

 

The three considerations of Criterion C that apply to bridges are presented below. 

 

(1) Distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction 

Distinctive design or construction characteristics include patterns of features common to a particular 

bridge type, variations of features within bridge types, and evolutions/transitions that illustrate an 

important variation within an established bridge type.  Bridges that possess significance include those 

that: 
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 Illustrate the early use of a type in Louisiana  

 Represent distinctive design features or subtype  

 Demonstrate innovative or complex technological solutions related to the site 

 Introduce or apply new materials, designs, and technologies  

 Exhibit evolution or variation within a bridge type 

 

(2) High artistic value 

This aspect of Criterion C considers bridges that were designed with outstanding architectural style as 

expressed in their overall form, aesthetic treatment, or applied ornamentation.  However, most Louisiana 

bridges are utilitarian and the intentional application of ornamentation or other aesthetic treatments is 

typically limited.  A bridge will have high artistic value when its combination of decorative features is able 

to convey overall aesthetic value. 

 

(3) Work of a master 

This aspect of Criterion C considers bridges that express substantial evidence of the distinguishing 

characteristics of a master’s important work.  A bridge may represent the work of an important engineer, 

designer, fabricator, or builder recognized either nationally or in Louisiana.  A bridge recognized for its 

significance as the work of an engineering master needs to be distinguishable from others in its 

characteristic style and quality.  This high standard requires both the presence of a recognized 

engineering master and a bridge that clearly reflects that master’s characteristic work. 

 

C. Post-1945 Program Comment 

The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) issued a Program Comment for Common Post-

1945 Concrete and Steel Bridges (Program Comment) in November 2012 addressing the eligibility of 

common post-1945 concrete and steel bridges and culverts.  Based on provisions put in place under the 

Program Comment, the eligibility evaluation of specific types of bridges and culverts built after 1945 is 

pursued differently from that typically conducted for historic-age bridges.  As a result of these provisions, 

post-1945 bridges of common types—including reinforced concrete slab bridges, reinforced concrete 

beam and girder bridges, steel beam multi-beam and multi-girder bridges, and various types of steel and 

concrete culverts—must meet a higher standard of exceptional significance to be evaluated as eligible for 

the National Register.  The Program Comment does not cover National Register-listed or determined 

eligible bridges, or the following bridge types: arch, truss, movable, suspension, cable-stayed, or covered. 

 

Bridges of the common types covered by the Program Comment have exceptional significance and are 

considered eligible when: 

 

 They have a significant association with a person or event  

 They are a very early or particularly important example of its type in Louisiana or in  the nation 

 They have distinctive engineering or architectural features that depart from standard designs 

 They display other elements that were engineered to respond to a unique environmental context 
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6. Evaluating Integrity 

To be listed in the National Register, a property must not only be shown to be significant under the 

evaluation criteria, but also must display historic integrity.  As presented in Figure 1 of this report, the 

evaluation system involves three steps.  In Step 2 – Evaluate Historic Integrity, integrity is evaluated 

based on an assessment of the physical features related to significance and the bridge’s ability to convey 

significance.  Those bridges that do not retain sufficient integrity to convey significance are not eligible for 

listing in the National Register. 

 

A. Aspects of integrity 

Historic integrity is distinguished from structural (or functional) integrity, which describes the ability of a 

structure to perform its original design function.  A bridge may possess structural integrity while lacking 

historic integrity, or may possess historic integrity while lacking structural integrity.  For example, a bridge 

significant for its superstructure design that has had its substructure undermined through flooding may not 

function as originally designed, but will retain historic integrity if no change had been made to the 

superstructure. 

 

Within the concept of integrity, the evaluation criteria cite seven aspects or qualities that, in various 

combinations, define integrity.  To retain historic integrity, a property will always possess several, and 

usually most, of the aspects.  The seven aspects of integrity are: 

 

 Design – The combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a 

property 

 

Design refers to the physical features that make up the structure.  In bridges, changes in design 

often are closely related to changes in key features and related materials. 

 

 Materials – The physical elements that were used in the original design and construction of a 

bridge 

 

Bridge materials (concrete, steel, or timber) are used in a structure’s design and construction.  

Bridge materials are intimately connected with design.   

 

 Workmanship – The physical evidence of the crafts used in the construction of a bridge 

 

Workmanship reflects the labor and skill of artisans.  With the increasing standardization and 

industrialization of bridge design and construction during the twentieth century, the work of 

artisans became rare and was not found to be a significant aspect of integrity for bridges of the 

subject period. 

 

 Location – The place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic 

event occurred 

 

Location refers to the specific place where a bridge was built and/or an event occurred. 
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 Setting – The physical environment of a historic property  

 

Setting refers to the character of the place in which the bridge played its historical role.  Setting 

often reflects the basic physical conditions under which a property was built and the functions it 

was intended to serve.  

 

 Feeling – A bridge's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time 

 

The aspect of feeling results from the presence of physical features that, taken together, convey 

the property's historic character.  

 

 Association – The direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property 

 

A property retains association if it remains in the place where the important event or activity 

occurred and is sufficiently intact to convey that relationship to an observer.   

 

An important part of establishing integrity is determining whether a bridge retains the essential physical 

features that are character-defining and enable it to convey its historic identity.  This process involves 

defining the essential physical features related to significance, determining if the features are retained 

and visible enough to convey significance, and determining which aspects of integrity are important to the 

bridge’s significance and if they are present.   

 

In considering integrity, the degree of change to a bridge as evidenced by any alterations over time is 

weighed against the nature and degree of its engineering or historical significance.  The period of 

significance is called out as a benchmark against which the bridge should be compared to determine 

whether or not it retains historic integrity.  National Park Service guidance on the period of significance is 

outlined in the National Register Bulletin How to Complete the National Register Registration Form, which 

defines period of significance as the “length of time when a property was associated with important 

events, activities, or person, or attained the characteristics which qualify it for National Register listing.” 

For a bridge to retain physical integrity, its present appearance should closely resemble its appearance 

during the time the bridge derived its significance.  Alterations introduced after the period of significance  

generally negatively impact a bridge’s historic integrity.  

 

Different aspects of integrity affect the eligibility of a structure in different ways, depending on how each 

relates to the property’s significance.  The retention of specific aspects of integrity is paramount for a 

property to convey its significance under each of the evaluation criterion.  Therefore, the assessment of 

integrity for Criterion A differs from the assessment for Criterion C.  The degree of the alteration (major or 

minor) also affects the assessment of the change and its impact on historic integrity.  A major alteration is 

significant enough to diminish the historic integrity of a bridge and therefore render it not eligible for listing 

in the National Register.  A minor alteration will not impact the historic integrity of a structure to render it 

not eligible.  However, cumulative minor alterations will lead to an overall loss of historic integrity and 

render a structure not eligible.  A discussion of the aspects of integrity and their relationship to Criteria A 
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and C follows.  Examples of the types of major alterations that render a structure not eligible for listing in 

the National Register and examples of minor alterations that do not impact eligibility are included. 

 

B. Integrity considerations related to Criterion A 

Criterion A relates to the significance of a structure gained through its historical associations.  Therefore, 

integrity aspects of location, setting, feeling, and association play an important role in conveying the 

structure’s significance.  As a result, these aspects of integrity are often weighed more heavily in the 

assessment of a structure’s overall historic integrity under Criterion A.  Integrity aspects of design, 

workmanship, and materials are also important, but alterations that affect these aspects do not result in 

the same level of diminished integrity.  Table 3 summarizes examples of alterations and provides 

guidance on their relative importance to the loss of historic integrity for a structure to be eligible under 

Criterion A. 

 

Table 3.  Assessment of historic integrity under Criterion A 

Category Item Examples 

Location, setting, 

feeling, and 

association 

Extensive alteration (major) 

These major alterations lead to an overall 

loss of historic integrity that renders a 

structure not eligible under Criterion A. 

 Relocated, where relocation clearly 

separates structure from context of 

historic theme (e.g., bridge is significant 

for relationship with historic event and is  

relocated away from the location of the 

event). 

 Relocation where bridge no longer 

maintains original function (e.g., carrying 

traffic over water or road). 

 Widened superstructure with additional 

lanes not representing the period of 

significance of a transportation route and 

historic theme. 

 Extensive overall loss of historic integrity 

due to cumulative minor alterations. 

Alterations (minor) 

These minor alterations, taken alone, will  

not render a structure not eligible.  

However, the cumulative effect of several 

minor alterations will lead to an overall 

loss of historic integrity that renders a 

structure not eligible under Criterion A. 

 Relocated superstructure, where 

relocation site possesses some elements 

of historic theme (e.g., bridge is 

significant as gateway and is relocated to 

another gateway site). 

 Rural bridge has been encroached upon 

with development or other features that 

diminish its ability to convey its 

association with the historic theme. 

 Lengthened superstructure. 
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Table 3.  Assessment of historic integrity under Criterion A 

Category Item Examples 

Materials, 

workmanship, and 

design 

Alterations (minor) 

These minor alterations taken alone will 

not render a structure not eligible.  The 

cumulative effect of several minor 

alterations will lead to  overall loss of 

historic integrity that renders a structure 

not eligible under Criterion A. 

 Replacement of features/materials not 

in-kind. 

 Change in railing/parapet or guardrail, 

including replacement or loss.13 

 Replacement of main members in-kind. 

 Addition of protective sheet metal on the 

underside of the superstructure. 

 

C. Integrity considerations related to Criterion C 

Since Criterion C relates to the engineering and/or architectural significance of a structure, the integrity 

aspects of design, workmanship, and materials are the most important aspects of historic integrity when 

evaluating a bridge under Criterion C.  This is because they allow a structure to convey its physical 

features and characterize the type, period, or method of construction.  A change of location or setting will 

result in diminished integrity under Criterion C when the design of the bridge appears to have been 

influenced by the immediate environment or site conditions.  Table 4 summarizes examples of alterations 

and their relative importance to the loss of historic integrity for a structure to be eligible under Criterion C. 

 

Table 4.  Assessment of historic integrity under Criterion C 

Category Item Examples 

Materials, 

workmanship, 

and design 

Extensive alterations (major) 

These major alterations lead to an 

overall loss of historic integrity that 

renders a structure not eligible under 

Criterion C. 

 Replacement of main members integral to 

superstructure. 

 Significant widening or lengthening of the 

superstructure. 

 Addition of new superstructure. 

 Removal and significant change in 

mechanical components (movable bridge). 

 Relocation or removal of operator’s house 

or tower structure and removal of 

mechanical equipment. 

 Alteration to removable span making it 

permanent. 

 Multiple, substantial individual minor 

alterations creating cumulative effect on 

integrity. 

                                                      
13 Railing alterations are frequently seen because new railings are often built to meet current safety standards. 

Alterations to railings do not necessarily result in a loss of historic integrity, particularly where a bridge’s 

superstructure is considered to be the physical feature that possesses significance. 
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Table 4.  Assessment of historic integrity under Criterion C 

Category Item Examples 

Materials, 

workmanship, 

and design 

Alterations (minor) 

These minor alterations taken alone 

will not render a structure not eligible. 

The cumulative effect of several minor 

alterations will lead to an overall loss of 

historic integrity that renders a 

structure not eligible under Criterion C. 

 Added main or supporting members to 

substructure or superstructure and bridge 

retains original function. 

 Removal or alteration of main structural 

members. 

 Replacement of features/materials not in-

kind. 

 Change in railing/parapet or guardrail, 

including replacement or loss.14 

 Alterations or changes to the operator’s 

house such as change in roofline or new 

windows (movable bridges). 

 Addition of new operator’s house where 

original remains (movable bridges). 

 Replacement of mechanical components 

(movable bridges). 

 Replaced approach span or substructure. 

 Movable bridge fixed in open position 

(mechanical equipment remains). 

 Alteration to locking mechanism (movable 

bridge). 

 Minor widening or lengthening of the 

superstructure. 

Location, 

setting, feeling, 

and association 

Extensive alterations (major) 

These major alterations lead to an 

overall loss of historic integrity that 

renders a structure not eligible under 

Criterion C. 

 

Alterations (minor) 

These minor alterations will not render 

a structure not eligible under Criterion 

C. 

 Relocation where bridge no longer 

maintains original function (e.g., carrying 

traffic over water or road). 

 Relocated superstructure when relocation 

does not affect engineering significance. 

 Significant change in setting. 

 

                                                      
14 Railing alterations are frequently seen because new railings are often built to meet current safety standards. 

Alterations to railings do not individually result in a loss of historic integrity, particularly where a bridge’s 

superstructure is considered to be the physical feature that possesses significance. 
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7. Results 

 

A. Introduction 

In the final evaluation step (Step 3 – Document National Register Eligibility Determination) a 

determination of National Register eligibility is made, and the eligibility determination is documented.  The 

determination is the outcome of one of three potential equations: 

 

1. A bridge that possesses significance under one or more of the National Register criteria and 

retains historic integrity is considered eligible. 

 

2.  A bridge that possesses significance under one or more of the National Register criteria but does 

not retain sufficient historic integrity to convey that significance is considered not eligible. 

 

3.   A bridge that lacks significance under National Register criteria, regardless of historic integrity, is 

considered not eligible. 

 

National Register eligibility results by area of significance applying National Register Criterion A, and by 

bridge type applying National Register Criterion C, are presented in this section.  Results are summarized 

in Table 5.  Due to their special considerations under the ACHP’s Program Comment, post-1945 common 

bridge types are presented separately (see Section 7.D). 

 

Table 5.  Eligibility results by bridge type 

Bridge 

Type 
Population 

Previously 

listed or 

determined 

eligible 

Eligible Total 

Eligible 

(includes 

previously 

listed or 

determined 

eligible) 

Not 

Eligible 

Criterion 

A  

(Only) 

Criterion 

C  

(Only) 

Criteria  

A and C 

Concrete 

arch 
9 0 0 1 8 9 0 

Concrete 

beam and 

girder  

(pre-1946) 

92 3 4 3 1 11 81 

Concrete 

rigid frame 
5 0 0 4 1 5 0 

Culvert  

(pre-1946) 
245 0 0 2 0 2 243 

Movable 87 14 1 52 3 70 17 

Steel beam 

and girder  

(pre-1946)   

33 3 6 2 3 14 19 
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Table 5.  Eligibility results by bridge type 

Bridge 

Type 
Population 

Previously 

listed or 

determined 

eligible 

Eligible Total 

Eligible 

(includes 

previously 

listed or 

determined 

eligible) 

Not 

Eligible 

Criterion 

A  

(Only) 

Criterion 

C  

(Only) 

Criteria  

A and C 

Timber  1,089 0 0 0 0 0 1,089 

Truss 31 15 0 11 2 28 3 

Common 

types 

(post-1945) 

2,988 1 0 6 4 11 2,977 

Total 4,579 36 11 81 22 150 4,429 

 

Eligibility results for individual bridges are presented in the Appendices organized first by parish and then 

by recall number.  Appendix C presents basic descriptive information and the National Register status for  

each bridge evaluated in this study.  Appendix D.1 presents bridges that are eligible for, previously 

determined eligible for, or listed in the National Register, including statements of significance and other 

pertinent descriptive information.  Appendix D.2 includes inventory forms for eligible bridges with more 

detailed descriptive information and photographs.  Appendix E presents bridges that are not eligible for 

National Register listing, including statements of significance and basic descriptive information.  A 

“statement of significance” explains how a bridge qualifies for National Register listing and links the 

property to one or more of the National Register criteria. 

 

B. Criterion A 

To support the eligibility determinations for bridges found to be eligible under Criterion A, this section 

provides a summary of the applicable historical themes. 

 

(1) Transportation 

Nineteen bridges relate to the National Register area of significance of Transportation, reflecting several 

important trends in the state’s transportation history.  Grade-separation structures reflect important early 

state efforts and subsequent federal work-relief efforts to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  Other 

examples related to Transportation are the first vehicular crossings that replaced earlier ferry operations 

and structures that provide important crossings of a floodplain (Morganza Floodplain and Atchafalaya 

Floodway) or the Industrial Canal in New Orleans.   

 

(2) Politics/government 

Twenty-one bridges relate to the area of significance of Politics/Government.  These structures are 

examples of the Depression-era work-relief programs, including those sponsored by the WPA and 

receiving NIRA funding.  Structures eligible for their historical association with Politics/Government 

represent improvements to infrastructure that include grade-separation structures to provide safe railroad 

and highway crossings and bridges in New Orleans’s City Park built as part of the overall redevelopment 

of the park by work-relief forces.   
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(3) Conservation  

Three bridges relate to the area of significance of Conservation.  These structures are integrated with 

major spillways that were constructed as part of larger conservation efforts to manage flooding.  Other 

structures related to the area of significance of Conservation were constructed to cross over an important 

navigational canal, which was also created as part of a larger conservation effort.  

 

C. Criterion C 

To support the eligibility determinations for bridges eligible under Criterion C, this section provides a 

narrative summary of the essential characteristics of the subject population by bridge type.  For each 

type, the following information is provided: 

 

 Early use in state, where such examples remain 

 Design features that characterize the bridge type 

 Summary of historical patterns of use of the bridge type in Louisiana  

 Recognized bridge subtypes 

 Variations within the bridge type, as manifest in special features of design or construction 

 Innovations or engineering complexity present in the bridge type 

 Aesthetic features found, if any 

 Alterations that affect historic integrity  

 

A table summarizes the category and subcategories under Criterion C that were found to be applicable 

for each bridge type in the subject population.  The summaries presented below support  the statement of 

significance included on the inventory form for each bridge (see Appendix D).  

 

In evaluating the subject population, no substantial evidence was found that any bridge possesses the 

distinguishing characteristics of a master’s important work.  Although certain bridges were linked to an 

important engineer, designer, or builder recognized either nationally or in Louisiana, such bridges were 

not distinguishable from others in its characteristic style and quality.  Therefore, no bridges met the high 

standard that requires both the presence of a recognized engineering master and a bridge that clearly 

reflects that master’s characteristic work. 

 

(1) Concrete arch 

The reinforced concrete arch is characterized by the following design features: 

 

 Concrete arch supporting a deck 

 Closed-spandrel wall 

 Arch ring and barrel 

 Railing and endposts, often integrated into the spandrel wall 

 

Reinforced concrete arch bridges are considered to be significant as examples of a distinctive bridge 

type.  The concrete arch came into widespread use nationally in the late 1890s and continued in 

popularity through the 1940s, especially in locations where an aesthetically appealing bridge was desired.  
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Many later examples of concrete arches are related to Depression-era federal work relief programs that 

sponsored construction of concrete arch spans in park settings.  Despite its popularity, the concrete arch 

was less common nationally compared to other reinforced-concrete bridge types, including the concrete 

slab and girder bridges.  This is especially true in Louisiana, with only nine examples dating from 1924 to 

1939.  All bridges have a closed-spandrel configuration and are located in New Orleans’s City Park.  

Eight of the nine extant reinforced concrete arches, dating from 1936-1939, are directly related to 

Depression-era relief programs.  The rarity of the arch bridge type in Louisiana may be related to 

challenges of placing stable foundations, which were needed to support the weight of the arch. 

 

In addition to being an uncommon bridge type in the state, reinforced concrete arch bridges exhibit high 

artistic value with Classical Revival or Art Deco aesthetic treatments.  One example exhibits the Classical 

Revival design aesthetic and includes curved railings with arched posts; recessed or arched panels in the 

railing or end posts; carved flowers, urns, and/or inscribed cartouches; and integrated lamp posts.  The 

remaining eight bridges express Art Deco influences, including geometric patterns, inscribed vertical 

lines, crowned and beveled parapets, and recessed arch rings.  A more modest example constructed late 

in the period reflects the transition from Art Deco to a more restrained Streamline Moderne style as 

reflected by its use of limited ornamentation to emphasize overall horizontal massing. Several concrete 

arches constructed during the Depression by the WPA also display bas-relief sculptures on the parapet 

walls or exterior pier columns.  Designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, the bas-relief carvings feature 

reclined figures, WPA workers, and tools, which further enhance the design aesthetic of the bridge.  

 

Eight of the nine reinforced concrete arches were designed under the direction of architect Richard Koch 

and contractor/engineer George Rice during the redesign of City Park by WPA efforts between 1936 and 

1939.  Alferez completed a number of sculptures throughout the park, including the bas-relief carvings for 

five of the bridges.  Research found no evidence that the eight reinforced concrete arch bridges in City 

Park represent the defining work of Koch, Rice, or Alferez.  Despite this association, no evidence was 

found to substantiate that the bridges represent the finest work of a master architect or artist. 

 

This bridge type exhibits few if any alterations affecting historic integrity.  Minor changes include 

replacement of a light fixtures with a compatible fixture. 

 

Concrete arch – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 
Reinforced concrete arch  

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

N/A 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 
N/A  
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Concrete arch – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 

 Classical Revival features 

 Art Deco features  

 Transition to Streamline Moderne 

features  

 Bas-relief sculptural features  

Work of a master  N/A 

 

(2) Concrete beam/girder and rigid frame 

The category of concrete beam/girder bridges includes two subtypes: concrete slab and concrete deck 

girder.  A third type of reinforced concrete bridge is the rigid frame which features a cast-in-place unit of 

substructure and superstructure components.  A variation within the concrete slab and rigid frame bridge 

types is monolithic construction.  

 

The state’s earliest concrete bridges were typically designed as monolithic reinforced concrete structures 

with bridge elements integrated together.  Examples include concrete slabs and rigid frames.  In having 

concrete elements cast together or embedded into another bridge element, the entire structure worked 

together as one monolithic unit.  The superstructure was typically integrated into the adjacent bents (and 

piers where applicable) and with the bridge deck.  The practice of combining concrete bridge elements 

together into a monolithic structure was later discontinued by the LHC as engineers learned more about 

the benefits of separating components to make repairs and maintenance easier.  Monolithic concrete 

bridges are rare in Louisiana and considered significant if they retain integrity. 

 

(a) Concrete slab 

These bridges consist of a cast-in-place reinforced concrete slab that serves as both the deck and a 

structural member carrying stresses to abutments and/or piers.  They are one of the simplest and most 

common bridge types, and are especially popular for span lengths of 30 feet or less because they are 

economical and simple to erect.  Although the earliest concrete slabs in the U.S. date to the first decade 

of the twentieth century, Louisiana’s extant examples post-date 1910.  Beginning in the 1930s and 

continuing into the mid-twentieth century, a number of standard plans were developed by the state for 

reinforced concrete slab spans.  

 

Variations of concrete slab design include pier caps integrated into the concrete slab to form a monolithic 

design, and another that consists of connecting several precast concrete slab units longitudinally to form 

a span.  In general, concrete slabs were built in substantial numbers during the twentieth century and lack 

individual engineering distinction with the exception of these variants.   

 

(b) Concrete deck girder 

Concrete deck girders, also called tee beams, feature rectangular concrete beams supporting an integral 

deck slab or a cast-in-place concrete deck used for the roadway surface.  Concrete deck girders were 

introduced in the 1910s and were common nationally and in Louisiana from the 1920s to the 1940s.  The 
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state produced standard plans for concrete deck girders as early as 1922.  Concrete deck girder bridges 

constructed prior to this time are considered important early examples of the subtype. 

 

The integration of the beam and deck increases bridge strength and allows greater span lengths.  A 

simple span design was most common, with typical span lengths of 30 to 50 feet.  A variation is the 

continuous span, wherein the beam spans uninterrupted over one or more intermediate supports.  The 

distinguishing feature of all concrete deck girder bridges is the reinforced concrete slab integrated with 

longitudinal beams.  Only one continuous concrete deck girder was identified in the subject population. 

 

Typically, significant length indicates complex technological solutions related to site conditions.  One non-

continuous concrete deck girder bridge possesses significant overall structure length.  Its overall length of 

nearly 19,000 feet far exceeds that of all other concrete deck girder bridges and is a reflection of the 

complexity of engineering required to manage challenging site conditions.   

 

Concrete deck girders typically exhibit little aesthetic treatment.  Decorative parapets, end posts, 

brackets, pier forms, or light standards can be present.  Individually, these features do not amount to high 

artistic value; however, a combination of these features may create notable overall design aesthetic.  

 

(c) Concrete rigid frame 

In rigid frame construction the superstructure and substructure components are integrated into a single, 

monolithic cast-in-place unit.  This type of construction was considered to be an efficient use of material, 

easy to build, and aesthetically pleasing.  First used in the U.S. in the 1920s, rigid frame bridges are 

considered to be the last major type of reinforced concrete bridge to be developed.  Compared to their 

widespread use nationally, this bridge type is rare in Louisiana with only three known examples. 

 

The distinguishing feature of concrete rigid frame bridges is the homogenous cast-in-place unit of 

substructure and superstructure components.  This bridge type was readily adaptable for architectural 

and ornamental treatment, so decorative elements were often incorporated into the design, especially if 

the bridge is located within an urban setting or on a parkway.  One example in City Park in New Orleans 

displays Art Deco influences, including  haunched span, vertical ribbing and flutes on the posts, curved 

end walls, and bold font used for the WPA stamp. 

 

No alterations affecting historic integrity of concrete rigid frame bridges were identified. 
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Rigid frame – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C Category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 
Rigid frame construction 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

N/A 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 
N/A  

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 

Overall design aesthetic of the Art Deco 

style 

Work of a master  N/A 

 

(4) Culverts 

A culvert is a structure placed under a roadway to allow a stream or other drainageway to pass.  The 

structural unit or hydraulic opening through which water flows is sometimes called a cell or barrel.  

 

Culverts are characterized by the following design features: 

 

 Concrete box-shaped structure or multi-plate arch opening 

 Simple structure without railing or sidewalk 

 Individual cells or barrels that may be combined to create larger structures 

 

While culverts were historically constructed of a variety of materials, including timber and stone, extant 

pre-1971 culverts in Louisiana are constructed of either metal or concrete.  Concrete culverts come in a 

variety of shapes, but most often are found in the box or pipe configuration.  Standard plans for concrete 

box culverts were developed in Louisiana as early as 1914.  The vast majority of Louisiana’s pre-1971 

culverts are examples of the concrete box type.  Another example of a box culvert is a double cell, where 

two rows of culvert barrels are placed on top of each other to solve more complex engineering issues.  A 

distinctive culvert type is the multi-plate arch, which is formed of curved, corrugated metal segments. 

These segments are braced on concrete headwalls and piers, and the curved segments are bolted 

together to form an arch.    

 

Culverts are common both nationally and in Louisiana.  They were typically constructed using 

prefabricated materials and have common forms that lack engineering complexity or significance.  As a 

result, culverts are generally not eligible for the National Register as individual structures.  Culverts that 

are eligible for the National Register are distinguished by unique and significant design features, including 

decorative stonework or unusual aesthetics, or complex engineering.  
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Culverts – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 
Multi-plate arch 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

”Double-decker” design with two rows of 

culvert barrels  

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 
N/A 

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 
Rustic decorative stone masonry 

Work of a master  N/A 

 

(5) Movable 

The basic principle of a movable bridge is ancient: a span, or spans, is moved to provide navigation 

clearance.  Depending on the span type, the movement may be in a horizontal plane or a vertical plane to 

take the span out of the way of a vessel on the water.  Modern movable bridges resulted from the 

development of engines and motors to mechanically manipulate the span and control systems to govern 

the action.  Some of these innovations were originally developed in the design and construction of 

railroad bridges in the nineteenth century.  Innovation continued with the use of movable bridges for roads 

and highways, particularly in the development of modern control systems.  Louisiana has one of the 

largest collections of movable bridges of any state due to its extensive network of commercial waterways.  

Movable bridges provide an important solution for accommodating vehicular and marine traffic along the 

state’s extensive network of bayous, rivers, channels, and canals.  In addition to having a large number of 

movable bridges, the state also boasts a wide variety of types and sizes of movable bridges.  Movable 

bridges are divided into four major types, as detailed below.  Many variations related to operation of 

mechanical systems also exist.  Several distinctive subtypes and variations are found in Louisiana, with 

certain examples such as the pontoon swing and cable-stayed swing being quite rare.   

 

Standard plans for movable bridge subtypes were developed by the LHC (later the LDH) between 1924 

and 1963.  Standard plans were periodically revised during this period with small changes made to 

existing plans.  As-built plans indicate that standard plans were sometimes used as a general guide for 

designing and constructing a bridge, with slight modifications to existing plans to meet site-specific 
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conditions.  Standard plans were also available for operator’s houses; one design included pilasters and 

another featured horizontal scribed lines and pelican emblems embossed into the concrete walls.  Extant 

examples of movable bridges in Louisiana date from 1914 to 1970. 

 

(a) Bascule 

In a bascule bridge, the movable span or “leaf” rotates vertically around a horizontal axis to raise the leaf 

and clear the navigable channel for marine traffic.  Bascule bridge subtypes in Louisiana include single- 

and double-leaf trunnions, and heel trunnions (another bascule subtype that exists nationally is the rolling 

lift bascule bridge, but there are no rolling lift examples in the subject population).  Design features of 

bascule bridges include: 

 

 Movable span (leaf) constructed as plate girder, beam, or (occasionally) truss. 

 

 Trunnion as a pivot point with rack-and-pinion system to raise the leaf. 

 

 Counterweight opposite the leaf, typically enclosed in abutment pit. 

 

 Locking mechanisms and load shoes to secure the leaf. 

 

 Operator’s house. 

 

Subtypes found in Louisiana generally consist of the following configurations and design features:     

 

 Single-leaf I-beam bascule – Single span (leaf) that pivots on a fixed shaft with counterweight, 

powered by manually operated winch. 

 

 Double-leaf trunnion bascule – Two opposing spans (leaves) that rotate on trunnions with 

counterweights attached to the rear of each span; counterweights descend into chambers or pits 

when in open position.  Unlike single-leaf bascules, double-leaf bascules act as cantilevers; when 

in closed position, with the two opposing spans held in place by load shoes that prevent the span 

from further downward rotation and center locks that keep the two spans properly aligned. 

 

 Strauss heel trunnion – In this distinctive and innovative bascule subtype, the main span and 

counterweight are mounted on separate but interconnected assemblies and pivot around two 

separate trunnions.  Joseph Strauss was successful at patenting and marketing numerous 

movable bridge designs during the early twentieth century, including heel trunnion examples.15  

The overhead configuration of the heel trunnion, as used on the Louisiana example, eliminates 

the need for a pit below grade because the counterweight is mounted overhead.  This design 

allows the trunnion to be placed closer to the waterway, enabling an overall shorter leaf.   By 

eliminating the counterweight chamber, heel trunnions offered a more flexible design solution in 

                                                      
15 Strauss established the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company in 1902 and was a forerunner in developing cost-

saving and engineering solutions for movable bridges, including the use of concrete counterweights rather than 

metal.  He is also known as the chief engineer for the construction of the Golden Gate Bridge.   
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terms of structure size and length.  Heel trunnion bascules became popular for railroad bridges 

and are considered less common for vehicular bridges.   

 

Louisiana has seven bascule bridges (four listed or previously determined eligible) constructed between 

1919 and 1964.  Known standard plans for steel single-leaf trunnion bascules date to 1929.  This type is 

found throughout the U.S. and the earliest examples are generally considered to be those constructed 

prior to 1930.  Within Louisiana, the bascule type is considered uncommon, especially in comparison to 

the populations of other movable bridge types.  A limited number of bascule bridges were constructed 

after 1970.  

 

Alterations affecting historic integrity of the bascule bridge type include: 

 

 Removal and significant change in mechanical components, considered major   

 Removal and significant change in mechanical components (movable bridge), considered major 

 Alterations to operator’s house, considered minor  

 

Bascule  – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 

 Single-leaf I-beam bascule 

 Double-leaf trunnion bascule 

 Strauss heel trunnion 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

N/A 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 
N/A 

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 
N/A 

Work of a master  N/A  

 

(b) Pontoon swing 

The pontoon swing bridge is a distinctive type of movable bridge in which the movable “span” is a floating 

barge, termed a “pontoon,” which is floated to the channel bank to open the navigable channel to marine 

traffic.  Pontoon swing bridges consist of the following design features: 

 

 Floating pontoon, constructed of wood or metal, that swings open for marine traffic. 

 

 Pivot arm that connects pontoon to pivot point on shoreline and allows the swinging movement. 
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 Hand- or motor-operated system of cables, pulleys, sheaves and winches that enables and 

controls the movement of the pontoon. 

 

 Operator’s house, typically houses winch and other mechanical systems and can be located on-

board the pontoon or on-shore. 

 

 Approach aprons that enable vehicular access to the bridge by bringing the approach roadway 

into alignment with the pontoon driving surface.  These aprons are typically operated via a 

motorized hoist system housed in towers at the edge of the approach spans; approach aprons 

can also be attached to the pontoon and operated using hydraulic cylinders.   

 

Louisiana has seven metal pontoon swing bridges constructed between 1953 and 1967.  Known standard 

plans for metal pontoon swing bridges date to 1963.  The pontoon swing bridge is very uncommon 

nationally, with most examples restricted to Louisiana and Texas.  One bridge in the subject population 

represents a variation within the type as a floating pontoon with a secondary steel I-beam deck.  

Operator’s houses can be of frame or metal construction and located on the floating pontoon or on the 

shoreline.  A limited number of pontoon swing bridges were constructed into the 2000s.   

 

Alterations affecting historic integrity of this bridge type include: 

 

 Relocation or removal of operator’s house and associated mechanical components, may include 

removal of original house, considered major 

 

 Changes in railing, considered minor 

 

 Replacement of mechanical components, considered minor 

 

 Alterations or removal of approach apron hoist mechanism, considered minor 

 

 Alterations to operator’s house, considered minor  

 

Pontoon swing  – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A  

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 
Floating pontoon  

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

N/A 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 

Floating pontoon with secondary I-beam 

deck 
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Pontoon swing  – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 
N/A 

Work of a master  N/A  

 

(c) Swing 

The swing bridge is a type of movable bridge in which the span rotates horizontally about a center pivot to 

clear the navigable channel for marine traffic.  The movable span typically is a beam, girder, or truss. 

Louisiana also has examples in which the span arms are cable-stayed swing spans.  Distinctive design 

features of swing bridges include: 

   

 Movable span that rotates horizontally on pivot pier and includes two span arms supported from a 

center unit or tower; span arms may be symmetrical or asymmetrical. 

 

 Pivot pier that carries the turning mechanism and the swing span. 

 

 Turning mechanism – swing bridges feature either a rim-bearing or center-bearing turning 

mechanism.   Center-bearing turning mechanisms feature a large spherical thrust bearing, 

located at the center of the pivot pier, which carries the load of the swing span.  Balance wheels 

aligned on a circular track on the outside of the pivot pier prevent the span from tipping out of 

plane during operation.  The evaluated bridges are center-bearing examples.16   

 

 Operator’s house (unless bridge was designed for manual operation only). 

 

 Locking devices incorporating a wedge mechanism: 

o Mechanically operated (earlier examples). 

o Hydraulically operated (later examples). 

 

 Counterweight (if bridge is asymmetrical) – counterweights vary but typically consist of concrete 

added to the shorter arm of the swing span.   

 

Louisiana has 42 swing bridges (including seven previously listed or determined eligible) constructed 

between 1916 and 1969.  Known standard plans for swing types were available by 1924 and continued 

until 1961.  Swing bridges were one of the earliest types of movable bridges used nationally and featured 

                                                      
16 The other type of turning mechanism found on swing bridges is rim-bearing.  Rim-bearing turning mechanisms 

have tapered rollers situated on a circular track on top of the pivot pier.  Each roller is mounted on a radial shaft, 

which restrains the bridge from moving away from the pivot pier.  A second track attached to the bottom of the swing 

span rests on top of the rollers.  The weight of the span is carried by the rollers.  Only two rim-bearing examples are 

known to exist in Louisiana and both were previously listed or determined eligible for listing in the National Register.   
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a pivot pier in the navigable channel, which posed an obstacle to water-going vessels.  For this reason, 

the popularity of swing bridges began to diminish by the 1930s as bascule and vertical lift types became 

the preferred choice since they do not require a pier in the navigation channel.  Swing bridges continued 

to be built in Louisiana into the 2000s.  The population of swing bridges is decreasing nationally due to 

replacement projects to remove the obstruction posed by mid-channel pivot piers.   

 

Several subtypes exist within the subject population, including the following: 

 

 Cable-stayed swing span – steel beam or truss swing span with tower structure above the pivot 

pier.  Cables tie floor beams to the central tower structure and support the bridge arms when in 

open position.  The bridge is turned using manually operated ropes, with assistance from a 

motorized winch.  Unlike other swing bridges, these examples do not have sophisticated locking 

mechanisms.  Several have been altered with additional truss members to account for increased 

loads.  Operator’s houses are located along the shoreline and are typically simple vernacular 

structures of either metal or frame construction; several examples do not have an operator’s 

house.  This subtype was typically utilized for small crossings and is highly uncommon nationally 

with no other known examples identified outside Louisiana.  Examples constructed between 1945 

and 1960 are concentrated along small bayous in Terrebonne Parish in the southern part of the 

state near the Gulf of Mexico. 

 

 Through truss swing span – through truss swing span with turning mechanism situated on a pivot 

pier and an operator’s house centered above the roadway, over the pivot pier.   

 

 Pony truss swing span – pony truss swing spans above pivot pier in two configurations:  

o Separate, symmetrical, variable-depth Warren pony truss units comprising each span 

arm, joined by pinned horizontal central bars in lieu of a center tower.  This configuration 

is considered a variation within the subtype and is used in the earliest example. 

 

o Single variable-depth truss unit for entire swing span, with a deeper truss unit above the 

pivot pier in lieu of a center tower.  This subtype is represented in later examples. 

 

 Plate girder swing span – steel plate girder swing span with pivot pier and off-board operator’s 

house.  Examples dating to before the mid-1950s are generally riveted; post-1950s examples are 

typically welded.  Other common differences within the subtype include consistent and variable-

depth girders and symmetrical and asymmetrical girder alignments; asymmetrical girders are 

known as bobtail swing spans.  Manually operated examples are considered a significant 

variation within the subtype.  

 

In addition, several bridges display light standards and decorative railings that are reflected in standard 

plans.  These features were not considered an outstanding ornamentation and do not represent overall 

aesthetic treatment in combination with other features.  Operator’s houses can be of frame, metal, or 

concrete construction.  Concrete examples typically reflect one of two standard designs, including one 

with multi-light windows, central door, and pilasters, and another with horizontally divided windows and 

horizontal scribed lines and a pelican emblem embedded in the concrete.   
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Alterations affecting historic integrity of this bridge type include: 

 

 Added, replaced, or altered truss or girder members, considered minor (multiple considered major). 

 Addition of new main superstructure, considered major. 

 Altered original locking mechanism, considered minor. 

 Fixed in open position, considered minor. 

 Fixed in open position with missing mechanical components, considered major. 

 Alterations to operator’s house, considered minor. 

 Added walkway, considered minor. 

 Railing or guardrail alterations/additions, considered minor. 

 Addition of new operator’s house, considered minor (unless original removed). 

 Multiple minor alterations can collectively be considered a major alteration. 

 

Swing – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 

 Through truss swing span 

 Pony truss swing span with single truss 

unit 

 Plate girder swing span 

 Cable-stayed swing span 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

N/A 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 

Pony truss swing span with separate 

variable truss units on each span arm  

Manually-operated  

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 
N/A 

Work of a master  N/A  
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(d) Vertical lift 

The vertical lift bridge is a type of movable bridge in which a counterweighted simple span is raised and 

lowered to open a navigable channel for marine traffic.  Distinctive design features of vertical lift bridges 

include:   

 

 Vertically raised and lowered simple span (steel girder, steel plate girder, or truss). 

 

 Supporting tower structures. 

 

 Counterweights, sometimes in conjunction with balance chains, carried by ropes over sheaves on 

towers. 

 

 Powered counterweight ropes/cables (tower-drive and tower drive with connected tower 

configurations). 

 

 Powered uphaul and downhaul ropes/cables (span-drive configuration). 

 

 Operator’s house, in most examples.    

 

 Locking and leveling devices and load shoes to seat the span in correct position. 

 

 Motor(s) and drive machinery for moving the span up and down. 

 

Vertical lift bridges are categorized based on the location of the motor(s) and the drive mechanisms.  The 

three basic variations include the span drive, tower drive with independent towers, and tower drive with 

connected towers, as described below.  

 

 Span drive – A vertical lift movable bridge where the drive mechanism is located in, under or on 

the movable span.  The movable span is counterweighted; however, the counterweight sheaves 

are free spinning and do not contribute to the operation of the span.  The span drive machinery 

raises and lowers the movable span by drawing in and paying out operating ropes that are 

attached to the towers.  Of the two Louisiana examples of the span drive subtype, one is listed in 

the National Register and one has been significantly altered by removal of the towers. 

 

 Tower drive with independent towers – A vertical lift movable bridge where two separate sets of 

drive machinery are located on top of two independent lift towers.  The span drive machinery 

raises and lowers the span by rotating the counterweight sheaves by means of interconnected 

shaft and gears.  An electrical tie between the two towers ensures that the two ends of the 

movable span lift evenly.  The tower drive system with independent towers is typically used on 

the larger vertical-lift bridges.  Although standard plans for this variation existed as early as 1953, 

only four known examples are in Louisiana. 
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 Tower drive with connected towers – A vertical lift movable bridge where the drive machinery is 

located on a structural member that spans across the waterway between the two lift towers.  The 

span drive machinery raises and lowers the span by driving all four counterweight sheaves 

simultaneously by means of interconnected shafts, secondary gearboxes and gears. Although the 

structure connecting the two towers results in higher costs, this type of mechanism improves the 

level of synchronization among the four corners of the movable span in comparison to tower drive 

examples.  It also eliminates the need for the operating ropes and associated maintenance costs 

found in the span drive configuration.  The tower drive with connected towers is typically used on 

vertical lift bridges over small navigation channels with spans under 200 feet.  Tower drive vertical 

lift bridges with connected towers are spread throughout the southernmost parishes in Louisiana 

with Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes having the largest numbers.  In addition, linear 

concentrations exist along Bayou Lafourche, Bayou Teche, and the Vermilion River.  The 

geography and occurrence of relatively small navigable waterways in this region of the state may 

explain why this variation is relatively widely used in Louisiana, but quite uncommon nationally, 

with known examples restricted to Louisiana and New Jersey.  

 

Louisiana has 31 vertical lift bridges (including three  previously listed or determined eligible) constructed 

between 1914 and 1970.  Known standard plans for vertical lift bridges date to 1925 and were available 

until at least 1959.  Standard plans for tower drive vertical lift bridges with independent towers were 

available by at least 1953 and for tower drive bridges with connected towers by at least 1955.  Only four 

evaluated examples include the tower drive mechanism with independent towers; the remaining 

examples display the tower drive with connected towers configuration.  Vertical lift bridges continued to 

be built in Louisiana after 1970.   

 

Operator’s houses can be of frame, metal, or concrete construction.  Concrete examples typically reflect 

one of two standard designs, including one with multi-light windows, a central door, and pilasters, and the 

other has horizontally divided windows, horizontal scribed lines, and a pelican emblem embedded in the 

concrete. 

 

Alterations affecting historic integrity of this bridge type include: 

 

 Removal of tower structure, including mechanical components, leaving a fixed span, considered major. 

 Routine replacement of mechanical components, considered minor. 

 Alterations to operator’s house, considered minor. 

 Railing alterations, considered minor. 
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Vertical lift – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 

Vertical lift (counterweighted simple span 

that raises and lowers) 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

N/A 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 

 Tower drive with independent towers 

 Tower drive with connected towers 

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 
N/A 

Work of a master  N/A 

 

(6) Steel beam and girder   

Steel and beam girders in Louisiana are characterized by multiple (three or more) parallel longitudinal 

beams or girders extending between abutments, sometimes with intermediate piers.  There are two 

subtypes to the steel beam and girder category: steel I-beams, including a variation with removable span, 

and the steel plate girder.  Steel beams and girders often lack engineering distinction and were built in 

substantial numbers, typically following standard plans, both nationally and in Louisiana.   

 

(a) Steel I-beam 

I-beam design features include rolled I-beams connected by floorbeams.  The I-beam derives its name 

from the “I” cross-section shape created when a web is joined to short steel flanges.  Steel I-beam 

bridges can be simple, where the girder extends from one vertical support to another, or continuous, 

where the beam spans uninterrupted over one or more intermediate supports, when built over an 

intermediate pier.  The state began developing plans for steel I-beams in the early 1920s, and continued 

to create and refine standard plans for the bridge type through the 1950s.   

 

Steel beam and girder bridges typically exhibit little aesthetic treatment.  Aesthetic treatments may 

include an open balustrade-type parapet, steel picketed railing, decorative or flared end posts, decorative 

pier cap design, curved or tapered brackets, or light standards.  Individually these treatments do not result 

in a high artistic value; however, combinations of these features may create an overall design aesthetic. 

Four steel I-beam bridges in the subject population possess a combination of aesthetic features, 

specifically decorative railing, pier cap design, brackets, and end posts, that when taken together result in 

a bridge that exhibits high artistic value. 
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One I-beam bridge in the subject population derives significance by representing the continuous variation 

within the type.  This bridge has an exceptional continuous main span length, consisting of three beams 

together forming a 181-foot-long continuous span.  The presence of a significant main span length 

achieved by continuous design indicates complex technological solutions related to site conditions.  This 

solution was employed to address crossing a railroad corridor.  

 

A distinctive variation of the steel I-beam subtype is the I-beam with removable span.  Removable span 

bridges are typically between 30 and 50 feet long, with an approximately 20-foot removable span.  The 

center span is designed to be removed temporarily to allow watercraft though, though it appears the 

removal of the span is rare.  Most have floor beam extensions on the removable span with openings for a 

crane to latch on and lift the span.  The removable span has a grated deck surface to reduce weight for 

removal.  The removable variation otherwise has typical I-beam design features, including I-beams 

connected by floorbeams.  Removable span bridges have long been used in Louisiana and continue to be 

utilized due to the vast network of navigable waterways.  Standard plans were developed by the state for 

removable span bridges from 1924 to 1961.  The earliest extant examples in the state are from the 

1930s.  Removable span bridges represent less than 1% of bridges in the subject population.  

 

Alterations affecting historic integrity of this bridge type include: 

 

 Alterations to removable span, including paving the open grate deck, considered major  

 Addition of supporting members to the substructure or superstructure, considered minor 

 Widening or lengthening superstructure, considered major 

 Replacement of main members integral to the superstructure, considered major 

 Change to or addition of railing/guardrail/parapet, considered minor 

(b) Steel plate girder 

Steel plate girder design consists of built-up riveted or welded plates with a deep web fabricated to form 

an “I” in cross section.  Steel plate girders can be simple, where the girder extends from one vertical 

support to another, or continuous, where the beam spans uninterrupted over one or more intermediate 

supports.  Nationally, use of the steel plate girders began in the late nineteenth century and is a common 

bridge type.  By 1931 the state prepared standard plans for plate girders, though relatively few plate 

girders were constructed in Louisiana for highway use.  Only one steel plate girder was constructed prior 

to 1946 and has already been determined eligible.  The remaining steel plate girders fall into the post-

1945 period.   
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Steel beam and girder – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state N/A 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 

I-beam 

Plate girder 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site 

Significant main span length –  

greater than 165’ for continuous I-beam 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 

 Continuous 

 I-beam with removable span  

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 

Combination of decorative railing, piers, 

and endposts 

Work of a master  N/A   

 

(7) Timber 

Timber bridges are examples of a simple type, built commonly in Louisiana throughout the twentieth 

century.  They consist of the following design features: 

 

 Treated timber stringers or beams as primary superstructure elements supported by an open, 

braced timber trestle framework. 

 

 Usually short spans between 10 and 30 feet in length. 

 

There are two subtypes of timber bridges: timber trestle and mud sill.  Timber trestle bridges are 

constructed of treated timber in an elevated beam or girder structure supported by an open, braced trestle 

on timber bents.  Bridge beams are constructed from logs, sawn lumber, or glued-laminated timber.  The 

timber trestle was one of the earliest known standard bridge plans developed by state engineers in 1917.  

 

The timber mud sill is similar to a timber trestle, with a treated timber stringer or beam superstructure.  

Rather than the pilings typical of a trestle, the timber mud sill bridge is supported on spread timber 

footings, known as “mud sills,” that distribute the bridge load.  Mud sill standard plans were developed for 

LHC use in the 1930s and 1940s. 

 

With timber bridges, historic integrity is generally diminished because most have structural members 

replaced over time and do not retain substantial original materials.  Louisiana has 1,089 known extant 

timber trestle bridges, representing 24% of extant pre-1971 bridges.  Louisiana’s timber bridges are small, 

simple structures that lack engineering distinction.  No examples are considered to be significant, and all 

lack integrity due to replacement of timber members due to deterioration.   
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(8) Truss 

Truss bridges typically have two parallel trusses that use diagonal and vertical members for deck support.  

Though not uncommon historically, few truss bridges are extant in Louisiana today.  Two broad subtypes 

are the pony and through truss.  Truss bridges are further distinguished by the configuration of truss 

members. The earliest known standard plan for a truss bridge is a 1917 design for a 48-foot timber truss 

span.  Over the course of the 1920s, the LHC produced a number of standard plans for both pony and 

through trusses as detailed below.  The last known standard truss plan is a 1946 design for a 320-foot-

long Camelback span (none extant).  Thereafter, the state continued to revise existing truss plan sets. 

Louisiana has few trusses remaining and only a handful can be associated with any particular standard 

plan. 

 

(a) Pony truss 

Pony (or low) truss bridges are a distinctive truss bridge subtype.  They consist of the following design 

features: 

 

 Superstructure that uses two parallel trusses composed of diagonal and/or vertical members to 

support deck loads. 

 

 Parallel trusses connected by transverse beams beneath the deck without overhead bracing. 

 

 Bridge members joined with plates and fasteners: pins and rivets in early examples, and bolts in 

later examples. 

 

While early truss bridges in Louisiana were constructed of wood, all extant examples in the state are 

metal.  Early examples in the state are considered to be those constructed before 1920, the time at which 

the state’s first-known standardized plans for metal pony truss bridges were prepared.  The state 

continued to refine these plans and introduce standard plans for new variations through the 1940s.  

Louisiana has nine pony truss bridges (including six previously listed or determined eligible) constructed 

between 1921 and 1950. 

 

Pony truss bridges in Louisiana are constructed in one of two truss configurations: the Pratt and Warren 

truss, which are distinguished by the arrangement of their diagonal and vertical members.  The Pratt truss 

uses verticals in compression and diagonals in tension, their arrangement mirrored around the central 

panel in which two diagonals cross.  The Warren truss uses diagonal members in alternating directions, 

relying on the diagonals to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  Warren trusses sometimes 

also include verticals, though these are primarily for bracing rather than load-bearing purposes.   

 

Alterations affecting historic integrity of this bridge type include: 

 

 Change in railing/parapet, considered minor. 

 Addition of supplemental superstructure members, considered minor where truss retains its 

original function. 

 Removal or alteration of individual truss members, floorbeams, or connections, considered minor. 
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Pony truss – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state 
Pre-1921 with pinned primary connections 

(prior to earliest standard plans) 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 
Pony truss 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

N/A 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 

 Pratt  

 Warren  

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 
N/A 

Work of a master  N/A 

 

(b) Through truss 

Through truss bridges are a distinctive truss bridge subtype.  They consist of the following design 

features: 

 

 Superstructure that uses parallel trusses composed of diagonal and/or vertical members to 

support deck loads. 

 

 Parallel trusses with lateral bracing between top chords of the trusses. 

 

 Bridge members joined with plates and fasteners: pins, rivets, or bolts in early examples and 

welding in later examples. 

 

While some early truss bridges in Louisiana were constructed of wood, all extant examples are metal.  

The earliest metal examples featured the use of pin connections.  Pin connections were gradually 

replaced by riveted connections in the early twentieth century.  Early through truss examples in Louisiana 

are considered to be those with pinned primary connections constructed before 1921, the time at which 

the state compiled its first known standardized plans for metal through truss bridges with riveted 

connections.  The state continued to refine these plans and introduce standard plans for new variations 

through the 1950s.  
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Through truss bridges in Louisiana are constructed in various configurations: the Pratt, Camelback, 

Warren, and K-truss, which are distinguished by the arrangement of their diagonal and vertical members.  

The Pratt truss uses verticals in compression and diagonals in tension, their arrangement mirrored 

around the central panel in which two diagonals cross.  The Camelback variation of the Pratt configuration 

includes a five-sloped polygonal top chord.  The Warren truss uses diagonal members in alternating 

directions, relying on the diagonals to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  Warren trusses 

sometimes also include verticals, though these are primarily for bracing rather than load-bearing 

purposes.  In the K-truss configuration, vertical and diagonal members form the characteristic “K” shape 

in each panel, arranged symmetrically around the truss’s centerpoint, and a polygonal top chord is typical.  

The K-truss is unique in that it transfers equal amounts of loading to all its individual members.  While the 

Warren and Pratt variations were developed in the nineteenth century and were common in the U.S., the 

K-truss was developed in the early twentieth century and was never a popular subtype nationally.   

 

While multiple simple spans are sometimes used at longer crossings, through truss bridges may also 

utilize a continuous or cantilever design.  The use of cantilever and continuous designs allows for the 

construction of bridges with significant lengths and a wider clear channel.  The continuous design is 

characterized by the use of a single truss span carried across multiple piers.  The cantilever design uses 

two self-supporting spans that meet in the center, sometimes incorporating a suspended central span.  A 

distinctive variation within this design seen in one example is the cantilever truss with a tied-arch 

suspended span, in which two arched cantilever arms are joined at their apex and a horizontal deck is 

suspended below.   

 

While the state developed a number of standard plans for simple through truss bridges using the Warren, 

Pratt, Parker, and Camelback configurations, these were typically 100 to 400 feet in span length.  The K-

truss, considered to be the lightest truss for its length, could be used to provide longer spans; examples in 

Louisiana range from 500 to 608 feet in length.  The 608-foot K-truss is the longest standard plan 

developed by the state for a simple through-truss; one example of this plan is known to have been built 

and remains extant.  

 

Caisson construction was employed at crossings where riverbed conditions were conducive to scour or 

soils were unstable and difficult to work with.  A caisson is a large watertight box or casing built of timber, 

masonry, reinforced concrete, or steel that enables construction of the pier foundation below water level.  

The box is then filled with concrete or other material to form the foundation.  The method is generally 

employed where large structures require deep piers, and was important to the construction of a number of 

truss bridges at long crossings, such as the Mississippi River and Atchafalaya Basin. 

 

Louisiana has 22 through truss bridges (including nine listed or previously determined eligible) 

constructed between 1900 and 1968.  Each configuration is represented by five or fewer examples 

statewide, the least common being the cantilever K-truss, Waddell A-truss, continuous Warren, and 

continuous Pratt trusses (one example each).  The Pennsylvania truss and the simple Warren, 
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Camelback, and K-truss configurations are represented by two examples each, and the remainder are 

cantilever Warren (3) and simple Pratt (5) examples.17 

 

Alterations affecting historic integrity of this bridge type include: 

 

 Removal or alteration of individual truss members and connections, considered minor. 

 Replaced approach and/or substructure, considered minor. 

 Relocation, considered minor. 

 Change or addition to  rail or guardrail, considered minor. 

 

Through truss – application of Criterion C areas of significance 

Criterion C category Subcategory Feature 

Distinctive characteristics of a 

type, period, or method of 

construction 

Early use of type in state 
Pre-1921 with pinned primary connections 

(prior to earliest standard plans) 

Distinctive design features or 

subtype 
Through truss 

Innovative or complex 

technological solution related to 

site, including foundation and 

substructure design for this type 

Caisson construction for substructure 

Cantilever/continuous spans 

Application of new material or 

technology for this type 
N/A 

Evolution or variation within this 

bridge type 

Pratt truss  

Warren truss 

K-truss 

Camelback truss 

Cantilever truss with a tied-arch 

suspended span 

High artistic value 

Selected ornamentation, notable 

but isolated 
N/A 

Outstanding ornamentation or 

overall architectural treatment 
N/A 

Work of a master  N/A 

 

                                                      
17 A third non-cantilever K-truss (Recall No. 039320) is currently being replaced and will soon be nonextant. 
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D. Post-1945 common types (Program Comment) 

 

(1) Criterion A 

Common post-1945 bridges in Louisiana found to have exceptional significance and meet National 

Register eligibility under Criterion A, applying the Program Comment, represent the following: 

 

 Bridges that are an important part of the transportation network as a major river crossing that 

eliminated a former ferry crossing. 

 

 Bridges directly associated with larger conservation efforts to manage flooding. 

 

 Bridges that provide uninterrupted vehicular access over a significant floodplain. 

 

(2) Criterion C 

A large number of common post-1945 steel and concrete bridges do not meet the requirements set forth 

in the Program Comment for exceptional significance, and therefore are not eligible for the National 

Register.  This includes culverts, concrete slabs, concrete beams and girders, and steel beams and 

girders that lack engineering distinction and were built in substantial numbers, typically following standard 

plans, both nationally and in Louisiana.  I-beam bridges, designed with spans that could be removed from 

their location, are a variation of the common I-beam bridge.  Post-1945 I-beam bridges with removable 

spans are not considered exceptionally significant and are not eligible. 

 

Common post-1945 bridges in Louisiana found to have exceptional significance represent the following: 

 

 Bridges with an exceptional main span length, based on an analysis of bridge data. 

 

 Bridges that display innovative or complex technological solutions related to site conditions, 

allowing for a longer span. 

 

 Bridges that represent an early example of its type in the state, such as the early use of 

prestressed concrete in Louisiana in the late 1950s and early 1960s. 

 

 Bridges that were engineered for unique site conditions, such as those bridges that span wide 

water features, are integrated with spillway structures, or that include special design features due 

to  geometric constraints. 
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Appendix A.  Interim Reports  

The following reports were prepared by Mead & Hunt as part of the Louisiana Historic Bridge Inventory 

project to evaluate the state’s historic bridges constructed through 1970. 

 

The Historic Context for Louisiana Historic Bridge Inventory, November 2012 

The context report  presents an understanding trends and developments in Louisiana bridge design 

engineering through 1970.  The contexts and themes provide the basis for developing criteria for 

evaluating the state’s bridges based on the standards of the National Register of Historic Places (National 

Register).  (The context is available on the project website at:  

http://www.dotd.la.gov/administration/public_info/projects/historicbridges/)  

 

Bridge Stratification and Data Collection Methodology, December 2012 

The stratification report outlines the stratification methodology that was used to identify bridges that 

require further data collection to determine whether they meet eligibility criteria for National Register 

listing.  A data collection process was identified for groups of bridges based on date needs. 

 

National Register Criteria for Evaluation of pre-1971 Louisiana Highway Bridges (draft), December 2012 

The evaluation report sets forth criteria for evaluation of individual bridges applying National Register 

Criteria to identify potential significance and assess historic integrity. 

 

Bridge Stratification Results, Bridges Recommended for Field Survey, January 2012 

This report provides the results of the application of the Bridge Stratification and Data Collection 

Methodology, including recommendations of bridges for field survey and bridges that are recommended 

not eligible based on data review to date. 

 

http://www.dotd.la.gov/administration/public_info/projects/historicbridges/
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

004850
03014500400001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 BAYOU 
NAZPIQUE           

004860
03014500400002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 BAYOU 
NAZPIQUE           

004920
03014500403392

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 DES CANNES 
RELIEF        

004930
03014500403681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 BAYOU DES 
CANNES         

004940
03014500403682

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 BAYOU DES 
CANNES         

004950
03014500405561

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

004980
03014500407051

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 SPRR & LOCAL 
ROAD        

004990
03014500407052

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 SPRR & LOCAL 
ROAD        

005000
03014500407811

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU JONAS

005010
03014500407812

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU JONAS

005042
03014500410521

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

005060
03014500411881

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

005062
03014500411882

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

005070
03014500413141

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 MPRR & LOCAL 
ROAD        

005080
03014500413142

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 MPRR & LOCAL 
ROAD        

005090
03014500413661

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE

005100
03014500413662

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE

005110
03014500414371

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 OVER LA 13          

005120
03014500414372

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 OVER LA 13          

005130
03014500414611

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

005132
03014500415647

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

005152
03014500415905

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

005200
03014500421491

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 35          

005210
03014500421492

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 35          
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

005220
03014500422051

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Ascension Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

050742
61030641103411

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderLA 1

612110
61034501100001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU MANCHAC

612120
61034501100002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU MANCHAC

612271
61034501117621

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU CONWAY

612272
61034501117622

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU CONWAY

612277
61034501119201

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 CANAL

612336
61034070903531

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderLA 308

612338
61038030400171

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderM.P. RR UPASS
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Bienville Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

011660
04074510400001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 CROWS CREEK

011670
04074510400002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 CROWS CREEK

011680
04074510400301

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 CROWS CR 
RELIEF          

011690
04074510400302

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 CROWS CR 
RELIEF          

011720
04074510401321

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BEAR CR 
RELIEF           

011730
04074510401332

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BEAR CR 
RELIEF           

011740
04074510401541

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BEAR CREEK

011750
04074510401542

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BEAR CREEK

011780
04074510404551

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CANEY CREEK

011790
04074510404552

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CANEY CREEK

011800
04074510404991

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DRAIN

011810
04074510404992

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DRAIN

011820
04074510405281

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 LEATHERMAN 
CREEK         

011830
04074510405292

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 LEATHERMAN 
CREEK         

011851
04074510406522

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 L & NW R/R

011880
04074510407391

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 BLACK LAKE 
CREEK         

011910
04074510410841

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

011920
04074510411571

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 BOGGY BRANCH

011930
04074510412031

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BLACK LAKE 
CREEK         

011940
04074510412032

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BLACK LAKE 
CREEK         

012030
04074510416451

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 SALINE BAYOU

012032
04074510416452

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 SALINE BAYOU

301186
P0732328930391

Private OwnershipTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers 
(w/ Timber Deck)

LOCAL 
ROAD

KCS RAILROAD
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Bossier Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

012960
04084510200001

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 RED RIVER

012962
04084510200186

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 BARKSDALE BLVD ON 
RAMP   

012970
04084510200361

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Voided Slab - Continuous I0020 TRAFFIC 
STREET           

012980
04084510200362

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Voided Slab - Continuous I0020 TRAFFIC 
STREET           

012990
04084510200801

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 HAMILTON MILLS 
ROAD      

013000
04084510200802

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 HAMILTON MILLS 
ROAD      

013010
04084510201031

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 STL&SW-KCS 
RR/WESTERFIELD

013020
04084510201032

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 STL&SW-KCS 
RR/WESTERFIELD

013040
04084510201407

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 1-20/US 71/KCS 
RR        

013050
04084510201431

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 US 71/KCS RR/RAMP 
SW     

013052
04080100614867

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 I-20/KCS RR

013060
04084510201432

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 US 71/KCSRR/RAMP 
SW      

013062
04084510201426

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 US71

013064
04084510201416

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 US71&KCSRR

013070
04084510201951

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0020 LA 72/OLD MINDEN 
RD.     

013080
04084510201952

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0020 LA 72/OLD MINDEN 
RD.     

013100
04084510202351

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 DRAIN

013110
04084510202451

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous I0020 ICG RR

013112
04084510202452

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous I0020 ICG RR

013120
04084510202811

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0020 LA 3105/AIRLINE 
DR.      

013130
04084510202812

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0020 LA 3105/AIRLINE 
DR.      

013140
04084510203311

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 I-20 OVER LA 72          

013150
04084510203312

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 LA72

013160
04084510204231

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 MACKS BAYOU & LA 
782-2   
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Bossier Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

013180
04084510204232

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 MACKS BAYOU/LA 
782-2     

013190
04084510204236

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 MACKS BAYOU

400050
04084510200181

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 RAMP J-2
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Caddo Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

013642
04090113000311

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousLA 3036

013702
04090250803351

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousUS 171

013872
04090250812641

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousUS 171

014462
04090780407381

Private OwnershipConcrete Deck GirderLA 538

015190
04094510100681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CROSS BAYOU

015200
04094510100682

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CROSS BAYOU

015210
04094510100921

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CROSS BAYOU 
RELF         

015220
04094510100922

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CROSS BAYOU 
RELF         

015230
04094510101081

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DRAIN

015240
04094510101092

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DRAIN

015250
04094510101631

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DRAIN

015260
04094510101622

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DRAIN

015370
04094510106282

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 M.P. RR

015380
04094510106311

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 M.P. RR

015400
04094510107921

Non-Bridge TypePedestrian WalkwayI-20

015500
04094510113421

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 DRAIN

015510
04094510114331

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 BROADWAY ST

015520
04094510114332

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 BROADWAY ST

015530
04094510114861

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 JEWELLA AVE

015540
04094510114862

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 JEWELLA AVE

015550
04094510115401

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Arch I0020 HUDSON ST

015560
04094510115402

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Arch I0020 HUDSON ST

015570
04094510115981

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 I-20 OVER US 
171/HEARNE A

015580
04094510115982

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 I-20 OVER US 
171/HEARNE A
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Caddo Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

015590
04094510116221

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Girder I0020 KINGS HWY & 
PORTLAND AVE.

015600
04094510116222

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Girder I0020 KINGS HWY & 
PORTLAND AVE.

015610
04094510116561

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 US 80/GREENWOOD 
RD.      

015620
04094510116562

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 US 80/GREENWOOD 
RD.      

015622
04094510116771

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 MARION ST

015624
04094510116772

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 MARION ST

015630
04094510117061

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 LK SHORE 
DR&KESRR        

015640
04094510117062

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 LK SHORE 
DR&KCSRR        

015810
04094510118491

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 SAM R FERTITTA 
STREET    

015820
04094510118492

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0020 SAM R. FERTITTA 
STREET   

015830
04094510118751

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 LINE AVE

015840
04094510118752

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 LINE AVE

015842
04094510118818

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 LA AVE &HOWELL 
ST        

015843
04094510119175

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 SPRING ST/LA 1           

015844
04094510118841

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 LOUISIANA AVE

015845
04094510119158

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 SPRING 
ST/MARKET/LA 1    

015846
04094510118842

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0020 LOUISIANA AVE

015847
04094510119225

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 KCS RR

015848
04094510118986

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 MARSHALL 
ST&LA&KCI-20    

015849
04094510119298

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 KCS & SL&SW RR 
SPRING

400020
04094510118981

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 MARSHALL ST/LA 
1/RRS.    

400030
04094510118982

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam - Suspended I0020 MARSHALL ST/LA 
1/RRS.    

400040
04094510119331

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 ST. LOUIS & SW 
RR        
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Calcasieu Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

032280
07104509101761

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0010 SABINE RELIEF

032310
07104509104901

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 GUM GULLY

032320
07104509104902

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 GUM GULLY

032350
07104509108211

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 VINTON CANAL

032360
07104509108212

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 VINTON CANAL

032370
07104509108511

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 HAMPTONS 
COULEE          

032372
07104509108518

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 HAMPTONS 
COULEE          

032380
07104509108512

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 HAMPTONS 
COULEE          

032410
07104509109111

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 COONE GULLY

032420
07104509109122

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 COONE GULLY

032430
07104509110861

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

032435
07104509110862

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

032440
07104509111871

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 SABINE CANAL

032470
07104509114071

Interstate ExemptionConcrete SlabI10 WING GULLY 
BAYOU         

032480
07104509114072

Interstate ExemptionConcrete SlabI10 WING GULLY 
BAYOU         

032490
07104509115121

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 RICE CANAL

032495
07104509115122

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

032520
07104509116641

Interstate ExemptionConcrete SlabI10 CHOUPIQUE 
BAYOU          

032530
07104509116642

Interstate ExemptionConcrete SlabI10 CHOUPIQUE 
BAYOU          

032560
07104509119531

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

032565
07104509119532

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

032600
07104509120621

Non-Bridge TypePedestrian WalkwayPED OVERPASS/I-
10        

032630
07104509121521

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU DIENDE

032640
07104509121522

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU DIENDE
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Calcasieu Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

032680
07104509123661

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 MAPLE FORK 
BAYOU         

032690
07104509123662

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 MAPLE FORK 
BAYOU         

032770
07104509126481

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

032790
07104509129981

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 OVER LA 385         

032800
07104509129982

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 OVER LA 385         

032810
07104509130191

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 RYAN STREET

032820
07104509130192

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 RYAN STREET

032830
07104509130271

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 BILBO STREET

032840
07104509130272

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 BILBO STREET

032860
07104509130611

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 KIRKMAN 
STREET           

032870
07104509130612

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 KIRKMAN 
STREET           

032880
07104509130941

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 US 90B (ENTERPRISE 
BLVD) 

032890
07104509130942

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 US 90B (ENTERPRISE 
BLVD) 

032900
07104509131101

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 MO PACIFIC RR

032910
07104509131102

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 MO PACIFIC RR

032920
07104509131371

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 SHATTUCK ST

032930
07104509131372

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 SHATTUCK ST

032938
07104509131831

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 OVER US 90 & SP 
RR  

032940
07104509131832

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 OVER US 90 & SP 
RR  

032950
07104509132291

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 OPELOUSAS ST

032960
07104509132292

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 OPELOUSAS ST

033000
07104509133431

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 KAYOUCHE 
COULEE          

033010
07104509133432

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 KAYOUCHE 
COULEE          

033040
07104509135381

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 ANTOINNE 
GULLY           
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Calcasieu Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

033050
07104509135382

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 ANTOINNE 
GULLY           

033080
07104509136561

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 ENGLISH BAYOU

033090
07104509136562

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 ENGLISH BAYOU

033120
07104509139361

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

033130
07104509140711

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 DRAIN

033140
07104509140712

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 DRAIN

033190
07104503000001

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0210 SP & KCS RR

033200
07104503000002

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0210 I 10; SP RR; KCS 
RR      

033210
07104503001411

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0210 PRIEN LAKE

033220
07104503004051

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0210 DRAIN

033230
07104503004381

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0210 PRIEN LAKE 
ROAD          

033240
07104503004382

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0210 PRIEN LAKE 
ROAD          

033250
07104503004891

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0210 HOLLYHILL RD

033260
07104503004892

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0210 HOLLYHILL RD

033270
07104503004991

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Continuous I0210 CONTRABAND 
BAYOU         

033280
07104503004992

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Continuous I0210 CONTRABAND 
BAYOU         

073820
07104509131105

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 MP RR/CITY ST

073830
07104509131108

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder - Continuous I0010 MP RR/CITY ST
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Cameron Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

033510
07120310100001

Non-Bridge TypeFerry - TollLA0027 CAL SHIP 
CHANNEL         

070104
07121930100001

Non-Bridge TypeFerry - TollLA0027 CAL.SHIP 
CHA/CAM.FERRY 2 
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

052640
61174500900001

Interstate ExemptionSteel High Truss (Cantilevered 
Through Truss)

 I0010 MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER/CTY STS

052680
61174501001781

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0010 DALRYMPLE DR/CITY 
PK LAKE

052690
61174501001782

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0010 DALRYMPLE DR/CITY 
PK LAKE

052740
61174501003391

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 COLLEGE DRIVE

052750
61174501003392

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 COLLEGE DRIVE

052760
61174501004501

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 WARDS CREEK

052770
61174501004502

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 WARDS CREEK

052780
61174509200001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 CITY STREETS

052790
61174509200002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 CITY STREET

052840
61174509201191

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0110 NORTH DALE 
CANAL         

052872
61174509201551

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousI-110

053050
61174540101511

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAIN NO NAME

053080
61174540102051

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAIN

053150
61174540103701

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0012 SHERWOOD FOREST 
BLVD     

053160
61174540103702

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0012 SHERWOOD FOREST 
BLVD     

610030
61174501000147

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 DN.R.NICHOL.DR.E.B.  
    

610050
61174501000176

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 NICHOL.DR.ON 
RAMP        

610070
61174501000552

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 CITY STREETS

610080
61174501000556

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 RAMP OVER CITY 
STS. 

610090
61174501000591

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 TO I-110 S.B.       

610100
61174501000597

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 CITY STREETS

610150
61174501001186

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 WASH.ST. ON 
RAMP         

610170
61174501001197

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 E.WASH.ST.OFF 
RAMP       

610190
61174501001318

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 OFF RAMP/OVER ON 
RAMP    
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

610210
61174501001345

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 LOUISE ST ON 
RAMP        

610250
61174501002456

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 PERKINS RD. ON 
RAMP      

610261
61174501002587

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 PERKINS RD OFF 
RAMP      

610270
61174501002606

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 ACADIAN THRU. ON 
RAMP    

610295
61174501000801

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I00010 WASHINGTON 
STREET        

610300
61174501002737

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 OFF RAMP TO 
ACADIAN THRU.

610317
61174501000792

Constructed after 1970; 
superstructure replaced 
after 1970

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

610320
61174501000735

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 S.10TH ST. ON 
RAMP       

610360
61174509200425

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 GOV'T. ST. ON 
RAMP       

610380
61174509200478

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 GOV'T. ST. OFF 
RAMP      

610390
61174509200476

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 N. BLVD. ON 
RAMP         

610410
61174509200517

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 CONVENTION ST. OFF 
RAMP  

610430
61174509200607

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 FLA. ST. OFF 
RAMP        

610450
61174509200666

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 FLA ST. ON 
RAMP          

610470
61174509200786

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 MAIN ST. ON 
RAMP         

610490
61174509200785

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 CONVENTION ST. ON 
RAMP   

610510
61174509200837

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 NORTH ST. OFF 
RAMP (N.B.)

610530
61174509200938

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 LAUREL ST. OFF 
RAMP      

610550
61174509200975

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 MAIN ST. ON RAMP 
(N.B.)  

610590
61174509202488

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 22 ST. OFF 
RAMP          

610610
61174509202836

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 CHIPPEWA ST. ON 
RAMP (SB)

610630
61174509202847

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 CHIPPEWA OFF 
RAMP        

610670
61174509203218

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 CHIPPEWA OFF RAMP 
(S.B.) 

610690
61174509203225

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 CHIPPEWA ON RAMP 
(N.B.)  
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

610710
61174509203506

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 WYANDOTTE ST. ON 
RAMP    

610730
61174509203527

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 WYANDOTTE ST. OFF 
RAMP   

610750
61174509204058

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 WELLER OFF RAMP 
(S.B.)   

610770
61174509204085

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 WELLER ON RAMP 
(N.B.)    

610790
61174509204246

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 EVAGELINE ST. ON 
RAMP    

610810
61174509204287

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 EVANGELINE ST. OFF 
RAMP  

610920
61174540107151

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 HONEYCUT 
BAYOU           

611250
61174501000001

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0010 I-10 OVER LA 30 & 
CITY ST

611280
61174501002351

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 LA 427-ACADIAN 
TW/KCS RR 

611290
61174501002352

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 LA 427-ACADIAN 
TW/KCS RR 

611300
61174509200261

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 I-110 OVER US 61B & 
LA 73

611310
61174509200262

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0110 I-110 OVER US 61B & 
LA 73

611320
61174509202311

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 I-110 OVER LA 67-
PLANK RD

611330
61174509202312

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 I-110 OVER LA 67-
PLANK RD

611340
61174509203041

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0110 CITY STREETS

611350
61174509203042

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0110 CITY STREETS

612312
61170079011481

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderKCS RR

612314
61170079011541

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderICG RR OVER US 
190       

612340
61178172002301

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderCHIPPEWA RR U 
PAS        

612344
61178172003101

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderCHIPPEWA U-
PASS          
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Jefferson Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

000110
02260070201761

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousUS 90 UNDER SOU 
RR       

000260
02262830903421

Non-Bridge TypeTunnel or SubwayUS0090B HARVEY TUNNEL

000270
02262830908081

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box CulvertUS0090B DRAIN

000274
02262830908881

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box CulvertUS0090B DRAIN

000375
02264501501901

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 DUNCAN CANAL

000376
02264501501902

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 DUNCAN CANAL

000380
02264501502061

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER WILLIAMS 
BLVD  

000390
02264501502062

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER WILLIAMS 
BLVD  

000430
02264501503821

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 VET MEM HWY

000440
02264501503912

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 VET MEM HWY

000442
02264501503956

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CANAL NO 3

000444
02264501504157

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 VET MEM HWY

000450
02264501505032

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 TRANSCONTINENTAL 
BLVD.   

000460
02264501505051

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 TRANSCONTINENTAL 
BLVD.   

000472
02264501505737

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 OFF RP FROM I 10 
EAST    

000474
02264501505736

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 ON RP TO I 10 
WEST       

000482
02264501505715

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 ON RP TO 
I10EAST         

000484
02264501505718

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 OFF RP FROM I 10 
WEST    

000500
02264501506101

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 SUBURBAN 
CANAL           

000510
02264501506102

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 SUBURBAN 
CANAL           

000546
02264501507457

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 OFF RP FROM I-10 
EAST    

000556
02264501507448

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 OFF RP FROM I 10 
WEST    

000580
02264501508012

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 BONNABEL 
BLVD.           

000590
02264501508011

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 BONNABEL 
BLVD.           
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Jefferson Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

000620
02264501508671

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 OAKLAWN DRIVE

000630
02264501508672

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 OAKLAWN DRIVE

100030
P2629591901241

Constructed after 1970Concrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL 
ROAD

CANAL NO 5
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

035330
07274500300771

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 OVER US 165 & 
MP RR 

035340
07274500300772

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 OVER US 165 & 
MP RR 

035350
07274500301101

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

035380
07274500305111

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 W. LACASSINE 
BAYOU       

035390
07274500305112

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 W. LACASSINE 
BAYOU       

035440
07274500308231

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

035470
07274500309991

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 E. LACASSINE 
BAYOU       

035480
07274500309992

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 E. LACASSINE 
BAYOU       

035520
07274500311771

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

035610
07274500317311

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 W BAYOU CHENE

035620
07274500317312

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 W BAYOU CHENE

035622
07274500317901

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 CATTLE 
UNDERPASS         

035624
07274500317902

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 CATTLE 
UNDERPASS         

035640
07274500318431

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 MID BAYOU 
CHENE          

035650
07274500318432

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 MID BAYOU 
CHENE          

035670
07274500319941

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 26-
JENNINGS 

035680
07274500319942

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 26          
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Lafayette Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

006390
03280040100801

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box CulvertUS0090B CREEK

006421
03280043000681

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderSOU PACIFIC 
RR           

006770
03284550101451

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 CREEK

006780
03284550100881

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 CREEK

006790
03284550100231

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 CREEK

006900
03284500503681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU ILE DES 
CANNES

006910
03284500503682

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 BAYOU ILE DES 
CANNES

006960
03284500505811

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

006970
03284500506221

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 COULEE MINE

007000
03284500507071

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

007002
03284500507991

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

007010
03284500508401

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 182         

007020
03284500508402

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 182         

007030
03284500508941

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 SOU PAC RR

007040
03284500508942

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 SOU PAC RR

007050
03284500509761

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER I-49/US 
167    

007060
03284500509762

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER I-49/US 
167    

300010
03284500510301

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 728-
1       

300020
03284500510302

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 728-
1       

300030
03284500510871

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 FRANCOIS 
COULEE          

300040
03284500510876

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 FRANCOIS  
COULEE         

300050
03284500511811

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 VERMILION 
RIVER          

300060
03284500511812

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 VERMILION 
RIVER          
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Lafourche Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

000952
02290640710371

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderLA 1

001151
02294070410761

Private OwnershipSteel High Truss (Simple Through 
Truss)

SRRR LAFOURCHE 
XING      
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Lincoln Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

022780
05314510510971

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CYPRESS CREEK

022810
05314510512331

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

022940
05314510518371

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

022970
05314510519981

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

023020
05314510522461

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 N.FORK CHOUDRANT 
E-BOUND 

023030
05314510522462

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 N.FORK CHOUDRANT 
W-BOUND 

023080
05314510525991

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 W RELIEF 
CHOUDRANT CREEK 

023090
05314510525992

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 W RELIEF 
CHOUDRANT CREEK 

023100
05314510526151

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 MID. 
REL.CHOUDRANT 
CREEK 

023110
05314510526152

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 MID. REL 
CHOUDRANT CREEK 

023120
05314510526371

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CHOUDRANT 
CREEK          

023130
05314510526372

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CHOUDRANT 
CREEK          

023140
05314510527071

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CLEAR CREEK
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

057110
62324540222171

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 CREEK

057120
62324540223451

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 BLOOD RIVER

057130
62324540223452

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 BLOOD RIVER

620050
62324540201081

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER LA 1032        

620060
62324540201082

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER LA 1032        

620070
62324540201831

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 CREEK

620072
62324540201837

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 I-12 EXIT RAMP

620074
62324540201836

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box CulvertI0012 I-12 ENT RAMP

620080
62324540201901

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous I0012 I-12 OVER LA 3002        

620090
62324540201902

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous I0012 I-12 OVER LA 3002        

620095
62324540209271

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAIN

620110
62324540203301

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 GRAYS CREEK

620120
62324540203302

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 GRAYS CREEK

620130
62324540203621

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 CANAL

620150
62324540205681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 WEST COLYELL 
CR          

620160
62324540205682

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 WEST COLYELL 
CR          

620170
62324540207391

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 CANAL

620200
62324540208691

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 DUMPLIP CREEK

620210
62324540208692

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 DUMPLIN CREEK

620220
62324540209181

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 MIDDLE COLYELL 
CREEK     

620230
62324540209182

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 MIDDLE COLYELL 
CREEK     

620270
62324540212261

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 HORNSBY CREEK

620280
62324540212262

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 HORNSBY CREEK

620290
62324540212481

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 COLYELL CREEK
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

620300
62324540212482

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 COLYELL CREEK

620310
62324540213761

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 CANAL

620660
62324540217221

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 HOG BRANCH

620670
62324540217222

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 HOG BRANCH

620680
62324540218831

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 TICKFAW RIVER

620690
62324540218832

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 TICKFAW RIVER

620700
62324540220121

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 BIG BRANCH

620710
62324540220122

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 BIG BRANCH
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Natchitoches Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

800310
08350530500891

Private OwnershipConcrete Deck GirderUNION PACIFIC 
RR         
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Orleans Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

001381
02360060307531

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderN O AND N E RR           

001411
02360069000151

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderN O & N E RR

001670
02362830800411

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

US0090B R/R, CITY STS

001671
02362830800412

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

US0090B R/R, CITY STS

001672
02362830800497

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B RAMPS

001677
02362830800525

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B RAMPS

001679
02362830800566

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B ON RAMP US 90-
B          

001842
02364509000791

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousN O  TERM  RR

001850
02364509001162

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 LA 611-9 (METAIRIE 
ROAD) 

001852
02364509001161

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 LA 611-9 (METAIRIE 
ROAD) 

001862
02364509002046

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 ON RAMP TO I10 
W.        

001901
02364509002266

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 ON RAMP I-
10/CARRLOTON   

001906
02364509002237

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 OFF RAMP I-
10/CAROLTON   

001908
02364509002245

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 ON RAMP (I-10E FR 
AIR)   

001931
02364509003441

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0010 CITY STREETS

001932
02364509003436

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 SERVICE RD & UPT 
R/R     

001933
02364509003447

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 SER RD/UPT/US90-
B        

001934
02364509003422

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0010 CITY STREETS 
/RR         

001937
02364509003816

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 CITY STREETS    
POYDRAS  

001938
02364509003987

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STREETS

001946
02364509004362

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 CITY STREETS

001948
02364509004295

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I 10 EAST

001954
02364509004498

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STREETS

001956
02364509004565

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STREETS
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Orleans Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

001958
02364509005017

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STRS.

001963
02364509005156

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STR.

001965
02364509005217

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STRS.

001967
02364509005228

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STR./ORLEANS 
AV     

001969
02364509005475

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STRS.

001972
02364509005676

Interstate ExemptionSteel Curved Plate Girder I0010 I10 EAST &I 10 W         

001976
02364509005837

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 CITY STRS.

001983
02364509005978

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 CITY STRS.

001985
02364509006035

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 ON RAMP I-10E

001987
02364509006317

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 EAST & 
WEST         

001989
02364509006366

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 CITY STRS.

002007
02364509007708

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 OFF RAMP I-
10W.          

002008
02364509008511

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0010 INNER HARBOR /CITY 
STS   

002013
02364509008805

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 ON RAMP I-10E.           

002014
02364509008808

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 OFF RAMP I-
10W.          

002060
02364509010711

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0010 DWYER 
CANAL/DWYER RD     

002070
02364509010712

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 DWYER 
CANAL/DWYER RD     

002100
02364509012081

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 LAWRENCE 
CANAL           

002101
02364509009447

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 EAST & WEST 
US90    

002103
02364509009606

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 OLD GENTILLY 
RD          

002106
02364509010031

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0010 I-10 OVER US 
90(CHEF HWY)

002107
02364509009981

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0010 I-10

002110
02364509012082

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 LAWRENCE 
CANAL           

002111
02364509010042

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER US 
90(CHEF HWY)
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Orleans Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

002113
02364509010135

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 ON RAMP I-10E.FROM 
US90  

002115
02364509010216

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 ON RAMP I-10W 
FROM US90  

002120
02364509013191

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CITRUS    CANAL          

002130
02364509013192

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CITRUS CANAL

002190
02364504303102

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0510 I-510(PARIS RD) OVER 
I-10

002191
02364504303101

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

 I0510 I-510(PARIS RD) OVER 
I-10

002220
02364509018131

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

002230
02364509018132

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

002254
02364509002288

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 CARROLTON AVE

002260
02364509019581

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

002270
02364509019582

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

002300
02364509021241

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

002310
02364509021242

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

002320
02364509022902

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

002330
02364509022891

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 DRAIN CANAL

020268
02364509008512

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 CITY STREETS

020276
02364509009532

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 GROUND

020293
02362830803011

Interstate ExemptionSteel Deck TrussUS0090B CITY STREETS

020444
02364503403285

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderGENTILLY BLVD 
RAMP       

020465
02364509004361

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed GirdersI-0010 CITY STREETS

020466
02364509004321

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

I-0010 GRAVIER 
STREET           

200010
02364509002168

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0010 I-10 WEST TO US 
61       

200110
02364509007705

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 EAST & 
WEST         

200120
02364503400485

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0610 ON RAMP I-610E.          
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Orleans Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

200130
02364503400488

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0610 OFF RAMP TO I 610 
E      

200140
02364503400497

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0610 ON RAMP FROM I 610 
E     

200320
02362830800696

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B RAMP BAYOU

200470
02362830800758

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B US 90-B W.OFF 
RAMP       

200500
02362830800778

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B S SERVICE 
RD/RAMP        

200580
02362830801076

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B RAMP

200600
02362830801175

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

US0090B RAMP

200630
02362830801198

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

US0090B RAMP

200710
02362830801767

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate GirderUS0090B CITY STREETS

200790
02362830802441

Interstate ExemptionSteel High Truss (Cantilevered 
Through Truss)

US0090B MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER/CITY ST

204212
02364503404236

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0610 ON RP FROM 
FRANKLIN AVE  

204216
02364503404357

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0610 OFF RP TO FRANKLIN 
AVE   
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Ouachita Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

024691
05370261010151

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderMO PACIFIC RR

025310
05374510602461

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CURRY CREEK

025340
05374510603591

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CURRY CREEK

025350
05374510603592

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CURRY CREEK

025360
05374510604731

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

025390
05374510605611

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 BROWNLEE 
CREEK           

025420
05374510608131

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 PATRICK CREEK

025450
05374510609411

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

025490
05374510612541

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 STEEP BAYOU

025560
05374510616311

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BLACK BAYOU

025562
05374510616317

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BLACK BAYOU

025570
05374510616312

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BLACK BAYOU

025572
05374510616316

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BLACK BAYOU

025610
05374510616635

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I-20

025690
05374510619621

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 YOUNGS BAYOU

025692
05374510619626

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 YOUNGS BAYOU

025700
05374510619622

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 YOUNGS BAYOU

025702
05374510619627

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 YOUNG'S BAYOU

025710
05374510619881

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I-20 OVER US 165         

025720
05374510619882

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I-20 OVER US 165         

025722
05374510619887

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I-20 RAMP-H OVER US 
165  

025730
05374510620101

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 E YOUNGS 
BAYOU           

025760
05374510620981

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 DRAIN

025790
05374510624861

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BENNETT BAYOU
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Ouachita Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

025792
05374510624862

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BENNETT BAYOU

025820
05374510626901

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 GOURD BAYOU

050134
05374510609412

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

050135
05374510608142

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

050136
05374510605612

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 CREEK

500150
05374510616841

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 CITY ST/ICG 
RR/OUACHITA R

500160
05374510616842

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Suspended I0020 CITY ST/ICG 
RR/OUACHITA R

500190
05374510617126

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP 2

500200
05374510617187

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP 3

500210
05374510617378

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP 1

500240
05374510617515

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP 4

500270
05374510617747

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP S1

500280
05374510617886

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP N1

500290
05374510617947

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP S2

500300
05374510617986

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP N2

500310
05374510618067

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP S3

500320
05374510618096

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP N3

500340
05374510618228

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I-20;RAMP N4

500370
05374510618365

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP S4

500380
05374510618528

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP N5

500390
05374510618545

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0020 I20;RAMP S5
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Plaquemines Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

002510
02380620200621

Non-Bridge TypeTunnel or SubwayLA0023 I C WATERWAY

020141
P3829344894761

Non-Bridge TypeSteel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LOCAL 
ROAD

MISS. RIVER FERRY 
RAMP   

020142
P3829342894781

Non-Bridge TypeSteel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LOCAL 
ROAD

MISS. RIVER FERRY 
RAMP   
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

612330
61392190604191

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderLA 10
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Rapides Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

800260
08400230101241

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousUP RR
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

026690
05424510700081

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 OLD BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE

026700
05424510700082

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 OLD BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE

026710
05424510700271

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

026720
05424510700272

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

026730
05424510700511

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DIVERSION 
CANAL          

026740
05424510700512

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 DIVERSION 
CANAL          

026750
05424510701571

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BAYOU CREW

026760
05424510701572

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BAYOU CREW

026790
05424510704541

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 DRAIN

026820
05424510707361

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 BOEUF RIVER

026840
05424510709611

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 DRAIN

026850
05424510710511

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 I-20 OVER LA 137         

026860
05424510710512

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 I-20 OVER LA 137         

026890
05424510712031

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 BURNS BAYOU

026900
05424510712721

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 DRAIN

026910
05424510713631

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BEE BAYOU

026920
05424510713632

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BEE BAYOU

026950
05424510714501

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 COW BAYOU

026980
05424510717391

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CYPRESS CREEK

026990
05424510717392

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 CYPRESS CREEK

027000
05424510717491

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 HURRICANE 
BAYOU          

027010
05424510721971

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 ASH SLOUGH

027040
05424510724381

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 TURKEY CREEK

027050
05424510724382

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 TURKEY CREEK
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

027060
05424510726061

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 I-20 OVER LA 17          

027070
05424510726062

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 I-20 OVER LA 17          
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

St. Landry Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

008160
03494550208951

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008170
03494550208451

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008180
03494550208072

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0049 BAYOU 
CALLAHAN           

008182
03494550207881

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

008190
03494550208071

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0049 BAYOU 
CALLAHAN           

008200
03494550205202

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0049 BAYOU 
BOURBEAU           

008210
03494550205201

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0049 BAYOU 
BOURBEAU           

008220
03494550204151

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008230
03494550201301

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0049 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008240
03494550200002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0049 BAYOU 
CARENCRO           

008250
03494550200001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0049 BAYOU 
CARENCRO           
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

St. Martin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

300110
03504500601411

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 BAYOU TECHE

300120
03504500601412

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 BAYOU TECHE

300130
03504500602261

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous I0010 I-10 OVER LA 328         

300140
03504500602262

Interstate ExemptionSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous I0010 I-10 OVER LA 328         

300170
03504500606681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 M P RR,  LOCAL 
ROAD      

300180
03504500606682

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 M P RR,  LOCAL 
ROAD      

300190
03504500607331

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAIN

300200
03504500607491

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Continuous I0010 I-10 OVER LA 347         

300210
03504500607492

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder - Continuous I0010 I-10 OVER LA 347         

300220
03504500609521

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 BAYOU PORTAGE

300230
03504500609522

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 BAYOU PORTAGE
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

St. Tammany Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

059870
62524501801081

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL

059880
62524501801082

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL

059890
62524501803101

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 OVER LA 433         

059900
62524501803102

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 OVER LA 433         

059910
62524501804201

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL

059920
62524501804202

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

059950
62524501805821

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 OVER US 190         

059960
62524501805822

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 I-10 OVER US 190         

059970
62524501806371

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL

059980
62524501806372

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL

059990
62524501806691

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL

060000
62524501806692

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL

060070
62524530107021

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 YELLOW BAYOU

060080
62524530107022

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 YELLOW BAYOU

060090
62524530107661

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 MIDDLE SLOUGH

060100
62524530107662

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 MIDDLE SLOUGH

060110
62524530108161

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 DRY BAYOU

060120
62524530108162

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 DRY BAYOU

060130
62524530108691

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 INDIAN BAYOU

060140
62524530108692

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 INDIAN BAYOU

060150
62524530109671

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 CLEAR BAYOU

060160
62524530109672

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 CLEAR BAYOU

060170
62524530110791

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 RONES BAYOU

060180
62524530110792

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0059 RONES BAYOU
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

St. Tammany Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

060190
62524530200001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Girder I0059 LOCAL RD EAST 
PEARL RIVER

060200
62524530200002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Girder I0059 LOCAL RD EAST 
PEARL RIVER

620122
P5230223900632

Private OwnershipConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL 
ROAD

W APPR RD 
CHINCHUB BAYOU 

620123
P5230223900631

Private OwnershipConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL 
ROAD

W APPR RD 
CHINCHUB BAYOU 

620124
P5230223900601

Private OwnershipConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL 
ROAD

N APPR RD 
CHINCHUBA BAYOU

620125
P5230223900602

Private OwnershipConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL 
ROAD

N APPR RD 
CHINCHUBA BAYOU

620427
62524540429852

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER PAR RD 
ROLLINS 

620428
62524540430331

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 VINCENT BAYOU

620429
62524540430332

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 VINCENT BAYOU

620430
62524540430681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0012 I-12 OVER US 11          

620440
62524540430682

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0012 I-12 OVER US 11          

620460
62524540432381

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAIN

620490
62524540432531

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER I-59 SB        

620500
62524540432532

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER I-59 SB        

620510
62524540432536

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 RAMP OVER I-59 
SB   

620520
62524540432651

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER I-59 NB        

620530
62524540432652

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER I-59 NB        

620540
62524540432681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0012 I-12 OVER I-10           

620550
62524501807401

Interstate ExemptionSteel Curved Plate Girder I0010 I-10 OVER I-59 NB 
LANE   

620590
62524501809601

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 W PEARL RIVER

620600
62524501809602

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 W PEARL RIVER

620610
62524501812101

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 MIDDLE PEARL 
R.          

620620
62524501812102

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 MIDDLE PEARL 
R.          

620630
62524501900001

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0010 EAST PEARL 
RIVER         
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

St. Tammany Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

621150
62524540429851

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 I-12 OVER PAR RD 
ROLLINS 
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

057151
62534540300001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

057152
62534540300002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0012 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

062180
62534529011391

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 DRAIN

062210
62534529013201

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0055 PONCHATOULA 
CR.          

062220
62534529013202

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0055 PONCHATOULA 
CR.          

062300
62534529016951

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER US 190         

062310
62534529016952

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER US 190         

062330
62534529017042

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 ICG RAILROAD

062340
62534529017191

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 YELLOW WATER

062350
62534529017192

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 YELLOW WATER 
RIVER       

062432
62534529028881

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0055 LITTLE NAT 
RIVER         

062434
62534529028882

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0055 LITTLE NAT 
RIVER         

062436
62534529030861

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 CREEK

062440
62534529032471

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 16          

062450
62534529032472

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 16          

062452
62534529032751

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 CREEK

062480
62534529036251

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 1048        

062490
62534529036252

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 1048        

062530
62534529040901

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 CLINE BRANCH

062540
62534529042281

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 CREEK

062570
62534529042921

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0055 BEAVER CREEK

062580
62534529042922

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck Girder I0055 BEAVER CREEK

062590
62534529043361

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 BLACK BRANCH

062620
62534529045901

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 BUTTON CREEK
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

062630
62534529046201

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 1049        

062640
62534529046202

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 1049        

062650
62534529047001

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 38          

062660
62534529047002

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 I-55 OVER LA 38          

062670
62534529047661

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 CREEK

062680
62534529048191

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0055 COOLS CREEK

062690
62534529048192

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0055 COOLS CREEK

062720
62534529049051

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0055 TERRYS CREEK

062730
62534529049052

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0055 TERRYS CREEK

062740
62534529051171

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0055 DRAIN

062750
62534529051191

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 PARISH ROAD

062760
62534529051192

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 PARISH ROAD

620340
62534540301991

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAIN

620350
62534540303111

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 YELLOW WATER 
RIVER REL.  

620360
62534540303112

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0012 YELLOW WATER 
RIVER REL.  

620380
62534540304121

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0012 I-12 OVER I-55           

620382
62534540304122

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0012 I-12 OVER I-55           

620400
62534540305681

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAINAGE

621160
62534529017041

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0055 ICG RAILROAD
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Terrebonne Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

003280
02550653000831

Non-Bridge TypeTunnel or SubwayLA3040 I.C WATERWAY 
HOUMA TUNNEL
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Vernon Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

800290
08580250100341

Private OwnershipSteel Plate GirderKCS RR
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

Webster Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

019412
04600860100391

Private OwnershipSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousLA. 7

019820
04604510304011

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Slab I0020 BOONE CREEK

019840
04604510306341

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 LA 7 @ DIXIE INN         

019850
04604510306342

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 LA 7 @ DIXIE INN         

019870
04604510306782

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 DORCHEAT BAYOU 
REL       

019890
04604510307182

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 DORCHEAT 
BAYOU           

019910
04604510307512

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 DORCHEAT BAYOU 
REL       

019920
04604510308771

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 MILE CREEK

019960
04604510309141

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 KCS R/R

019970
04604510309142

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 KCS R/R

019972
04604510309145

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-
Beam

 I0020 L & A RR

019980
04604510309431

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 COOLEY BRANCH

019990
04604510309432

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0020 COOLEY BRANCH

020040
04604510313271

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0020 BRUSHY CREEK
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Appendix B - Pre-1971 Bridges Excluded from Inventory

Recall No. Facility 
Carried

Exclusion Reason

West Baton Rouge Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed
Structure No.

610970
61614500808481

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

610980
61614500809751

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

610990
61614500810111

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 415-
WESTOVER

611000
61614500810112

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 I-10 OVER LA 415-
WESTOVER

611010
61614500810901

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Box Culvert I0010 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

611020
61614500812101

Interstate ExemptionSteel Plate Girder I0010 I-10 OVER LA 1 & M.P. 
RR 

611030
61614500812106

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 RAMP

611040
61614500812107

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 EB RAMP TO LA1 
SB        

611050
61614500812186

Interstate ExemptionSteel Curved Plate Girder I0010 M.P. RR,  LOCAL 
ROAD     

611060
61614500812227

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 LA 1/M P RR/LOC 
RD       

611070
61614500812235

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 LA 1,  RAMPS

611080
61614500812248

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 LA 1,  RAMPS

611090
61614500812308

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 RAMP TO PORT 
ALLEN       

611100
61614500812326

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

 I0010 LA 1, M.P. RR, LOCAL 
RD  

611110
61614500812337

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 LA 1,  RAMPS

611120
61614500812345

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 RAMPS

611140
61614500812398

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 RAMP

611160
61614500812435

Interstate ExemptionConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 FRONTAGE ROAD
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

003720
03010030905991

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

003790
03010031010411

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

003810
03010570200001

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0013 BAYOU QUEUE DE TORTUE

003820
03010570201361

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 CREEK

003830
03010570203651

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0013 LIONS PT GULLEY          

003850
03010570301181

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 CREEK

003880
03010570304061

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 CREEK

003890
03010570307281

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0013 LONG POINT GULLY         

003900
03010570308211

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 CREEK

003910
03010570309911

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 CREEK

003920
03010570312931

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 GRAND COULEE

003930
03010570316761

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0013 CREEK

003940
03010570316861

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0013 BAYOU MALLET

003950
03010570317921

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 CREEK

003980
03012010203501

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0097 CREEK

003990
03012010206101

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0097 0ICE CANAL

003992
03012010207641

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0097 CREEK
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

004000
03012010307741

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0097 CREEK

004010
03012010308491

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0097 CREEK

004020
03012010310951

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0097 CREEK

004030
03012070600001

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0342 QUEUE DE TORTUE BAYOU

004050
03012070701441

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0035 DRAINAGE CANAL BRIDGE    

004060
03012070703701

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0035 BAYOU WIKOFF

004064
03012070706881

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0035 BIDEMAN GULLY

004090
03012100102531

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0098 BAYOU DE CANNES          

004100
03012100102811

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0098 CREEK

004130
03012100200071

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0098 CREEK

004140
03012100201571

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0098 CREEK

004150
03012100205101

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0098 LONG POINT GULLY         

004160
03012100304621

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0098 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE BRULE

004170
03012100404881

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0098 BAYOU WYCOFF

004190
03012110100581

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0100 BAYOU PLAQ BRULE

004210
03012110205571

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0091 LITTLE BAYOU

004218
03012110300851

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0091 CREEK
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

004260
03012113001711

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0100 BAYOU DES CANNES EVNG

004270
03012113001211

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0100 CREEK

004280
03012113101591

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0368 BAYOU DES CANNES

004290
03012113101791

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0368 BAYOU DES CANNES 
RELIEF  

004300
03012113103881

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0368 IRRIGATION CANAL         

004320
03012120300921

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0091 CREEK

004330
03012120302241

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0091 CREEK

004340
03012120302581

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0091 FEERE CANAL

004350
03012120304861

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0091 LAZY POINT CANAL         

004360
03012130102991

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3007 CREEK

004370
03012200101221

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0365 LONG POINT GULLEY        

004380
03012200102561

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0365 COLES GULLY

004390
03012200104141

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0365 CREEK

004400
03012200104861

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0365 PRATHER GULLY

004410
03012200106141

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0365 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE BR

004412
03012200203111

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0365 BAYOU WYKOFF

004420
03013850102141

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0092 CREEK
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

004430
03013850203721

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0092 LAZY POINT CANAL         

004490
03013860102881

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0367 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE BRUL

004500
03013860104311

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0367 PRATHER GULLY

004510
03013860105511

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0367 GUM POINT GULLY          

004520
03013860106471

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0367 CREEK

004530
03013860106741

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0367 CREEK

004540
03013860107271

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0367 CREEK

004550
03013860107561

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0367 CREEK

004570
03013870100281

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0368 BAYOU MALLET

004580
03013870100361

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0368 CREEK

004590
03013870105111

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0368 GRAND COULEE DTCH        

004632
03013890102081

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0098 LA 98 OVER I-10          

004650
03013890106311

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0098 CREEK

004662
03013890202681

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA1100 DITCH

004670
03013890300601

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0095 BAYOU WYKOFF

004690
03013890303041

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0095 BAYOU WYKOFF

004700
03013900200281

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1096 LA 1096 OVER I-10        
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

004720
03013900300931

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0095 CREEK

004730
03013900301911

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0095 CREEK

004750
03013910101201

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0098 CREEK

004770
03013920100851

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0095 DRAIN

004780
03013920101551

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0095 DRAIN

004814
03013920106591

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0095 DRAIN

004820
03013920108981

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0095 DRAIN

004830
03013920110011

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0095 BAYOU MALLET

004880
03014500401431

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

004900
03014500402721

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

004970
03014500405681

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

005030
03014500408111

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

005170
03014500416781

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-10

005190
03014500420451

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-10

005286
03018010400281

State of Louisiana1945 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLA1123 CREEK

005290
03018010402231

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1123 CREEK

005300
03018010404241

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1123 CREEK
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

005330
03018010902331

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0091 CREEK

005340
03018010903341

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0091 CREEK

005350
03018010903771

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0091 LA 91 OVER I-10          

005400
03018011102471

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0091 RICHARDS GULLY           

005420
03018012000521

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA1115 CREEK

005430
03018012002621

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1115 LYONS POINT GULLY        

005440
03018012007531

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1115 CREEK

005450
03018012008561

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1115 CREEK

005520
03018013001531

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA1111 LA 1111 OVER I-10        

005530
03018013002651

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1111 WYKOFF BAYOU

005600
03018014101021

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0095 LA 95 OVER I-10          

005610
03018015701471

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3067 CREEK

005618
03018015800101

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3068 CREEK

005650
03018015905221

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3070 CREEK

005652
03018016001071

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLA3076 CREEK

005658
03018016100251

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3116 CREEK

005660
03018016100481

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3116 CREEK
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

005662
03018016101101

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3116 CREEK

005670
03018016101171

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3116 CREEK

005672
03018016201571

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3123 BR. LSU.-EUNICE ACCESS RD

200441
P0130239921391

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200448
P0130262921531

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200458
P0130193923621

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200463
P0130182922581

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANAL

200464
P0130174923071

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD POINTE AUX LOUPS BAYOU   

200476
P0130210921921

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PRATHER GULLY

200483
P0130217922281

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GRANDE COULEE

200485
P0130162922481

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200491
P0130168921261

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200499
P0130159921931

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WICKOFF BAYOU

200509
P0130077922681

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200514
P0130094922681

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLANC BAYOU

200515
P0130101922611

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANAL

200519
P0130045922631

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SIMMONS GULLY
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200531
P0130089922531

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LYONS POINT GULLY        

200533
P0130152921561

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200534
P0130152921551

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200541
P0130093923601

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200543
P0130093923041

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200547
P0130178921461

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200554
P0130120922221

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BLANC BAYOU

200557
P0130082923521

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200558
P0130066923031

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200561
P0130120922241

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BLANC BAYOU

200567
P0130066923091

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200568
P0130082923261

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200569
P0130075923171

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LAZY POINT CANAL         

200579
P0130129921971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200591
P0130097922371

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200593
P0130158921931

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200598
P0130065922151

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PRIME GULLY
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Acadia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200624
P0130236922261

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200625
P0130231922181

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GRANDE COULEE DITCH      

200628
P0130215923761

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NEZPIQUE BAYOU           

200631
P0130284923361

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BARWICK BAYOU

200634
P0130240921701

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PLAQUEMINE BRULE BAYOU

200635
P0130230921071

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

800170
P0130289922481

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Allen Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

028820
07020120610051

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

028830
07020120611501

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 CREEK

028840
07020120611691

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 SLOUGH

028850
07020120611981

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 SLOUGH

028910
07020120701751

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 KINDER CANAL

028920
07020120702861

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU SERPENT

028930
07020120703271

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

028940
07020140300981

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 KINDER DITCH

028950
07020140305121

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 KINDER CANAL

028970
07020140312151

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 BAYOU

029010
07020140403861

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DRAIN

029020
07020140404591

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DRAIN

029030
07020140409541

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DRAIN

029040
07020140410061

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DRAIN

029050
07020140410891

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DRAIN

029070
07020140418461

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DRAIN

029090
07020280502471

State of Louisiana1927 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0026 BRUSHY BRANCH
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Allen Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

029100
07020280503201

State of Louisiana1927 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0026 DRAIN

029110
07020280505731

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0026 CREEK

029120
07020280505911

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0026 CREEK

029130
07020280506001

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0026 CREEK

029190
07020540101241

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0026 BAYOU BLUE

029200
07020540203501

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0026 BAYOU BLUE RELIEF        

029210
07020540203711

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0026 BAYOU BLUE

029220
07020660401761

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0010 MILL CREEK

029320
07020660503131

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0010 BEAVER CREEK

029330
07021390100471

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0113 MUD CREEK

029340
07021390101921

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0113 DRAIN

029350
07021390104081

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0113 MUD CREEK

029370
07021410101101

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 DRAIN

029410
07021880303091

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 SIX MI CR RELIEF         

029420
07021880303211

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 SIX MILE CREEK           

029430
07021880306821

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 TEN MILE CREEK           

029440
07021880310341

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 DRAIN
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Allen Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

029460
07021970405101

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0383 DRAIN

029470
07021970405351

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0383 KINDER DITCH

029510
07023780304321

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0377 DRAIN

029520
07028020402451

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA1551 DRAIN

029530
07028020502301

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0372 CREEK

029570
07028021100121

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1156 MILL CREEK

029580
07028021201201

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1152 CREEK

070083
P0230427924551

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER RELIEF   

070088
P0230370925581

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WHISKEY CHITTO CREEK     

070089
P0230431925191

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500801
P0230479923921

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WEST FORK CANEY 
CREEK    

500806
P0230536923851

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500824
P0230524925561

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SIX MILE CREEK RELIEF    

500832
P0230528924161

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CHERRVWINCHE CREEK       

500833
P0230529924501

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COW BAYOU

500836
P0230537924321

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COW BAYOU

500874
P0230424924511

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER RELIEF   
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Allen Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

500875
P0230425924511

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER RELIEF   

500876
P0230425924521

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER RELIEF   

500902
P0230345925041

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GULLY

500907
P0230288925051

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500908
P0230273925051

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD KINDER DITCH

500909
P0230270925051

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD KINDER DITCH

500921
P0230306925211

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER          

500931
P0230372925601

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WHISKEY CHITTO CK RELIEF 

500935
P0230401925561

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FLAT CREEK

500939
P0230453925191

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500945
P0230460925421

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500973
P0230419925691

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

501002
P0230518924501

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Ascension Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

050560
61030070600582

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 CONWAY CANAL

050580
61030070602292

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 AIRLINE DRAINAGE         

050600
61030070603802

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 AIRLINE DRAINAGE         

050620
61030070604532

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 CANAL

050630
61030070700611

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 CANAL

050640
61030070701091

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 CANAL

050650
61030070702401

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 CANAL

050670
61030070703802

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 BAYOU FRANCOIS           

050690
61030070704692

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 NEW RIVER

050700
61030500504621

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 MCMANOR CANAL

050750
61030770103231

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0073 NEW RIVER

050760
61030773000121

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0429 DUTCHTOWN DRAIN          

050770
61030773001151

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0429 NEW RIVER

050780
61030773003031

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0429 SMITH BAYOU

050870
61032640302111

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0074 GRAND GOUDINE

050940
61032650202131

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0044 BLACK BAYOU

050950
61032660106851

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 PANAMA CANAL
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Ascension Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

050970
61032660200471

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0022 BAYOU FRANCOIS           

050980
61032660203471

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0022 NEW RIVER CANAL          

050990
61032660205391

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0022 DENHAM CANAL

051000
61032660206491

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0022 LITTLE LAKE RELIEF       

051010
61032660207401

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0022 PIERRES DRAINAGE         

051030
61032670200351

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0431 BAYOU FRANCOIS           

051100
61034070900461

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0308 BELLE TERRE CANAL        

051120
61034140301401

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0030 NEW RIVER

051130
61034140304711

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0030 CREEK

051140
61034140305511

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0030 STREAM

051150
61034260104401

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0070 BAYOU VERRETTE           

051151
61034260300331

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0070 STREAM

051152
61034260301271

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0070 STREAM

051154
61034260301681

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0070 STREAM

051156
61034260301921

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0070 PANAMA CANAL

051158
61034260302451

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0070 STREAM

051190
61038030701261

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0928 JIM BAYOU
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Ascension Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

051200
61038030704191

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0928 JIM BAYOU

051220
61038030803131

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0621 BLACK BAYOU CANAL        

051240
61038031002341

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0935 BAYOU BLACK

051250
61038031003951

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0935 NEW RIVER CANAL          

051270
61038031701371

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0931 BAYOU MILLET

051280
61038031800901

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0933 HENDERSON BAYOU          

051290
P0330181905421

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0932 CREEK

051330
61038032201811

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0936 NEELEY CANAL

051340
61038032301111

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0939 BAYOU FRANCOIS           

051350
61038032400061

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0937 NEW RIVER

051360
61038032400721

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0937 ANDERSON CANAL           

051370
61038032700981

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0941 BAYOU CONWAY

610158
P0330202905711

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MANCHAC ACRES BR         

610173
P0330130905001

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER

610175
P0330133905641

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN BAYOU

610180
P0330133905111

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER

610181
P0330131904911

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Ascension Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

610187
P0330181905111

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

610194
P0330160905541

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CALBASSE CANAL           

800832
P0330061905631

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU VERRET

800841
P0330179905391

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800857
P0330140905931

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800869
P0330165905471

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800871
P0330160905681

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU NARCISSE           

800873
P0330146905801

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER

800875
P0330156905781

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GRAND GOUDINE BAYOU      

800876
P0330157905631

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU NARCISSE           

800902
P0330059910041

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

804780
61038033102901

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3251 SMITH BAYOU
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Assumption Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

051390
61040050200001

State of Louisiana1958 EligibleSteel Plate GirderLA0182 BAYOU BOEUF

051430
61040640907111

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0001 CONCIENNE CANAL          

051440
61042320104611

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0070 BAYOU CHOUPIQUE          

051450
61042320104941

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0070 GRAND BAYOU

051460
61042320106361

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0070 BAYOU CORNE

051470
61042320107691

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0070 BAYOU VALERIE

051480
61042320108501

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0070 LIT BAU PIERRE PA        

051500
61042320113011

State of Louisiana1967 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0070 PIERRE PART BAYOU

051530
61044070804871

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0308 HALWAY CANAL

051610
61048041508611

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0398 BAYOU MORGAN CITY        

051620
61048041510331

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0398 BAYOU L OURSE

051630
61048042401531

State of Louisiana1961 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1012 HIMALAYA CANAL           

051640
61048042500111

State of Louisiana1930 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0663 BAYOU L'OURSE

051650
61048043400031

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers 
(Removable Span)

LA1010 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

051660
61048043500011

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1247 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

051680
61048043700021

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1008 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

800912
P0429401910581

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Assumption Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

800915
P0429520910451

Parish Highway Agency1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANCIENNE CANAL          
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Avoyelles Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

036050
08050330107911

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0115 BAYOU DULAC

036060
08050330109381

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0115 BORDELON SLOUGH          

036090
08050330116011

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0115 COULEE DES GRUES         

036130
08050520510301

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0114 ROSEAU BAYOU

036180
08050523010031

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 COULEE DES GRUE          

036192
08050520700001

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 BAYOU PEROT

036200
08050520702831

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DRAINAGE DITCH           

036230
08050523000081

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 ROSEAU BAYOU

036240
08050523002881

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 BAYOU DES GLAISE         

036250
08051420204311

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0107 WIGGINS BAYOU

036260
08051430103311

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0452 BAYOU ROUGE

036270
08051430103511

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0452 JOHNSON BAYOU

036310
08051470305541

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0107 BAYOU JACK RELIEF        

036350
08052040401301

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0106 BAYOU BOEUF

036360
08052050300621

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0029 BAYOU BOEUF

036370
08052050303271

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0029 BAYOU BOEUF

036380
08052050304231

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0029 BAYOU BOEUF
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Avoyelles Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

036390
08052050304951

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0029 TURNER BAYOU

036400
08053700104121

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0454 WIGGINS BAYOU

036420
08053750304251

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0361 BAYOU COCO

036460
08058050900451

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1176 BAYOU BOEUF

036470
08058050901641

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1176 TURNER CANAL

036510
08058051803611

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0115 BAYOU BOEUF

036520
08058051901631

State of Louisiana1921 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LA1177 BAYOU BOEUF

036540
08058052201051

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0362 COCO CANAL

036570
08058052501021

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1183 TURNER CANAL

036600
08058053200421

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1190 DRAINAGE DITCH           

036612
08058053300791

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1175 BAYOU BOEUF

080020
P0531089915001

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU NATCHITOCHES       

080098
P0530546920431

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU ROUGE

080108
P0531075920151

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU CANAL        

080109
P0530530921201

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU BOEUF

800007
P0530556921371

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU BOEUF

800014
P0530540920461

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU ROUGE
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Avoyelles Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

800021
P0530529920351

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU ROUGE

800033
P0530586915751

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE DITCH           

800045
P0531018915571

Parish Highway Agency1965 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES GLAISES        

800051
P0531012915501

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES GLAISES        

800056
P0531047915591

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES GLAISES        

800058
P0531061915181

Parish Highway Agency1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES GLAISES        

800077
P0531030920621

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800092
P0531058921131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800097
P0531068920621

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800098
P0531082920911

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CHOCTAW BAYOU

800106
P0531085920971

Parish Highway Agency1921 EligibleConcrete Deck GirderCARDINAL 
LOOP ROAD

CHOCTAW BAYOU

800109
P0531095920661

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE DITCH           

800114
P0531080920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE DITCH           

800125
P0531111920501

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CREEK           

800145
P0531181921201

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800154
P0531036920331

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU LACOMBE

XXXX03 1916 ListedSteel Low Truss Swing SpanClosed road Bayou Des Glaises
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Beauregard Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

029600
07060120302181

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0012 COWARDS GULLY

029610
07060120500521

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CREEK

029620
07060120501241

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0012 CREEK

029630
07060120501501

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0012 BECKWITH CREEK           

029640
07060120502031

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CREEK

029660
07060120505841

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CREEK

029670
07060120506451

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0012 COWPEN BAYOU

029700
07060120508331

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CREEK

029770
07060240302661

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 INDIAN BAYOU

029790
07060240310521

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 CREEK

029850
07060240408551

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 CREEK

029960
07060280204231

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 CLEAR CREEK

029970
07060280206011

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 BRIDGE CREEK

029980
07060280206821

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 TROUT CREEK

029990
07060280304351

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

030000
07060280304441

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 TROUT CREEK

030010
07060280306041

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertUS0190 DRAIN
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Beauregard Parish
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030020
07060280308071

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

030030
07060280309431

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 COWPEN CREEK

030040
07060280311381

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

030220
07060310903391

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 CREEK

030230
07060310905141

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 CREEK

030250
07060310905731

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0027 BECKWITH CREEK           

030260
07060310907191

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 CREEK

030280
07060310914651

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LA0027 CREEK

030300
07061320100251

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0111 CREEK

030330
07061390204121

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0113 DRY CREEK

030350
07061390300791

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0113 CREEK

030360
07061390300921

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0113 BUNDICK CREEK

030370
07061390300981

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0113 CREEK

030380
07061390302651

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0113 JIM BURNEY BRANCH        

030440
07061870300081

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0109 DRAIN

030450
07061870401641

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0389 BRUSHY CREEK

030470
07061870407531

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
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Beauregard Parish
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030480
07061870408421

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 CREEK

030490
07061870409201

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 BUGGER BRANCH

030500
07061870409681

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 BIVENS BRANCH

030510
07061870411491

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 CYPRESS CREEK

030520
07061870411981

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

030530
07061870412611

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

030540
07061870414321

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 JOHNSON BRANCH           

030550
07061870414971

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

030560
07061870415271

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 PULLEM CREEK

030570
07061870416171

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 HOOSIER CREEK

030580
07061870417191

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

030590
07061870418091

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

030600
07061880100551

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0112 WEST RELIEF

030610
07061880100621

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0112 FLAT CREEK

030620
07061880101411

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 CREEK

030630
07061880102311

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0112 WEST RELIEF

030640
07061880102491

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0112 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Beauregard Parish
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030650
07061880102531

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 BUNDICK CREEK

030660
07061880102751

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0112 EAST RELIEF

030670
07061880105721

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 DRAIN

030680
07061880107851

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 CREEK

030690
07061880108191

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 DRAIN

030700
07061880200261

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 HOG BRANCH

030710
07061880200611

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 WHISKY CHITTO CREEK      

030720
07061880201031

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 DEER LAKE SLOUGH         

030730
07061880201361

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 BEAR SLOUGH

030740
07061880205921

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0112 SUGAR CREEK

030750
07061880206031

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0112 DRAIN

030760
07061880207061

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0112 DRAIN

030780
07061890100961

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0394 CREEK

030860
07061900100921

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0110 DRAIN

030870
07061900103591

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0110 HOOSIER CREEK

030880
07061900104871

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0110 DRAIN

030900
07061900108241

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0110 BEAR HEAD CREEK          
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Recall No.*
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Beauregard Parish
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030910
07061900108901

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0110 BEAR HEAD MARSH          

030920
07061900202081

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0110 BECKWITH CREEK           

030930
07061900202271

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0110 BECKWITH CREEK RELIEF    

030940
07061900204251

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0110 POLEY CREEK

030950
07061900207201

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0110 DRAIN

030960
07061900207451

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0110 COLE CREEK

030962
07061900209551

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0110 CREEK

030980
07061900211701

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0110 HICKORY BRANCH           

030990
07061900211841

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0110 CREEK

031030
07061910200161

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0389 WINDHAM CREEK

031040
07061910202021

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

031050
07061910203251

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 CREEK

031060
07061910203451

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 BEAR HEAD CREEK          

031070
07061910205101

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0389 LITTLE CREEK

031080
07061910208291

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 COWARDS GULLY

031090
07063770104001

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0109 HURRICANE CREEK          

031100
07063770106521

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0109 INDIAN CREEK
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031110
07063770108611

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0109 WINDMAM CREEK

031120
07063770201961

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0109 DRAIN

031130
07063770203281

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0109 DRAIN

031140
07063770203371

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0109 JOHNS GULLY

031150
07063770206321

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0109 BUXTON MARSH

031160
07063770207311

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0109 MARSH

031170
07063770207581

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0109 MARSH

031180
07063770207681

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0109 BEARHEAD CREEK           

031190
07063770209241

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0109 DRAIN

031200
07063770211321

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0109 DRAIN

031240
07068060200191

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 JIM BURNEY BRANCH        

031250
07068060201451

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 E CANEY BRANCH           

031252
07068060201651

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 CREEK

031254
07068060202651

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 CREEK

031260
07068060203001

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 W CANEY BRANCH           

031262
07068060204401

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 CREEK

031270
07068060204741

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 CREEK
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031280
07068060206321

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 SHORT PRONG

031290
07068060207451

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 DRY BRANCH

031300
07068060209171

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1147 SPRING CREEK BR          

500524
P0630528931661

Parish Highway Agency1970 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FLAT CREEK

500525
P0630497931351

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD PALMETTO CREEK           

500586
P0630489925971

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD INDIAN BRANCH

500645
P0630410930611

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD STEEP CREEK

700190
07068060400211

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3226 COWPEN CREEK

XXXX08 1937 Not eligibleConcrete stringer/multi-beam or girderLA0027 AT & SF Railroad
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010370
04070010600001

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 CROWS CREEK

010380
04070010601981

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

010400
04070010604501

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 KCS RR UNDER US 80       

010440
04070010609771

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 SLOUGH BRIDGE

010460
04070010612831

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN

010510
04070270209521

State of Louisiana1928 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 BEARD BRANCH

010560
04070430211791

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0147 CYPRESS CREEK

010590
04070430501691

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0009 LA 9 OVER I-20 @ ARCADIA 

010730
04070670304101

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0004 CASTOR CREEK

010740
04070670305581

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0004 CREEK

010792
04070670408301

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0004 DRAIN

010794
04070670408801

State of Louisiana1927 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0004 DRAIN

010796
04070670409401

State of Louisiana1927 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 DRAIN

010800
04070670412371

State of Louisiana1927 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 DRAIN

010900
04070880304361

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0507 KEPLER CREEK

010910
04070880403321

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0154 BRANCH

010970
04070880501241

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0154 LA 154 OVER I-20         
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011002
04070890305271

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0009 SPRAWLS MILL CREEK       

011050
04070890314471

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0009 EDWARDS MILL CR          

011060
04070890400801

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0009 PEAVINE  CREEK           

011070
04070890404281

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0009 LITTLE BEAR CR           

011080
04070890405231

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0009 BEAR CREEK

011090
04070890410291

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0009 WILLIAMS CREEK           

011110
04070890500721

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0151 LA 151 OVER I 20 ARCADIA 

011132
04070893003141

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0517 CREEK

011170
04070900301841

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0154 MORROW BRANCH

011180
04070900302211

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0154 DRAIN

011190
04070900401511

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0154 FOUR MILE BAYOU RELIEF   

011200
04070900401541

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0154 FOUR MILE BAYOU RELIEF   

011210
04070900401741

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0154 FOUR MILE BAYOU          

011290
04070900501171

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0507 SALINE B RELIEF          

011330
04070900510341

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0155 COULEE CREEK

011348
04070930200011

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0501 DRAIN

011360
04070930201901

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0501 CREEK
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011370
04070930203611

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0501 CREEK

011380
04070930204091

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0501 BURNT CABIN CREEK        

011390
04070930207231

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0501 DRAIN

011430
04071000304071

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0507 DRAIN

011534
04072930201801

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0792 DRAIN

011536
04072930205771

State of Louisiana1928 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0792 DRAIN

011540
04072940406091

State of Louisiana1961 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0516 MADDEN MILL CREEK        

011550
04072940408091

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0516 POLAND BRANCH

011560
04072940408231

State of Louisiana1961 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0516 BLACK LAKE BAYOU         

011570
04072940408521

State of Louisiana1961 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0516 BLACK LAKE RELIEF        

011600
04072950100781

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0519 LA 519 OVER I 20  ARCADIA

011640
04073080208661

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0507 CYPRESS CREEK

011650
04073080208881

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0507 FLAT CYPRESS CRK         

011770
04074510402691

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

011900
04074510409501

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

011980
04074510414061

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-20

012050
04078070203191

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0794 DRAIN
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301117
P0732122931211

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CASTOR CREEK

301152
P0732201932341

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO MADDEN 
CREEK

301153
P0732237932081

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD TOULON BAYOU

301155
P0732248931141

Parish Highway Agency1961 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BEN GARRET RD,TR 
MADDEN C

301161
P0732252925841

Parish Highway Agency1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BEAR CREEK

301165
P0732258925451

Parish Highway Agency1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO SALING 
BAYOU

301170
P0732293925481

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MURRY CREEK

301171
P0732276925451

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO SALINE 
BAYOU

301182
P0732334925461

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DANIEL ST., SALINE BAYOU 
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012060
04080010300001

State of Louisiana1934 EligibleSteel High Truss (Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

US0080 RED RIVER

012070
04080010304701

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 MACKS BAYOU

012090
04080010306051

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 ALLIGATOR BAYOU          

012100
04080010306052

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 ALLIGATOR BAYOU          

012130
04080010307031

State of Louisiana1927 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN

012160
04080010310271

State of Louisiana1934 EligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 BAYOU FIFI

012170
04080010310272

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 BAYOU FIFI

012180
04080010314291

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN

012190
04080010316231

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 CLARKE BAYOU

012200
04080010316232

State of Louisiana1930 EligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CLARKE BAYOU

012210
04080010318141

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CANEY BRANCH

012240
04080100606091

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 LAYS BAYOU

012250
04080100609521

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 MACKS BAYOU

012280
04080103001101

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0072 COOPERS BAYOU

012320
04080440200871

State of Louisiana1938 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0003 ST LOUIS SW RR           

012330
04080440201311

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0003 BLACK BAYOU

012340
04080440207891

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0003 BRUSHY BRANCH
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012350
04080440210771

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0003 COLLINSBURG CREEK        

012360
04080440213451

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0003 LITTLE CYPRESS BAYOU     

012370
04080440300241

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0003 DRAIN

012380
04080440300711

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0003 DRAIN

012390
04080440303111

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0003 DRAIN

012400
04080820100551

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0157 FLAT RIVER

012402
04080820206101

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0157 FOX SKIN BAYOU           

012404
04080820206121

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0157 FOX SKIN RELIEF          

012420
04080820301681

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0157 FOX SKIN BAYOU           

012430
04080820301741

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0157 FOX SKIN RELIEF          

012480
04080820409771

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0157 BODCAU BAYOU

012540
04080823000761

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0162 BLACK BAYOU

012548
04080830300001

State of Louisiana1952 EligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0002 RED RIVER-MILLER'S BLUFF 

012550
04080830301581

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

012560
04080830400091

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

012570
04080830400191

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 DRAIN

012580
04080830400401

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 LITTLE CYPRESSBAY        
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012590
04080830402231

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0002 BAYOU

012600
04080830404001

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0002 CYPRESS BAYOU

012610
04080830406281

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0002 CANEY CREEK

012620
04080830408671

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 EAST BRANCH

012650
04080840110961

State of Louisiana1958 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0157 MARTIN CREEK

012660
04080850303141

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0160 CYPRESS BAYOU REL        

012690
04080850303171

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0160 CYPRESS BAYOU

012702
04080850404491

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0160 CROSSWAY SLOUGH          

012750
04081020300001

State of Louisiana1968 EligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0511 RED R.,C.FANT PKWY,AR TEA

012780
04081080101361

State of Louisiana1965 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0612 CREEK

012790
04081080102401

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0612 OLD CHANNEL OF RED 
CHUTE 

012800
04081080103271

State of Louisiana1966 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0612 RED CHUTE BAYOU          

012840
04081210107061

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0527 CREEK

012850
04081220100451

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0164 CREEK

012860
04081220102121

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0164 CREEK

012870
04081220102701

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0164 CLARKE BAYOU REL         

012880
04081220102811

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0164 CLARKE BAYOU
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012890
04081220103301

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0164 CANEY BRANCH

012920
04082860101421

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0157 BOUNDS BRANCH

012930
04082860102651

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0157 FLAT BRANCH

012940
04082860102821

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0157 CYPRESS BAYOU

012950
04082860103161

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0157 CYPRESS BAYOU RLF        

013300
04088080600981

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA07822 MACKS BAYOU

300409
P0832217933391

Parish Highway Agency1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck Girder - ContinuousLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO FLAT RIVER  

300432
P0832351933431

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CONNELL BRANCH           

300457
P0832473934031

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO CYPRESS BAYOU   

300462
P0832405933701

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO BODCAU BAYOU    

300466
P0832472933241

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO BODCAU BAYOU    

300481
P0832544934211

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD PALMTO ST,TRIB LIT CYP 
BAYOU

300483
P0832541934191

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PERRIN ST,LIL CYPRESS 
BAYOU

300493
P0832593933821

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO MARTIN CREEK    

300501
P0832595934471

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD STILLHOUSE BAYOU         

300502
P0832594934491

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO STILLHOUSE 
BAYOU

300511
P0832314934171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO MACKS BAYOU     
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AFLAAWUB07009 Air Force1951 Not eligibleConcrete tee beamRange Road Cooper Bayou

AFLAAWUB07115 Air Force1951 Not eligibleConcrete tee beamRANGE ROAD FLAT RIVER
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013390
04090010100451

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CREEK

013400
04090010101891

State of Louisiana1953 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0080 CROSS BAYOU RELIEF

013410
04090010101991

State of Louisiana1953 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0080 CROSS BAYOU

013420
04090010102301

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

013430
04090010104331

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CREEK

013450
04090010106371

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

013460
04090010106681

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0080 T&P RR

013480
04090010209141

State of Louisiana1927 EligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 KCS RR

013500
04090110100351

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

US0071 CROSS BAYOU

013510
04090110100352

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0071 CROSS BAYOU

013560
04090110202551

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 BAYOU

013580
04090110304531

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 HORSE SHOE BAYOU         

013590
04090110305851

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 DOOLEY BAYOU

013600
04090110400131

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 RED BAYOU

013630
04090110412251

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 DRAIN

013650
04090113000881

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3036 CROSS BAYOU

013660
04090113000882

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3036 CROSS BAYOU
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013680
04090250800152

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0171 CYPRESS BAYOU RELIEF NO 
1

013690
04090250800442

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0171 CYPRESS BAYOU RELIEF NO 
2

013710
04090250804051

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BUCHANAN BAYOU           

013720
04090250804052

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0171 BUCHANAN BAYOU           

013730
04090250804141

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BUCHANAN BAYOU           

013740
04090250804142

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0171 BUCHANAN  BAYOU          

013750
04090250804861

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013760
04090250804862

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013770
04090250805441

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013780
04090250805442

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013790
04090250807071

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 DRAIN

013840
04090250810581

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BRUSH BAYOU

013850
04090250810582

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BRUSH BAYOU

013860
04090250811671

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 DRAIN

013890
04090250900911

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderLA3094 TWELVE MILE BAYOU        

013920
04090350603281

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0175 BAYOU PIERRE

013950
04090450106401

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 CREEK
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013960
04090450106901

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 MAHLIN BAYOU

013970
04090450112421

State of Louisiana1940 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LA0001 CADDO LAKE

013980
04090450113531

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 CREEK

014122
04090453100831

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0169 WALNUT BAYOU

014130
04090453102981

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0169 TWELVE MILE BAYOU        

014140
04090453103311

State of Louisiana1962 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0169 SODA LAKE CANAL          

014190
04090480200201

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0169 LA 169 OVER I-20         

014200
04090480200801

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0169 S FORK CROSS BAYOU

014262
04090480206911

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0169 PINEY BAYOU

014280
04090530807391

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DRAIN

014290
04090530807631

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 PRAIRIE RIVER

014300
04090530809661

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DRAIN

014310
04090530811781

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DRAIN

014318
04090530900751

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DRAIN

014320
04090530902141

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 DRAIN

014330
04090530902142

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 DRAIN

014340
04090530902621

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 DRAIN
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014350
04090530902622

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 DRAIN

014360
04090530903791

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DRAIN

014370
04090530908341

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0001 KCS RR/JONES ST          

014379
04090530908035

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITYST LA 1 S.BOUND

014400
04090530908941

State of Louisiana1937 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0071 ICG RR

014410
04090530908942

State of Louisiana1940 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0071 ICG RR

014420
04090530908944

State of Louisiana1940 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0071 ICG RR

014510
04090780307071

State of Louisiana1924 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0538 TIGER BRANCH

014520
04090790106841

State of Louisiana1915 Previously determined 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA3049 CREEK

014530
04090790111731

State of Louisiana1915 Previously determined 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA3049 IRISH BAYOU

014570
04090830103141

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 LOWE CREEK

014590
04090830105941

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

014600
04090830105991

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

014640
04090850102711

State of Louisiana1928 Previously determined 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0530 BLACK BAYOU

014701
04090250815431

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3094 CROSS BAYOU

014711
04090250815432

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3094 CROSS BAYOU

014720
04090940107421

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0173 LOGAN BAYOU
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014728
04090940110361

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0173 CREEK

014730
04090940111841

State of Louisiana1925 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0173 CREEK

014750
04090940200481

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0173 MAHLIN BAYOU

014870
04090960103641

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0170 CREEK

014880
04090960103811

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0170 TIGER BRANCH

014900
04090960110031

State of Louisiana1930 EligibleConcrete SlabLA0170 RED BAYOU

014950
04090970110951

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0525 CREEK

014960
04090970111721

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0525 BUCHANAN BAYOU           

014962
04090970112241

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0525 DRAIN

014970
04090970116911

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0525 BOGGY BAYOU

014980
04090970117051

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0525 BOGGY BAYOU

015040
04091020109681

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0511 CREEK

015050
04091020110631

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0511 BRUSH BAYOU

015060
04091020200031

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0511 CREEK

015070
04091020202981

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0511 BAYOU PIERRE

015080
04091020203361

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0511 SAND BEACH BAYOU         

015490
04094510112961

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

CITYST I-20
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015824
04094510118673

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Voided Slab - Continuous I0020 RAMP H/LA AVE.           

015882
04098090800151

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0526 LA 526/FLOURNOY OVER I-20

040017
U0932274934631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD DITCH          

040074
P0932293934761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO CROSS 
LAKE  

040084
U0932304934491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN 
RR  

040092
P0932269934711

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BAYOU

300008
P0932177933441

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD ELLERBE RD PRAIRIE R.    

300078
P0932187935691

Parish Highway Agency1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD SPNGRG TX L,CYPRESS 
BAYOU

300088
P0932228935931

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD BUNCOMBE RD,TRBY 
BOGGY BAYOU

300090
P0932231935771

Parish Highway Agency1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD BUNCOMBE RD,TRBY 
BOGGY BAYOU

300097
P0932224935401

Parish Highway Agency1941 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD WOOLWORTH RD,BOGGY 
BAYOU RLEF

300146
P0932562935521

Parish Highway Agency1948 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BIG BRANCH

300148
P0932555935241

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LOCAL ROAD KELLY BRANCH

300155
P0932546934971

Parish Highway Agency1947 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO STUMPY 
BAYOU

300166
U0932262935171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD GILMER BAYOU

300175
P0932232934921

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD GREEN TERRACE DITCH      

300184
P0932273934851

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD DITCH          
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300189
P0932282934421

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderLOCAL ROAD OCKLEY DITCH

300191
P0932277934901

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD DITCH          

300199
P0932285934731

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLOCAL ROAD HUDSON STREET

300202
P0932292934761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO CROSS 
LAKE  

300212
P0932272934851

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD DITCH          

300214
P0932283934431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD GILBERT DITCH

300215
P0932261934731

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD AIRPORT DITCH

300218
P0932262934601

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD 71ST STREET DITCH        

300223
P0932259934641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD 71ST STREET DITCH        

300249
P0932497935081

Parish Highway Agency1937 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD RED BAYOU

300256
P0932440935321

Parish Highway Agency1929 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD GAMM RD EXT. DOOLEY 
BAYOU

300266
P0932359935071

Parish Highway Agency1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY - MCCAIN 
CREEK 

300267
P0932350935381

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO CHOCTAW BAYOU   

300275
P0932357940071

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO PINEY 
BAYOU 

300291
U0932292934841

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD LAKESHORE DR,TBY CROSS 
LK

300293
U0932285934531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD OCKLEY DITCH

300294
U0932300934481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD STONER AVE, LINE AVE     
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300295
U0932300934521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousCITY 
STREET       

KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN 
RR  

300324
U0932274934881

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD COURTESY LANE DITCH      

300329
U0932295934551

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD KCS,MOPAC &  PAC RRS     

300344
P0932259934571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD 81ST STREET DITCH        

300347
P0932262934591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD 71ST STREET DITCH        

300349
P0932271934711

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BAYOU

300351
P0932269934671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD COURTESY LANE DITCH      

300354
P0932274934671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD VIRGINIA AVE. DITCH      

300357
P0932276934681

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD VIRGINIA AVE. DITCH      

300362
P0932304934631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO CROSS 
BAYOU 

400490
04091020204571

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0511 DRAINAGE

XXXX01 1914 ListedSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA Hwy 538 Caddo Lake

XXXX06 1900 ListedSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)Abandoned road Cross Bayou
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031330
07100030200001

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0090 US 90 OVER I-10          

031340
07100030201401

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 GUM GULLY

031350
07100030300581

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 HAMPTONS COULEE          

031360
07100030301481

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 COONE GULLY

031370
07100030302481

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN

031380
07100030304221

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 BAYOU

031390
07100030309231

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 CHOUPIQUE BAYOU          

031400
07100030312171

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CANAL

031410
07100030312721

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CANAL

031420
07100030401701

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN

031430
07100030402931

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CANAL

031442
07100030405681

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleSteel stringer/multi-beam or girderSP-KCS LOCKMOOR          

031450
07100030405781

State of Louisiana1959 EligibleSteel Plate GirderUS0090 US 90 OVER I-10/RAMPS    

031470
07100030501001

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 BAYOU OSIER

031480
07100030501501

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 KAYOUCHE COULEE          

031490
07100030503541

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN

031510
07100030506041

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 ENGLISH BAYOU
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031520
07100030507971

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 ENGLISH BAYOU

031530
07100120100001

State of Louisiana1936 ListedSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0012 SABINE RIVER

031540
07100120200471

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 OLD RIVER SLOUGH         

031550
07100120200901

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 CURRENT SLOUGH           

031560
07100120201101

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 PATTERSON SLOUGH         

031570
07100120201291

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 BICKHAM SLOUGH           

031580
07100120201451

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 LONG SLOUGH

031590
07100120201561

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 MORMAN SLOUGH

031600
07100120202201

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 WASHOUT SLOUGH           

031610
07100120202521

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 MUD LAKE

031620
07100120202941

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 HURSEY SLOUGH

031630
07100120203171

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0012 ASHWORTH SLOUGH          

031640
07100120207161

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0012 BEAR HEAD CREEK          

031650
07100120208171

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CANAL

031660
07100120210241

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CANAL

031670
07100120212781

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CANAL

031680
07100120214361

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CANAL
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031690
07100120215031

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 CANAL

031700
07100120404771

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0012 BUXTON CREEK

031720
07100240100782

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck Girder - ContinuousUS0171 US 171 OVER I-10         

031730
07100240100781

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck Girder - ContinuousUS0171 US 171 OVER I-10         

031732
07100240102601

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0171 ENGLISH BAYOU

031734
07100240102602

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0171 ENGLISH BAYOU

031736
07100240103501

State of Louisiana1969 EligibleSteel Plate GirderUS0171 CALCASIEU RIVER          

031752
07100310402201

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 DRAIN

031760
07100310501511

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 DRAIN

031780
P1030134932261

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 DRAIN

031820
07100310700551

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0027 BUXTON CREEK

031860
07101870111321

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0109 GULLY

031900
07101910302401

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

031910
07101910303351

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0389 DRAIN

031930
07101920100101

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0108 LA 108 OVER I-10(VINTON) 

031950
07101920102961

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0108 DRAIN

031960
07101920104711

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0108 BAYOU
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031970
07101920204411

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0108 SPRING GULLY

031980
07101920205761

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LA0108 CHOUPIQUE BAYOU          

031990
07101930401101

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 DRAIN

032000
07101930402251

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 DRAIN

032010
07101930500371

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 GOVERNMENT DITCH         

032020
07101930606741

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 DRAIN

032030
07101930608011

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 DRAIN

032040
07108103200511

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA11383 KAYOUCHE COULEE          

032050
07108103200512

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA11383 KAYOUCHE COULEE          

032090
07101950303761

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0385 BAYOU COULEE POLETE      

032110
07101950400131

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0385 CONTRABANO BAYOU         

032130
07101960101051

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 JACQUES COULEE           

032140
07101960102501

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 DITCH

032150
07101960103041

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 INDIAN BAYOU CANAL       

032160
07101960104551

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 CANAL

032170
07101960105771

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 B C DRAIN CANAL          

032190
07101960109201

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0014 BAYOU
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032210
07101970201241

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0383 LA 383 OVER I-10         

032250
07103820404931

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0384 DRAIN

032340
07108102504621

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-10     

032460
07104509112201

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

032510
07104509116161

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-10

032550
07104509117721

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-10

032710
07104509124511

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-10

032780
07104509127691

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

 I0010 CALCASIEU RIVER, RR, STS.

033070
07101933105711

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0397 LA 397 OVER I-10         

033110
07104509137731

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam  LOC RD I-10

033150
07104509140713

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 DRAIN

033160
07104509140714

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 DRAIN

033290
07108100602691

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA11382 BAYOU CONTRABAND         

033300
07108100700521

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3020 ANTOINE GULLY

033310
07108100702611

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3020 KAYOUCHE COULEE          

033350
07108103300201

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0378 INDIAN BAYOU

033353
07108101204221

State of Louisiana1968 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0378 W FORK CALCASIEU RIVER   
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033370
07108101500741

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3256 ENGLISH BAYOU

033372
07108101501801

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3256 CANAL

033374
07108103101661

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3258 BAYOU

033376
07108103102001

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3256 BAYOU

033390
07108101801261

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1133 BAYOU

033400
07108101904252

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0108 BAYOU D'INDE

033430
07108101906151

State of Louisiana1945 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0108 MAPLE FORK

033440
07108102402331

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 KAYOUCHE COULEE          

033450
07108102403101

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN

033455
07108102503951

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3063 DRAINAGE DITCH           

033460
07108102600011

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3065 DRAIN

033470
07108102700741

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3077 BAYOU D'INDE

033480
07108102701211

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3077 LITTLE D'INDE

033490
07108102702222

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0027 LA 27 OVER I-10          

033500
07108102702452

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3077 DRAIN

070002
U1030119931431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND BAYOU         

070005
U1030132931341

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1937 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD SHELL BEACH DRAINAGE C.  
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070006
U1030134931321

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1937 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD SHELL BEACH DRIVE CANAL  

070007
U1030108931261

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND BAYOU         

070008
U1030131931261

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD KIRKMAN ST DRAINAGE 
CANAL

070009
U1030133931291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

070010
U1030131931281

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

070012
U1030108931231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND BAYOU         

070015
P1030122933491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CANAL

070029
U1030151931421

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MARINO BAYOU

070033
P1030119932311

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAIN

070041
P1030131931271

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertCITY 
STREET       

FORD ST CANAL

070056
P1030201931701

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WEST FORK CALCASIEU 
RIVER

070062
P1030121933441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK

070064
P1030132931241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. CANAL  

500014
P1030113930681

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SABINE CANAL

500024
P1030076925671

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500029
P1030066931431

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500046
07101933106101

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0397 ENGLISH BAYOU N. OF I-10 
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500052
P1030172930611

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COON GULLY

500073
P1030196932001

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU ARCENEAUX          

500074
P1030175931881

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HOUSTON RIVER

500075
U1030135931941

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. CANAL  

500081
P1030241932441

Parish Highway Agency1961 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE RIVER

500097
P1030223932611

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500098
P1030218932611

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500115
P1030179933541

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BIRD ISLAND BAY          

500119
P1030171932211

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COON GULLY

500120
P1030166932221

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COON GULLY

500125
P1030145933551

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HAMPTON COULEE           

500138
P1030119933491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK

500144
P1030114932191

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HENDERSON BAYOU          

500154
P1030079932601

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders w/ Precast 
Monolithic Deck

LOCAL ROAD SPRING GULLY

500179
P1030125932211

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WEST FORK ENGLISH 
BAYOU  

500183
P1030270932601

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500185
P1030266932621

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK
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500186
P1030266932631

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500189
P1030121933461

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD VINTON DRAINAGE CANAL    

500191
P1030122933441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. CANAL  

500196
P1030140932331

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH

500253
U1030137932331

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH

500254
P1030134932231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. CANAL  

500256
P1030132932171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. CANAL  

500257
U1030128932121

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU D'INDE

500269
P1030149931701

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU VERDING

500271
P1030141931501

Parish Highway Agency1935 EligibleConcrete rigid frameLOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH

500273
P1030136931291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. CANAL  

500275
P1030134931281

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. CANAL  

500277
P1030139931151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH

500283
P1030114931661

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HENDERSON BAYOU          

500284
U1030121931491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK

500288
P1030102931231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND BAYOU         

500461
P1030095933721

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GUM GULLEY
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046530
58110150603701

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 BLACK  BAYOU

046540
58110150604292

State of Louisiana1945 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 LITTLE BLACK BAY         

046550
58110150607801

State of Louisiana1945 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

046620
58110360107471

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0004 CREW BAYOU

046630
58110360108061

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0004 CREW BAYOU RELIEF        

046640
58110360109881

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0004 BEOUF RIVER RELIEF       

046670
58110410503721

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0126 BLACK BAYOU

046680
58110410503861

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0126 CREEK

046700
58110410505571

State of Louisiana1953 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0126 CREEK

046760
58110680404201

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 SUGAR CREEK

046860
58110910908041

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0126 BEECH CREEK

046930
58111270401911

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0127 CASTOR CR RELIEF         

046940
58111270401971

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0127 CASTOR CREEK

046950
58111270403001

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0127 MCCLELLEN BRANCH         

046960
58111270406001

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0127 FLAT CREEK BRANCH        

046970
58111310401101

State of Louisiana1924 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0844 CREEK

046974
58111310401201

State of Louisiana1924 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0844 CREEK
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046980
58111590201161

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0557 CREEK

046990
58111590203601

State of Louisiana1931 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0557 BIRD CREEK

047000
58111660102601

State of Louisiana1949 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0133 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

047010
58111660103851

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0133 BAYOU LAFOURCHE CUT 
OFF  

047020
58113450300411

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 CASTOR RELIEF

047040
58113450300861

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 CASTOR RELIEF

047050
58113450300991

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 DRAIN

047070
58113450301181

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 CASTOR RELIEF

047120
58113450307251

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 BLACK BAYOU

047140
58113450402811

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 CREEK

047150
58113450403511

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 CREEK

047160
58113450403711

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 BYRD  CREEK

047190
58113450404931

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0506 BLACK BAYOU

047220
58113460207221

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0559 BAYOU WADE

047230
58118110104431

State of Louisiana1922 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0847 BAYOU LAFOURCHE CUTOFF

047255
58118110206991

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0850 CREEK

700071
P1132153921851

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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700077
P1132113921771

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BRUSHY CREEK

700083
P1132072921351

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700109
P1132024921091

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD PINEY CREEK

700119
P1132005921051

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CREEK          

700137
P1131587921391

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700143
P1131587921591

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD FRITH BRANCH

700233
P1132076920341

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700239
P1132033920591

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CREEK          

700247
P1132002920471

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700255
P1131582920221

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700257
P1131580920241

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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033610
07120310305701

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 CRAB GULLY

033620
07121930103501

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 DRAIN

033630
07121930114101

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 CREOLE CANAL

033690
07121930300981

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0027 DRAIN

033698
07121940101201

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 BAYOU

033700
07121940200001

State of Louisiana1959 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLA0082 MERMENTAU R./G.CHENIER   

033730
07121940221101

State of Louisiana1956 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLA0082 SUPERIOR CANAL           

033750
07121950201021

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0385 S FORK BLACK BAYOU       

033760
07121953000931

State of Louisiana1963 EligiblePontoon BridgeLA0384 ICWW-SWEET/GRAND 
LAKE    

033770
07128120101451

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0717 KLONDIKE CANAL           

033780
07128120105611

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0717 KLONDIKE CANAL           

033790
07128120107491

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0717 BAYOU

033800
07128120401161

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0384 CANAL

500203
P1229591932451

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500204
P1229587932191

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500205
P1229585932191

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500206
P1229583932221

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Cameron Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

500207
P1229478931571

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREOLE CANAL

500208
P1229464930081

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD KINGS BAYOU

500212
P1229455925441

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD PORTIE BAYOU

500213
P1229513930341

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LITTLE CHENIER BAYOU     

500214
P1229500925991

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LITTLE CHENIER BAYOU     

500215
P1229598930771

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500216
P1230014930631

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500223
P1229582932261

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500225
P1229492935921

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LITTLE CHENIER BAYOU     
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Catahoula Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

047430
58130220601141

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0084 FRENCH FORK

047460
58130260500761

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 BAYOU

047570
58130410204291

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0124 RAWSON CREEK

047580
58130410306211

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0124 HOOTER CREEK

047590
58131430400051

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0124 MUSKYDINE BAYOU          

047600
58131430400591

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0124 BROKE LEG BAYOU          

047620
58131430402131

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0124 CREEK

047632
58131430402801

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LA0124 DIVERSION  CANAL         

047690
58131430504801

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0124 BODCAW CANAL

047950
58133540203211

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0921 CASH BAYOU

047960
58133540205621

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0921 TAGUE BAYOU

047970
58138130401731

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0916 BLACK BAYOU

047980
58138130601401

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0914 BLACK BAYOU

580010
58138132302801

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3101 DRAIN

580030
58138132407981

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3102 LARTO LAKE BRIDGE        

700014
P1331441915871

Parish Highway Agency1955 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SALEM CREEK
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Recall No.*
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Claiborne Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

015960
04140270510041

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 CANEY CREEK

016110
04140700106091

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 BEAR CREEK

016120
04140700207311

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0002 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016130
04140700207531

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0002 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE RLF

016140
04140700208111

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0002 NICK CREEK

016170
04140720109961

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0009 CREEK

016180
04140720110091

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0009 CREEK

016190
04140720110291

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0009 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016200
04140720111451

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0009 CREEK

016210
04140720203861

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0009 CORNEY LAKE

016220
04140720210291

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0009 BEAVER CREEK

016230
04140830801941

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002A MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016300
04140830906621

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002A CREEK

016360
04140831006691

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002A BRANCH

016400
04140840503581

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0808 INDIAN CREEK

016410
04140850700331

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0002 BLACK BAYOU

016420
04140850704671

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 BUCK CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Claiborne Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

016430
04140850711621

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0002 BAYOU DARBONNE           

016450
04140850801321

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0146 CANEY CREEK

016460
04140850801411

State of Louisiana1966 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0146 CREEK

016470
04140850801481

State of Louisiana1966 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0146 DRAIN

016480
04140850804341

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0146 ALLEN CREEK

016490
04140850804461

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0146 DRAIN

016500
04140850806601

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0146 ISAAC CREEK

016510
04140850808341

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0146 COLEMAN CREEK

016570
04140880604961

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0154 CREEK

016572
04140880605981

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0154 DRAIN

016580
04141010101861

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0520 CREEK

016590
04141010103441

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0520 BEAVER BRANCH

016594
04141010106001

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0520 DRAIN

016600
04141010109401

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0520 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016610
04141010201951

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0520 STEEP CREEK

016620
04141010203841

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0520 LICK CREEK

016650
04141090101451

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0518 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Claiborne Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

016680
04142890206101

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0534 FLAT LICK BAYOU          

016700
04142890301751

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0534 BUCK CREEK

016702
04142890303401

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0534 BRANCH

016704
04142890303501

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0534 DRAIN

016810
P1432584930721

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016850
04142910206011

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0521 INDIAN CREEK

016880
04142920204321

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0518 BEAR CREEK RELIEF        

016890
04142920204371

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0518 BEAR CREEK

016910
04142950301371

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0518 WHITE CREEK

016918
04143350200201

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0540 DRAIN

016970
04148140202961

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0533 DRAIN

040241
P1432470930341

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANEY CREEK

040244
P1433010930311

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BEENE CREEK

301205
P1432416930581

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BRUSH CR.

301207
P1432413930961

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD FRYE RD,119,TRI CROWS CK 

301226
P1432407925411

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD KEEN ROAD,NO 134  ,COX CK

301239
P1432464930801

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MAR-BIBBY RD,TR FLT LIK B
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Claiborne Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

301249
P1432468931291

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FLT LICK RD ,FLT LICK BYO

301251
P1432467931291

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FLT LICK RD   ,FLT LICK B

301258
P1432515931241

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANEY CREK

301265
P1432465924871

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD FIVE MILE RD. ,FIVEMILE C

301270
P1432464924851

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FIVEMILE CK

301296
P1432571930491

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CLAMPITT RD.,B. DARBONNE 

301299
P1432579930461

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD RED ADAMS RD. ,MIDDLE 
FRK

301334
P1432568924481

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GREER CREEK
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Recall No.*
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Built Owner National Register Status

Concordia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

048040
58150220710681

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0084 CANEY BAYOU

048070
58150260100001

State of Louisiana1940 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

US0065 MISSISSIPPI RIVER        

048090
58151750102251

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0566 LITTE TENSAS RIVE        

048130
58151770510541

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 VIDALIA CANAL

048140
58151770513691

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 RED BAYOU CANAL          

700136
P1531299913821

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700152
P1531357913181

Parish Highway Agency1965 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700156
P1531340912651

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD VIDALIA CANAL

701001
P1531119914071

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU COCODRIE           

1770309321 Corps of Engineers (Civil)1959 EligibleSteel stringer/multi-beam or girderLA0015 OLD RIVER LOW SILL C.S.

581501770309771 Corps of Engineers (Civil)1959 EligibleConcrete stringer/multi-beam or girderLA0015 OLD RIVER OBANK C.S.
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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De Soto Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

017030
04160210100001

State of Louisiana1936 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Plate Girder - SuspendedUS0084 SABINE RIVER

017040
04160210202171

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0084 BAYOU CASTOR

017050
04160210203461

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0084 BAYOU

017060
04160210203951

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 DRAIN

017070
04160210204081

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 BAYOU GRAND CANE         

017080
04160210204201

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 BAYOU GRAND CANE RLF

017090
04160210210181

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0084 BAYOU

017100
04160210211351

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0084 JACKSON CREEK

017110
04160210213061

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0084 BAGET CREEK

017120
04160210214621

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0084 WILLIAMS CREEK           

017140
04160210304101

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 FOURMILE BAYOU           

017150
04160210305471

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 BAYOU

017160
04160210306331

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 CLIFTON BAYOU

017250
04160250609811

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 BAYOU GRAND CANE         

017270
04160250702431

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 S. FORK OF BRUSHY 
BAYOU  

017280
04160250704081

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 BRUSHY BAYOU

017310
04160350313601

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 CHATMAN BAYOU RELIEF     
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

De Soto Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

017320
04160350313701

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 CHATMAN BAYOU

017330
04160350317001

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 CREEK

017370
04160350406231

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0175 LITTLE BAYOU NA 
BONCHASSE

017380
04160350408331

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0175 KCS RAILWAY

017390
04160350409281

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0175 CANEY BAYOU

017400
04160350409481

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0175 CANEY BAYOU REL          

017410
04160350410181

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 MCGEE BAYOU

017440
04160350504201

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0175 FRIERSON BRANCH          

017470
04160490104991

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0005 BUSHNECK BAYOUREL        

017480
04160490105131

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0005 BUSHNECK BAYOU           

017490
04160490111691

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0005 CREEK

017500
04160490114081

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0005 CREEK

017510
04160980101431

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0172 LITTLE CREEK

017520
04160980105511

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0172 BUSHNECK BAYOU           

017540
04160980302081

State of Louisiana1962 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0005 RAMBIN BAYOU

017550
04164320200091

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0191 DRAIN

017560
04164320201921

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 COW BAYOU RELIEF         
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

De Soto Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

017570
04164320202141

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 COW BAYOU

017580
04164320203701

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 BULL BAYOU

017590
04164320205411

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0191 PEN BAYOU

017600
04164320207561

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 CLEMENT CREEK

017610
04160990300221

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0191 ROCKY BRANCH

017620
04160990302141

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0191 BIG BRANCH

017630
04160990304741

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 B GRAND CANE RELIEF      

017640
04160990304821

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 BAYOU GRAND CANE         

017650
04161050107291

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0509 SIPHORIEN BAYOU          

017660
04161050107421

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0509 DRAIN

017690
04161060105601

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0177 LITTLE WALLACE BAYOU     

017700
04161060202071

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0177 CHEMARD LAKE

017850
04162990204141

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0481 COW BAYOU RELIEF         

017860
04162990204311

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0481 COW BAYOU

017870
04162990209911

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0481 CLEMENT CREEK

017880
04163000400201

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0513 CREEK

017890
04163000401191

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0513 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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De Soto Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

017900
04163000401811

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0513 BRUSHY BAYOU

017910
04163000402911

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0513 TEN MILE BAYOU           

017920
04163000403001

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0513 TEN MILE B RELIEF        

018000
04163000409791

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0513 CREEK

018030
04163003002191

State of Louisiana1969 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0346 TEN MILE BAYOU           

018040
04163010202211

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0512 SAN PATRICIO BAYOU       

018050
04163010202501

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0512 BA SAN PATRICIO R        

018060
04163010305941

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0346 CREEK

018070
04163010306051

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0346 RAMBIN BAYOU

040104
P1631538933771

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUSHY BAYOU

040126
P1631537934841

Parish Highway Agency1931 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

300627
P1631527932691

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WALLACE BAYOU

300631
P1631533932651

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WALLACE BAYOU

300648
P1632068933781

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleRailroad Tank CarLOCAL ROAD COW BRANCH
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East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

051690
61170070800001

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0061 BAYOU MANCHAC

051700
61170070800002

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0061 BAYOU MANCHAC

051720
61170070804621

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 CLAYCUT BAYOU

051730
61170070804622

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 CLAYCUTT BAYOU           

051760
61170079000442

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousUS0061 US 61 OVER LA 73 (NESSER)

051780
61170079002771

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 WARD'S CREEK

051790
61170079004121

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0061 US 61 OVER US 190-FLORIDA

051792
61170079004122

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0061 US 61 OVER US 190-FLORIDA

051800
61170079005081

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 JONES CREEK

051820
61170079006761

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 HURRICANE CREEK          

051840
61170079010821

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 US 190 OVER US 61-SCENIC 

051850
61170079010822

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 US 190 OVER US 61-SCENIC 

051880
61170071000001

State of Louisiana1939 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

US0190 OLD MISS.RIVER BR        

051900
61170130402811

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 WARDS CREEK

051910
61170130405551

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 WARDS CREEK NB.          

051930
61170130501281

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 JONES CREEK

051932
61170130501283

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 JONES CREEK
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051940
61170130501282

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 JONES CREEK

051942
61170130501284

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 JONES CREEK

051950
61170130502861

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

051960
61170130503641

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU

051962
61170130503643

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU

051970
61170130503642

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU

051972
61170130503644

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU

051990
61170190204321

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 BAKER CANAL

052000
61170190204322

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 BAKER CANAL

052010
61170190204551

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 US 61 OVER LA 964 @ ALSEN

052040
61170600101021

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousLA0067 LA 67-PLANK OVER I-110   

052060
61170600104171

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0067 MONTE SANO BAYOU         

052070
61170600104661

State of Louisiana1961 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0067 LA 67-PLANK OVER US 61   

052090
61170600201021

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0067 STREAM

052120
61170600205441

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0067 STREAM NO NAME           

052130
61170600207611

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0067 REDWOOD CREEK

052140
61170770400001

State of Louisiana1931 EligibleSteel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LA0073 BAYOU MANCHAC
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052150
61170770404571

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0073 CLAYCUT BAYOU

052180
61170770502011

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0073 N B WARDS CREEK          

052190
61170770506091

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0073 WARDS CREEK

052240
61172500110141

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 WHITE BAYOU

052250
61172500110621

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 COPPER MILL BAYOU        

052260
61172500110891

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 NORTH CANAL

052320
61172530401871

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0064 HUB BAYOU

052322
61172530404301

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0064 STREAM

052330
P1730266918821

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CLOUDS CANAL

052340
P1730273910821

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD MELROSE CANAL

052350
61172540103121

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0037 LA 37 OVER US 61         

052360
61172540100222

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0037 LA 37 OVER US 61         

052370
61172540203401

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0037 COMITE RIVER

052390
61172540206171

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0037 DRAGON CREEK

052410
61172540300101

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0037 SANDY CREEK

052420
61172540309541

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0037 WHITTON CREEK

052470
61172550207961

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0408 STREAM NO NAME           
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052480
61172553001441

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3034 BEAVER BAYOU

052490
61172570304171

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0327 BAYOU FOUNTIAN           

052560
61172583101631

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0042 STREAM

052570
U1730216910631

Parish Highway Agency1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertCITY 
STREET       

DRAINAGE CANAL           

052590
61172583201621

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA3064 LA 3064-ESSEN OVER I-12  

052610
61174140103501

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0030 STREAM

052620
61174140103931

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0030 STREAM NO NAME           

052630
61174140105401

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0030 ELBOW BAYOU

052730
61174501003201

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST INTERSTATE 10

052830
61174509201031

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITYST I-110

052860
61174509201421

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITYST I-110

052890
61174509201841

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITYST I-110

052910
61174509201981

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITYST I-110

053210
61178170400191

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0409 DRAIN NO NAME

053220
61178170401581

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0409 LITTLE SANDY CREEK       

053250
61178170501841

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0410 BLACKWATER BAYOU         

053260
61178170505291

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0410 BLACKWATER BAYOU         
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053330
61178170901371

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0426 WARD CREEK N.BR.         

053340
61178170903991

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0426 JONES CREEK

053350
61178170904121

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0426 LIVELY BAYOU

053400
61178173100821

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0423 CYPRESS BAYOU

053420
61178173300201

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3006 CYPRESS BAYOU

053440
61178173500281

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3045 CAPITOL LAKE

053450
61178173600271

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3113 COOPER BAYOU REF         

053460
61178173600651

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3113 COOPER BAYOU

610020
61174501000143

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 CORPORATION CANAL        

610023
U1730258910961

Parish Highway Agency1937 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITY 
STREET       

K.C.S. RR

610033
P1730501911281

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAIN BAYOU

610063
61178173000601

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1209 DRAIN

610071
P1730310913531

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU

610096
P1730262910991

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DAWSON CREEK

610115
P1730279911021

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)CITY 
STREET       

NORTHDALE CANAL          

610117
P1730276911021

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)CITY 
STREET       

NORTHDALE CANAL          

610118
P1730242910241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD JACKS BAYOU
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610136
P1730234911041

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU FOUNTAIN           

610162
P1730385911551

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD COOPER BAYOU

610310
61172580203371

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0427 DAWSON 
CR.BRG.(ACADIAN)  

612342
61178172003081

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderCHIPPEWA RR U PAS        

613220
61170190205372

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 BATON ROUGE BAYOU        

800421
U1730218905821

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BOGGY CUT BAYOU          

800424
U1730232905871

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800425
U1730234905871

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800428
U1730224905941

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CLAY CUT BAYOU           

800429
P1730236905971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800434
U1730221910121

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800440
P1730297910051

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAUGHAN CREEK           

800441
P1730308905971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800443
P1730325910001

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAUGHAN CREEK           

800444
P1730341910191

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800445
P1730354910191

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BEAVER BAYOU

800446
P1730368910181

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HUB BAYOU
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800447
P1730337910411

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800448
P1730352910161

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BEAVER BAYOU

800449
P1730337910351

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800454
P1730357910651

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD SOUTH BAYOU

800457
P1730358910491

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER BAYOU         

800458
P1730335910501

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER BAYOU         

800459
P1730342910501

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER BAYOU         

800461
P1730392905891

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD WIND BAYOU

800462
P1730386910051

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD LITTLE SANDY CREEK       

800463
P1730386910191

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BEAVER CREEK

800464
P1730388910541

Parish Highway Agency1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800466
P1730404910091

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800468
P1730411905951

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DUFF BAYOU

800469
P1730416905811

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800470
P1730373905891

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BEAVER POND BAYOU        

800473
P1730419905361

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD KIDD'S CREEK

800474
P1730427905561

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD COTTON CREEK
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800475
P1730411905721

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK

800476
P1730416905331

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD WHITTEN CREEK

800477
P1730389905281

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD SANDY CREEK

800478
P1730427905511

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD HANNA CREEK

800479
P1730385905681

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800480
P1730398911291

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800481
U1730369910891

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BAKER CANAL

800482
P1730418905711

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK

800483
P1730399911251

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800484
P1730375910981

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800485
P1730364911001

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800486
P1730401911511

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800487
P1730418905751

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD WEST BRANCH MILL 
CREEK   

800488
P1730402911541

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800489
P1730396911731

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800490
P1730428910151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD LITTLE SANDY CREEK       

800491
P1730398910031

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD LITTLE SANDY CREEK       
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800494
P1730426910021

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DUFF BAYOU

800497
P1730409910811

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD INDIAN BAYOU

800498
P1730396911721

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800499
P1730399910051

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800502
P1730398910001

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800503
P1730398905921

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WIND BAYOU

800504
P1730394910321

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800505
P1730409910611

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD REDWOOD CREEK

800507
P1730424910651

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD REDWOOD CREEK

800508
P1730425910791

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800509
P1730416911211

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800510
P1730422911161

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800513
P1730356910321

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800514
P1730376910461

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SAUNDERS BAYOU           

800515
P1730225911011

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800516
P1730361910411

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER BAYOU         

800517
P1730355910301

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           
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800518
P1730215911031

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD ELBOW BAYOU

800519
P1730373911231

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BAYOU BATON ROUGE        

800520
P1730352910921

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BAYOU

800522
P1730368911031

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

800524
U1730339911051

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD ASH SLOUGH

800525
P1730347910731

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU

800526
U1730340911091

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800533
P1730280910601

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertCITY 
STREET       

JONES CREEK

800537
P1730274910641

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800541
P1730262910591

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)CITY 
STREET       

W.BRANCH N.FORK WARD 
CR. 

800542
P1730249910811

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsCITY 
STREET       

DAWSON CREEK

800543
P1730273910621

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsCITY 
STREET       

DRAINAGE CANAL           

800546
P1730256911101

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabCITY 
STREET       

CORPORATION CANAL        

800547
P1730278910471

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)CITY 
STREET       

JONES CREEK

800552
P1730256911081

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabCITY 
STREET       

CORPORATION CANAL        

800553
U1730332910931

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

800554
P1730246911021

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsCITY 
STREET       

CORPORATION CANAL        
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800556
P1730252911051

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)CITY 
STREET       

CORPORATION CANAL        

800557
U1730292910671

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CREEK          

800558
P1730272910421

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)CITY 
STREET       

JONES CREEK

800560
P1730247910791

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DAWSON CREEK

800561
P1730294910331

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD ENGRS. DEPOT CANAL       

800563
P1730308910991

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800570
P1730257911121

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD CORPORATION CANAL        

800571
P1730292910701

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CREEK          

800572
P1730254910221

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800573
P1730251911041

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD CORPORATION CANAL        

800575
P1730251910391

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WEINER CREEK

800577
P1730258911111

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD CORPORATION CANAL        

800580
P1730388910671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800581
P1730402911061

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

800582
P1730384910901

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800583
P1730383910721

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU

800585
P1730381910721

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU
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800586
P1730410910951

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD COPPER MILL BAYOU        

800589
P1730375905901

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800600
U1730252910411

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD WEINER CREEK

800602
P1730374911281

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800605
U1730292910641

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CREEK          

800608
U1730303910751

Parish Highway Agency1956 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD ROBERTS CANAL

800609
U1730280910201

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD LIVELY BAYOU

800611
U1730268910211

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD LIVELY BAYOU

800613
U1730269910441

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800614
U1730273910421

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800616
U1730279910521

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800617
U1730279910532

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800618
U1730255911071

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD CORPORATION CANAL        

800619
U1730253911061

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CORPORATION CANAL        

800620
U1730249910981

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DUPLANTIER         

800621
U1730250910981

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD UNIVERSITY LAKE SPILLWAY 

800622
61172580203301

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

S.ACADIAN RR 
UNDERPASS   
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800626
U1730261910801

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD WARD CREEK

800628
U1730265910541

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD NORTH BRANCH WARD 
CREEK  

800629
U1730292910871

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CR.

800630
U1730272910861

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD WARDS CREEK

800640
P1730240910341

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CLAY CUT BAYOU           

800641
P1730248910411

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD CLAY CUT BAYOU           

800642
U1730251910301

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD WEINER CREEK

800644
P1730250911031

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD CORPORATION CANAL        

800645
P1730252911001

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAKES          

800646
U1730266910861

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD WARD CREEK

800647
P1730265910831

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertCITY 
STREET       

WARD CREEK

800648
P1730293910871

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CREEK          

800649
U1730294910701

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800650
P1730298910271

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800651
U1730259910551

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD N. BRANCH WARDS CREEK    
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020100
05180200803281

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 CREEK

020110
05180200805301

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 CREEK

020140
05180370400001

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0002 BAYOU MACON

020150
05180370404261

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 BRUSHY MACON

020160
05181610800001

State of Louisiana1962 Previously determined not 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0134 BAYOU MACON

020170
05181610802891

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0134 JOES BAYOU

020180
05181610804001

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0134 CARRAWAY LAKE

020190
05181610900031

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0134 CREEK

020240
05181840104991

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0596 CREEK

020340
05188180103031

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0580 CREEK

020350
05188180103581

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0580 JOES BAYOU

020370
05188180105571

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0580 TENSAS BAYOU

020380
05188180108121

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0580 JONES BAYOU

020450
05188180903271

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0579 COOK'S SLOUGH

050083
P1832369911601

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

400043
P1832490911851

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUSHY BAYOU

400046
P1832464912031

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAXTER BAYOU
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400047
P1832476911771

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

400053
P1832466911401

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN INTO WINTERS 
BAYOU 

400054
P1832422911391

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DUCK POND BAYOU          

400056
P1832430911101

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SANDY CREEK

400057
P1832457911411

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WINTERS BAYOU

400063
P1832369911511

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO JONES BAYOU     

400069
P1832360912121

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD JOES BAYOU

400070
P1832369911561

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN INTO JONES BAYOU   

400071
P1832345911251

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GRASSY LAKE

400077
P1832331910961

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WILDCAT BAYOU

400080
P1832420912271

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU MACON
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053470
61190190300102

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0061 FOSTER CREEK

053480
61190190301722

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 SANDY CREEK

053490
61190600302111

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0067 OLIVE BRANCH

053500
61190600303721

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0067 COMITE RIVER

053540
61190600401241

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0067 STREAM NO NAME           

053550
61190600401371

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0067 WALNUT BRANCH

053560
61190600404501

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0067 PRETTY CREEK TRIB        

053590
61190610500001

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 THOMPSON CREEK           

053600
61190610500411

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 STREAM NO NAME           

053620
61190610503651

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 STREAM NO NAME           

053630
61190610505631

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 STREAM

053640
61190610505781

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 ICG RAILROAD

053760
61190610609681

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 SPRING BRANCH

053770
61190610610031

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 LITTLE RIVER

053780
61192500302371

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 DOYLE BAYOU

053790
61192500304881

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 STREAM NO NAME           

053800
61192500306421

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 REDWOOD CREEK
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053810
61192500307231

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 CARTER CREEK

053820
61192500400421

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0019 NO NAME

053830
61192500402171

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 LITTLE REDWOOD CK        

053840
61192500410981

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0019 LITTLE COMITE RIVER      

053850
61192520200211

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0068 LITTLE SANDY CK          

053860
61192520303491

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0068 KARRS CREEK

053900
61192540401201

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0037 LILLYS CREEK

053910
61192540401351

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0037 LILLYS CREEK

053930
61192590103141

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0063 TRIB OF BLUFF CK         

053940
61192590104521

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0063 MCQUINNEY BAYOU          

053950
61192590104761

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0063 MCQUINNEY BAYOU R        

053960
61192590109061

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0063 HUNTERS BAYOU

053970
61192590110291

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0063 SANDY CREEK

053980
61198190201911

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0422 STREAM NO NAME           

054010
61198190206541

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0422 RICHLAND CREEK           

054018
61198190401521

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0961 CREEK

054020
61198190402341

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0961 SANDY CREEK
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054030
61198192501621

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3255 CLEAR CREEK

054040
61198190501681

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0952 MCKOWEN CREEK

054050
61198190503901

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0952 BEAVER CREEK

054070
61198191000351

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0955 WHITE BAYOU

054080
61198191003871

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0955 BLACK CREEK

054100
61198191102981

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0412 BLACK CREEK

054110
61198191200891

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0412 DOYLE BAYOU

054120
61198191201911

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0412 REDWOOD CREEK

054130
61198191302831

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0956 CREEK REDWOOD

054160
61198191503481

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0955 KNIGHTON BAYOU           

054170
61198191505321

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0955 TRIB OLIVE BRANCH        

054180
61198191506451

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0955 WHITE BRANCH

054190
61198191507381

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0955 CHAPMAN BRANCH           

054200
61198191600221

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0955 OLIVE BRANCH

054210
61198191602871

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0955 FISHER BAYOU

054220
61198191603081

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0955 FISHER BAYOU

054230
61198191800261

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0959 SCHLIE BAYOU
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054240
61198191803171

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0959 LITTLE SANDY CK          

054250
61198191804381

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0959 SANDY CREEK

054260
61198191804511

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0959 SANDY CREEK REL          

054270
61198191805431

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0959 MILL CREEK

054280
61198191806701

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0959 SCALAUS CREEK

054290
61198191902011

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0963 REDWOOD CREEK

054300
61198191902591

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0963 LITTLE REDWOOD CR        

054310
61198192000351

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0960 BLUFF CREEK

054320
61198192001921

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0960 STREAM NO NAME           

054330
61198192201031

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0951 COOKS BRANCH

610200
P1930543910451

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PALMERS BRANCH           

800763
P1930455911021

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LOCAL ROAD BLACK CREEK

800766
P1930433910551

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD UNNAMED CREEK

800776
P1930598910521

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE COMITE CREEK      

800806
P1930458911281

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CREEK           
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008890
P2030490921601

State Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CHICOT BAYOU

030213
P2030324922011

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

033850
03200570500001

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0013 BAYOU DES CANNES         

033860
03200570503641

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 BAYOU DURALDE

033870
03208204200011

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3149 DRAIN

033872
03208204201251

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3149 BAYOU

033874
03208204203051

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3149 BAYOU

033970
03200570700681

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 TURKEY CREEK

033980
03200570701381

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 CREEK

033990
03200660600201

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0010 MORRIS BRANCH

034000
03200660602081

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderLA0010 BEAVER CREEK

034010
03200660604161

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0010 CREEK

034020
03200660610401

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0010 CREEK

034030
03200660610571

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0010 E FK BAYOU NEZPIQUE

034040
03200660705291

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 BAYOU DES CANNES         

034070
03200660713451

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 DRAIN

034110
03202000203521

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0104 DRAIN
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034120
03202000208831

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0104 DRAIN

034140
03202020104171

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0104 PINE POINT GULLY         

034170
03202020106341

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0104 BAYOU DES CANNES         

034180
03202030200891

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0029 DRAIN

034190
03202030201891

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0029 DRAIN

034200
03202030206281

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0029 BAYOU MARRON

034210
03202030209411

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0029 COULEE DE MANUEL         

034220
03202030304951

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0029 BAYOU PETITE PASS        

034230
03202030307721

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0029 COULEE TEAL

034240
03202040102311

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0106 DRAIN

034250
03202040104021

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0106 DRAIN

034260
03202040106471

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0106 BOGGY BAYOU

034270
03202040202111

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0106 BAYOU NEZPIQUE           

034280
03202040300581

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0106 BAYOU CHICOT

034290
03202040305941

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0106 BAYOU COCODRIE           

034300
03202060103071

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 CHOCTAW BAYOU

034310
03203720300741

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0115 COCODRIE BAYOU           
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034320
03203720307571

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0115 BAYOU COCODRIE           

034330
03203720308031

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0115 BAYOU

034340
03203800103781

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0363 DRAIN

034350
03208200104501

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0374 BAYOU

034360
03208200301391

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0748 BAYOU

034390
03208200604811

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1172 BAYOU

034400
03208200604981

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1172 BAYOU

034402
03208200607581

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1172 BAYOU

034410
03208200801141

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0095 DRAIN

034420
03208200801451

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0095 BEACONS GULLY

034430
03208200804051

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0095 DRAIN

034440
03208200804521

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0095 BAYOU DES CANNES         

034450
03208200806691

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0095 BAYOU MARROW

034460
03208200900391

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1160 BAYOU

034480
03208201103781

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1168 DRAIN

034490
03208201104261

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1168 DRAIN

034492
03208201105921

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1168 BAYOU GRAND LOUIS        
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034538
03208201700801

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1158 DRAIN

034540
03208201800971

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1162 BAYOU

034560
03208202400391

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1159 BAYOU

034570
03208202502381

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0371 COULEE VALENTINE         

034580
03208202504011

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0371 BAYOU DURALDE

034590
03208202604451

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0371 DRAIN

034600
03208202701021

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0757 DRAIN

034610
03208202900681

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA1161 DRAIN

034620
03208202903321

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1161 BAYOU DES CANNES         

034630
03208202905561

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1161 BAYOU JOE MARCEL         

034652
03208203004491

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0376 BAYOU

034660
03208203005251

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0376 BAYOU

034700
03208000301391

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1173 BAYOU

034710
03208203804931

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3042 LAKE CHICOT

034720
03208203810891

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3042 BAYOU

034730
03208203900011

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0115 ELM BAYOU

034740
03208203901351

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0115 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Evangeline Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200086
P2030420922091

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DES CANNE BAYOU          

200097
P2030534923421

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PRONG BAYOU

200199
P2030384922601

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GRAND LOUIS BAYOU        

200284
P2030527921791

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SLOUGH

200382
P2030355922751

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DURALDE BAYOU

200389
P2030344923181

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DURALDE BAYOU

200397
P2030396921621

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DE MANUEL COULEE         

200420
P2030430921531

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DE MANUEL COULEE         

200428
P2030352922851

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DURALDGE BAYOU           

200436
P2030381923301

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NEZPIQUE BAYOU           

200438
P2030425921821

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD JOE MARCEL BAYOU         

700120
03200570506881

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 DRAIN

700130
03200570507401

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 DRAIN

700140
03200570510321

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 DRAIN
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Franklin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

048290
58210260612911

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0015 STOKES BAYOU

048360
58210360205771

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0004 GOOSE CREEK

048370
58210360207941

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0004 PINE CREEK

048380
58210360302711

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderLA0004 WEST TURKEY CREEK        

048410
58210360307811

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0004 ASH SLOUGH CANAL         

048440
58210360406341

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0004 DEER CREEK

048450
58210360408461

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0004 CREEK

048490
58210510205021

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0017 CREEK

048550
58211670106261

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0618 CREEK

048570
58211680110061

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0132 CROSS SLOUGH

048580
58211680204381

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0132 CREEK

048640
58211700103841

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0128 TURKEY CREEK

048682
58211700203211

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0128 DEER CR CUTOFF           

048730
58213440101141

State of Louisiana1955 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0577 CREEK

048750
58213440103691

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0577 TURKEY CREEK

048758
58213440106401

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0577 CREEK

048790
58213480300231

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0860 FROG ISLAND SLOUGH       
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Franklin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

048800
58213480300521

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0860 CREEK

048810
58213480301571

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0860 HURRICANE SLOUGH         

048820
58213490200661

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0865 ASH SLOUGH

048840
58218210100781

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0861 BAYOU HURRICANE          

048850
58218210101611

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0861 HURRICANE SLOUGH         

048860
58218210101721

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0861 DEWITT GULLEY

048940
58218211103081

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0876 BRUSHY BAYOU

048950
58218211400921

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0863 DEER CREEK

048970
58218211502181

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0871 GOOSE CREEK

048990
58218212100361

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0869 CREEK

049000
58218212101511

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0869 PINE BAYOU

049010
58218212102101

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0869 MOUND BAYOU

580580
58218210801801

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0867 BULLS BAYOU

700547
P2132242913211

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TURKEY CREEK

700841
P2132140913191

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DEEP BAYOU

700889
P2131573914771

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700960
P2132086913881

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TURKEY CREEK
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Franklin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

700993
P2132052914131

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU

700995
P2132074913881

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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036620
08220090200561

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0071 HUDSON CREEK

036630
08220090201241

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 CREEK

036640
08220090201871

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 CREEK

036660
08220090205101

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 JAMES BRANCH

036670
08220090207561

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0071 BAYOU RIGOLETTE          

036680
08220090207891

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 CREEK

036690
08220090208461

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0071 BAYOU RIGOLETTE          

036700
08220090212551

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0071 BAYOU RIGOLETTE          

036710
08220090302271

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0071 BAYOU GRAPPE

036800
08220150400321

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 SUGAR BRANCH

036830
08220150406781

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

036840
08220150407742

State of Louisiana1948 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0165 FISH CREEK

036850
08220150410282

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 LITTLE CREEK

036860
08220150411611

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CYPRESS CREEK

036870
08220150413761

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 INDIAN CREEK

036880
08220150414161

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 INDIAN CREEK RELIEF      

036890
08220150414471

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CROSS BAYOU
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Recall No.*
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Structure TypeFeature Crossed

036900
08220150414791

State of Louisiana1939 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0165 BEAR CREEK

036910
08220150417032

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0165 LA 1203, UP RR           

036920
08220150417881

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

036940
08220230307271

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

037080
08220403200531

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0366 SANDY CREEK

037110
08220400303021

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0008 BIG CREEK

037190
08221230101221

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0471 SUMMERFIELD BRANCH       

037200
08221230105821

State of Louisiana1956 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0471 DARTIGO CREEK

037210
08221230105891

State of Louisiana1956 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0471 DARTIGO CREEK

037220
08221230106021

State of Louisiana1956 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0471 CREEK

037290
08221280312651

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0500 CREEK

037540
08221510204251

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0008 LITTLE SANDY BAYOU       

037550
08223610301421

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0034 CREEK

037570
08223650105021

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

LA0472 INDIAN CREEK

037580
08223650106031

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0472 CREEK

037590
08223650107901

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

LA0472 BIG BEAR CREEK           

037600
08223650107971

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0472 BIG BEAR CREEK RELIEF    
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037610
08228220100931

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0524 ELEM BRANCH

037620
08228220101101

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0524 JESSE BRANCH

037640
08228220102381

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0524 FISH CREEK

037680
08228220503001

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1241 HUDSON CREEK

037690
08228220503141

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1241 FRAZIER CREEK

700679
P2231415922481

Parish Highway Agency1935 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

700682
P2231280923681

Parish Highway Agency1919 EligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD MARTEAU BAYOU

700702
P2231464922281

Parish Highway Agency1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700703
P2231449922631

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD INDIAN CREEK

700706
P2231462922181

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700734
P2231360923591

Parish Highway Agency1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SWAFFORD CREEK           

700770
P2231426922391

Parish Highway Agency1935 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700774
P2231438922271

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700870
P2231389923701

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK

700878
P2231404922551

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE CREEK

700886
P2231357922961

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BEAR BRANCH

800030
08228221300211

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3169 BAYOU RIGOLETTE          
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080601000002101 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 102 HATAWAY CREEK

080601000002102 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 102 TRIPLE B CREEK

080601000002103 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 102 INDIAN CREEK

080601000002104 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 102 BRICK CREEK

080601000002105 U.S. Forest Service1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 102 LITTLE SNAKE CREEK

080601000002106 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 102 SHADY CREEK

080601000002107 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 102 LOG BAYOU

080601000002114 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 115 CYPRESS CREEK

080601000002116 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 119 SOCIA CREEK

080601000002117 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 120 GRAY BRANCH

080601000002118 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 120 GRAY BRANCH

080601000002131 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 131 INDIAN CREEK

080601000002145 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 145 BIG CREEK

080601000002146 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 145 HURRICANE

080601000002147 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 145 HURRICANE

080601000002148 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 145 FISH CREEK

080601000002153 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 145-A DRY PRONG CREEK

080601000002158 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 155 CREEK

080601000002160 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 155 GUYNES BRANCH
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080601000002161 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 155 SADDLE BAYOU OVFLOW

080601000002162 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 155 SADDLE BAYOU OVFLOW

080601000002163 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 155 SADDLE CREEK

080601000002164 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete slabFDR 155 SCHOOL HOUSE CREEK

080601000002171 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 165 N FORK FISH CREEK

080601000002174 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 172 SKID BRIDGE CREEK

080601000002177 U.S. Forest Service1964 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 188 CAMP POND CREEK

080601000002178 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 188 S FORK CAMP POND CR

080604000002415 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 521 WILD OKRA CREEK

080604000002416 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 521 BEAR CREEK

080604000002417 U.S. Forest Service1955 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 521 FOUR MILE BRANCH

080604000002424 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 530 LONG BRANCH

080604000002427 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 530 BRUSHY CREEK

080604000002429 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 530 BRUSHY CREEK

080604000002444 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 556 PRAIRIE CREEK

080604000002445 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 556 PRAIRIE CREEK

080604000002446 U.S. Forest Service1960 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 556 CREEK

080604000002447 U.S. Forest Service1960 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 556 CREEK

080604000002448 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 556 PRAIRIE

080604000002450 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 558 FRIDAY CREEK

080604000002451 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 558 PRAIRIE CREEK

080604000002452 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 558 SCHOOL HOUSE BRANCH

080604000002487 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 610 LITTLE BEAR CR

080604000002488 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 613 PINEYWOOD BRANCH
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005680
03230040506771

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

LA0182 SANDAGER CANAL           

005700
03230550702991

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 JEFFERSON CANAL          

005730
03230550707861

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 ARMANCO CANAL

005740
03232350100101

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0329 RODERE CANAL

005750
03232360101131

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0083 COMMMERICAL CANAL        

005760
03232360105161

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0083 PEEBLES BAYOU DUBOIN

005770
03232360106211

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0083 JACK COULEE

005780
03232360202041

State of Louisiana1945 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0085 PATOUT CANAL

005790
03232360206641

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0085 DRAIN

005800
03232370100141

State of Louisiana1940 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Bascule SpanLA0086 BAYOU TECHE

005850
03232400305941

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0083 BAYOU BLUE

005860
03232410100161

State of Louisiana1944 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLA0671 BAYOU TECHE

005868
03233970501931

State of Louisiana1934 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0089 CREEK

005870
03233970503171

State of Louisiana1956 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0089 PARC PEROU BAYOU         

005900
03234003100241

State of Louisiana1965 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0086 BAYOU TECHE

005920
03234240401371

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

005930
03234240404701

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 SEGURA BRANCH
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005940
03234240404702

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 SEGURA BRANCH

005950
03234240404931

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

005980
03234240406661

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 ARMENCO CANAL

005990
03234240406662

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 ARMENCO CANAL

006000
03234240407911

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0090 US 90 OVER LA 14         

006010
03234240407912

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0090 US 90 OVER LA 14         

006020
03234240408431

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0090 LA 329 & SPRR

006030
03234240408432

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0090 LA 329 & SPRR

006040
03234240409161

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 RODERE CANAL

006050
03234240409162

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 RODERE CANAL

006080
03234240410915

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 PEEBLES CANAL

006082
03234240410918

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 PEEBLES CANNAL           

006090
03234240411331

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DUBOIN CANAL

006100
P2329593915621

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU PETIT ANSE REL

006110
P2329593915591

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU PETIT ANSE

006120
P2329593915581

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD COULEE DEBLANC           

006130
03238230200751

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0675 ARMENCO CANAL
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006140
P2330002915481

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

006150
P2330014915411

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

006160
03238230701181

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0676 DEBLANC COULEE           

006170
03238230702011

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0676 CREEK

006180
03238231200171

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0320 BAYOU TECHE (OLIVER)

006200
03238231400251

State of Louisiana1967 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0344 BAYOU TECHE

006210
03238231406331

State of Louisiana1964 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0344 TECHE BAYOU

006230
03238232603471

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0087 CREEK

006250
03238232800551

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0668 DELAHOUSSAYE CNL         

006270
03238233400391

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0682 CREEK

006280
03238233400841

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0682 NORRIS CANAL

006290
03238233401811

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0682 CREEK

006300
03288282500251

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0089 ROMERO CANAL

030135
P2329568915031

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD NEW IBERIA SOUTHERN OR 
CA

200692
P2330032915531

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200694
P2330032914291

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CANAL

200700
P2330000915601

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Iberia Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200701
P2329599915701

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD NORRIS BRANCH CANAL      

200704
P2329544914101

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE CANAL       

200705
P2329596914421

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TETE BAYOU

200707
P2330001915581

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD PARC PERDU BAYOU         

200708
P2329539914101

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE CANAL       

200709
P2329529914151

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE CANAL       

200717
P2329521914201

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE CANAL       

200718
P2329535914291

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200719
P2329535914321

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD PATOUT CANAL

200722
P2329565915561

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD POUFETTE CANAL           

200723
P2329566915641

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD JEFFERSON CANAL          

200726
P2329598914621

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TETE BAYOU

200730
P2329571914891

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DUBOIN CANAL

200735
P2329562914901

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD PEEBLES COULEE           

200737
P2329573915101

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD RODERE CANAL

200738
P2329588915071

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD RODERE CANAL

200883
P2330019914421

Parish Highway Agency1940 ListedSteel High Truss Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU
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Recall No.*
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200901
P2329573914291

Other State Agency1930 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU

300450
03234240420404

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsUS0090 DRAIN
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054350
61240500614452

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0001 PLAQUEMINE BRIDGE

054360
61242190107251

State of Louisiana1960 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0077 INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

054370
61242190200811

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0077 RICHARD BAYOU

054400
61242190306451

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0077 BAYOU MARINGOUIN         

054410
61242280400011

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0076 BAYOU MARINGOUIN         

054430
61242280500511

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0076 W-8 MAIN CANAL           

054440
61242280500961

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0076 STREAM NO NAME           

054450
61242280501271

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0076 NO NAME

054470
61242300102701

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3066 CENTENNIAL CANAL         

054480
61242300309551

State of Louisiana1957 EligiblePontoon BridgeLA0997 BAYOU PIDGEON/LOWER 
GRAND RIVER WAY

054490
61242570100661

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0075 BAYOU BREAUX

054510
61242570204371

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0327 BAYOU PAUL

054520
61242640103301

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0074 BAYOU BREAUX

054530
61244050100391

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LA0404 BAYOU CHOCTOW

054540
61244050103781

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LA0404 BAYOU TIGRIS

054550
61244050104081

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0404 BAYOU DANIEL

054552
61244050106431

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0404 BAYOU BLACK
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054560
61244050107601

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0404 LEVY CANAL

054570
61244060202281

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0069 MUDDY BAYOU

054580
61244060202921

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0069 FALSE BRANCH

054588
61244140200001

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0030 BAYOU MANCHAC

054590
61244140200661

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0030 BAYOU PAUL

054600
61244140206821

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0030 BAYOU BRAUD

054610
61248240101961

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0386 CATFISH CANAL

054630
61248240500521

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0995 FALSE BRANCH

054632
61248240501001

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0895 CORA MAIN CANAL          

054640
61248240701381

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0988 DOW DRAINAGE

054650
61248240701721

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0988 BAYOU BOURBEU

054672
61248240901011

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0994 CEDAR GROVE CANAL        

054690
61248241203521

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0076 LOWER MARINGOUIN 
CANAL   

054700
61248241300921

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3000 RAMAH CANAL

054730
61248241800081

State of Louisiana1964 EligiblePontoon BridgeLA0075S UPPER GRAND R/BAYOU 
SORREL

800810
P2430293913331

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LEEVEE BORROW PIT        

800813
P2430241913071

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LEVEE BORROW PIT         
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Recall No.*
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800817
P2430074911021

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800819
P2430150911461

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800820
P2430142911721

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800821
P2430259912851

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800823
P2430279912961

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LOCAL ROAD BAYOU GROSSE TETE        

800824
P2430223912371

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LOCAL ROAD BAYOU GROSS TETE         

800826
P2430280913261

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LEVEE BORROW PIT         
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020460
05250230601312

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020470
05250230602012

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020480
05250230603492

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020490
05250230604162

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020510
05250230605191

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020530
U2532139924251

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertCITY 
STREET       

CREEK

020590
05250230617111

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020600
05250230618062

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 CYPRESS CREEK REL.       

020610
05250230618262

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 SUGAR CREEK

020620
05250230618652

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 CYPRESS BAYOU REL.       

020630
05250230620881

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020640
05250230621791

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020650
05250230622141

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

020660
05250230622852

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 CREEK

020980
05250680202471

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CHOUDRANT CREEK          

020990
05250680202561

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CREEK

021000
05250680206581

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CASTOR CREEK
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021010
05250680209021

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 STUD HORSE CREEK         

021020
05250680209891

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CURR CREEK

021030
05250680211241

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CREEK

021040
05250680211731

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 POPLAR BRANCH

021050
05250680211961

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CREEK

021060
05250680213021

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 FOURMILE CREEK           

021080
05250680300451

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 CREEK

021090
05250680302631

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 COW CREEK

021100
05250680303121

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 CREEK

021110
05250680304161

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 CREEK

021120
05250680305041

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 CREEK

021130
05250680306141

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0004 BEAR CREEK

021330
05253160202761

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0148 COLON CREEK

021350
05253160206191

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0148 CREEK

021360
05253160206741

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0148 CYPRESS BAYOU

021376
05253180102901

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0144 CREEK

021380
05253180200701

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0556 NEALY BRANCH
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021390
05253180201711

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0556 HUEY BRANCH

021400
05253180202211

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0556 POLE BRIDGE CREEK        

021410
05253180203801

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0556 DRY CREEK

021420
05253180203941

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0556 JACK CREEK

021430
05253180204051

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0556 SO CHOUDRANT CR          

021436
05253180204301

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0556 CREEK

021440
05253180206181

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0556 BRANCH

021450
05253190100601

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0542 CREEK

021460
05253190101151

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0542 CREEK

021470
05253190101911

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0542 CREEK

021480
05253190102111

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0542 CREEK

021490
05253190102451

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0542 CREEK

021500
05253190102941

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0542 CREEK

021528
05253190108101

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0542 CREEK

021530
05253190109601

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0155 KEPPLER CREEK

021540
05253190110451

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0155 CREEK

021550
05253190113011

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0155 CREEK
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021570
05253200103721

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0147 BIG CREEK

021580
05253200201791

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0147 BROWN CREEK

021670
05253230102581

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0548 FLAT CREEK

021680
05253230102971

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0548 CREEK REL BR

021690
05253230104691

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0548 LITTLE GLADE CR          

021700
05253230105171

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0548 CREEK

021710
05253230107121

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0548 CUB CREEK

021720
P2532161926861

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0809 DRY CREEK

021730
05258250203061

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0148 CREEK

021760
05258250401301

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0810 BROWN CREEK

021780
05258250905011

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0811 L DUGDEMONA RIVER        

021790
05258250905371

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0811 CREEK

400268
P2532115922421

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD INDIAN CREEK

400269
P2532109922311

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HURRICAN CREEK           

400278
P2532131921941

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD INDIAN BRANCH

400299
P2532225922961

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COLSTON CREEK

400306
P2532223922921

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLSTON 
CREEK   
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400322
P2532201922401

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FLAT CREEK

400332
P2532192924521

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BEAR CREEK

400885
P2532141924291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAIN CANAL
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000010
02260051001311

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000020
02260051001312

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000030
02260051002551

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000040
02260051002552

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000050
02260051005871

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0090 US 90 BUS @ AVONDALE     

000060
02260060100001

State of Louisiana1936 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

US0090 MISSISSIPPI RIVER        

000100
02260070200001

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 METAIRIE RELIEF          

000230
02262499006621

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleSteel stringer/multi-beam or girderLA0045 GOOSE BAYOU

000240
02262499008331

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0045 DRAIN CANAL

000290
02262833000611

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0049 DRAIN

000292
02262833000991

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0049 DRAIN

000330
02262833003431

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0049 DRAIN

000350
02264230100031

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3046 LA 3046 OVER US 90       

000360
02264230100481

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3046 R/R,CITY STS,LA 611      

000400
02264501503341

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I 10

000410
02264501503362

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I 10

000470
02264501505732

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I 10
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000480
02264501505711

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I 10

000498
02264501506094

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 SUBURBAN CANAL           

000502
02264501506103

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders I0010 SUBURBAN CANAL           

000530
02264501506451

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I 10

000540
02264501507441

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

CITYST I 10

000542
02264501507452

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

CITYST I 10

000600
02264501508744

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL NO. 3

000610
02264501508794

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL NO. 3

000612
02264501508823

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 CANAL NO. 3

000810
02268263900071

State of Louisiana1947 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss Swing SpanLA0302 BAYOU BARATARIA          

000820
02268264403001

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3154 DRAIN

020010
U2629588900941

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD US 61 & LA 611-9 & CIRCLE

020011
U2629586900956

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD DRIVEWAY

020012
02264230100816

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3046 LA SOU/KCS RR & 
CLAIBORNE

020013
02264230100857

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3046 LA SOU/KCS RR & 
CLAIBORNE

020014
U2629586900937

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD LA SOUTHERN RR           

020015
U2629587900935

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD LA SOUTHERN RR           
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020016
U2629588900937

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD LA 611-9 & JOHNSON ST    

020017
U2629588900956

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD LA 611-9 & JOHNSON ST    

020018
U2629587900958

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD DRIVEWAY

020019
U2629586900941

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD US 61 UNDER TRAF. CIRCLE 

020032
U2630013901482

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 17

020038
P2629506900211

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MURPHY CANAL

020044
P2629529900571

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD DRAIN CANAL

020053
P2630017901351

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 1

020065
P2629546900601

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD TERRY PARKWAY CANAL      

020066
P2629524900361

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU FATMA

020073
P2629531900311

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD THREE MILE CANAL         

020074
P2630005901521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 11          

020084
P2630002900901

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020085
U2630009900951

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020086
P2630009900911

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020087
P2630009901031

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020088
P2630009901051

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2
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020152
P2629538900821

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD OUTFALL CANAL

100001
P2629582901261

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100002
P2629577901241

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100004
P2629587901331

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 6

100008
P2630005900871

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD BONNABEL CANAL           

100010
P2630003901061

Parish Highway Agency1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderCITY 
STREET       

CANAL NO.3

100011
P2630009901071

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2

100012
U2630008900881

Parish Highway Agency1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 2

100013
P2630010900871

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BONNABEL CANAL           

100014
P2630003900871

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BONNABEL CANAL           

100017
P2629595900901

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.4

100018
P2629527900701

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD MAYRONNE CANAL           

100019
P2629519900691

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL NO.1          

100020
P2629519900671

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL NO.1          

100024
P2629594901441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 5           

100025
P2629539900952

State Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SEGNETTE           

100026
P2629539900951

State Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SEGNETTE           
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100028
P2629524900391

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GARDERE CANAL

100029
P2629592901371

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 5

100031
P2629591901301

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 5

100032
P2629590901151

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 5

100034
P2630004901211

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 3

100038
P2630002900911

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2

100039
P2629592901341

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.5

100040
P2629592901321

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.5

100043
P2629541900841

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD KEYHOLE CANAL

100046
P2630008900821

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Reinfoced Channel 
Units

LOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2

100051
U2630004901221

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.3

100101
U2630001900871

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderCITY 
STREET       

BONNABEL CANAL           

100102
U2630001900872

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderCITY 
STREET       

BONNABEL CANAL           

100107
U2630010901131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 2           

100109
U2630012901482

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DUNCAN CANAL

100110
U2630012901481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DUNCAN CANAL

100117
U2630004901231

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 3           
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100121
U2630010901191

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 2           

100123
U2630003901041

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER-3           

100125
U2629598901401

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 4           

100130
U2629589901021

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 5           

100132
U2629590901131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 5           

100133
U2629591901281

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 5           

100134
U2629589901052

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SUBURBAN CANAL           

100136
U2629593901401

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 5           

100137
U2629591901291

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100138
U2629591901292

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100141
U2629524900322

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU FATMA

100144
U2629528900212

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD FORTADO CANAL

100146
U2629529900142

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD OAKWOOD CANAL

100201
P2630026901631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Reinfoced Channel 
Units

LOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.7

100202
P2630025901571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Reinfoced Channel 
Units

LOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 7

100205
P2630008900791

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 2

100206
P2630009900971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2
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100210
P2630000901641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 17          

100211
P2630007901471

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DUNCAN CANAL

100213
P2630012901461

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 2

100214
P2630001901501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 14          

100215
P2630002900971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 3           

100216
P2630002900991

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 3           

100218
P2630005901601

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 13

100221
P2629590901221

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 5

100224
P2629590901191

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 5

100228
P2629525900691

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL

100229
P2629525900692

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL

100231
P2629540900231

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL WRIGHT AVE.        

100235
P2629530900501

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD 16 TH ST CANAL           

100237
P2629530900491

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD 16TH ST CANAL
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034770
07270030605701

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN

034780
07270030609301

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN

034790
07270030609811

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN

034860
07270030801621

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CANAL

034870
07270030802531

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CANAL

034880
07270120803611

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU

034930
07270140207001

State of Louisiana1937 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DRAIN

034940
07270140209041

State of Louisiana1937 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0165 BAYOU

034950
07270140211611

State of Louisiana1937 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0165 BAYOU

034960
07270140211901

State of Louisiana1937 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0165 SERPENT BAYOU

034970
07270140212121

State of Louisiana1937 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0165 BAYOU

034980
07270140214921

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 GUM BAYOU

035000
07270540506991

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0026 DRAIN

035030
07271960306011

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 DRAIN

035040
07271960308061

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 DRAIN

035060
07271970304031

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0383 BAYOU ARCENEAUX          

035070
07271970306461

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0383 DRAIN
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035080
07271970306641

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0383 SERPENT BAYOU

035090
07271973000731

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0101 DRAIN

035100
07271973001821

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0101 DRAIN

035110
07271980201171

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0099 DRAIN

035120
07271980202891

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0099 DRAIN

035140
07271980204961

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0099 DRAIN

035150
07271980206031

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0099 DRAIN

035160
07271980207461

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0099 DRAIN

035170
07271980301001

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0099 LA 99 OVER I-10          

035200
07271980303081

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0099 DRAIN

035210
07271980306111

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0099 DRAIN

035260
07271990209731

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0102 DRAIN

035270
07272010101761

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0097 LA 97 OVER I-10          

035310
07272090301011

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0101 LA 101 OVER I-10         

035320
07272090305331

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0101 DRAIN

035400
07274500305113

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 W. LACASSINE BAYOU       

035410
07274500305114

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 W. LACASSINE BAYOU       
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035430
07274500307111

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-10     

035490
07274500309994

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 E. LACASSINE BAYOU       

035560
07274500313271

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-10     

035600
07274500316351

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-10 UNDER LOCAL ROAD    

035630
07274500317313

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 W BAYOU CHENE

035660
07274500318433

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 MID BAYOU CHENE          

035730
07278270300841

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0102 LA 102 OVER I-10         

035750
07278270307211

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0102 DRAIN

035770
07278270501121

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3258 BAYOU

035780
07278271103451

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0382 BAYOU

035890
07278271900841

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0102 CANAL

035910
07278272003161

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0099 BAYOU

035920
07278272006221

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0099 BAYOU ALLIGATOR          

035930
07278272103311

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0395 DRAIN

035940
07278272104291

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0395 DRAIN

035950
07278272107261

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0395 DRAIN

035960
07278272201401

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0395 LA 395 OVER I-10         
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035970
07278272203281

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0395 DRAIN

035980
07278272203431

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0395 DRAIN

035990
07278272206801

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0395 DRAIN

036000
07278272207491

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0395 DRAIN

036010
07278272500491

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1130 DRAIN

036020
07278272501041

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1130 DRAIN

036030
07278273100851

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3056 DRAIN

500307
P2730201925321

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAIN

500308
P2730212925581

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500311
P2730231925161

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SERPENT BAYOU

500312
P2730224925371

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500329
P2730177925721

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck Girder - ContinuousLOCAL ROAD GULLY

500333
P2730247925421

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GULLY

500334
P2730262924771

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GULLY

500344
P2730162924851

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU LACASSINE     

500345
P2730163925061

Parish Highway Agency1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500346
P2730175924771

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU LACASSINE     
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500354
P2730166924781

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU LACASSINE     

500371
P2730201924171

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU GRAND MARAIS       

500383
P2730157924891

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU LACASSINE     

500388
P2730131925471

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WEST LACASSINE BAYOU     

500397
P2730116925451

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500409
P2730055923981

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500410
P2730050923971

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500415
P2730125924541

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500419
P2730144925011

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500430
P2730132924101

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CITY OF JENNINGS         

500432
P2730292924121

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsIRRLOCAL 
ROAD     

ROGERS GULLY

500434
P2730051924101

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CITY OF LAKE ARTHOR      

500435
P2730046924091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TOWN OF LAKE ARTHOR      

500436
P2730138924921

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

500437
P2730144924871

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

500438
P2730145924851

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700150
07278273201001

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3166 DRAIN
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049050
58300150500002

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0165 LITTLE RIVER

049060
58300150500322

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 LITTLE RIVER RELIEF      

049070
58300150500552

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 COCHRAN  CREEK           

049080
58300150505482

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 CREEK

049090
58300150505672

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0165 CHICKASAW CREEK          

049100
58300150508441

State of Louisiana1941 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

049110
58300220400001

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0084 CASTOR CREEK

049120
58300220400201

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0084 RELIEF  BRIDGE           

049130
58300220400901

State of Louisiana1932 EligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0084 MISSOURI PACIFIC 
RAILROAD

049190
58300220502011

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0084 CREEK

049200
58300220502731

State of Louisiana1956 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabUS0084 WEST PRONG HEMP 
CREEK    

049210
58300220503311

State of Louisiana1955 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabUS0084 HEMP CREEK

049220
58300220504231

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 LA MIDLAND R/R           

049230
58300220504931

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 HAIRS CREEK

049240
58300220510531

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 DOYLE  CREEK

049250
58300220510821

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0084 EARL CREEK

049270
58300390101071

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0772 HAIRS CREEK
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049360
58300400411701

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0772 LA MIDLAND RR

049390
58300740300001

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 SALINE BAYOU

049400
58300740300531

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 LITTLE SALINE B          

049410
58300740301071

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 ALLIGATOR BAYOU          

049420
58300740301851

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 SANDY BAYOU

049430
58300740304091

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 INDIAN BAYOU

049450
58300740305611

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 CAMP BAYOU

049460
58300740306631

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 BULL  BAYOU

049470
58300740308241

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0028 MUDDY BAYOU

049480
58301250201971

State of Louisiana1964 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0124 CASTOR CREEK

049490
58301250202351

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0124 CASTOR RELIEF

049530
58301250309451

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0124 CHICKASAW CREEK          

049540
58301250314181

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0124 BAYOU FUNNY LOUIS        

049550
58301270105311

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0127 MILL CREEK

049560
58301270200941

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0127 BAYOU FUNNYLOUIS         

049570
58301270206181

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0127 LITTLE CHICKASAW         

049580
58301270208641

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0127 TARVER CREEK
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049590
58301270209461

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0127 CREEK

049640
58301280501061

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0500 CREEK

049720
58301300201271

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0503 BAYOU FUNNY LOUIS        

049730
58301300203371

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0503 CREEK

049740
58301300205611

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0503 CREEK

049750
58301300206151

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0503 CREEK

049760
58301300211541

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0126 CREEK

049770
58301300213291

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0126 CREEK

049860
58301490501001

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0127 CREEK

049890
58308300803511

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0008 HEMPS CREEK WEST         

049970
58303530101581

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0126 BUSHLEY CREEK

049980
58303530102811

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0126 LITTLE CREEK

050000
58303660103941

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0459 GREENS CREEK

050030
58308300100291

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0771 CREEK

050040
58308300100501

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0771 FUNNY LOUIS

050050
58308300100821

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0771 CREEK

050060
58308300102241

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0771 CREEK
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050070
58308300103501

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0771 SALTY CREEK

050100
58308300501761

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0778 HEMPHILL CREEK           

580054
P3031355920651

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD SANDY RUN

580107
P3031415920551

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HAIR CREEK

580115
P3031364921061

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

581030
P3031449921991

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

581035
P3031460921981

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700242
P3031326921381

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HORSEPEN CREEK           

700256
P3031379921271

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD RILEY CREEK

700326
P3031399920401

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700364
P3031479920131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUSHY CREEK

700380
P3031436920451

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GREENS CREEK

700384
P3031482920551

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700390
P3031484920401

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BUCK CREEK

700394
P3031484920381

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700406
P3031482920751

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700426
P3031505921111

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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700500
P3031473921971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAKE CREEK

700502
P3031478921901

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COCHRAN CREEK

700544
P3031413920831

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700592
P3031541920381

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

000043525-00053 Bureau of Fish and Wildlife1960 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderMUDDY BAYOU 
ROAD

BULL BAYOU
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006310
03280031100401

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 BAYOU QUEUE DE TORTUE

006320
03280031101831

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

006330
03280031102791

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 BAYOU QUEUE DE TORTUE

006340
03280031103741

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

006350
03280031105871

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 BAYOU ILE DES CANNES

006360
03280031108201

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 COULEE MINE

006380
03280031110361

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

006450
03280800205691

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

006460
03280800207451

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 COULEE MINE

006470
03280800208171

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 COULEE MINE BR           

006480
03280800208781

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 COULEE MINE BR           

006520
03282130500001

State of Louisiana1948 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0092 VERMILION RIVER

006570
03282130601051

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0092 LASALLE COULEE           

006580
03282130602191

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0092 CONBOX

006590
03282130602921

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0092 CONBOX

006598
03282160200401

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0734 CREEK

006600
03282160201401

State of Louisiana1945 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0734 BAYOU PARC PEROU         
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006620
03282170100621

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0093 CREEK

006630
03282170101361

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0093 CREEK

006640
03282180102271

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0342 CREEK

006700
03283910404221

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1252 BAYOU VERMILION          

006720
03283930302211

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0343 INDIAN BAYOU

006730
03283930306961

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0343 BAYOU QUEUE DE TORTUE

006740
03283930500881

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0343 LA 343 OVER I-10         

006810
03284240203441

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0090 VERMILION RIVER          

006820
03284240203442

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0090 VERMILION RIVER          

006830
03284240210401

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0090 LA 182 & S.P. RR         

006840
03284240210402

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0090 LA 182 & S.P. RR         

006850
03284240212431

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

006950
03284500505081

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-10

006990
03284500506571

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-10

007078
03288280301881

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0723 CANAL

007096
03288280500651

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA07281 CREEK

007146
03288281101321

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0339 DARBY COULEE
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007150
03288281200031

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0339 ANSLEM COULEE

007160
03288281201551

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0339 DRAINAGE CANAL           

007170
03288281401231

State of Louisiana1951 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0733 VERMILION RIVER

007180
03288281401871

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0733 CREEK

007190
03288281501671

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0093 DITCH

007200
03288282300691

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA07283 COULEE MINE

007210
03288282301061

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA07283 COULEE MINE

007212
03288282500951

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0089 CREEK

007232
03288283001731

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0720 DITCH

007250
03288283200881

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0724 LA 724 OVER I-10         

007260
U2830216919921

Parish Highway Agency1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITY 
STREET       

VERMILION R @ SURREY ST  

030044
P2830135915941

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertCITY 
STREET       

DRAINAGE DITCH           

030070
P2830088921131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

030403
P2830090920041

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ISAAC VEROT COULEE       

200005
U2830195920281

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200028
P2830160920751

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DES CANNES COULEE        

200032
P2830199920041

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE
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200037
P2830208920501

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200049
P2830057920311

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ANSELM COULEE

200055
P2830087920701

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200062
P2830082920881

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200065
P2830070920741

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GRANGES COULEE           

200069
P2830119921491

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD QUEUE DE TORTUE 
BAYOU    

200081
P2830155915891

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD VERMILLION RIVER         

200114
P2830092915431

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TORTUE BAYOU

200115
P2830185915941

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD VERMILION RIVER          

200143
P2830074920721

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD ILE DES CANNES COULEE    

200153
P2830114920311

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200156
U2830126920321

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MINE COULEE

200157
U2830133920231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH COULEE       

200221
P2830135920221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH COULEE       

200224
U2830164920131

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD FRANCOIS COULEE          

200225
P2830093921361

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200226
U2830143920011

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD WEBB COULEE
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200228
U2830131920161

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200229
U2830135915961

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200230
U2830139920241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH COULEE       

200231
P2830192920291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1949 Not eligibleConcrete stringer/multi-beam or girderLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200232
P2830193920291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1949 Not eligibleConcrete stringer/multi-beam or girderLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200233
P2830137920231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH COULEE       

200286
P2830127920151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD MINE COULEE

200323
P2830083921361

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD INDIAN BAYOU

200331
U2830131920221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH COULEE       

200644
P2830125920141

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MINE COULEE

200647
P2830134920221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH COULEE       

200648
P2830134920231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH COULEE       
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000840
02290050600681

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0182 HOLLYWOOD CANAL          

000870
02290050606241

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0182 40 ARPENT CANAL          

000880
02290050700011

State of Louisiana1936 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0182 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

000920
02290640503281

State of Louisiana1960 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0001 INTRACOASTAL CANAL

000930
02290640601401

State of Louisiana1959 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0001 COMPANY CANAL 
LOCKPORT

000966
02290650100101

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0024 DRESSER CANAL

000980
02290650600001

State of Louisiana1928 Not eligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0020 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

000990
02290650603201

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0020 40 ARPENT CANAL          

001000
02290650604241

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0020 DRAINAGE CANAL           

001010
02290650605001

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0020 DRAINAGE CANAL           

001020
02290650605201

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0020 DRAINAGE CANAL           

001030
02294070100001

State of Louisiana1970 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0308 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

001032
02294070106161

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0308 LEBRETON CANAL           

001040
02294070111941

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

LA0308 SCULLY CANAL

001070
02294079007761

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0308 DRAINAGE CANAL           

001090
02294079009361

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0308 VALENTINE CANAL          

001100
02294079014381

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0308 DRAINAGE CANAL           
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001130
02294070306491

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0308 DRAINAGE CANAL           

001212
02298292900621

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0648 DRAIN CANAL

001280
02298291203701

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0653 BAYOU DUMAR

001304
02298291400791

State of Louisiana1940 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0655 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

020167
P2929479904911

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE BAYOU          

020168
P2929479904912

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE BAYOU          

020178
P2929066901141

Other Local Agency1960 Not eligibleSteel High Truss Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD GREATER LAF. PORT 
COMM   

200812
P2929426903811

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200819
P2929440904411

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GRAND COTEAU BAYOU       

200821
P2929403904231

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD CANAL          

200824
P2929478905001

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE BAYOU          

200834
P2929383903291

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD FORTY ARPENT CANAL       

200835
P2929510904071

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LOCAL ROAD GRAND BAYOU

200836
P2929357902341

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FORTY ARPENT CANAL       

200842
P2929324901811

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANAL

200860
P2929438903641

Parish Highway Agency1968 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE BAYOU          

200863
P2929355902801

Parish Highway Agency1969 EligiblePontoon BridgeLOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE BAYOU          
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Lafourche Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200886
P2929260901781

Parish Highway Agency1956 EligiblePontoon BridgeLOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE BAYOU          

204020
02298292502501

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3185 DRAIN CANAL

204030
02298292503201

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3185 DRAIN CANAL

204040
02298292503551

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3185 DRAIN CANAL

204050
02298292503811

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3185 DRAIN CANAL
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Structure TypeFeature Crossed

021830
05310010700281

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 ICG RAILROAD

021840
05310010707471

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CREEK

021850
05310010710111

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 REDWINE CREEK

021860
05310010805451

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CREEK

021870
05310010806541

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CREEK

021880
05310010809211

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CREEK

021890
05310010811021

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CREEK

021900
05310010811711

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CHOUDRANT CREEK          

021910
05310010812001

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CREEK

021920
05310010813431

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CLEAR CREEK

021940
05310231000581

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0167 US 167 OVER I-20         

021950
05310231000582

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0167 US 167 OVER I-20         

021980
05310231011002

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0167 BAYOU D ARBONNE          

021990
05310231011292

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0167 BAYOU D'ARBONNE RELIEF   

022010
05310231016451

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 STOWE CREEK

022030
05310690109301

State of Louisiana1937 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0033 CREEK

022040
05310690110211

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0033 BOGGY BRANCH
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Lincoln Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

022050
05310690112891

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0033 CREEK

022060
05310850900001

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 SUGAR CREEK

022100
05310850909451

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 BIG CREEK

022110
05310850909581

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CREEK

022120
05310850912091

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CREEK

022128
05310850914151

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CREEK

022130
05310850914371

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0146 CYPRESS CREEK

022150
05310890802591

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0151 CREEK

022190
05310890806081

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0151 CREEK

022250
05311570300781

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0145 CREEK

022270
05311570305001

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0145 CREEK

022300
05312960301621

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0544 MILL CREEK

022320
05312960303531

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0544 WAFER CREEK

022340
05312960306561

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0544 CYPRESS CREEK

022350
05312960308571

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0544 LA 544 OVER I-20         

022360
05313080400771

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0507 WILSON CREEK

022388
05313080406601

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0507 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Lincoln Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

022390
05313080407701

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0507 LA 507 OVER I-20         

022480
05313090304421

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0818 BARNET SPRINGS CR        

022520
05313160400121

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3005 REDWINE CREEK

022530
05313160500991

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0563 LA 563 OVER I-20         

022600
05313170402651

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0151 CYPRESS CREEK

022690
05314510501901

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I 20

022710
05314510504731

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I 20

022770
05314510509931

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I 20

022800
05314510512001

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I 20

022930
05314510517821

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I 20

022960
05314510519141

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I 20

022990
05314510520991

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam  LOC RD I 20

023050
05314510523201

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-20

023070
05314510525101

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam  LOC RD I 20

023190
05318310603351

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0822 CYPRESS BAYOU

023200
05318310603451

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0822 CREEK

023210
05318310603591

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0822 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Lincoln Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

023230
05318311300541

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3061 BARNET SPRINGS CR        

023240
05318311301191

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3061 CREEK

023250
05318311301461

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3061 SHEPHERD CREEK           

023260
05318311301561

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3061 CREEK

023262
05318311303121

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3061 MONCRIEF CREEK           

023264
05318311303221

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3061 MONCRIEF CREEK           

023270
05318311400931

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3072 CALVIN CREEK

050013
P3132333923751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COLVIN CREEK

050051
P3132396925011

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD INDIAN CREEK

400631
P3132301925001

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD W BRANCH DUGDEMONA 
RIVER 

400672
P3132305922731

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleRailroad Tank CarLOCAL ROAD SOUTH CHOUDRANT 
CREEK    
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

056150
62320130603731

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 GREYS CREEK

056160
62320130604891

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

056170
62320130606481

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 WEST COLYELL CR.         

056190
62320130609841

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 MID COLYELL CR.          

056200
62320130611681

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

056210
62320130611731

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

056220
62320130612911

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

056230
62320130614231

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 COYELL CREEK

056240
62320130701901

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0190 BIG BRANCH

056250
62320130702521

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0190 HOG BRANCH

056270
62320130704181

State of Louisiana1949 Previously determined not 
eligible

Steel I-Beam - SuspendedUS0190 TICKFAW  RIVER           

056280
62320130704331

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0190 TICKFAW RIVER RELIEF     

056290
62320130705201

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

056310
62320130708051

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

056330
62320130708571

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0190 BLOOD RIVER

056340
62320130709151

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

056350
62320130710281

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0190 LIT NATALBANY R.         
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

056360
62322600200001

State of Louisiana1963 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0042 AMITE RIVER

056380
62322600201061

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0016 DRAIN

056410
62322600207091

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 BAYOU KING GEORGE        

056420
62322600207381

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 AMITE RIVER REL          

056430
62322600207511

State of Louisiana1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Steel Low Truss Swing SpanLA0016 AMITE RIVER-FRENCH 
S'MENT

056440
62322600208281

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 AMITE RIVER RELIEF       

056450
62322600302381

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0022 ARTHUR SLOUGH

056460
62322600303391

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0022 PETITE  AMITE

056515
62322600602931

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0043 LA 43 OVER I-12          

056520
62322600700861

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0043 CREEK

056530
62322610100941

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0042 POLEY BAYOU

056540
62322610103721

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0042 CAMP CREEK

056550
62322610110441

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0042 CANEY BRANCH

056560
62322610200281

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0042 TICKFAW RIVER

056570
62322610200531

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0042 TICKFAW RIVER R.         

056580
62322610202051

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0042 LIZARD CREEK

056590
62322610202181

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0042 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

056600
62322610204511

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0042 BLOOD RIVER

056610
62322610206281

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0042 LOBELL CREEK

056670
62322620111891

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Reinfoced Channel 
Units

LA0016 CANAL

056730
62322660300001

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0022 BAYOU PIERRE

056740
62322680100311

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0447 WILLIS BAYOU

056750
62322680102371

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0447 DRAIN

056760
62322680103231

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0447 FELDER BAYOU

056770
62322680104181

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0447 WEST COLYELL CR          

056780
62322680106971

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0447 CANAL

056800
62322690102441

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 W HOG BRANCH BR          

056810
62322690102881

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 E HOG BRANCH

056820
62322690102961

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 HOG BRANCH RELIEF        

056830
62322690103031

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 HOG BRANCH RELIEF        

056840
62322690105151

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 FLAT CREEK

056850
62322690105501

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 CANEY BRANCH

056860
62322690201831

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0442 DRAIN

056880
62322690300111

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 TRAYLOR BRANCH           
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

056890
62322690300741

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 L NATALBANY RIVER        

056895
62322700102381

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0441 LA 441 OVER I-12         

056970
62322710108641

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0449 CREEK

056980
62322710110831

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0449 CREEK

056990
62322720309471

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0063 CREEK

057010
62322720401171

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0063 CREEK

057020
62322720402751

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0063 CREEK

057030
62322730300661

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0064 BEAVER CREEK

057040
62322730302941

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1026 CREEK

057050
62322730306021

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1027 WEST COLYELL CR          

057060
62324150102211

State of Louisiana1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0040 L NATALBANY R

057070
62324150102641

State of Louisiana1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0040 L NATALBANY REL          

057080
62324150103031

State of Louisiana1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0040 L NATALBANY REL          

057262
62328320400811

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1023 CREEK

057264
62328320403151

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1023 CREEK

057270
62328323500501

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1020 CREEK

057280
62328320800741

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1036 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

057300
62328320802931

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1036 CREEK

057310
62328321000461

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1024 CREEK

057320
62328321000831

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1024 CREEK

057330
62328321002851

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1024 CREEK

057340
62328321004201

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1024 CREEK

057350
62328321005771

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1024 CREEK

057360
62328321006531

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1024 CREEK

057362
62328321006751

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1024 CREEK

057370
62328321008101

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1024 CREEK

057380
62328321008971

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1024 CREEK

057385
62328321011051

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1024 DRAIN

057390
62328321012161

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1024 CREEK

057400
62328321012461

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1024 CREEK

057410
62328321200221

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1032 GRAYS CREEK

057430
62328321300761

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1026 MILLERS CANAL

057440
62328321301071

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1026 GRAYS  CREEK

057450
62328321700291

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1033 GREYS CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

057460
62328321800761

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0444 PALMETTO CREEK           

057470
62328321802701

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0444 PICOU BAYOU

057480
62328321808611

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0444 BAYOU BARBARY

057490
62328321900161

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0444 BLACK BAYOU

057500
62328321901681

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0444 DUNNAGE CREEK

057510
62328322000451

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1037 LIZARD CREEK

057520
62328322002381

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1037 LIZARD CREEK

057530
62328322005241

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1037 BLOOD  RIVER

057550
62328322600311

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1064 L NATALBANY RIVER        

057552
62328322902541

State of Louisiana1955 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA1025 DRAIN

057560
62328322903301

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1025 WEST COLYELL CR          

101002
P3230262904741

Parish Highway Agency1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COLYELL CREEK

101021
P3230238904891

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COLYELL CREEK

101042
P3230287904771

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HORNSBY CREEK

101044
P3230363904531

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WEST HOG BRANCH          

101047
P3230291903931

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BIG BRANCH

101060
P3230159904331

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

101061
P3230155904281

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

101069
P3230260903291

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

101070
P3230267903391

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

101086
P3230354903551

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TAYLOR BRANCH

101093
P3230379903441

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE NATALBANY RIVER   

620018
P3230251905491

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GRAYS CREEK BRIDGE       

620024
P3230302905221

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DUMPLIN CREEK

620038
P3230329904241

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MARS BRANCH

620039
P3230156904711

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANAL

620041
P3230314905411

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANAL

620053
P3230271903411

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANAL

620144
P3230420905091

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MIDDLE COLYELL CREEK     

620147
P3230156903881

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

620250
62324540211531

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-12

620790
62324540215941

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous  LOC RD I-12

620980
62322620112391

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0016 LA 16 OVER I-12          

621000
62322680108361

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0447 LA 447 OVER I-12         
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Livingston Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

621020
62322720204331

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0063 LA 63 OVER I-12          
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Madison Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

023280
05330020400001

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 BAYOU MACON

023290
05330020401101

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 COW BAYOU

023300
05330020403861

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 JOES BAYOU

023310
05330020406811

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 TENSAS RIVER

023320
05330020411741

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 BAYOU

023330
05330020414021

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 ROUNDAWAY BAYOU          

023340
05330020417211

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 PANOLA BAYOU

023350
05330020503491

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 GRASS LAKE

023360
05330020511601

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CYPRESS BAYOU

023380
05330200600001

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0065 BAYOU VIDAL

023390
05330200604501

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0065 ALLIGATOR BAYOU          

023400
05330200606611

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 DRAIN

023410
05330200611001

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0065 ROUNDAWAY BAYOU          

023420
05330200612581

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0065 WALNUT BAYOU

023430
05330200701001

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 PANOLA BAYOU

023440
05330200703011

State of Louisiana1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabUS0065 WILLOW BAYOU REL. 
CANAL  

023450
05330200704671

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Madison Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

023460
05330200706771

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 TALLA BENA BAYOU         

023480
05331640212621

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0577 SUTT BAYOU

023490
05331640303171

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0577 JOES BAYOU

023510
P3332215910921

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0602 MILL BAYOU

023520
05333440302041

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0577 DIVERSION CHANNEL        

023530
05333520105181

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0603 ROUNDAWAY BAYOU          

023540
05333520108901

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0603 HARPER BAYOU

023550
05338330600091

State of Louisiana1937 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0601 BRUSHY BAYOU

400291
P3332252911021

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PANOLA BAYOU

400305
P3332311911191

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE TENSAS

400345
P3332300911891

Parish Highway Agency1950 EligibleSteel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LOCAL ROAD TENSAS RIVER

000043690-00025 Bureau of Fish and Wildlife1908 EligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)OLD HWY 80 JUDD BAYOU

XXXX04 1930 ListedSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)Railroad/Vehicula
r

Mississippi River
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Morehouse Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

023570
05340160405091

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 COULEE BAYOU

023580
05340160501021

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 LITTLE B GALION          

023590
05340160501681

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

023600
05340160505071

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 CREEK

023610
05340160508101

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 BAYOU GALION

023620
05340160509191

State of Louisiana1938 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0165 MISSOURI PACIFIC 
RAILROAD

023630
05340160511051

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

023640
05340160513551

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 B BONNE IDEE

023650
05340160516401

State of Louisiana1926 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 AT JONES

023660
05340160517811

State of Louisiana1926 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

023670
05340160518411

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

023680
05340370101441

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0002 BAYOU DELEMAR

023690
05340370102091

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0002 BAYOU GALION

023800
05340380401601

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0142 CREEK

023810
05340380402771

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0142 CREEK

023820
05340380406541

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0142 SHILD CREEK

023830
05340380408551

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0142 WILLIAMSON CREEK         
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Morehouse Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

023850
05340710403691

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0425 LITTLE BONNE IDEE BAYOU  

023860
05340710406651

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0425 BAYOU GALION

023880
05341600204591

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0554 CREEK

023890
05341610200001

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0134 LITTLE B BOUEUF          

023900
05341610200241

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0134 CREEK

024010
05343283006811

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0599 BONNE IDEE

024080
05343290305041

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0834 OVERFLOW CREEK           

024120
05348340301431

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0590 CREEK

024130
05348340302351

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0590 CREEK

024150
05348340704411

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0835 CREEK

024160
05348340704741

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0835 CREEK

024166
05348340705701

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0835 CREEK

024170
05348340706001

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0835 CAMP BAYOU

024180
05348340706361

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0835 CREEK

024190
05348340708361

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0835 COFFEE BAYOU

024200
05348340709581

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0835 CREEK

024210
05348340709871

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0835 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Morehouse Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

024280
05348341100231

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3079 CREEK

024290
05348341202391

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0593 BAYOU BARTHOLOMEW        

024336
05348341900701

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA08306 CREEK

400682
P3432478914591

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LITTLE BAYOU 
GALIN

400698
P3433001915721

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WILLIAMSON CREEK         

400737
P3432460915451

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD STALKINGHEAD CREEK       

400745
P3432480915551

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL HILL AVE. 

400776
P3432392913961

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TURKEY BAYOU

400793
P3432344914931

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE

400806
P3432445914101

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD EAST FORK CREEK          

400825
P3432426914191

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO HORSESHOE 
LAKE  

400826
P3432557913631

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO SHACKLEFORD 
BAYOU

400827
P3432555913511

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SHACKLEFORD BAYOU        

400875
P3432558913171

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COFFEE BAYOU
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Natchitoches Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

037730
08350090500001

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0071 SALINE BAYOU

037740
08350090501041

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0071 CANE BAYOU

037750
08350100102011

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 CREEK

037760
08350100108241

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 CREEK

037770
08350100111081

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 COULEE

037810
08350340401301

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 WINN CREEK

037820
08350340500611

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 STOKER BRANCH

037830
08350340500701

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 STOKER BRANCH

037840
08350340507351

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 YOUNG BAYOU

037880
08350343004781

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0001 SIBLEY LAKE

037890
08350420508791

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0120 CREEK

037920
08350420510301

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0120 WINN CREEK

037930
08350420701771

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0120 BAYOU PROVENCAL          

037950
08350420708591

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0120 BAYOU JULIEN

037960
08350420709111

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0120 MACHIS BAYOU

037980
08350530303351

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0001 CANE RIVER

037990
08350530308111

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0001 CANE RIVER
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Natchitoches Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

038030
08350530409301

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DITCH

038040
08350530410301

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DITCH

038050
08350530413041

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0001-X CANE RIVER

038060
08350530414631

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0001-X CANE RIVER

038092
08350533005011

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0491 CANE RIVER

038160
08350890202421

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0009 DRAIN

038260
08350920101141

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0156 BAYOU TERRY

038280
08350920105961

State of Louisiana1926 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0156 CREEK

038290
08350920109711

State of Louisiana1926 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0156 CREEK

038300
08350920110181

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0156 MOLINA CREEK

038310
08351130300321

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0487 MAYOUS BAYOU

038390
08351140204291

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 KISATCHIE CREEK          

038400
08351140204611

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 RELIEF SLOUGH

038410
08351140207681

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 SHEARD BRANCH

038420
08351140210411

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 MIDDLE CREEK

038430
08351140210691

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 MIDDLE CREEK

038440
08351140210841

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 MIDDLE CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Natchitoches Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

038450
08351140300451

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 BAYOU SANTA BARB         

038460
08351140300571

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 BAYOU SANTA BARB         

038470
08351140300621

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 BAYOU SANTA BARB         

038480
08351140300721

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 BAYOU SANTA BARB         

038490
08351140303251

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 MCKIMS CREEK

038500
08351140305541

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 HORSE PEN CREEK          

038510
08351140308691

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 FLAT SLOUGH

038520
08351140308811

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 PROVENCAL BAYOU          

038550
08351150103341

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0485 LITTLE RIVER RELIEF      

038560
08351150103501

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0485 LITTLE RIVER RELIEF      

038570
08351150103601

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0485 LITTLE RIVER

038580
08351150103851

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0485 LITTLE RIVER RELIEF      

038590
08351150108771

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0485 TAPALCAT BAYOU           

038600
08351150200541

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0485 ROCKS BAYOU

038610
08351150202741

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0485 MIDDLE BAYOU

038710
08351170400921

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0118 CREEK

038800
08351180300511

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0119 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Natchitoches Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

038810
08351180300551

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0119 CREEK

038820
08351180303451

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0119 BAYOU CYPRE

038830
08351190100131

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0119 CANE RIVER

038910
08353590103231

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1226 BAYOU CHEVREVILLE        

038970
08353600501521

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0494 CREEK

039070
08358350603041

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0494 BAYOU POISSON

039190
08358351400441

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0493 BAYOU BREVELLE           

039200
08358351401481

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0493 BAYOU BREVILLE           

039210
08358351401951

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0493 CANE RIVER

039220
08358351500821

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0484 CANE RIVER SPILLWAY      

600024
P3532084930501

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CR.

600025
P3532084930441

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CR.

600036
P3531571925671

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD LITTLE FORDOCHE CREEK    

600052
P3531498930131

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BOURBEAUX BAYOU          

600095
P3531485932361

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD ROCK CREEK

600141
P3531254931301

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LYLES CREEK

804440
08351160401791

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0478 BAYOU GRANDE
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Natchitoches Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

804450
08351160401841

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0478 BAYOU GRANDE

804460
08351160402781

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0478 SLATE BRANCH

804490
08351160405871

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0478 OLD RIVER

080603000002301 U.S. Forest Service1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 304 GIN BRANCH

080603000002309 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 337 MIDDLE CREEK

080603000002310 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 337 TIGER BRANCH

080603000002311 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 337 KISATCHIE BAYOU

080603000002316 U.S. Forest Service1964 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 342 KISATCHIE BAYOU TRIB.

080603000002317 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 354 HYATT BRANCH

080603000002318 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 354 MIKE BRANCH

080603000002326 U.S. Forest Service1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FH 59 STEEP HILL CREEK

080603000002327 U.S. Forest Service1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FH 59 STEEP CREEK

080603000002328 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete slabFH 59 KISATCHIE BAYOU

080603000002329 U.S. Forest Service1969 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFH 59 KISATCHIE BAYOU TRIBUTAR

080603000002331 U.S. Forest Service1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FH 59 DOUBLE BRANCH

080603000002332 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FH 59 CLEAR BRANCH

080604000002410 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 508 EIGHTMILE CREEK

080604000002420 U.S. Forest Service1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 524 MALAUDOS CREEK

080604000002421 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 525 ANTOINE CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Natchitoches Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

080604000002473 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 570 LUSTER BRANCH

080604000002475 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 570 RAGAN CREEK

080604000002477 U.S. Forest Service1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

 FDR 570 RAGAN CREEK

080604000002478 U.S. Forest Service1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 570 SALINE BAYOU TRIB.

080604000002479 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

 FDR 570 CHOCTAW CREEK

080604000002480 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR570 CHOCTAW CREEK

080604000002481 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 585 RAGAN CREEK

080604000002486 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 605 DRY CHOCTAW CR. TRIB.

XXXX02 Other Local Agency1912 EligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)Closed Road Cane River Lake
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Orleans Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

001360
02364509004193

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderUS0090 OVER CITY STREETS        

001390
02360060500001

State of Louisiana1930 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel High Truss Swing SpanUS0090 CHEF MENTEUR PASS        

001440
02360069010641

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

001470
02360070101701

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 METAIRIE RELIEF CANAL    

001480
02360070101702

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 METAIRIE RELIEF CANAL    

001552
02360180200001

State of Louisiana1928 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Plate Girder Bascule SpanUS0011 LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN       

001560
02360460202211

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0046 NO PUBLIC BELT R/R       

001570
U3629578900151

Other Local Agency1919 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Bascule SpanCITY 
STREET       

INDUSTRIAL CANAL         

001580
02360460202341

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0046 SISTER  STREET           

001590
02360463101201

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0039 N O P B RR (ROBERTSON ST)

001600
02360463101202

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0039 N O P B RR(CLAIBORNE AVE)

001610
02360463102221

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Steel Plate GirderLA0039 INDUSTRIAL CANAL         

001630
02361480201061

State of Louisiana1967 EligibleSteel High Truss (Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

LA0047 INTRACOASTAL 
WATERWAY(GULF OUTLET)

001730
02364090200591

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0406 DRAIN CANAL

001780
02364190100811

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA3021 SOUTHERN RR

001790
02364190100812

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA3021 SOUTHERN R R

001870
02364509002093

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

 I0010 S. CARROLTON AVE.        
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Orleans Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

001900
02364509002104

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

 I0010 S. CARROLTON AVE.        

002112
02364509012083

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 LAWRENCE CANAL   S. RD.  

002114
02364509012084

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 LAWRENCE CANAL           

002132
02364509013193

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 CITRUS CANAL RD.         

002134
02364509013194

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0010 CITRUS CANAL RD.         

002210
02364509017751

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I 10

002250
02364509019121

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I-10 UNDER CITY ST       

002290
02364509020561

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersCITYST I-10

002380
02364503400482

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

CITYST PONT.EXPWY OVER I-610&I10

002400
02364503400491

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

CITYST I 610

020050
P3630018900052

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SAINT CHARLES CANAL      

020058
P3629523900761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD AIRLINE HWY.,KCS RR      

020059
P3629523900762

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD AIRLINE HWY., KCS RR     

020060
P3629523900765

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD KCS RR

020184
U3629579900651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamCITY 
STREET       

WASHINGTON AVE. CANAL    

020270
U3629574900595

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD CITY STREET

020271
U3629574900598

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD STREETS
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Orleans Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

020275
02364509004083

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam I0010 CITY STREETS

020277
U3629574900585

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD STREETS

020278
U3629574900586

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD STREETS

020279
U3629574900587

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD STREETS

020375
02360463102341

State of Louisiana1957 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0039 CLAIBORNE BRIDGE         

020376
02360463102631

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0039 INDUSTRIAL CANAL         

020377
02360463102222

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0039 INDUSTRIAL CANAL         

020378
02360463102632

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0039 INDUSTRIAL CANAL         

020429
P3630025895641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD FARA CANAL

020462
02360060307401

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 LONDON AVE CANAL         

020463
02360060305801

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

102003
P3629562900161

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN CANAL           

102005
P3629562900151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN CANAL           

102022
P3630018900051

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SAINT CHARLES CANAL      

102101
U3629552900091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD ALGIERS CANAL

102102
U3629552900092

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD HOLIDAY DR(SB)OVER 
ALGIER

102103
U3629553900091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD ALGIERS CANAL
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102104
U3629555900091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN CANAL           

102111
U3629579900661

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderCITY 
STREET       

WASHINGTON.AVE.CANAL     

102112
U3629585900751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD PALMETTO CANAL           

102113
U3630002900581

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1937 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102114
U3630002900571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1937 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102115
U3630000900541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1939 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102117
U3630026895981

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD MORRISON CANAL           

102118
U3630026895982

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD MORRISON CANAL           

102119
U3629585900541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT JOHN         

102120
U3629585900542

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT JOHN         

102121
U3629594900521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT JOHN         

102123
U3630007900511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT JOHN         

102124
U3630007900512

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT JOHN         

102133
U3630013900421

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958 Not eligibleSteel continuous stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

LOCAL ROAD LONDON AV.CANAL          

102136
U3629586900541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT JOHN         

102137
U3629552900081

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN CANAL           

102138
U3630012900501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU ST. JOHN           
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102139
U3630012900502

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU ST. JOHN           

102144
U3629592900271

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleSteel stringer/multi-beam or girderLOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE.

102145
U3629587900261

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousLOCAL ROAD RR YARD @ GALVEZ ST.     

102146
U3629592900291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD FRANKLIN AVE @ 
FLA.CANAL 

102147
U3629592900292

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD CREEK

102150
U3629592900272

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderLOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE

102152
U3629590900221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE CANAL        

102203
P3630018895872

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CITRUS CANAL

102210
P3630029895821

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BERG CANAL

102216
P3630019900032

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MORRISON CANAL           

102221
P3630019900031

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MORRISON CANAL           

102226
P3629591900591

Other Local Agency1938 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102227
P3629591900571

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1924 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102228
P3630024895531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CANAL

102232
P3630030895801

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CANAL

102233
P3629593900551

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1938 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102234
P3629592900561

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1938 EligibleConcrete rigid frameLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         
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102235
P3629594900561

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1936 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102236
P3629595900071

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1936 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102237
P3629599900571

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1936 EligibleConcrete ArchLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102241
U3630007900581

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CITY PARK LAGOON         

102245
P3630023895471

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CANAL

102252
U3629591900181

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderLOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE.

102253
U3629591900182

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderLOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE.

102256
P3629593900271

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE DITCH           

102301
P3630020900021

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LAWRENCE CANAL           

102304
P3629562900171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN CANAL           

200820
02360070101061

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0061 I-10

200830
02360180105351

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousUS0011 US 11 OVER I-10          

201620
02364509011211

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousLA3021 LA 3021 OVER I-10        

201810
02364509004154

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderUS0090 OVER CITY STREETS        

202920
U3629576900601

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams - Continuous

LOCAL ROAD I-10/RR/CITY STS.        

202960
U3629574900581

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD I-10; RR; STS
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024339
05370010901701

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CURRY CREEK

024340
05370010905061

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 CURRY CREEK

024350
05370010905131

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

024360
05370010905761

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0080 BROWNLEE CREEK           

024370
05370010907861

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0080 PATRICK CREEK

024390
05370010912901

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 STEEP BAYOU

024400
05370010918151

State of Louisiana1935 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Plate Girder Bascule SpanUS0080 OUACHITA RIVER-
LOUISVILLE

024410
05370010919261

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 YOUNGS BAYOU

024420
05370010920351

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 YOUNGS BAYOU

024430
05370020103111

State of Louisiana1935 EligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousUS0080 MO PAC RR SICARD         

024440
05370020109381

State of Louisiana1955 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabUS0080 WEST RELIEF

024460
05370150810921

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165B CREEK

024490
05370153100881

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 BAYOU MOUCHOIR           

024500
05370153100882

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 BAYOU MOUCHOIR           

024510
05370153101061

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 BAYOU MOUCHOIR           

024520
05370153101062

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 BAYOU MOUCHOIR           

024530
05370153103651

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 PINE BAYOU
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024540
05370153103652

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 PINE BAYOU

024550
05370153105821

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024560
05370153105822

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024570
05370153105823

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024580
05370153105824

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024610
05370153106361

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0165 LA 594&ICRR

024620
05370153106362

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0165 LA 549 & ICRR

024630
05370153107521

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0165 MPRR US 165

024640
05370153107522

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0165 MP R/R

024650
05370261000001

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0015 BAYOU LAFOUCHE           

024660
05370261001081

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 BAYOU

024670
05370261001681

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 BLACK STEEP BAYOU        

024680
05370261006961

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 BAYOU

024720
05370380105211

State of Louisiana1937 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0139 CREEK

024790
05370670900761

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0034 LAPINE CREEK BRIDGE      

024800
05370670902351

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0034 CHENIERE CREEK           

024810
05370670903181

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0034 CHENIERE CREEK RELIEF    
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024820
05370670906391

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0034 BAYOU BLACK

024830
05370670907131

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0034 LA 34 OVER I-20          

024900
05371580100681

State of Louisiana1926 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0546 GUYTON CREEK

024910
05371580103101

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0546 CLARKS CREEK

024920
05371580104791

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0546 WILDERS CREEK

024990
05371590306151

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0557 PRAIRION BAYOU           

025000
05371590309231

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0557 RAWLS BRANCH

025040
05373150203831

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0143 D'ARBONNE BAYOU          

025050
05373150206901

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0143 CROSS BAYOU

025060
05373170101221

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0151 CREEK

025070
05373170101871

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0151 CREEK

025080
05373170105211

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0151 NORTH CHENIERE CR        

025090
05373170105681

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0151 CREEK

025100
05373170200931

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0151 LA 151 OVER I-20         

025110
05373170201131

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0151 CURRYS CREEK

025146
05373170204131

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0151 CREEK

025148
05373170204221

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0151 CREEK
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025160
05373170206181

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0151 COCKEREL CREEK           

025177
05373250100901

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0553 DRAINAGE CANAL           

025190
05373260100711

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0594 LA 594 OVER I-20         

025200
05373260101041

State of Louisiana1922 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0594 YOUNGS BAYOU

025210
05373260101411

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0594 YOUNGS BAYOU

025280
05373260204021

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0594 CANEY CREEK

025300
05374510601491

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam  LOC RD I-20

025410
05374510606081

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-20

025480
05374510611901

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD I-20

025510
05374510613171

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA3249 I-20

025530
05374510614171

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-20     

025680
05374510619351

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

CITYST I-20

025750
05374510620321

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

025780
05374510621581

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

025810
05374510625321

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

025860
05378370401671

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA08406 CREEK

025900
05378371203061

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA3033 CREEK
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025910
05378371203841

State of Louisiana1947 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderLA3033 CHENIERE SPILLWAY        

025920
05378371404121

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0838 CHENIERE CREEK           

025930
05378371404221

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0838 CREEK

025940
05378371405131

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0838 CREEK

025950
05378371406361

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0838 STEEP BAYOU

025960
05378371502001

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0134 MILL BAYOU

025970
05378371502801

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0134 CREEK

050063
U3732311920591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LOCAL ROAD COON CREEK

050140
05370153106368

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0165 INTERSTATE 20 RAMP D     

050143
05370153106365

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0165 165 ON RAMP RAMP C       

050144
05370670907132

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0034 INTERSTATE 20

400001
P3732249921111

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LAPINE BAYOU    

400005
P3732235921041

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LAPINE BAYOU

400006
P3732315921311

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD STEEP BAYOU

400009
P3732311921691

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PATRICK CREEK

400014
P3732307921661

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PATRICK CREEK

400018
P3732218920971

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WATSON BRANCH
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400024
P3732204921051

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PRAIRION BAYOU           

400025
P3732204921211

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SOUTH PRONG PRARION 
BAYOU

400034
P3732299921861

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO CHENIERE 
CREEK  

400035
P3732242921581

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LONGS CREEK     

400036
P3732241921561

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LONGS CREEK

400059
P3732343922131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD EUREKA CREEK

400082
P3732201920651

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PRAIRION BAYOU           

400177
P3732276920271

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400210
P3732361920901

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesCITY 
STREET       

CROSS BAYOU

400224
P3732241922241

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SOUTH CHENIERE CREEK     

400318
P3732239922101

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MILTON CREEK

400387
P3732177921811

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MOODY CREEK

400389
P3732182921611

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BRANCH OF CYPRESS 
CREEK  

400395
P3732181921611

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BRANCH OF CYPRESS 
CREEK  

400396
P3732215921791

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK

400398
P3732184921611

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

400411
P3732218921861

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK
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400413
P3732202921951

Parish Highway Agency1942 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ICG RAILROAD

400414
P3732221921841

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK

400415
P3732224921861

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK

400421
P3732236922341

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BRANCH OF CLEAR CREEK    

400423
P3732253922061

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GUYTON CREEK

400424
P3732235922021

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BROWN CREEK

400425
P3732236921561

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LONGS CREEK

400426
P3732233922301

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COLLIE BRANCH

400433
P3732261922111

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOOKER BRANCH

400438
P3732275922131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CLARK CREEK

400439
P3732261921821

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CLARK CREEK

400440
P3732257921911

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOOKER BRANCH

400443
P3732345922191

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CARLTON CREEK

400450
P3732348922351

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COCKERELL CREEK          

400491
U3732303920881

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

400493
U3732329921031

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DARBONNE BAYOU           

400507
P3732321920651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD HARRISON CREEK           
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400514
P3732309920641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD W PRONG YOUNGS 
BAYOU     

400517
P3732309920701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD WEST PRONG YOUNGS 
BAYOU  

400523
P3732307920591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD W PRONG YOUNGS 
BAYOU     

400553
P3732347915741

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PATRICK BAYOU

400558
U3732262920581

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LTI CREEK

400607
P3732411920281

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BARTHOLOMEW BAYOU        

400727
U3732316920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLOCAL ROAD DESIARD BAYOU

400740
P3732308920651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD PINE ST.AND TENTH ST.INT.

400763
P3732287915761

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD GOURD BAYOU

400764
P3732255915961

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400851
P3732291920431

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400852
P3732291920411

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU CANAL       

400889
U3732314920582

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400894
U3732309920591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

400895
U3732311920551

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400896
U3732311920571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400897
U3732309920541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU
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Ouachita Parish
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400898
U3732313920551

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE DITCH           

400918
P3732376915681

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LONG BRIDGE CREEK        

400925
P3732237920471

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO PRAIRIE BAYOU   

400928
P3732312920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD CONCRETE CANAL           

501652
05370670905481

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0034 CREEK

XXXX11 City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1910 EligibleConcrete rigid frameLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DESIARD
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Plaquemines Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

002480
02380620200061

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0023 ALGIERS OUTFALL CANAL    

002490
02380620200062

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0023 ALGIERS OUTFALL C        

002500
02380620200432

State of Louisiana1967 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0023 I C WATERWAY

002520
02380620201141

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0023 BAYOU BARRIERE           

002530
02380620201142

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0023 BAYOU BARRIERE           

103004
P3829373895261

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

103005
P3829363894991

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

103006
P3829361894961

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

103011
P3829350894771

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

103012
P3829336894591

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

103018
P3829369895161

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

103025
P3829515900061

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD BARRIERE ROAD

        1LA0104 Navy/Marines1954 Not eligibleSteel stringer/multi-beam or girderConcord Road Bayou Barriere
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054760
61390080202591

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 STREAM NO NAME           

054800
61390080301951

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 STREAM

054810
61390080303251

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 STREAM

054820
61390080303921

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 STREAM

054830
61390080306461

State of Louisiana1945 EligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 MORGANZA FLDWY           

054850
61390520302671

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderLA0001 MORGANZA SPILLWAY        

054860
61390520306371

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 BAYOU WHITE VINE         

054870
61390520401271

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 BAYOU FISHER

054880
61390520403531

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0001 BAYOU MOREAU

054900
61391770105911

State of Louisiana1964 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0015 OLD RIVER NAV. CANAL     

054910
61392190500041

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0077 STREAM

054918
61392190600021

State of Louisiana1923 EligibleConcrete rigid frameLA0010 STREAM

054920
61392190603121

State of Louisiana1923 EligibleConcrete rigid frameLA0010 BAYOU MORRIS

054950
61392233001201

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0417 LATERAL 415 W

054960
61392233005341

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0417 CLAY BAYOU

054990
61392270300171

State of Louisiana1923 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0413 BAYOU POYDRAS

055000
61392270400371

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0413 BAYOU CHANEL
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

055010
61392270402681

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0413 BAYOU DISCHARGE          

055040
61398390400161

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0417 JOHNSON CANAL

055070
61398390801971

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0081 W-11 LATERAL #2          

055080
61398390804321

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0081 BAYOU BLACK

055090
61398391201091

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0978 BAYOU GROSSE TETE        

055110
61398392600151

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0983 BAYOU CHENAL

055114
61398392401031

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA3131 PORTAGE CANAL

610226
61390080201221

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 US 190 OVER SERE BAYOU   

610227
61390080201222

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 US 190 OVER SERE BAYOU   

610267
P3930375912611

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU

800408
P3930333912521

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SERE

800412
P3930369912571

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LOCAL ROAD THE CHENAL
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039230
08400080800001

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0071 BAYOU BOEUF

039270
08400080916611

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167X HORSESHOE CANAL          

039280
08400083001051

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 DIVERSION CANAL          

039290
08400083003891

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 BAYOU RAPIDES

039350
08408404305351

State of Louisiana1931 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0071 MP R/R @ TIOGA           

039380
08400140508371

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

039410
08400140512581

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 CREEK

039520
08400150102341

State of Louisiana1918 Previously determined 
eligible

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

US0165B KCS RAILROAD

039522
08400150103711

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0165B US 167

039530
08400150202091

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 FLAGON BAYOU RELIEF      

039542
08400150202261

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0165 FLAGON BAYOU

039570
08400230100181

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167X CANAL

039610
08400230102741

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0167 US167 FR RDS, CITY ST, RR

039620
08400230102742

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0167 US167 FR RDS, CITY ST, RR

039630
08400230103461

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0167 US 167, MESSER ST, KCS RR

039640
08400230103462

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0167 US 167, MESSER ST, KCS RR

039650
08400230104091

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0167 LA 28
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Rapides Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

039660
08400230104092

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0167 LA 28

039692
08400230106031

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0167 US 167 NORTH

039694
08400230106032

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0167 US 165

039696
08400230107611

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0167 UP & LAS RR

039698
08400230107612

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0167 UP & LAS RR

039750
08400290609011

State of Louisiana1929 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0121 BURNEY BRANCH

039800
08400520805101

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 INDIAN BAYOU

039810
08400520806991

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 COMPTON LAKE CANAL       

039840
P4031190922711

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLOCAL ROAD BAYOU RAPIDES

039850
08400530201471

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0001 BAYOU JEAN DE JEAN       

039860
08400530206021

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0001 CHERRY CREEK

039880
08400530207731

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0001 DRAIN

039890
08400570800001

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 BAYOU COCODRIE           

039900
08400570800771

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0167 DIVERSION CANAL          

040050
08400730308181

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0112 DIV CANAL LECOMPTE       

040160
08400740207201

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 CREEK

040170
08400740207501

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 CREEK
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040180
08400740208901

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 WATERS CREEK

040290
08401370302221

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0465 CYPRESS BRANCH           

040300
08401370302751

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0465 CYPRESS BAYOU

040460
08401410200401

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 CREEK

040480
08401410202841

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 BAD GULLY BRANCH         

040520
08401410304701

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0112 CHERRY WINCHE CREEK      

040530
08401410304741

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0112 BLOUNTS CREEK RELIEF     

040540
08401420412171

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0107 BAYOU MARIA RELIEF       

040550
08401420411891

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0107 BAYOU MARIA

040560
08401420409481

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0107 BRUSHY FORK RELIEF       

040570
08401420409351

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0107 BRUSHY BRANCH

040590
08401490200601

State of Louisiana1962 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0623 FLAGON BAYOU

040674
08401530107441

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0116 BAYOU FLAGON

040690
08403680201541

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0488 DITCH

040700
08403680201681

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0488 SPRING CREEK

040800
08403700202001

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0454 PILLARS CREEK

040810
08403700204291

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0454 PILLARS CREEK
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040820
08403700205521

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0454 WIGGINS BAYOU

040830
08403700205801

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0454 WIGGINS BAYOU RELIEF     

040910
08404170211031

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 KINCAID LAKE

040960
08404170218321

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 DRAIN

040970
08404170218561

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 DRAIN

040980
08404170218691

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 DRAIN

040990
08404170219091

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0028 DRAIN

041000
08404170220681

State of Louisiana1949 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderLA0028 DIVERSION CANAL          

041012
08408400101051

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1206 CREEK

041050
08408400707041

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0456 BAYOU LAMOURIE           

041090
08408400901251

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0462 STEEP GULLY BRANCH       

041100
08408401103431

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1200 HEMPHILL CREEK           

041200
08408402600951

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1200 CREEK

041210
08408402601501

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1200 BAYOU COCODRIE           

041212
08408402602201

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1200 CREEK

041220
08408402603361

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1200 BAYOU BERTRAND           

041230
08408402700611

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1199 CREEK
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041240
08408402701801

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1199 SPRING CREEK

041250
08408402702861

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1199 SPRING CREEK

041306
08408403400141

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA3144 US 167

080333
08400140613241

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0165 DIVERSION CANAL          

080488
08400730101461

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 MILL CREEK

080489
08400730101881

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 CREEK

080490
08400730102901

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0112 CREEK

080588
P4031188923161

Other Local Agency1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD BAYOU RAPIDES

600010
P4031173922771

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD HYNSON BAYOU

600016
P4031180922651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BETTY BAYOU

600222
P4031077923231

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU CLEAR

600303
P4031091924911

Parish Highway Agency1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

600306
P4031092923111

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE BAYOU CLEAR       

600316
P4031077922291

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LAMOURIE BAYOU           

600321
P4031214925481

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD SPANISH BRANCH           

600322
P4031204925351

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD PINE COUPEE BAYOU        

600327
P4031141924921

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU
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600379
P4031172922691

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD HYNSON BAYOU

600400
P4031164921981

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD WIGGINS BAYOU

600403
P4031167921981

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD WIGGINS BAYOU

600445
P4031242921991

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BEAVER CREEK

600464
U4031244922481

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD FLAGON BAYOU TRIB.       

600470
P4031029923211

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD INV.RT.8,PERKINS CREEK   

600485
P4031199922481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD UNNAMED STREAM           

800270
08408404000501

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA3100 US 167

080602000002216 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 231 SQUIRES BRANCH

080602000002221 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 247 BAYOU CLEAR

080602000002223 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 247 NORTH FORK BAYOU CLEAR

080602000002225 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 249 LITTLE BAYOU CLEAR

080602000002226 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 250 BILLS CREEK

080602000002240 U.S. Forest Service1964 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 272 ROUGH BRANCH

080602000002243 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 273 ROCKY BRANCH

080602000002244 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 273 LITTLE BRUSHY CREEK

080602000002245 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 273 CASTOR CREEK

080602000002246 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 273 CASTOR CREEK
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080602000002247 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 273 CASTOR OVERFLOW

080602000002256 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 287 LOVING CREEK

080602000002257 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 287 BRANCH CREEK

080602000002258 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 287 BRANCH CREEK

080602000002259 U.S. Forest Service1962 Not eligibleTimber stringer/multi-beam or girderFDR 287 LONG BRANCH OVERFLO

080602000002260 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 587 CASTOR CREEK

080602000002261 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 287 CASTOR CREEK

080602000002265 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR L01 SPRING CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Red River Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

018290
04410100306771

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0071 MORGAN CREEK

018310
04410210400001

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0084 BAYOU PIERRE

018340
04410270102201

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0371 SLOUGH

018350
04410270102371

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0371 GRAND BAYOU

018360
04410270106731

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0371 BRACKY BRANCH

018410
04410910106611

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0155 DRAIN

018430
04410910111401

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0155 BLACK LAKE RELIEF        

018450
04411000104801

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0514 BAYOU CHICOT

018470
04411000109231

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0514 GRAND BAYOU

018480
04411000109341

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0514 GRAND BAYOU RELIEF       

018520
04411000203861

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0507 CREEK

018590
04411120702311

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0174 BLACK BAYOU

018640
04413030105231

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0783 BAYOU CHICOT

040038
P4132006931951

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NICHOLAS BAYOU TRIB      
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

025980
05420020200001

State of Louisiana1955 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 BAYOU LAFOURCHE          

025990
05420020200411

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 DRAIN

026000
05420020202371

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CREW LAKE

026010
05420020204421

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 STEEP BAYOU

026020
05420020300001

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0080 BOEUF RIVER

026030
05420020306081

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 BAYOU

026040
05420020306581

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 BEE BAYOU

026050
05420020307471

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN

026060
05420020308211

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 COW BAYOU

026070
05420020309211

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CYPRESS BAYOU

026080
05420020309641

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 HURRICANE

026100
05420020311671

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CREEK

026110
05420020312411

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN

026120
05420020313091

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 CREEK

026130
05420020313151

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 LITTLE CREEK

026140
05420020315321

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN

026150
05420020316621

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

026160
05420020317111

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0080 DRAIN

026200
05420260901161

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 DRAIN

026210
05420260901771

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 DRAIN

026220
05420260902301

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 CANEY BAYOU

026230
05420260904031

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 MUDDY BAYOU

026240
05420260907001

State of Louisiana1939 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0015 BOEUF RIVER

026250
05420260910311

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 BR. OVER DRAINAGE 
CANAL  

026260
05420260912051

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 FLAT SLOUGH BRIDGE

026270
05420260912411

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 SLOUGH

026280
05420260913481

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 BAYOU LAFOURCHE RELIEF

026330
05421610400001

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0134 BEOUF RIVER

026350
05421610403611

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0134 CREEK

026360
05421610501311

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0134 COLEWA CREEK

026370
05421660300001

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0561 BOEUF RIVER

026450
05421670205051

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0135 MUDDY BAYOU

026460
05421670408081

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0135 LITTLE CREEK

026480
05421710306571

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0133 STEEP BAYOU
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

026490
05421710307551

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0133 LA 133 OVER I-20         

026510
05421850102321

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0183 HURRICANE BAYOU          

026520
05421850106981

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0183 CREEK

026530
05421850111281

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0183 CREEK

026548
05423390300951

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3048 CREEK

026550
05423390301691

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3048 DRAIN

026560
05423390301991

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3048 BEE BAYOU

026570
05423390302381

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3048 BURNS BAYOU

026580
05423390304501

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousLA3048 LA 3048 OVER I-20        

026590
05423400101801

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0584 BEE BAYOU

026600
05423400104021

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0584 COW BAYOU

026610
05423400200001

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0583 LA 583 OVER I-20         

026620
05423400201301

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0583 BEE BAYOU

026640
05423410105101

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0576 CREEK

026650
05423410106081

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0576 MUDDY BAYOU

026660
05423410201221

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0576 LITTLE CREEK

026670
05423480100151

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0132 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

026680
05423480100641

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0132 CREEK

026810
05424510706071

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

026970
05424510715941

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

027030
05424510724131

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-20

027130
05428420702471

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0584 LITTLE CREEK

027150
05428421200621

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0576 CREEK

027160
05428421300071

State of Louisiana1926 EligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0132 BOEUF RIVER

050003
P4232235914641

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRY FORK CREEK           

050004
P4232235914581

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700009
P4232206914401

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CREEK          

700011
P4232203914401

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700235
P4232383913581

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COLEWA CREEK

700271
P4232289915091

Parish Highway Agency1935 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700273
P4232332914921

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700281
P4232285915301

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700285
P4232266915371

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700287
P4232262915501

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

700297
P4232262915071

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700317
P4232148915531

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DAVES BAYOU

700333
P4232201915061

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD MOSE BAYOU

700349
P4232146914701

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700375
P4232216914481

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD WILD DOG CREEK           

700419
P4232246914381

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BEE BAYOU

700421
P4232247914171

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700431
P4232239914081

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD COW BAYOU

700443
P4232331914571

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700463
P4232261913801

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

700465
P4232261913841

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700477
P4232313914131

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BEE BAYOU

700479
P4232306913971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700489
P4232275913861

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CYPRES CREEK

700493
P4232252913851

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700501
P4232277913551

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD WILDCAT SLOUGH           

700507
P4232269913351

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ASH SLOUGH
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Richland Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

700519
P4232305913791

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700533
P4232264913101

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700553
P4232321913871

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU

700555
P4232322913841

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU

700557
P4232331914011

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD GUN BAYOU

700571
P4232392913701

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700579
P4232348913561

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

700595
P4232313913161

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CONGO CREEK

700601
P4232315913321

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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Structure TypeFeature Crossed

041470
08430250312082

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BAYOU SAN MIGUEL         

041480
08430250312362

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 MIDDLE RELIEF

041550
08430250408322

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 CHOCTAW BAYOU

041560
08430250411181

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BEAR CREEK

041570
08430340100001

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousLA0006 TOLEDO BEND RES.         

041580
08430340201561

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0006 TOLEDO BEND LAKE         

041590
08430340201891

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0006 TOLEDO BEND LAKE         

041600
08430340211581

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0006 EDMONSON CREEK           

041610
08430340214301

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0006 DITCH

041620
08430340214661

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0006 SAN JOSE CREEK           

041630
08430340301401

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 BLACKWELL CREEK          

041640
08430340302141

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 PHILLIPS CREEK           

041650
08430340302311

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 PHILLIPS CREEK           

041660
08430340307811

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0006 BAYOU PEDRO

041670
08430340310591

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0006 CRIB CREEK

041690
08430350108981

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 CREEK

041700
08430350201051

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 CREEK
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Sabine Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

041710
08430350201941

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0175 BAYOU SAN MIGUEL RELIEF  

041720
08430350202181

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0175 BAYOU SAN MIGUEL         

041730
08430350203031

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 CREEK

041740
08430350207871

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0175 NORTH FORK CREEK         

041750
08430350208271

State of Louisiana1934 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0175 CREEK

041780
08434320142471

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 BAYOU SAN MIGUEL         

041790
08430420301721

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0120 CREEK

041800
08430420304351

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0120 BAYOU SCIE RELIEF 1      

041810
08430420304411

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0120 BAYOU SCIE RELIEF 2      

041820
08430420304491

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0120 BAYOU SCIE

041830
08430420304551

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0120 BAYOU SCIE RELIEF 3      

041840
08430420307441

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0120 BAYOU SCIE

041872
08434320155501

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0191 AUGUSTINE BAR CREEK      

041880
08434320156641

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0191 MACDONALD BAYOU          

041890
08434320156681

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0191 CREEK

041900
08434320158841

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0191 BOSSIER BAYOU

041910
08434320158971

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0191 CREEK
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Sabine Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

041920
08431120202701

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0174 CREEK

041930
08431120204161

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0174 ESTES CREEK

042100
08431170106521

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0118 GOODSON CREEK

042140
08431200100251

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0474 MIDKIFF CREEK

042150
08431200101091

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0474 DRY CREEK

042160
08431200103531

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0474 NASHES CREEK

042170
08431200104441

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0474 CREEK

042180
08434320133351

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0191 BAYOU LANANA

042190
08431320701081

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1215 TOLEDO BEND LAKE         

042200
08431320702291

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1215 TOLEDO BEND LAKE         

042250
08433000102701

State of Louisiana1924 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0483 CREEK

042260
08433000103581

State of Louisiana1929 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0483 CREEK

042270
08433000105031

State of Louisiana1929 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0483 CREEK

042450
08438430103781

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1216 DITCH

042460
08438430104071

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1216 DITCH

042470
08438430108701

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1216 DITCH

042530
08438430600551

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3229 CREEK
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Sabine Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

042540
08438430601731

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3229 CREEK

080328
08438430603331

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3229 UNNAMED CREEK

080410
08430250312592

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0171 BAYOU SAN MIGUEL         

600194
P4331259931421

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRY CREEK

600512
P4331411932461

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DUPONT

600518
P4331400932641

Parish Highway Agency1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU DUPONT

600521
P4331375932741

Parish Highway Agency1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HARPOON BRANCH           

600530
P4331502933391

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD DAW BRANCH

600559
P4331316932281

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TORO CR.

600561
P4331343933211

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD UNNAMED CREEK

600574
P4331260931721

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD KISATCHIE BAYOU          

600577
P4331298931651

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MIDDLE CREEK

600590
P4331248932421

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK

600598
P4331243932951

Parish Highway Agency1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DEVIL BRANCH

600618
P4331305933141

Parish Highway Agency1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NEGREET CREEK

600623
P4331318933141

Parish Highway Agency1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD EDMONDSON CR.

600627
P4331374933841

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SCIE
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Sabine Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

600628
P4331213933651

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD ARNOLD CREEK

600629
P4331188933581

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WILSON BRANCH

600630
P4331202933521

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD YOCUM CR

600631
P4331207933621

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD YOCUM CREEK

600633
P4331299932821

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD MIDKIFF CREEK

600641
P4331322933751

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TRIB.TOLEDO BD           

800172
08434320101201

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0191 TOLEDO BEND 
RESERVOIR    
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St. Bernard Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

002620
02440463202371

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0039 DRAIN CANAL

002640
02442843008701

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0046 DRAIN CANAL

002650
02442840204921

State of Louisiana1956 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Vertical Lift SpanLA0046 BAYOU LA LOUTRE          

002660
02442843001441

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0300 REGGIO CANAL

104001
P4429574895831

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD VISTA CANAL

104005
P4429566895711

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL

104010
P4429568895671

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL

104011
P4429568895661

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL

104012
P4429566895651

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL

104013
P4429566895641

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL

104014
P4429564895591

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD TWENTY ARPENT CANAL      

104015
02447210500001

Other State Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

000199 PARIS RD/CHAL. FERRY 
RAMP
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Charles Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

002690
02450050800001

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0090 BAYOU DESALLEMANDS

002700
02450050800002

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0090 BAYOU DESALLEMANDS

002710
02450050805821

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 BAYOU CROCODILE

002720
02450050905861

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

002730
02450050905862

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

002740
02450050907151

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 SELLERS CANAL

002750
02450050907152

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0090 SELLERS CANAL

002760
02450070303631

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002770
02450070304441

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002780
02450070304911

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002790
02450070305261

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002820
02450070309182

State of Louisiana1935 Previously determined 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderUS0061 BONNET CARRE

002830
02458450600001

State of Louisiana1935 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0631 BAYOU DESALLEMAND        

002840
02458450605631

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0631 DRAIN CANAL
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Helena Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

057570
62460610700001

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 AMITE RIVER @ 
DARLINGTON 

057580
62460610700301

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 AMITE RIVER RELIEF       

057590
62460610700471

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 AMITE RIVER RELIEF       

057770
62462540500311

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0037 AMITE R RELIEF           

057785
62462540501561

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0037 CANAL

057790
62462540501751

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0037 LILLEGS CREEK

057800
62462540504731

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0037 CREEK

057810
62462540510981

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0037 TWELVE MILE CREEK        

057820
62462540511571

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0037 CREEK

057830
62462540512041

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0037 GLASS BRANCH

057840
62462540512681

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0037 GLASS BRANCH

057850
62462540512901

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0037 GLASS BRANCH

057860
62462540513931

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0037 CREEK

057910
62462540700171

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0043 COTTON PATCH BRANCH      

057920
62462543100351

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0448 CREEK

057930
62462543101021

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0448 CREEK

057940
62462543101321

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0448 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Helena Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

057950
62462543102331

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0448 STROTHER CREEK           

057960
62462543102751

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0448 ROCKY CREEK

057970
62462543104241

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0448 MILL CREEK

057980
62462543105701

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0448 GREASY CREEK

057990
62462543107871

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0448 BLACK CREEK

058000
62462600900101

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0441 KILLIAN BRANCH           

058010
62462600905481

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0441 BELL BRANCH

058020
62462601000341

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0441 SABE CREEK

058030
62462601003401

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0441 HUTCHINSON CREEK         

058040
62462601005731

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0441 CRITTENDON CREEK         

058050
62462601102861

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0441 DAY BRANCH

058220
62462623002051

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0063 PIGEON CREEK

058230
62462630102781

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 CREEK

058240
62462630102851

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 CREEK

058250
62462630102991

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 DARLING CREEK

058260
62462630103221

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 DRAIN

058270
62462630106011

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 JOINERS CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Helena Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

058280
62462630200511

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 TICKFAW RIVER

058290
62462630200631

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 TICKFAW RIVER

058300
62462630200831

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 TICKFAW RIVER

058310
62462630202761

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 PETERS CREEK

058320
62462630203541

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 CRITTENDON CREEK         

058330
62462630205661

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 BEAVER CREEK

058340
62462700501191

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0043 TWELVE MILE CREEK        

058350
62462700510421

State of Louisiana1947 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0043 CREEK

058360
62462710200891

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0449 WEST HOG BRANCH          

058370
62462710201381

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0449 DRAIN

058390
62462710303981

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0449 BRUSHY CREEK

058400
62462710304061

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0449 STONE BRANCH

058410
62462710304961

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0449 HOFFMAN CREEK

058420
62462760101381

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0440 SPRING CREEK

058430
62462760102101

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0440 TAYLOR CREEK

058450
62468460101851

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1036 EAST HOG BRANCH          

058460
62468460101911

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1036 EAST SPRING BRANCH       
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Helena Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

058470
62468460103401

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1036 BEAR CREEK

058490
62468460300141

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1042 DITCH

058492
62468460301331

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1042 CREEK

058494
62468460302081

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1042 CREEK

058496
62468460302381

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1042 CREEK

058500
62468460303081

State of Louisiana1940 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1042 TWELVE MILE CREEK        

058510
62468460403071

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1041 DUTCHMAN CREEK           

058520
62468460501511

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1045 TICKFAW RIVER

058530
62468460501721

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1045 TICKFAW RIVER RELIEF     

058540
62468460501821

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1045 TICKFAW RIVER RELIEF     

058550
62468460504871

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1045 NATALBANY RIVER          

058560
62468460601691

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1046 SPILLER CREEK

058570
62468460602261

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1046 CAPS CREEK

058580
62468460700351

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1047 BENTON BRANCH

058582
62468460700891

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1047 DRAIN

058584
62468460701021

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1047 DRAIN

058590
62468460701511

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1047 W NATALBANY CREEK        
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Helena Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

058600
62468460702821

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1048 CREEK

058610
62468460702901

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1048 CREEK

058620
62468460800321

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1046 NATALBANY RIVER          

058630
62468460800791

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1046 LITTLE NATALBANY         

058640
62468460803911

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1047 WEST NATALBANY CR        

058680
62468461001751

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0432 DRAIN

058690
62468461002821

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0432 DRAIN

106001
P4630581904371

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DARLING CREEK

106005
P4630561903581

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BEAVER CREEK

106008
P4630577904641

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CHANNEY CREEK

106010
P4630574904951

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TURKEY CREEK

106011
P4630552904541

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD JOINER CREEK

106014
P4630548904711

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD JOINER CREEK

106016
P4630513904661

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLACK CREEK

106018
P4630512904621

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLACK CREEK

106024
P4630481904471

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SPRING CREEK

106026
P4630539904651

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SANDY RUN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Helena Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

106030
P4630421903551

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

106036
P4630419904701

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WEST HOG BRANCH          

106037
P4630424904701

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WEST HOG BRANCH          

106039
P4630458904831

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LILLEY CREEK

106045
P4630415903451

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

106049
P4630432904161

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

106050
P4630417903951

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

106052
P4630431903931

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TWELVE MILE CREEK        

106055
P4630488904351

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD CHOCTAW CREEK

106058
P4630418904481

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DAVIS BRANCH

106059
P4630418904461

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

106062
P4630427904461

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DUTCHMAN CREEK           

106063
P4630391904571

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DARLING CREEK

106066
P4630498903971

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD JOSEPH BRANCH

620045
62468461200501

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0010 RABY BRANCH

620046
62468461200951

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0010 ST JOSEPH BRANCH         
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. James Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

002910
61470070502442

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 DRAIN CANAL

002930
61470070503622

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 TCHACKCHOU BAYOU         

002950
61470070504792

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 BLIND RIVER

002970
61470070507332

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0061 DRAIN CANAL

002990
61470650700001

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0020 DRAIN CANAL

003000
61470650700391

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LA0020 BAYOU CHEVREVIL          

203760
61474260200721

State of Louisiana1964 EligibleSteel High Truss (Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

LA0070 MISS RIVER/LA 18/LA 44   

610059
P4730060904411

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BARROW PIT

610950
61474260202075

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousLA0070 OFF RAMP

610960
61474260202076

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleSteel Plate GirderLA0070 RAMP EB
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. John the Baptist Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

003115
62484520101153

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

003116
62484520102553

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

003117
62484520102953

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

003118
62484520103503

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

003119
62484520104103

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

200020
62484520105503

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

200030
62484520106403

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

200040
62484520106803

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

200050
62484520107153

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

200060
62484520107603

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE SING          

200070
62484520108153

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAIN PIPE XING          

200080
62484520108453

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe Culvert I0055 DRAINAGE PIPE XING       
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

St. Landry Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

006742
03493940200391

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0754 BAYOU WIKOFF

006744
03493940201951

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0754 DRAINAGE CANAL           

006746
03493940202861

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0754 DRAINAGE CANAL           

006748
03493940204951

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0754 BAYOU BOURBEAUX          

007300
03490080402331

State of Louisiana1961 EligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0190 ATCHAFALAYA  
FLOODWAY    

007310
03490080402332

State of Louisiana1961 EligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersUS0190 ATCHAFALAYA FLDWY        

007380
03490080515691

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 BAYOU PETITE PRAIRIE     

007390
03490080600371

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0071 BAYOU PETITE PRAIRIE     

007410
03490121108201

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU

007418
03490121110421

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 BAYOU DOZA

007430
03490121114381

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

007440
03490121114601

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU

007450
03490121118491

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU MALLET

007460
03490121202331

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU FORK

007470
03490121203501

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE

007480
03490121206282

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU CALAHAN

007482
03490121206281

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU CALAHAN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Landry Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

007490
03490121301431

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0190 MO PACIFIC RR

007500
03490121301432

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0190 MO PACIFIC RR

007510
03490121302101

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BOAGNI SWAMP

007520
03490121303201

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

007522
03490121304001

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAINAGE CANAL           

007530
03490121304491

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 LITTLE TECHE BAYOU

007540
03490121304492

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0190 LITTLE TECHE BAYOU

007550
03490121306861

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU TOULOUSE           

007560
03490121307051

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 BAYOU TECHE

007570
03490121307052

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 BAYOU TECHE

007690
03490320200001

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0182 CARENCRO BAYOU           

007720
03490320305681

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0010 BAYOU CARRON

007730
03490320400001

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LA0010 BAYOU COURTABLEAU        

007740
03490320405761

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 LITTLE WAUKSHA BAYOU

007750
03490320407441

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 BAYOU WAUKSHA

007760
03490560600001

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0031 BAYOU FUSELIER           

007770
03490570400341

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 DRAINAGE CANAL           
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

St. Landry Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

007772
03490570403361

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 DRAINAGE CANAL           

007790
03490660800001

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 BAYOU GRAND LOUIS

007800
03490660804851

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 COULEE GARRAGUE          

007810
03490660807911

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 PLAQUEMINE BRULE

007820
03490660808991

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 BAYOU BELLEVIEW

007830
03490810101081

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0347 POINT CLAIRE CA          

007840
03490810200221

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete continuous stringer/multi-beam 
or girder

LA0103 TECHE BAYOU @ 
LEONVILLE  

007860
03491470105221

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0107 BAYOU ROUGE BIG CANE

007890
03492020306801

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0104 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE

007960
03492070901901

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0035 DRAINAGE CANAL           

007980
03492083001171

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0178 DRAINAGE CANAL           

007990
03492083003671

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0178 BAYOU BOURBEAUX          

008000
03492170200911

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0093 BAYOU CARENCRO           

008020
03492190701931

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0010 BURTONS LAKE

008030
03492190702091

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0010 BAYOU HA HA

008040
03492190702901

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0010 TAWPAW BAYOU

008050
03492190709601

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

LA0010 PALMETTO CO CANAL        
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

St. Landry Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

008070
03492210104711

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0093 BAYOU BOURBEAU           

008120
03493800404371

State of Louisiana1937 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LA0103 BAYOU COURTABLEAU        

008150
03494040400251

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0031 BAYOU TECHE

008232
03494550200953

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Slab I0049 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008270
03498490101401

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0103 BAYOU CARRON

008280
03498490301041

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0103 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008290
03498490302581

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0103 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008300
03498490501661

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0751 DRAINAGE LATERAL         

008310
03498490502781

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0751 DRAINAGE LATERAL         

008320
03498490602381

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0752 BAYOU MALLET

008330
03498490602511

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0752 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008340
03498490700201

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0752 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008350
03498490700641

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0752 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008360
03498490702731

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0752 BAYOU MALLET

008370
03498490802321

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0356 BAYOU BOUDREAUX

008380
03498491004081

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0741 BAYOU PORTAGE

008390
03498491104121

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0360 ROUGE BAYOU
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

St. Landry Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

008400
03498491400011

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0746 BAYOU BEOUF

008412
03498491800321

State of Louisiana1937 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLA0358 CREEK

008422
03498492000511

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0358 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008450
03498492301711

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0091 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008490
03498492900031

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0359 BAYOU SAQUETTE           

008500
03498493101261

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0103 BAYOU MALLET

008510
03498493103811

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0103 DRAINAGE CANAL           

030138
P4930198920581

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU CARENCRO           

030143
P4930311921531

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

030146
P4930400921111

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU GRAND LOUIS        

030155
P4930296922431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD RICHARDS GULLY           

030157
P4930330920481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030158
P4930318920521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030159
P4930329920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030163
P4930329920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030165
P4930314920531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030166
P4930327920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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St. Landry Parish
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030167
P4930319920521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1936 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030168
P4930329920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

300410
03498494800301

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0755 CREEK

800173
P4930302921431

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU MALLET

800175
P4930292921061

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE DITCH           

800196
P4930207920531

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800217
P4930286920911

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800224
P4930313921421

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800227
P4930307921381

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

800254
P4930362920521

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BELLEVIEW BAYOU          

800276
P4930500921221

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU BOEUF

800296
P4930323914651

Parish Highway Agency1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800312
P4930324914741

Parish Highway Agency1930 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HALF MOON BAYOU          

800314
P4930328914981

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DARBONNE BAYOU           

800333
P4930253915091

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WEST LEVEE BORROW PIT    

800337
P4930261915891

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE DE MARKS          

800354
P4930320920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Structure TypeFeature Crossed

800356
P4930326920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800358
P4930323920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800359
P4930313920571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800365
P4930326920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800373
P4930322920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1935 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800376
P4930299920441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800378
P4930321920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1935 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800379
P4930328920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800383
P4930311920571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

800384
P4930316920531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800385
P4930324920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800391
P4930308920541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800392
P4930321920441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE BAYOU           

XXXX10 Parish Highway Agency1950 EligibleSteel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LOCAL ROAD CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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St. Martin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

008540
03500040302491

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0182 LASALLE COULEE           

008550
03500560201381

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0031 DAIGRE CANAL

008570
03500560400141

State of Louisiana1950 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA03361 TECHE BAYOU

008590
03500560500161

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LA0355 BAYOU TECHE @ CECELIA

008598
03500563001171

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders 
w/Continuous Cast-in-Place Deck

LA0031 LA 31 OVER I-10          

008600
03500563001791

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0031 DRAINAGE CANAL           

008610
03500800400001

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0094 VERMILION RIVER          

008650
03502210200001

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0093 BAYOU FUSELIER           

008690
03502380300131

State of Louisiana1942 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0096 BAYOU TECHE ST M.        

008700
03504003000331

State of Louisiana1950 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0350 BAYOU TECHE PARKS        

008720
03504010201001

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0345 CREEK

008730
03504010201371

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0345 COULEE DU PORTAGE        

008760
03504030304041

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0353 CYPRESS ISLAND BAYOU     

008770
03504240300731

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

008780
P5030156915661

Parish Highway Agency1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

008782
03504500600001

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0354 LA 354 OVER I-10         

008810
03508500201571

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0686 SOUTH RELIEF CANL        
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

St. Martin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

008820
03508500202001

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0686 LITTLE PLATTE CANAL      

008830
03508500204591

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0686 CREEK

008860
03508500500931

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0341 COULEE DATIDER           

008870
P5030113915181

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CREEK

008880
03508501900711

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0321 CREEK

008882
03508501902541

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0321 CREEK

008884
03508501903351

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0321 CREEK

008900
03508000700141

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0736 BUD BAYOU

008910
03508502803021

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3039 CANAL

008920
03508502805791

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3039 BAYOU PORTAGE

008926
03508502901071

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3083 C COTEAU HOLMES          

008928
03508502901831

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA3083 C COTEAU HOLMES          

008930
03508502903941

State of Louisiana1965 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA3083 BAYOU ALEXANDRE          

008940
03508503007601

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0975 CREEK

008950
03508503008241

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0975 CREEK

030131
P5030167915031

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200651
P5030237915451

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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St. Martin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200654
P5030228915181

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GRAND CANAL

200655
P5030230915221

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GRAND CANAL

200657
P5030157914821

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200658
P5030144914271

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BERARD CANAL BAYOU       

200659
P5030130914181

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BERARD CANAL BAYOU       

200660
P5030216914961

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DUMOLIN CANAL

200661
P5030213914971

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DUMOLIN CANAL

200673
P5030067915421

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LASALLE COULEE           

200675
P5030053915611

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LASALLE COULEE           

200676
P5030051914671

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200677
P5030047914711

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200678
P5030046914731

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200679
03502370522421

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0352 PEYRONNET BAYOU          

200680
P5030180914821

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLOCAL ROAD NICOLE COULEE

200681
P5030206914761

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD PORTAGE BAYOU

200684
P5029491910891

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200688
P5030191914801

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TRUE CANAL
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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St. Martin Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200689
P5030190914821

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TRUE CANAL

200695
P5030177915301

Parish Highway Agency1965 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200896
P5030169914401

Parish Highway Agency1967 EligiblePontoon BridgeLOCAL ROAD CROCODILE BAYOU          

300160
03504500605851

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-10     

XXXX05 1920 ListedSteel movable - swingONeal 
Boudreaux Rd

Bayou Teche
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Structure TypeFeature Crossed

008958
03510040607121

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0182 CREEK

008960
03510040607451

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0182 BAYOU CHOUPIQUE          

008970
03510040609371

State of Louisiana1941 EligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0182 CHARENTON

008990
03510040702071

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

LA0182 HANSON CANAL

009000
03510050100001

State of Louisiana1932 EligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0182 ATCHAF.R/BERWICK BAY     

009030
03512390100491

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0319 CYPREMORT POINT          

009060
03512390202651

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0083 IVANHOE CANAL

009070
03512390204501

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0083 BELLIVUE CANAL           

009080
03512390211201

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0083 KELLY CANAL

009090
03512390212091

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0083 CREEK

009110
03512400100761

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0083 LITTLE B BLACK           

009130
03512410209141

State of Louisiana1945 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLA0324 BAYOU TECHE

009160
03512430206521

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0317 YELLOW BAYOU

009170
03514080203871

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0087 CREEK

009180
03514083000201

State of Louisiana1941 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss Swing SpanLA0323 BAYOU TECHE OAKLAWN

009202
03514240522981

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 BARROW CANAL

009210
03514240524581

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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St. Mary Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

009212
03514240524582

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

009220
03514240525441

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

009222
03514240525442

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

009230
03514240525541

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

009232
03514240525542

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

009240
03514240526011

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

009242
03514240526012

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0090 CREEK

009250
03514240531741

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 LITTLE BAYOU BLAC        

009260
03514240531742

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0090 LITTLE BAYOUBLACK        

009280
03518510900241

State of Louisiana1963 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA3069 BAYOU TECHE FRANKLIN

030178
P5129390911751

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD POSSUM POINT BAYOU       

200741
P5129523914001

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200742
P5129527913991

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200743
P5129517913491

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200745
P5129502913681

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD VACHERE CANAL

200748
P5129506913771

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD KELLY CANAL

200750
P5129471913121

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD COULEE
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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St. Mary Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200751
P5129454912381

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CANAL

200752
P5129445912721

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD YELLOW BAYOU CANAL       

200753
P5129479913151

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD YOKELY BAYOU

200755
P5129406911461

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD SIMMONS BAYOU

200872
P5129425912111

Parish Highway Agency1969 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU

200874
P5129496913161

Parish Highway Agency1959 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU

200876
P5129499913401

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CHOUPIQUE BAYOU          

200878
P5129476913071

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD CANAL

035129540913121 Corps of Engineers (Civil)1951 Not eligibleSteel stringer/multi-beam or girderPARISH ROUTE 
18

CHARENTON FLOODGATE
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St. Tammany Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

058710
62520060705291

State of Louisiana1933 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Vertical Lift SpanUS0090 WEST PEARL RIVER         

058720
62520060706701

State of Louisiana1933 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)US0090 WEST MIDDLE RIVER        

058730
62520060707111

State of Louisiana1933 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)US0090 MIDDLE MIDDLE PEARL 
RIVER

058740
62520060707701

State of Louisiana1933 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)US0090 E MIDDLE PEARL RIVER     

058750
62520060800001

State of Louisiana1933 EligibleSteel High Truss Swing SpanUS0090 EAST PEARL RIVER         

058760
62520131004551

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0190 TCHEFUNCTE RIVER         

058770
62520131004751

State of Louisiana1941 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 SLOUGH

058780
62520131004911

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 SLOUGH

058790
62520131005101

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

058800
62520131005421

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

058810
62520131007321

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190B CREEK

058820
62520131008291

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190B CREEK

058830
62520131008461

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190B CREEK

058890
62520131200521

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CHINCHUBA BAYOU          

058900
62520131203001

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

058910
62520131204111

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 BAYOU CASTINE

058920
62520131206411

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 CANE BAYOU
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058930
62520131210841

State of Louisiana1938 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanUS0190 BAYOU LACOMBE

058940
62520131211661

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 BIG BRANCH

058950
62520131213091

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 LITTLE BAYOU

058960
62520131213841

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

058970
62520131217421

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 BAYOU LIBERTY

058990
62520131220001

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 BAYOU BONFOUCA           

059000
62520131220521

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

059060
62520180302551

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0011 DRAIN

059070
62520180304811

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0011 BAYOU POTASSAY           

059080
62520180400321

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0011 DRAIN

059090
62520180400531

State of Louisiana1937 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0011 NO&NE RAILROAD           

059100
62520180400981

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0011 DRAIN

059110
62520180403911

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0011 DRAIN

059120
62520180404301

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0011 DRAIN

059140
62520183002361

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0433 SALT BAYOU

059160
62520300106231

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0021 CREEK

059170
62520300110391

State of Louisiana1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0021 ABITA CREEK
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059240
62520303100341

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

059250
62520303101131

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 CREEK

059270
62520580101841

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0041 DRAIN

059290
P5230226894491

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK

059300
62520580101311

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0041 DRAIN

059330
62520580300071

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0016 WRIGHTS CREEK

059340
62520580301161

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0016 HOLDENS CREEK

059350
62520580302751

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0016 DRAIN

059360
62520580304441

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0016 TALLEYS CREEK

059390
62520590105371

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0021 TCHEFUNCTE RIVER         

059400
62520590210751

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 DRAIN

059410
62520590211121

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 MORGAN BRANCH

059420
62520590213721

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

059430
62520590216781

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

059440
62520590217001

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 BOGUE FALAYA R           

059450
62520593001701

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0190 US 190 OVER US 190B      

059460
62522610500831

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0022 DRAIN
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059470
62522610503601

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0022 BLACK RIVER

059490
62522690700001

State of Louisiana1957 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0040 TCHEFUNCTE RIVER         

059500
62522690700171

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0040 CREEK

059510
62522690700931

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0040 SAVANNAH BRANCH          

059520
62522690701441

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0040 DRAIN

059530
62522690702991

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0040 MORGAN BRANCH

059650
62522691004801

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0040 MILLS CREEK

059660
62522691006071

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0040 SIMMONS CREEK

059680
62522790202401

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1129 SIMALUSA CREEK           

059690
62522800102751

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0036 ABITA RIVER

059710
62522800300241

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0036 CREEK

059720
62522800301691

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0036 BAYOU LACOMBE

059730
62522800303311

State of Louisiana1937 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0036 ICG RAILROAD

059740
62522800304661

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0036 DRAIN

060020
62524530100311

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

CITYST I-59

060210
62528520201561

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1085 BRIDGE OVER FOX 
BRANCH   

060220
P5230278900811

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TIMBER BRANCH
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060230
62528520600231

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1077 TCHEFUNCTE RIVER         

060240
62528520601091

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1077 SAVANNAH BRANCH          

060244
62528520502601

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA1077 COWPEN BRANCH

060250
62528520603211

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1078 COWPEN BRANCH

060260
62528520604621

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1078 HORSE BRANCH

060270
62528520700861

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 DRAIN

060280
62528520701321

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 DRAIN

060290
62528520703031

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 MARYS BRANCH

060300
62528520900651

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0059 LONG BRANCH BAYOU        

060310
62528520901251

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0059 LONG BRANCH BAYOU        

060340
62528521205991

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0434 BAYOU LACOMBE

060360
62528521300731

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1077 BLACK BAYOU

060370
62528521502821

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1081 L.BOGUE FALAYA           

060380
62528521504851

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1081 L.BOGUE FALAYA           

060390
62528521602031

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1083 LONG BRANCH

060420
62528522400731

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAINAGE

060450
62528522600771

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 FRENCH BRANCH
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060452
62528522602821

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams - Continuous

LA1090 LA 1090 OVER I-10        

060460
62528522606851

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA1090 LA 1090 OVER I-59        

060470
62528523000161

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1083 CREEK

060480
62528523002381

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1083 BULLY BRANCH

107003
P5230334900871

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BOGUE FALAYA RIVER       

107018
P5230382895221

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107027
P5230199895671

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107031
P5230177895501

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

107047
P5230186895021

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE DITCH           

107051
P5230161894701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107052
P5230162894701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107053
P5230163894701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107056
P5230164894671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107057
P5230164894631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107059
P5230169894611

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CANAL

107060
P5230171894751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107061
P5230163894681

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK
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107064
P5230151894691

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107065
P5230152894691

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANAL/CREEK

107071
P5230285900731

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MILE BRANCH

107075
P5230296900451

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE BOGUE FALAYA      

107079
P5230288900221

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ABITA RIVER

107080
P5230284900231

Town or Township 
Highway Agency

1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107081
P5230214900431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107083
P5230212900371

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LITTLE BAYOU

107084
P5230398895451

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WRIGHTS CREEK

203830
P5230123900732

Other Local Agency1956 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Truss Bascule SpanLOCAL ROAD LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN       

203832
P5230123900731

Other Local Agency1956 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Truss Bascule SpanLOCAL ROAD LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN       

620214
P5230357895221

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BRANCH

620219
P5230228900571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU

620266
P5230253900571

Parish Highway Agency1936 EligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAIN

620470
62524540432383

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAINAGE

620480
62524540432384

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Box Culvert I0012 DRAIN

621030
62528522502221

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1091 LA 1091 OVER I-12        
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060490
62530130800001

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

060500
62530130801271

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 NATALBANY RIVER          

060510
62530130802251

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

060520
62530130802761

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

060530
62530130803581

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 YELLOW WATER RIVER       

060540
62530130803582

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0190 YELLOW WATER RIVER       

060560
62530130900852

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0190 PONCHATOULA CR.          

060570
62530130902441

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAIN

060580
62530130905851

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)US0190 DRAIN

060590
62530130906091

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

US0190 TANGIPAHOA RIVER         

060620
62530130908221

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)US0190 BRANCH

060630
62530130909001

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)US0190 HOLDEN BRANCH

060640
62530130909421

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)US0190 WASHLEY CREEK

060650
62530130910171

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)US0190 CREEK

060660
62530130911691

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)US0190 DIXIE CREEK

060670
62530130912051

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)US0190 CREEK

060675
62530170400001

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousUS0051 US 51 OVER I-55          
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060690
62530170403601

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0051 YELLOW WATER RIVER       

060700
62530170406241

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0051 DRAIN

060710
62530170508781

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060720
62530170509321

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060730
62530170509611

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060740
62530170510631

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060750
62530170511961

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 AARON BRANCH

060760
62530170600151

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 CARPENTER BRANCH         

060770
62530170600881

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060780
62530170601651

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 KLINE BRANCH

060790
62530170601801

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060800
62530170602781

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 CREEK

060810
62530170603621

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060820
62530170603991

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0051 BEAVER CREEK

060830
62530170604291

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060840
62530170605801

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 BUTTON CREEK

060850
62530170608621

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0051 COOL CREEK
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060860
62530170608931

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060870
62530170609231

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0051 TERRYS CREEK

060880
62530170609551

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

060890
62530170611331

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 CHUBBY CREEK

060900
62530170612271

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0051 CREEK

060910
62530470100771

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 DRAIN

060920
62530470101011

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 SPRING BRANCH

060930
62530470101461

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0016 TANGIPAHOA RIVER         

060940
62530470101641

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 DRAIN

061060
62530610902011

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0010 LA 10 OVER I-55          

061070
62532610300001

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0022 NATALBANY RIVER          

061100
62532610305501

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0022 LA 22 OVER I-55          

061110
62532610401901

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 SELSERS CREEK

061120
62532610403991

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 DRAIN

061130
62532610404611

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 CREEK

061140
62532610406291

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 DRAIN

061150
62532610406431

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 DRAIN
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061160
62532610406561

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0022 TANGIPAHOA RIVER         

061170
62532610408321

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 DRAIN

061180
62532610410671

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0022 BEDICO CREEK

061220
62532620702621

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 CREEK

061230
62532620702622

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0016 CREEK

061240
62532630300051

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0038 CREEK

061250
62532630300271

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 BEAVER CREEK

061360
62532630404921

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0038 CREEK

061370
62532630408331

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0038 LITTLE SILVER CR         

061380
62532630409681

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0038 WILSON CREEK

061390
62532630409971

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0038 CREEK

061400
62532690402041

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 PARKER BAYOU

061410
62532690402801

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 NAT. RIVER RELIEF        

061420
62532690402891

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0442 NATALBANY RIVER          

061430
62532690403671

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0442 LA 442 OVER I-55         

061450
62532690500131

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 LA 1080

061460
62532690503381

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0442 TANG RIVER RELIEF        
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061470
62532690503471

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0442 TANGIPAHOA RIVER         

061480
62532690506851

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0040 BRUSHY BRANCH

061490
62532690509931

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0040 CHAPEPEELA CREEK         

061500
62532690510121

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0040 CHAP CREEK RELIEF        

061510
62532690603511

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0040 BULL BRANCH

061520
62532760200841

State of Louisiana1958 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabLA0440 JENNYS BRANCH

061530
62532760202151

State of Louisiana1970 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Prestressed GirdersLA0440 LA 440 OVER I-55         

061600
62532760304981

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0440 GILL CREEK

061620
62532760307081

State of Louisiana1953 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0440 CREEK

061630
62532760400371

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0440 CREEK

061640
62532760400641

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0440 BIG CREEK

061650
62532760402411

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0440 DYSON CREEK

061660
62532770100561

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 CREEK

061670
62532770100681

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 TANGIPAHOA RIVER         

061690
62532770100821

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0010 CREEK

061730
62532770105311

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0010 CANEY BRANCH

061740
62532770107411

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0010 CREEK
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061742
62532770200691

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0010 HAMILTON CREEK           

061750
62532780101101

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0445 SIMS CREEK

061760
62532780103841

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0445 WASHLEY CREEK

061770
62532780301731

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0445 BAILEY BRANCH

061780
62532780303461

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0445 CREEK

061790
62532780303731

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0445 CHAPPEPEELA CREEK        

061800
62532780303831

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0445 CHAP RELIEF CR.          

061820
62532780401371

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1061 BIG CREEK

061830
62532780501131

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1061 BIG CREEK

061840
62532780501551

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1061 BIG CREEK BRANCH         

061850
62532780503851

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1061 DYSON BRANCH

061860
62532780504021

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1061 BIG CREEK

061870
62532780504121

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1061 WEST BRANCH

061970
62534150301331

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleSteel Curved Plate GirderLA0040 TANGIPAHOA RIVER         

061990
62534150303541

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0040 SWEETWATER CREEK         

062010
62534150303851

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0040 SCOTT CREEK

062020
62534150402531

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1062 DRAIN
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062030
62534150402911

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1062 DRAIN

062040
62534150403131

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1062 L CHAPPEPEELA CR         

062070
62534150405141

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1062 SPRING CREEK

062080
62534529000003

State of Louisiana1957 EligibleSteel I-Beam - SuspendedUS0051 PASS MANCHAC

062090
62534529001903

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0051 NORTH PASS

062100
62534529004243

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0051 OWL BAYOU

062110
62534529007363

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

062120
62534529008543

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertUS0051 DRAIN

062222
62534529013203

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam I0055 PONCHATOULA CR           

062224
62534529013204

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam I0055 PONCHATOULA CR.          

062260
62534529014701

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-55

062372
62534529020971

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-55

062470
62534529035001

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-55

062850
62538530106811

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1055 WILSONS CREEK

062870
62538530202861

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1057 DRAIN

062880
62538530206191

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1057 BIG CREEK

062890
62538530208161

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1057 DRAIN
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062900
62538530300651

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1050 BEAVER CREEK

062930
62538530400451

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1049 JENNYS BRANCH

062940
62538530401931

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1049 BEAVER CREEK

062970
62538530500601

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1050 LA 1050 OVER I-55        

062990
62538530501791

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1050 DITCH

063000
62538530700951

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1045 COONS BRANCH

063010
62538530800001

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1064 STILL BRANCH

063020
62538530801111

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1064 MORAN BRANCH

063030
62538530801821

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1064 NATALBANY RIVER          

063040
62538530803141

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1064 WEST CANAL

063050
62538530803741

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1064 LA 1064 OVER I-55        

063060
62538530900361

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1064 PONCHATOULA CREEK        

063070
62538530901941

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1064 EAST PONCH CR

063100
62538531003351

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1040 YELLOW WATER RIVER       

063142
62538531603231

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1058 DRAIN

063160
62538531701161

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1054 BIG CREEK RELIEF         

063170
62538531701221

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1054 BIG CREEK
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063180
62538531802761

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1054 BIG CREEK

063200
62538531900491

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1054 CREEK

063210
62538532002601

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1054 BUNCH BRANCH

063220
62538532006261

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1061 HORSE BRANCH

063230
62538532204401

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1054 TYNER CREEK

063250
P5330294902411

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BR. OVER SELSERS CREEK   

063260
62538532600971

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1053 LA 1053 OVER I-55        

063300
62538532703141

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0443 SKULLS CREEK

063310
62538532705461

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0443 TANGIPAHOA RIVER         

063320
62538532705571

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0443 TANG RIVER RELIEF        

063350
62538532800921

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1064 SKULL CREEK

063360
62538533300601

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1065 DRAIN

063370
62538533300911

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1065 PONCHATOULA CR.          

063380
62538533400671

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1063 MORGAN BRANCH

063390
62538533401681

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1063 MORGAN BRANCH

063400
62538533403601

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA1063 NATALBANY RIVER          

063410
62538533405191

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1063 LA 1063 OVER I-55        
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063420
62538533405661

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1063 CREEK

063430
62538533405821

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1063 CANAL

063440
62538533600501

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0051B US 51B OVER I-55         

063450
62538533604211

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0051 PONCHATOULA CREEK        

063460
62538533701421

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA1048 NATALBANY CREEK          

108003
P5330325903301

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MORAN BRANCH

108004
P5330335903281

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MORAN BRANCH

108012
P5330321903051

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108018
P5330336902971

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108022
P5330338902811

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108026
P5330318903041

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108029
P5330298903061

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD YELLOW WATER RIVER       

108044
P5330303901791

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108046
P5330308902011

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD POLE BRIDGE BR.          

108052
P5330296902591

Parish Highway Agency1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD PONCHATOULA CREEK        

108071
P5330270902291

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108084
P5330264902011

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK
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108085
P5330265902001

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TANGIPAHOA RIVER RELIEF  

108086
P5330265901991

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TANGIPAHOA RIVER RELIEF  

108088
P5330263902031

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108095
P5330285901771

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108097
P5330281902691

Parish Highway Agency1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD PONCHATOULA CREEK        

108113
P5330277903021

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD YELLOW WATER RIVER       

108118
P5330259902801

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108120
P5330257902841

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CANAL

108128
P5330369903041

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108148
P5330385902601

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SCOTT CREEK

108159
P5330409901901

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108166
P5330454903161

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108178
P5330516902551

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

108179
P5330518901921

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

108181
P5330506902761

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HYDE BR.

108183
P5330488902711

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

108186
P5330550902651

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SPRING CREEK
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108188
P5330552902851

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ASHLEYS BR.

108191
P5330538902811

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SPRING CREEK

108192
P5330569902221

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD WILSON BRANCH

108193
P5330560902271

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber Mud SillLOCAL ROAD LITTLE SILVER CREEK      

108201
P5330598903181

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CREEK

620159
62534150202781

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0040 CREEK

620194
P5330411903141

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LOCAL ROAD TRUSS BR. OVER 
NATALBANY 

620330
62538532102851

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1249 I-12

620370
62534540303461

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders  LOC RD I-12

620730
62534150202481

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0040 LA 40 OVER I-55          

620780
62538531003601

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA1040 LA 1040 OVER I-55        

620890
62534529024061

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Girders. LOC RD I-55
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050170
58540200200811

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 BUCKNER BAYOU

050180
58540200205041

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 TENSAS BAYOU

050190
58540200205851

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 CREEK

050200
58540200212031

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0065 L ST PETER DR CAN        

050210
58540200403491

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 LAKE BRUIN BAYOU         

050220
58540200406791

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 CLARK BAYOU

050230
58540200415131

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 BAYOU

050240
58540200417441

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0065 DRAIN

050250
58540203002221

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0128 INDIAN SLOUGH CAN        

050260
58540203009381

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0605 LAKE BRUIN BAYOU         

050320
58540750307201

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0568 LITTLE CHOCTAW BAYOU     

050342
58541730100861

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0004 MOUND BAYOU

050360
58541760300001

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0569 BAYOU L-ARGENT           

050380
58541800104151

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0892 CHOCTAW BAYOU

050400
58541810205971

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0887 BLACK RIVER BAYOU        

050430
58543500300101

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0575 CYPRESS BAYOU

050440
58543500302001

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0575 MILL BAYOU
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050460
58548541105661

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0604 CREEK

050464
58548541108141

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0604 CREEK

581031
P5431479912411

Parish Highway Agency1933 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD CREEK

700607
P5432146911011

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU VIDAL
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003130
02550050400001

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0182 BAYOU BLACK

003140
02550050407071

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0182 ELLIOT JONES CANAL       

003150
02550050411091

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0182 DRAIN CANAL

003160
02550050500721

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0182 DRAIN CANAL

003180
02558551800401

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA3197 HOUMA CANAL

003190
02550050507161

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0182 BAYOU TERREBONNE         

003210
02550050510811

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0182 CARO CANAL

003220
02550659101191

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Steel Vertical Lift SpanLA0024 CO. CANAL (BOURG)        

003230
02550659103921

State of Louisiana1941 Not eligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0024 BAYOU TERREBONNE         

003240
02550659104061

State of Louisiana1941 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0024 LITTLE CAILLOU           

003260
02550650403711

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0024 BAYOU CANE

003270
02550659121701

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0024 SPRR & LA 20

003290
02550653001681

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0661 BAYOU SALLE

003390
02552450207341

State of Louisiana1964 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0315 FALGOUT CANAL

003440
02552470106421

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0056 ROBINSON CANAL           

003450
02552470204101

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Steel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0056 BOUDREAUX CANAL          

003470
02552470305961

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0056 ST LOUIS CANAL           
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003480
02552473000011

State of Louisiana1963 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0058 PETIT CAILLOU

003490
02552473000361

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0058 DRAINAGE CANAL           

003500
02552473001581

State of Louisiana1963 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0058 BAYOU TERREBONNE         

003510
02552480200001

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0055 MADISON CANAL

003520
02552480200801

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0055 LAPEYROUSE CANAL         

003540
02552480304841

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0055 ST LOUIS CANAL           

003570
02554130101131

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0311 LITTLE BAYOU BLACK       

003580
02550650400881

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0024 STIVOUIS CANAL           

003590
02558550700021

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0660 BAYOU TERREBONNE         

003600
02558550703031

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0660 ST LOUIS CANAL           

003610
02558550800001

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0661 NAVIGATION CANAL         

003620
02558550800481

State of Louisiana1964 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0661 BAYOU LACARPE

003660
02550650410809

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0024 BAYOU TERREBONNE         

003690
02558551300021

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3011 DRAINAGE CANAL           

020120
P5529384904561

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TERREBONNE         

020159
P5529406905861

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers 
(Removable Span)

LOCAL ROAD DONNER CANAL

020161
P5529386905771

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers 
(Removable Span)

LOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU
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020165
P5529353904881

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HANSON CANAL

020169
U5529347904301

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CANAL

020255
P5529378904501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU TERREBONNE         

020336
U5529357900441

Other Local Agency1965 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLOCAL ROAD DRAIN CANAL

200764
P5529421905991

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200766
P5529413905811

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200767
P5529377905481

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam 
w/ Removable Span

LOCAL ROAD TERR. LAF. DRAINAGE      

200768
P5529366905141

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD HANSON CANAL

200771
P5529389904411

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU

200773
P5529405904671

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TERREBONNE BAYOU         

200788
P5529410905341

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD TERR LAF DRAINAGE 
CANAL  

200791
P5529340904621

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

200796
P5529401904431

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD ST LOUIS BAYOU           

200800
P5529263904241

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU PROVOST

200802
P5529301904091

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LOCAL ROAD PELTON BAYOU

200807
P5529235904301

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200808
P5529322903561

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LACACHE BAYOU
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200809
P5529278904521

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousLOCAL ROAD MARMANDE CANAL           

200810
P5529279904501

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DULARGE BAYOU

200811
P5529296904491

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD DULARGE BAYOU

200848
P5529344904181

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WOODLAWN BAYOU           

200850
02552459001261

State of Louisiana1953 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0315 PROVOST BAYOU

200851
U5529363904371

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam (Rolled) - ContinuousLOCAL ROAD ST LOUIS CANAL           

200852
P5529297903441

Parish Highway Agency1968 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD PETIT CAILLOU BAYOU      

200857
P5529231904381

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligiblePontoon BridgeLOCAL ROAD HOUMA NAVIGATION 
CANAL   

200858
P5529412905941

Parish Highway Agency1945 EligibleSteel I-Beam Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

200859
P5529346904851

Parish Highway Agency1958 EligibleSteel I-Beam Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD LITTLE BLACK BAYOU       

200864
P5529248904681

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleSteel movable - basculeLOCAL ROAD DU LARGE BAYOU           

200865
P5529246904711

Parish Highway Agency1960 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD DU LARGE BAYOU           

200868
P5529283904221

Parish Highway Agency1960 EligibleSteel Low Truss Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD GRAND CAILLOU BAYOU      

200869
P5529256903601

Parish Highway Agency1958 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD PETIT CAILLOU BAYOU      

200871
P5529243903641

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleSteel I-Beam Swing SpanLOCAL ROAD PETIT CAILLOU BAYOU      

204060
02550050507211

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0182 BAYOU TERREBONNE         

204070
02550050507212

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0182 BAYOU TERREBONNE         
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027200
05560231100271

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabUS0167 MIDDLE FORK BAYOU        

027210
05560231100351

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabUS0167 MIDDLE FORK SLOUGH       

027220
05560231100651

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete SlabUS0167 MIDDLE FORK REL          

027230
05560231107271

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

027240
05560231109111

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0167 BIG CORNEY BAYOU         

027250
05560231109281

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 CORNEY BAYOU REL         

027260
05560231109631

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 MIDDLE SLOUGH

027270
05560231109801

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 NORTH SLOUGH

027280
05560231112701

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 LILLIE BRANCH

027290
05560231116651

State of Louisiana1925 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

027340
05560690202921

State of Louisiana1937 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0033 CREEK

027350
05560690203991

State of Louisiana1937 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0033 CREEK

027360
05560690207121

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0033 BAYOU DARBONNE           

027440
05560700300791

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0002 LYNN CREEK

027450
05560700301671

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

027500
05560700412921

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0002 CORNEY BAYOU

027510
05560700414411

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0002 FOURMILE CREEK           
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027520
05560700415341

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0002 MILL CREEK

027540
05560700502611

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

027550
05560700505581

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 HORSE.PEN CREEK          

027560
05560700506171

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

027580
05560700603571

State of Louisiana1931 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

027590
05561540101001

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0015 ONEMILE CREEK

027600
05561540200861

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 CREEK

027610
05561540201311

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 HUNNICUTT CREEK          

027620
05561540203541

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 CREEK

027630
05561540204441

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 CREEK

027640
05561540206211

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 HORSE TROUGH CR          

027650
05561540208701

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 CYPRESS CREEK

027660
05561540211051

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0015 CAMP CREEK

027710
05561550102531

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0143 COOK CREEK

027720
05561550104781

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0143 HOLLMAN CREEK

027800
05561560305291

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0015 STONE CREEK

027840
05563110107551

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0550 CREEK
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027850
05563110108561

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0550 CAMP CREEK

027860
05563110200141

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0550 CYPRESS CREEK

027870
05563110202081

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0550 CREEK

027900
05563110204091

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0550 CREEK

027910
05563110204121

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0550 CREEK

027920
05563110208921

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0550 LION CREEK

028020
05563170500191

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0151 STOWE CREEK

028030
05563170500231

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0151 STOWE CR REL BR          

028040
05563170500411

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0151 CREEK
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009300
03570550303081

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 BIG FOUR CANAL           

009310
03570550304131

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 ELLIOT DITCH

009320
03570550305671

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 CREEK

009330
03570550306241

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 AVRICO CANAL

009340
03570550401241

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderLA0014 AVRICO CANAL

009350
03570550402881

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck GirderLA0014 MARE MICHELE

009360
03570550408181

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 CREEK

009370
03570550412681

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 VINCENT CANAL

009380
03570550503131

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 ISLE MARRON CANAL        

009390
03570550503211

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 CREEK

009400
03570550503651

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 COULEE BAYOU

009410
03570550509461

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 COULEE KINNEY

009420
03570550509462

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 COULEE KENNY BRIDGE      

009430
03570550600131

State of Louisiana1938 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0014 VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE    

009450
03570550606411

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0014 BAYOU TIGRE

009460
03570553001081

State of Louisiana1964 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0014BY VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE    

009470
03570553001371

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0014 VALCOURT COULEE          
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009480
03570570100501

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 CREEK

009490
03570570101151

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0013 AVERICO CANAL

009500
03570570103361

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0013 COULEE DES ISES          

009510
03570570105841

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0013 B GRAND MARAIS           

009540
03570800105551

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CANAL

009550
03570800106291

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CANAL

009570
03571940300911

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 LONG DITCH

009580
03571940303141

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 TURF BAYOU

009590
03571940303401

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 WEST RELIEF

009600
03571940304111

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 MARSH DITCH

009610
03571940304321

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 MIDDLE CANAL

009620
03571940305421

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 MILLER CANAL

009630
03571940306211

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0082 EAST RELEIF

009640
03571940700031

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0082 DRAIN

009650
03571940701791

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0082 LITTLE BAYOU

009680
03571940707511

State of Louisiana1955 EligibleSteel Vertical Lift SpanLA0082 VERMILION R PERRY        

009690
03572070106671

State of Louisiana1965 EligibleSteel Plate Girder Swing SpanLA0082 OLD ICC L PRAIRE         
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009700
03572070106771

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0082 DRAINAGE CANAL           

009710
03572070110481

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0082 WARREN CANAL

009726
03572070201341

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0035 CREEK

009728
03572070204011

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0035 CREEK

009729
03572070206851

State of Louisiana1954 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0035 CREEK

009730
03572070209041

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0035 COULEE DEJON

009750
03572070211261

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0035 SLEDGE CANAL

009770
03572070303501

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0700 HUNTER CANAL

009790
03572070401331

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0700 B GRAND MARAIS           

009810
03572120102981

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0091 SPENCER CANAL

009812
03572120104501

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0091 CREEK

009820
03572120105611

State of Louisiana1950 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0091 MARE MICHELE

009830
03572130200001

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0705 BAYOU QUEUE DE TORTUE

009840
03572130300701

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0092 B GRAND MARAIS           

009850
03572130301001

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0092 CREEK

009860
03572130305001

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0092 CREEK

009870
03572130306431

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0092 COULEE GRANGES           
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009880
03572140101401

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0699 BAYOU GRAND MARAIS       

009900
03572150100291

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0082 TOUCHETS CANAL           

009902
03572150102031

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0082 CREEK

009910
03572150103221

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0082 CANAL

009920
03572150104351

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0082 SEVENTH WARD CANAL       

009930
03572150105921

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0082 HERBERT CANAL

009938
03572160100651

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0339 CREEK

009940
03572160101501

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0339 CANAL

009942
03572160105521

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0339 CREEK

009960
03573930102511

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0343 CREEK

009970
03573930104351

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0343 CREEK

009982
03573930201241

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0343 COULEE GRANGES           

009984
03573930203241

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0343 CREEK

009990
03573950101491

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0035 CREEK

010004
03573960102331

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3093 DRAINAGE CANAL           

010006
03573960102871

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3093 CANAL

010008
03573960100331

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3093 CREEK
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010010
03573960200071

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0335 ROBINS CANAL

010020
03573960202111

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0335 SLEDGE CANAL

010030
03573960205161

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0335 CREEK

010040
03573960205721

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0335 CREEK

010050
03573960206951

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0335 IL MELROSE CANAL         

010090
03573963001841

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0335 COULEE KINNEY

010100
03573970103751

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0330 YOUNGS COULEE

010110
03573970104581

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0330 RAMSEY CANAL

010120
03573970202181

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0330 CREEK

010130
03573970304251

State of Louisiana1960 EligibleSteel High Truss Swing SpanLA0330 BAYOU TIGRE

010160
03578570201731

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0332 CREEK

010220
03578571100821

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0693 NOEL DITCH

010258
03578572202311

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0690 BANKER CANAL

010270
03578572507821

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0696 COULEE KENNY

010280
03578573200961

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0694 NOEL DITCH

010290
03578573300781

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0685 BAYOU TIGRE

010300
03578573600801

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0688 CANAL
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010320
03578573701411

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0331 CREEK

010330
03578573702141

State of Louisiana1940 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0331 CREEK

010340
03578573705181

State of Louisiana1940 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0331 CREEK

010348
03578576301971

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0082 CREEK

010350
03578576305771

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0082 LANGLINOIS DITCH         

010352
03578576307071

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0082 CREEK

010362
03578576502601

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA3143 WARREN CANAL

030176
P5729593920291

Parish Highway Agency1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL           

030358
P5729574920211

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LAPORTS COULEE           

030359
P5729573920141

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LAPORTS COULEE           

200209
P5730072921251

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200210
P5730056921611

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200218
P5730039920771

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200236
P5730000923181

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MAREE MICHAL CANAL       

200239
P5730075921881

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD QUEUE DE TORTUE 
BAYOU    

200251
P5729571920131

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200258
P5729593923671

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CAMERON CANAL
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200267
P5729562921811

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DE JOHN COULEE           

200269
P5730038923481

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200270
P5730023923511

Parish Highway Agency1961 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200278
P5730014922901

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MAREE MICHEL CANAL       

200293
P5729521921451

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200294
P5729534921541

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200305
P5730036923731

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200313
P5729577922201

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SLEDGE CANAL

200315
P5729536922311

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SLEDGE CANAL

200321
P5729572922561

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200324
P5729581922771

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200325
P5729579922731

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200328
P5730014923491

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD COULEE

200330
P5729596923501

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BIG FOUR DITCH           

200332
P5729572920631

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD YOUNGS SOUTH COULEE      

200334
P5729589922561

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200336
P5729579922561

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE
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200337
P5729587922521

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200338
P5729599922561

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200339
P5729578922671

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200346
P5730001920701

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200347
P5729587923811

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANAL

200348
P5730036923511

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200349
P5729571920391

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD TIGRE BAYOU

200350
P5729572920401

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD TIGER BAYOU

200351
P5729595922951

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANAL

200352
P5730002922971

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD MAREE MICHEL CANAL       

200361
P5729577923091

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD FLORENCE CANAL           

200363
P5729582920631

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD YOUNGS NORTH COULEE      

200364
P5729565920761

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD YOUNGS SOUTH COULEE      

200367
P5729587923481

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200369
P5729590923521

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BIG FOUR DITCH           

200374
P5730047921961

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200375
P5730009923181

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE
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Built Owner National Register Status

Vermilion Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

200376
P5729587923171

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200377
P5729571923571

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEE

200605
P5729597921721

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD SLEDGE CANAL

200608
P5729588920811

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD VALCOURT COULEE          

200609
P5729586920831

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD VALCOURT COULEE          

200610
P5729587920821

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD VALCOURT COULEE          

200616
P5729581922311

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ROBINS CANAL

200642
P5729583920681

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD YOUNGS NORTH COULEE      
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Recall No.*
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Vernon Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

042570
08580240600691

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0171 CREEK

042700
08580290100001

State of Louisiana1937 ListedSteel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)LA0008 SABINE RIVER @ BURR 
FERRY

042710
08580290201561

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck Girder - ContinuousLA0008 FORKER CREEK

042830
08580290217591

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0008 CREEK

042880
08580293004281

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

042890
08580293004391

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0008 PARMER CREEK

042900
08580293006091

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 CREEK

042910
08580293006891

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 BURTON CREEK

042920
08580293007881

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 YELLOW DOG BRANCH        

042930
08580293008091

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 CREEK

042940
08580290403571

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 FLOCTAW CREEK

042950
08580290403751

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 CREEK

042960
08580290403851

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 CREEK

042970
08580290404031

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 CLEAR RUNNER BRANCH      

042980
08580290407221

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 NORTH MILL CREEK         

042990
08580290408421

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 MILL CREEK

043000
08580290412701

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0121 MILL CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Vernon Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

043300
08581140101161

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0117 LIBERTY CREEK

043310
08581140104141

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0117 BLACKLAND BRANCH         

043320
08581140109441

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0117 CREEK

043330
08581140109571

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 CALCASIEU RIVER          

043340
08581140110851

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0117 BELL BRANCH

043350
08581140113451

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0117 COMRADE CREEK

043360
08581140114461

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0117 BAYGALL BRANCH           

043570
08581330200001

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0392 BAYOU TORO

043580
08581330200761

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0392 HUNTER BRANCH

043590
08581330201261

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0392 MILL CREEK

043630
08581330211011

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0111 ANACOCO CREEK RELIEF     

043640
08581330211181

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0111 ANACOCO CREEK

043650
08581330211371

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0111 CREEK

043760
08581340101251

State of Louisiana1937 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 DRAIN

043770
08581340101521

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CALCASIEU RIVER RELIEF   

043780
08581340101781

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CALCASIEU RIVER          

043782
08581340101901

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 DRAIN
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried
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Built Owner National Register Status

Vernon Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

043790
08581340102611

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

043800
08581340103301

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

043810
08581340103571

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

043818
08581340104001

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

043820
08581340104371

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 MILL CREEK

043830
08581340104981

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

043840
08581340105121

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

043850
08581340106171

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

043860
08581340106601

State of Louisiana1932 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CANEY BRANCH

043868
08581340200011

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0008 CREEK

044030
08581350202401

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0392 DRAIN

044040
08581350202491

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0392 CREEK

044340
08581380300501

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0399 LITTLE 6 MILE CR         

044350
08581380300561

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0399 LITTLE 6 MILE CR.RELF.   

044360
08581380301991

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0399 FLAT BRANCH

044370
08581380303411

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0399 CREEK

044380
08581380303551

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0399 CREEK
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044520
08581390601301

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0463 BLUE BRANCH

044530
08581390602861

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0463 BOGGY BRANCH

044540
08581390603731

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0463 LITTLE BRUSHY CREEK      

044550
08581390606351

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0463 BRUSHY CREEK

044560
08581390607961

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0463 THOMPSON BRANCH          

044570
08581390610991

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0463 TEN MILE CREEK           

044580
08581390612731

State of Louisiana1944 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0463 DRAIN

044660
08583730104941

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0008 CREEK

044720
08584170108401

State of Louisiana1945 Not eligibleConcrete Pipe CulvertLA0028 CREEK

044780
08588580504311

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1211 MILL CREEK

044790
08588580504731

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1211 CREEK

600659
P5831001925791

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SIX MILE CREEK           

600663
P5831003925831

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD INV.RT.028,RELIEF-6MILE C

600675
P5831133932091

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD VERNON LAKE

600682
P5831134931571

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PRAIRIE CREEK

600693
P5831130930761

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

600695
P5831132930761

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK
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600697
P5831115931291

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BEESON'S CREEK           

600702
P5831197930791

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD MAYHAW BRANCH

600713
P5831193925581

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD DEVIL'S CREEK

600717
P5831146930231

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CANEY BRANCH

600719
P5831143930321

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COWPEN GULLY

600722
P5831166930111

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD MENACE CREEK

600724
P5831155930631

Parish Highway Agency1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD MIMS CREEK

600728
P5831098930281

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD FLACTOR CREEK

600756
P5831123925711

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD GREY CREEK

600764
P5831078925301

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD DRY CREEK

600766
P5831065925271

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

600775
P5830583930401

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD MAPLE BRANCH

600781
P5831008932171

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU ANACOCO

600789
P5831090925341

Parish Highway Agency1962 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD LITTLE DRY CREEK         

600822
P5831043931721

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CASTOR BAYOU

600853
P5830570931381

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD HURRICANE BRANCH         

600874
P5831001925531

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE BRUSHY CREEK      
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600901
P5831093931491

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD LITTLE PRAIRIE CREEK     

600902
P5831093931501

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD LITTLE PRAIRIE CREEK     

600959
P5831082931661

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD CASTOR BAYOU TRIB.       

080605000002501 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 400 CREEK

080605000002502 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 400 BIG BOX BRANCH

080605000002505 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 400 DRAKE CREEK

080605000002506 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 401 WEST BRANCH

080605000002507 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 401 EAST BRANCH

080605000002528 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 422 HURRICANE BRANCH

080605000002529 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beam422 FDR BUNDKICK CREEK TRIB.

080605000002530 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beam422 FDR BUNDICK CREEK TRIB

080605000002531 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

422 FDR BUNDICK CREEK

080605000002542 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

450 FDR BLACK CREEK TRIB

080605000002543 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

450 FDR BLACK CREEK BRANCH

080605000002544 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

450 FDR BRANCH OF BLACK CREEK

080605000002545 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

450 FDR BRANCH OF BLACK CREEK

080605000002548 U.S. Forest Service1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

471 FDR TIGHTEYE CREEK

DAPFORPOK000H16 Army1968 Not eligibleConcrete culvertMILL CREEK 
ROAD

MILL CREEK

DAPFORPOK000H17 Army1969 Not eligibleConcrete culvertMILL CREEK 
ROAD

MILL CREEK
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DAPFORPOK000H20 Army1968 Not eligibleSteel culvertMOBILE 
STREET

WHISKEY CHITTO CREEK
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Washington Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

063480
62590300300521

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0021 HILL CREEK

063490
62590300301181

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0021 DRAIN

063500
62590300303071

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0021 CREEK

063510
62590300304421

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0021 LEE CREEK

063520
62590300305211

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0021 YELLOW BRANCH

063530
62590300306951

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0021 DRAIN

063540
62590300308481

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0021 BOGALUSA CREEK           

063550
62590300400381

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 COBURN CREEK

063560
62590300401641

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 PETERS CREEK

063570
62590300402541

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 DRAIN

063580
62590300403511

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 BOGGY BRANCH

063590
62590300405171

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 NORTH BRANCH

063600
62590300406951

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 DRAIN

063610
62590300407251

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0021 PUSHAPATAPA CR           

063620
62590300409551

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 CREEK

063630
62590300411081

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 SCARBOROUGHS CR          

063640
62590300411921

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 SCARBOROUGHS CR          
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Recall No.*
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Washington Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

063650
62590300412361

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 CREEK

063660
62590300413471

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 FOSTER CREEK

063670
62590300414631

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0021 ARDS CREEK

063680
62590303203251

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA3124 BOGUE LUSA CREEK         

063710
62590470203081

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0016 DRAIN

063720
62590470204821

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0016 DRAIN

063780
62590470300401

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 DRAIN

063790
62590470302461

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LA0010 LAWRENCE CREEK           

063800
62590470304721

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 POND BRANCH

063810
62590470305231

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 DRAIN

063820
62590470309071

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 DRAIN

063840
62590470400891

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 DRAIN

063860
62590470412191

State of Louisiana1936 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0010 COBURN CREEK

063880
62590580400981

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0016 BERRYS CREEK

064000
62590580510411

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0016 CORKERN CREEK

064010
62590590302771

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 W BOGUE FALAYA           

064020
62590590304161

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 DANIEL BRANCH
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Recall No.*
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Washington Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

064030
62590590306061

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 BONNER CREEK

064040
62590590308271

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 DRAIN

064050
62590590401171

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 MILE BRANCH

064060
62590590401661

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 CALICO BRANCH

064070
62590590402191

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

064080
62590590403861

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 HAYS CREEK

064090
62590590406901

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 BICKHAM BRANCH           

064100
62590590407401

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

064110
62590590408241

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

064120
62590590408601

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

064130
62590590409221

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

064140
62590590409501

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

064150
62590590409801

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0025 MILL CREEK

064160
62590590410901

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0025 DRAIN

064170
62592630500831

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0038 DRAIN

064180
62592630604271

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0038 SILVER CREEK

064190
62592630606381

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0038 DRAIN
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064210
62592630606821

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0038 DRAIN

064220
62592630606921

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0038 DRAIN

064230
62592630607051

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0038 DRAIN

064240
62592630607241

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0038 DRAIN

064250
62592630607381

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0038 DRAIN

064282
62592630704671

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0038 DRAIN

064300
62592740103491

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0436 BURCHS CREEK

064310
62592740105681

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0436 DRAIN

064320
62592740105711

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0436 LAWRENCE CREEK           

064330
62592740107951

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0436 MILLER CREEK

064340
62592740108761

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0436 THOMAS BRANCH

064350
62592740205671

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0062 DRAIN

064360
62592740206251

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0062 CRAINS CREEK

064420
62592750100871

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0438 SILVER CREEK

064430
62592750100981

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0438 MIDDLE RELIEF

064440
62592750101081

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0438 NORTH RELIEF

064450
62592750106321

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0438 BOGUE CHITTO BR          
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064452
62592750106941

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0438 DRAIN

064460
62592750107791

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0438 DRAIN

064470
62592750107931

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0438 DRAIN

064480
62592750108011

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0438 BOGUE CHITTO RIVER       

064490
62592750108241

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0438 DRAIN

064500
62592750108421

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0438 DRAIN

064510
62592750202401

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0438 MUD CREEK

064520
62592750206091

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0438 HAY CREEK

064530
62592750305191

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0438 TOM BRANCH

064630
62592790300191

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0437 BOGUE CHITTO RIVER       

064670
62592790405601

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0060 DRAIN

064692
62592790413921

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0060 DRAIN

064700
62592790415671

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0060 BOGUE LUSA CR

064710
62598590201241

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0438 CREEK

064740
62598590401031

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 GORDON CREEK

064750
62598590402601

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 TCHEFUNCTA RIVER         

064760
62598590403691

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 DRAIN
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064770
62598590406421

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 S CARSON CREEK           

064780
62598590407161

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0450 DRAIN

064790
62598590503581

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0450 LITTLE SILVER CR         

064800
62598590600701

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA1056 DRAIN

064810
62598590601201

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1056 DEER LICK CREEK          

064820
62598590605331

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1056 DELANY BRANCH

064830
62598590801181

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0436 DRAIN

064840
62598590810671

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0436 MUSTER GROUND C          

064850
62598590815731

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0436 CREEK

064860
62598590816021

State of Louisiana1939 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0436 DRAIN

064890
62598590902081

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0430 DRAIN

064938
62598591401211

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0424 DRAIN

064940
62598591401451

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0424 DRAIN

064970
62598591500201

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1071 CREEK

064990
62598591703011

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0450 SNELL BRANCH

065000
62598591801311

State of Louisiana1942 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1075 DRAIN

065030
62598591901341

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1074 TALLEYS CREEK
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065040
62598591904121

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1074 WRIGHTS CREEK

065050
62598591904931

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1074 SALS BRANCH

065060
62598592001231

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1056 BICKHAM BRANCH           

065070
62598592001371

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA1056 WILDBLOOD BRANCH         

065090
62598592101151

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1072 DRAIN

065110
62598592103391

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1072 DRAIN

065120
62598592201181

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0439 BOGUE LUSA CREEK         

065130
62598592203771

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0439 MEAZELS CREEK

065140
62598592208231

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0439 DRAIN

065150
62598592209411

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0439 DRAIN

065160
62598592209961

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0439 DRAIN

065170
62598592210671

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0439 BENS CREEK

065190
62598592501431

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1055 SILVER CREEK

065200
62598592501531

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1055 SILVER CREEK RELIEF      

109005
P5930416895911

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BARRY'S CREEK

109009
P5930425900511

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD NICK CREEK

109010
P5930421900501

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FINNEY CREEK
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109014
P5930455900351

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CLEARWATER CREEK         

109015
P5930470895981

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGGY BRANCH

109016
P5930475895951

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BETTS CREEK BOUGE        

109018
P5930480900101

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ENNIS BRANCH

109022
P5930449895291

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

109024
P5930477895161

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COBURN  CREEK

109026
P5930476895111

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

109028
P5930477895191

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COBURN CREEK

109033
P5930443895421

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK

109040
P5930447895341

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD LEES CREEK

109041
P5930460895431

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGUE LUSA CREEK         

109042
P5930467895391

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ADAMS CREEK

109044
P5930519894911

Parish Highway Agency1950 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE CREEK

109045
P5930510895061

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ADAMS CREEK

109051
P5930489895141

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PETERS CREEK

109055
P5930469895221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLOCAL ROAD BOGUE LUSA CREEK         

109060
P5930478895241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COBURN CREEK
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109071
P5930582894541

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD ARD CREEK

109083
P5930563895311

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CAMP CREEK

109085
P5930566895341

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MUNROE CREEK

109089
P5930569895711

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD JOES BRANCH

109097
P5930583900031

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MORGAN BRANCH

109098
P5930583900041

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TOM BRANCH

109106
P5930538895561

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MUSTER GROUND CREEK      

109107
P5930552900161

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD THOMAS BRANCH

109112
P5930530900351

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MILLER CREEK BRIDGE      

109137
P5930545900871

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HAYS CREEK

109143
P5930584900761

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HAYS CREEK

109145
P5930587901091

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGUE CHITTO CR.         

109146
P5930566900411

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LAWRENCE CR.

109147
P5930599900421

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD HAYS CREEK

109150
P5930556901991

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE SILVER CR.        

109152
P5930547901701

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DEER LICK CR.

109153
P5930548901711

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DEER LICK CR.
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109160
P5930588901271

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD CREEK RD. 159

109165
P5930519900771

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MILE BR.

109168
P5930506900901

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BOGUE CHITTO CR.         

620142
62598592205471

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA0439 MILLER BRANCH

620177
P5930438900461

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BRIDGE OVER MILL CREEK   

620199
62590470202701

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0016 CREEK
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018860
04600010404221

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 BOONE CREEK

018870
04600010404222

State of Louisiana1946 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 BOONE CREEK

018890
04600010407021

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 BAYOU DORCHEAT           

018900
04600010407151

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 DORCHEAT RELIEF          

018910
04600010407501

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 DORCHEAT RELIEF          

018920
04600010409571

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0080 MILE CREEK

018930
04600010501791

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 COOLEY BRANCH

018940
04600010501911

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0080 CREEK

018950
04600270302261

State of Louisiana1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 TANYARD CREEK

018960
04600270305211

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0371 BRUSHY CREEK

018970
04600270309511

State of Louisiana1934 EligibleConcrete Deck GirderUS0371 ICG RR @ SIBLEY          

018980
04600270312311

State of Louisiana1925 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 SHERMAN CREEK

018990
04600270312561

State of Louisiana1925 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 COOLEY BR RELIEF         

019000
04600270312631

State of Louisiana1925 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 COOLEY BRANCH

019030
04600270313241

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0371 KCS RR MINDEN

019040
04600270313242

State of Louisiana1935 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0371 KCS RR MINDEN

019050
04600270401231

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 CREEK
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019060
04600270401761

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 CREEK

019070
04600270402731

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 COOLEY BR RELIEF         

019080
04600270402981

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 COOLEY BRANCH

019090
04600270404441

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 CREEK

019100
04600270408141

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 CREEK

019120
04600830604951

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

019160
04600830609941

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002A CREEK

019170
04600830610791

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002A HALL BRANCH

019180
04600830612401

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002A CREEK

019190
04600830613391

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0002A THORNY BRANCH

019210
04600830615741

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0002A INDIAN CREEK

019220
04600833101781

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 SAND CREEK

019330
04600850507171

State of Louisiana1966 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0160 DORCHEAT BAYOU           

019340
04600850507511

State of Louisiana1966 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0160 DORCHEAT B RELIEF        

019360
04600850508001

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0160 DORCHEAT B RELIEF        

019370
04600850509891

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0160 CREEK

019380
04600850510671

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0160 CANEY CREEK
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019390
04600850512561

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0160 CREEK

019420
04600860102441

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 CREEK

019430
04600860104521

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0371 SAUSMAN CREEK

019440
04600860105591

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0371 BRUSHY CREEK

019450
04600860111271

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 CREEK

019460
04600860111711

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 DRAIN

019470
04600860202441

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0371 CREEK

019480
04600863000191

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA08031 LITTLE CROOKED CR        

019501
04600870104391

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0159 CANEY CREEK

019550
04600870205081

State of Louisiana1966 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0159 INDIAN CREEK

019560
04600870205431

State of Louisiana1963 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0159 THORNY BRANCH

019570
04600870208441

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0159 LEONARD BRANCH           

019580
04600870209431

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0159 CREEK

019590
04600870211241

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0159 CYPRESS CR RELIEF        

019600
04600870211391

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0159 CYPRESS CREEK

019610
04601110103491

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0531 PARMERS CREEK

019642
04601110107851

State of Louisiana1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0531 BRANCH
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019650
04601110201661

State of Louisiana1966 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0531 BRUSHY CREEK

019660
04601110203321

State of Louisiana1960 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0531 LA 531 OVER I-20         

019680
04601220200621

State of Louisiana1943 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0164 DRAIN

020070
04608600703801

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0532 LA 532 OVER I-20         

040051
04600270401931

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0079 DRAIN

300804
P6032289932471

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD PRAIRIE BAYOU

300806
P6032289932481

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIB TO PRAIRIE BAYOU    

300824
P6032326931171

Parish Highway Agency1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD TRIB TO CROWS CREEK      

300837
P6032378931451

Parish Highway Agency1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIB TO COOLEY BRANCH    

300841
P6032371931451

Parish Highway Agency1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIB TO COOLEY BRANCH    

300864
P6032416932261

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BRUSHY CREEK

300874
P6032510931461

Parish Highway Agency1956 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

300915
P6032370931751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1935 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MILE CREEK

300917
P6032371931741

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO MILE CREEK  

300918
P6032369931751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO MILE CREEK  

300919
P6032366931751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO MILE CREEK  

300920
P6032366931761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1930 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLOCAL ROAD MILE CREEK
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XXXX09 1931 Not eligibleConcrete stringer/multi-beam or girderOld Highway 80 Dorchest Bayou
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055130
61610080102931

State of Louisiana1939 EligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0190 LA 415/M P RR @ LOBDELL  

055150
61610080109151

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 STREAM NO NAME           

055160
61610080109261

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 DRAINAGE CANAL           

055190
61610080112851

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 BAYOU POYDRAS

055220
61610130102231

State of Louisiana1926 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0415 STREAM NO NAME           

055230
61610130104371

State of Louisiana1930 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0076 STREAM NO NAME           

055240
61610500708321

State of Louisiana1960 EligibleSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousLA0001 PORT ALLEN CANAL         

055250
61610500708322

State of Louisiana1960 EligibleSteel Plate Girder - ContinuousLA0001 PORT ALLEN CANAL         

055280
61610500711951

State of Louisiana1952 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0001 MO PACIFIC RR

055290
61610500711952

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed GirdersLA0001 MO PACIFIC RR

055320
61612250201241

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0620 CHAMBERLAIN CANAL        

055330
61612250201781

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0620 BAYOU CLAUSA

055340
61612250203301

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0620 TIGER BAYOU

055350
61612250205051

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0620 STUMPY BAYOU

055360
61612270103061

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0413 BAYOU POYDRAS

055370
61612280601261

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0076 STREAM NO NAME           

055380
61612280602851

State of Louisiana1950 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0076 STREAM NO NAME           
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West Baton Rouge Parish
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055420
61612280604621

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0076 STREAM NO NAME           

055430
61612280605671

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0076 CHAMBERLIN CANAL         

055440
61612280610401

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0076 STREAM NO NAME           

055460
61612280700621

State of Louisiana1923 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0986 DRAINAGE CANAL           

055470
61612280701421

State of Louisiana1923 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0986 DRAINAG CANAL

055480
61612280701541

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0986 CHOCTAW BAYOU

055520
61618610600371

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA09873 DRAINAGE CANAL           

055530
61618610601701

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA09873 DRAINAGE CANAL           

055540
61618610602151

State of Louisiana1962 Not eligibleMetal Arch or Pipe CulvertLA09873 DRAINAGE CANAL           

055550
61618611102611

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0984 STUMPY BAYOU

610230
61610080111261

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0190 US 190 OVER STUMPY 
BAYOU 

800419
P6130319912461

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU POYDRAS

800420
P6130199911661

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD BAYOU BOURBEAUX          
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West Carroll Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

028180
05620370204751

State of Louisiana1932 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0002 CREEK

028190
05620370206121

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0002 COLEWA CREEK

028200
05620510701041

State of Louisiana1924 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0017 CREEK

028210
05620510701741

State of Louisiana1924 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0017 CREEK

028220
05620510802401

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0017 CREEK

028230
05620510804221

State of Louisiana1924 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0017 COLEMAN BAYOU

028240
05620510809481

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0017 TIGER BAYOU

028250
05621610602961

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0134 LITTLE COLEWA BAYOU      

028260
05621610605441

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0134 LITTLE CREEK

028280
05621610703081

State of Louisiana1951 Not eligibleConcrete Deck GirderLA0134 ALLIGATOR BAYOU          

028290
05621850302481

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0585 CREEK

028300
05621850302751

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0585 CREEK

028310
05621850304391

State of Louisiana1953 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0577 BIG COLEWA BAYOU         

028320
05621850305011

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0577 CREEK

028330
05621850305721

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0577 CREEK

028340
05621850306741

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0577 CREEK

028460
05623330102541

State of Louisiana1956 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0582 CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

West Carroll Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

028560
05628620402001

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0588 DEEP GULLY

028570
05628620402851

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0588 ALLIGATOR BAYOU          

028600
05628620901201

State of Louisiana1938 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0586 CREEK

028620
05628620904361

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0586 TIGER BAYOU

028650
05628621400641

State of Louisiana1957 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0589 LYON BAYOU

028780
05628622200001

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0835 BOEUF RIVER

400094
P6232569911891

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA BAYOU    

400115
P6232496913191

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD FIVE MILE SLOUGH         

400117
P6232558912461

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD PINE BAYOU

400118
P6232496913051

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA BAYOU    

400119
P6232496912971

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA BAYOU    

400127
P6232550912651

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA BAYOU    

400128
P6232543912651

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD COLEWA BAYOU

400129
P6232524912651

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BLACK SLOUGH

400145
P6232492912841

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BELL BAYOU

400146
P6232492912821

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE COLEWA BAYOU      

400149
P6232496912981

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA BAYOU    
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Appendix C - National Register Status for Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

West Carroll Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

400150
P6232496912991

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA BAYOU    

400154
P6232458913481

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD THREE MILE SLOUGH        

400165
P6232415913661

Parish Highway Agency1968 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO BOEUF RIVER     

400187
P6232512912301

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LYON BAYOU

400229
P6232349913071

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LITTLE CREEK

400230
P6232349913511

Parish Highway Agency1969 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LITTLE CREEK    

400901
P6232510912351

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD LYON BAYOU
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

West Feliciana Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

055648
61630610400311

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA3057 WICKLIFFE CREEK          

055650
61630610402731

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 JASPER CREEK

055660
61630610403181

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 ALEXANDER CREEK          

055670
61630610408991

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 HAMMER CREEK TRIB        

055680
61630610409831

State of Louisiana1948 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0010 HAMMER CREEK

055690
61630610412701

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 VAUGHN CREEK

055700
61630610413111

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamLA0010 W FORK THOMPSON C        

055720
P6330505912401

Parish Highway Agency1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SPANGLE BRANCH           

055730
61632510101511

State of Louisiana1949 Previously determined 
eligible

Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)LA0066 BIG BAYOU SARA           

055740
61632510105051

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0066 JONES BRANCH

055790
61632510203641

State of Louisiana1961 Not eligibleConcrete Deck w/ Composite Welded I-
Beams

LA0066 LITTLE BAYOU SARA        

055880
61638630100991

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0969 LITTLE BAYOU SARA        

055940
61638630206381

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0421 MILL CREEK

055950
61638630207791

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0421 THOM CREEK

055970
61638630208131

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0421 MID FK THOM CR TR        

055980
61638630503071

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleTreated Timber Trestle (w/ Concrete Deck)LA0967 MILL CREEK

055990
61638630600721

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0965 WEST FORK BAYOU          
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

West Feliciana Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

056000
61638630601421

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0965 GRANTS BAYOU

056010
61638630603581

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0965 CHANEY CREEK

056020
61638630604081

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0965 CHANEY CREEK M F         

056030
61638630604561

State of Louisiana1959 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0965 CHANEY CREEK MF          

056050
61638630606221

State of Louisiana1969 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0965 THOMPSON CRK TRIB        

056090
61638630902141

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0964 RIDDLE CREEK

610213
P6330594912201

Parish Highway Agency1963 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD BAYOU

800677
P6330547911261

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD SPRING BRANCH

800683
P6330578912431

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD SANDY CREEK

800685
P6330559912461

Parish Highway Agency1967 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD WALTER CREEK

800689
P6330561912761

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLOCAL ROAD MOSHER CREEK

800708
P6330554911251

Parish Highway Agency1960 Not eligibleTimber Trestle w/ I-Beam Stringers (w/ 
Timber Deck)

LOCAL ROAD CASON CREEK

800710
P6330535912751

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLOCAL ROAD MADDEN CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Winn Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

044810
08640090405261

State of Louisiana1955 Not eligibleConcrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0071 LITTLE NATCHEZ BAYOU     

044910
08640220219471

State of Louisiana1959 Previously determined not 
eligible

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-BeamUS0084 LAS RR

045160
08640230506081

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 TANNEHILL CREEK          

045170
08640230506651

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 TANNEHILL CREEK          

045190
08640230508521

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

045200
08640230513072

State of Louisiana1958 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 CREEK

045210
08640230513862

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 BIG CREEK

045220
08640230514142

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabUS0167 BIG CREEK RELIEF         

045230
08640230516542

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertUS0167 ANTWINE CREEK

045250
08640910500611

State of Louisiana1941 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0126 SALINE BAYOU RELIEF      

045260
08640910501191

State of Louisiana1941 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0126 MILL CREEK

045580
08640920200001

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0156 SALINE BAYOU

045590
08640920201361

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0156 SPRING BRANCH

045600
08640920202491

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0156 HURRICANE CREEK          

045610
08640920203851

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0156 MILL CREEK

045620
08640920207941

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0156 LITTLE KIESCHE CREEK     

045630
08640920304781

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0156 BIG KIESCHE
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Winn Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

045760
08641230400201

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0034 IATT CREEK

045770
08641230400291

State of Louisiana1952 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0034 CREEK

045780
08641230400611

State of Louisiana1951 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA0034 REDLAND CREEK

045880
08641250101821

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0124 BIG BRANCH

045890
08641250102801

State of Louisiana1964 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0124 SANDY CREEK

045900
08641250104241

State of Louisiana1929 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0124 PINEY WOODS CREEK        

045910
08641250105971

State of Louisiana1929 Not eligibleConcrete Box CulvertLA0124 POPE CREEK

045920
08641250108581

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0124 GODFREY CREEK

045930
08641250108811

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0124 BEECH CREEK

045940
08641250108851

State of Louisiana1965 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA0124 BEECH CREEK

045950
08641260103171

State of Louisiana1963 Not eligibleConcrete SlabLA0499 BRUSHY CREEK

046022
08641260205591

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0499 CREEK

046030
08641260208491

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0499 CREEK

046040
08641260208851

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0499 ICE BRANCH

046050
08641260210101

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0499 ICE BRANCH

046060
08641260210201

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0499 CREEK

046220
08643210201791

State of Louisiana1954 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA0505 CANEY CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Winn Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

046310
08648640400651

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1228 PORT DE LUCE CREEK       

046320
08648640600221

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1232 CREEK

046330
08648640603121

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1232 LITTLE CREEK

046340
08648640604641

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1232 CREEK

046350
08648640605841

State of Louisiana1960 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA1232 KYIAIES CREEK

046380
08648640800441

State of Louisiana1968 Not eligibleConcrete Precast Slab UnitsLA12311 CREOSOTE BRANCH          

046400
08648640900091

State of Louisiana1940 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA1236 BRUSHY CREEK

046410
08648640902851

State of Louisiana1940 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA1236 DRAIN

046420
08648640903431

State of Louisiana1946 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA1236 LITTLE KIESCHE CR        

046430
08648640904431

State of Louisiana1940 Previously determined not 
eligible

Treated Timber TrestlesLA1236 KIESCHE CREEK

046480
08648641300861

State of Louisiana1949 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1229 REDLAND CREEK

046488
08648641400081

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1234 DRAIN

046490
08648641401221

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1234 DRAIN

046500
08648641401761

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1234 DRAIN

046510
08648641402471

State of Louisiana1967 Not eligibleTreated Timber TrestlesLA1234 DRAIN

700168
P6432023925141

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK

700196
P6431532924781

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner National Register Status

Winn Parish

Structure TypeFeature Crossed

700198
P6431540924841

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD COULEY CREEK

700200
P6431545925081

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD RANGE CREEK

700202
P6431549925171

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK

700206
P6431564925181

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD WHITE OAK CREEK          

700208
P6431572925121

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK

700210
P6431572925111

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK

700212
P6431524925231

Parish Highway Agency1970 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD LIME BRANCH

700314
P6431474925041

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD CREEK

700801
P6431487924561

Parish Highway Agency1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

LOCAL ROAD IATT CREEK

080604000002404 U.S. Forest Service1963 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 502 S. FORK MILE CR.

080604000002405 U.S. Forest Service1968 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 502 N. FORK MILE CREEK

080604000002413 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete slabFDR 520Bridge KILLAN CREEK

080604000002435 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligibleConcrete Prestressed Channel Units 
(Welded)

FDR 542 COULEY CREEK

080604000002436 U.S. Forest Service1965 Not eligiblePrestressed concrete channel beamFDR 542 COULEY CREEK
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Appendix D1 - Eligible, Previously Determined Eligible, and Listed Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Assumption Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

051390
61040050200001

State of Louisiana1958

This continuous steel plate girder main span displays innovative or complex technological solutions related to site conditions, which required a longer span.  The steel plate girder 
consists of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  A 
continuous plate girder span is uninterrupted over one or more intermediate supports, resulting in less materials and deflection and requiring additional engineering to reduce the 
stresses within the span.  The bridge also has exceptional main span length with three continuous plate girders, consisting of two 150-foot girders and one 200-foot girder together 
forming a 500-foot-long span.  The continuous steel plate girder bridge retains good integrity, and despite being a common type conveys exceptional significance and is eligible for 
listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALA0182 BAYOU BOEUF Open

051500
61042320113011

State of Louisiana1967

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible 
for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0070 PIERRE PART 
BAYOU

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

036520
08058051901631

State of Louisiana1921

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/ALA1177 BAYOU BOEUF Open

800106
P0531085920971

Parish Highway Agency1921

This bridge has significance as an early example and variation of the concrete deck girder subtype in Louisiana.  It is one of two concrete deck girder bridges constructed prior to the 
development of standard plans for concrete deck girders in 1922, and therefore distinctly represents early use of this bridge type in the state.  This bridge retains good integrity and 
clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  It is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ACARDINAL 
LOOP ROAD

CHOCTAW BAYOU Open

XXXX03 1916

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/AClosed road Bayou Des Glaises Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

012060
04080010300001

State of Louisiana1934

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  It conveys its engineering significance through the use of a K-truss configuration 
characterized by the arrangement of vertical and diagonal members to form a “K” in each truss panel.  In addition, the bridge displays innovative or complex technological solutions 
related to its site conditions, which consist of an arched cantilever main span and caisson pier construction to meet the challenges of crossing the Red River.  The K-truss is a rare 
variation both nationally and in Louisiana; this bridge is the only example in Louisiana to also incorporate a cantilevered span.  This bridge exhibits added beam guard, resulting in a 
minor loss of integrity, but is able to convey the significant design features of the through K-truss.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss 
(Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

Yes: Shreveport Commercial Historic DistrictUS0080 RED RIVER Open

012160
04080010310271

State of Louisiana1934

This concrete deck girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) program during the Depression-era to provide work relief and 
improved infrastructure.  Bridge construction was part of New Deal federal-relief efforts during the Depression.  A plaque on the bridge identifies it as a federal aid project and 
Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports document that it was a Depression-era work-relief project.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing that results in a minor loss of 
integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the NIRA.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 BAYOU FIFI Open

012200
04080010316232

State of Louisiana1930

This concrete box culvert has significance as an important example of a technological solution to particular site conditions.  Significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
design features, which consist of a double decker, multi-unit box design.  This unique design, where two rows of box culvert barrels are stacked, allowed for the relatively inexpensive 
culvert form to be used without flooding on the roadway. The culvert is able to convey its significant design features and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this culvert possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
culvert does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CLARKE BAYOU Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

012548
04080830300001

State of Louisiana1952

This Warren through truss bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as a major river crossing that eliminated a former ferry crossing.  The bridge is the first vehicular crossing of the 
Red River at this location.  The bridge was constructed by the Louisiana Department of Highways in 1952 to provide uninterrupted east-west highway through the northern portion of 
Louisiana.  Carrying LA 2, this bridge constitutes the only crossing of the Red River in Louisiana north of Shreveport.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an example of a distinctive truss bridge subtype.  Significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive features of the Warren 
through truss, consisting of five spans characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  This example has added verticals for bracing.  This 
bridge was built to a state standard plan (SHT-35-15).  This bridge exhibits an added concrete guardrail, resulting in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to clearly convey design 
features that demonstrate its significance as a major river crossing and as a distinctive truss bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0002 RED RIVER-
MILLER'S BLUFF 

Open

012750
04081020300001

State of Louisiana1968

This through truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  Significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive features of the Warren through 
truss, consisting of three spans characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  This example has added verticals for bracing and a polygonal 
top chord.  This bridge exhibits new concrete guardrail that results in a minor loss of integrity but is able to convey its significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0511 RED R.,C.FANT 
PKWY,AR TEA

Open
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Appendix D1 - Eligible, Previously Determined Eligible, and Listed Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

013480
04090010209141

State of Louisiana1927

This bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of 
this grade-separation structure is directly related to early initiatives by the state to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  Beginning in the 1920s, the state placed increased 
attention on creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and this bridge is an early example of those efforts.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the light posts that 
results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as an early grade separation structure.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 KCS RR Open

013970
04090450112421

State of Louisiana1940

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/ALA0001 CADDO LAKE Open

014400
04090530908941

State of Louisiana1937

This bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of 
this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway 
crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for 
highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing Program 
resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  A plaque on the bridge identifies it as a federal aid project and this project is also documented in the Louisiana 
Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant features to demonstrate its significance as the work of the Emergency 
Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

Yes: Shreveport Commercial Historic DistrictUS0071 ICG RR Open

014410
04090530908942

State of Louisiana1940

This steel I-beam bridge has significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of decorative features that together create an 
aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative metal railing, angular pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end posts, 
which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in 
the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

Yes: Shreveport Commercial Historic DistrictUS0071 ICG RR Open
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Appendix D1 - Eligible, Previously Determined Eligible, and Listed Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

014420
04090530908944

State of Louisiana1940

This steel I-beam bridge has significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of decorative features that together create an 
aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative metal railing, angular pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end posts, 
which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in 
the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

Yes: Shreveport Commercial Historic DistrictUS0071 ICG RR Open

014520
04090790106841

State of Louisiana1915

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3049 CREEK Open

014530
04090790111731

State of Louisiana1915

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3049 IRISH BAYOU Open

014640
04090850102711

State of Louisiana1928

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

N/ALA0530 BLACK BAYOU Closed

014900
04090960110031

State of Louisiana1930

This bridge has significance as an important variation of concrete slab construction.  This bridge features pier caps that are integrated into the concrete slab superstructure, which 
results in a monolithic design and represents a distinctive variation within the type.  Although the original concrete railings have been replaced with metal guard rails that results in a 
minor loss of integrity, the bridge continues to convey the significant design features of its type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends. This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0170 RED BAYOU Open

XXXX01 1914

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA Hwy 538 Caddo Lake Closed

XXXX06 1900

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/AAbandoned 
road

Cross Bayou Closed
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Appendix D1 - Eligible, Previously Determined Eligible, and Listed Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

031450
07100030405781

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has four main plate girder spans: two are 150 feet and two are 175 feet, which are considered exceptional main span lengths for steel plate girder bridges.  Steel plate 
girders consist of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the 
girder.  The bridge piers also display innovative or complex technological solutions related to geometric constraints.  The main span features framed steel pier caps, with tapered steel 
plate girders that frame into the steel piers, which are attached to the concrete foundations by hold-down anchors that resist uplift for loads on the pier.  The bearings consist of semi-
circular castings supported in steel U-shaped steel supports that are bolted to the stiffeners of the pier cap.  The narrow configuration of the pier, along with the fabricated steel 
construction of the pier shaft and cap and the hold-down anchor attachments to the concrete foundations, further lend to the engineering complexity of this bridge.  In addition, the 
framing system allows for a lower vertical profile for the bridge and provides for a reduced “footprint” for the piers.  The bridge retains good integrity, and despite being a common type 
conveys exceptional significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder N/AUS0090 US 90 OVER I-
10/RAMPS    

Open

031530
07100120100001

State of Louisiana1936

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0012 SABINE RIVER Open

031736
07100240103501

State of Louisiana1969

This steel plate and concrete girder bridge has five main plate girder spans.  Two are 150 feet and three are 200 feet, which are considered exceptional main span lengths for steel 
plate girder bridges.  Steel plate girders consist of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated by plate steel placed 
horizontally over the webs of the girder.  The bridge also has a notable overall length of 5,702 feet.  The bridge retains good integrity, and despite being a common type conveys 
exceptional significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder N/AUS0171 CALCASIEU 
RIVER          

Open

032780
07104509127691

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss 
(Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

N/A I0010 CALCASIEU 
RIVER, RR, STS.

Open

033353
07108101204221

State of Louisiana1968

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation 
within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0378 W FORK 
CALCASIEU 
RIVER   

Open
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Appendix D1 - Eligible, Previously Determined Eligible, and Listed Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

500271
P1030141931501

Parish Highway Agency1935

This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare type in Louisiana.   The distinguishing feature of rigid frame 
construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure components into a single cast-in-place unit, which this bridge clearly exhibits. The small sections of the historic 
concrete railing that are missing result in only a minor loss of integrity, as the bridge continues to convey the significant design features of its type. This bridge is eligible for listing in 
the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends. This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete rigid frame N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

047230
58118110104431

State of Louisiana1922

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0847 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE 
CUTOFF

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Cameron Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

033700
07121940200001

State of Louisiana1959

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s 
house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALA0082 MERMENTAU 
R./G.CHENIER   

Open

033730
07121940221101

State of Louisiana1956

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s 
house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALA0082 SUPERIOR 
CANAL           

Open

033760
07121953000931

State of Louisiana1963

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design 
features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and 
approach aprons.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant features of the pontoon swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Pontoon Bridge N/ALA0384 ICWW-
SWEET/GRAND 
LAKE    

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Concordia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

048070
58150260100001

State of Louisiana1940

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss 
(Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

N/AUS0065 MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER        

Open

1770309321 Corps of Engineers 
(Civil)

1959

This steel stringer bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its 
significance is demonstrated in the area of Conservation as a bridge that is part of an integrated spillway structure (overbank structure) that was constructed as part of a larger 
conservation effort constructed as part of a larger conservation effort.  The bridge and spillway were constructed to prevent the Mississippi River from diverting into the Atchafalaya 
River, which could dramatically change the landscape in south-central and southeastern Louisiana, as well as displace communities and industries served by the rivers.  This bridge 
and spillway is also related to managing flooding within the region.  This bridge is one of two spillways (the other bridge with integrated spillway is Recall No. F15771), and 
navigational canal that make up the larger Old River Control Structure. 

Although constructed in 1959 and considered a common type, this bridge possesses exceptional significance for its distinctive engineering and design features.  The bridge is part of 
an integrated spillway structure that spans 977 feet.  Significant engineering went into this bridge, which incorporates two different components: a vehicular bridge and a spillway 
structure that consists of a series of flood control gates that control a large quantity of water.  The bridge exhibits alterations that result in a minor loss of integrity, including 
reconstruction of a wing wall and riprap to prevent scouring under the spillway after it collapsed during the Flood of 1973.  The bridge continues to convey design features that 
demonstrate its significance as an integrated structure that is part of a larger conservation effort and as a distinctive example of engineering.  The bridge is eligible for the National 
Register under Criterion A: Conservation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Steel stringer/multi-beam 
or girder

N/ALA0015 OLD RIVER LOW 
SILL C.S.

Open

581501770309771 Corps of Engineers 
(Civil)

1959

This concrete girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its 
significance is demonstrated in the area of Conservation as a bridge that is part of an integrated spillway structure (overbank structure) that was constructed as part of a larger 
conservation effort.  The bridge and spillway were constructed to prevent the Mississippi River from diverting into the Atchafalaya River, which could dramatically change the 
landscape in south-central and southeastern Louisiana, as well as displace communities and industries served by the rivers.  This bridge and spillway are also related to managing 
flooding within the region.  This bridge is one of two spillways (the other bridge integrated with a spillway is recall number F15321) and a navigational canal that make up the larger 
Old River Control Structure.  

Although constructed in 1959 and considered a common type, this bridge also possesses exceptional significance for its distinctive engineering and design features.  The bridge is 
part of an integrated spillway structure that spans 3,504 feet.  Significant engineering went into this bridge, which incorporates two different components: a vehicular bridge with a 
notable overall span length to span the water feature and a spillway structure that consists of a series of flood control gates that control a large quantity of water.  The bridge retains 
good integrity and clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as an integrated structure that is part of a larger conservation effort and as distinctive example of 
engineering.  The bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Conservation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete stringer/multi-
beam or girder

N/ALA0015 OLD RIVER 
OBANK C.S.

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

017030
04160210100001

State of Louisiana1936

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Plate Girder - 
Suspended

N/AUS0084 SABINE RIVER Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

051880
61170071000001

State of Louisiana1939

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss 
(Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

N/AUS0190 OLD MISS.RIVER 
BR        

Open

052140
61170770400001

State of Louisiana1931

This pony truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The distinctive features that convey its engineering significance are its three Warren truss spans, 
comprised of diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  The bridge appears to conform to state standard plan (S-L-T-35).  This bridge exhibits added 
guardrail that results in a minor loss of integrity but is able to convey its significant design features.   This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/ALA0073 BAYOU MANCHAC Open

610023
U1730258910961

Parish Highway Agency1937

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The 
significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing Program during the Depression-era to provide safe 
railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide 
funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing 
Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway 
Commission biennial reports.  

This bridge also possesses significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of decorative features that together create an 
aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative concrete railing, angular pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end 
posts, which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as a work funded through 
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act and a structure with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and 
Transportation and under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

N/ACITY 
STREET       

K.C.S. RR Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

700682
P2231280923681

Parish Highway Agency1919

This bridge has significance as an early example of the concrete deck girder subtype in Louisiana.  It is one of two concrete deck girder bridges constructed prior to the development 
of standard plans for concrete deck girders in 1922, and therefore distinctly represents early use of this bridge type in the state. 
This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.   It is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD MARTEAU BAYOU Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

005800
03232370100141

State of Louisiana1940

This double-leaf trunnion bascule bridge with steel plate girder spans has significance as a distinctive example of the bascule type.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence 
of distinctive engineering and design features of the double-leaf trunnion bascule bridge type, which is characterized by two opposing leaves that rotate around trunnions, racks and 
pinions for moving each span, counterweights that descend into enclosed pits, and locking mechanisms that enable the cantilevered spans to withstand live loads and remain stable 
when in closed position.  The bridge exhibits alteration to the operator’s house that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this bridge 
type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Bascule 
Span

Yes: East Main Street Historic DistrictLA0086 BAYOU TECHE Open

005860
03232410100161

State of Louisiana1944

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s 
house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALA0671 BAYOU TECHE Open

005900
03234003100241

State of Louisiana1965

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey 
significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0086 BAYOU TECHE Open

006200
03238231400251

State of Louisiana1967

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey 
significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0344 BAYOU TECHE Open
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Appendix D1 - Eligible, Previously Determined Eligible, and Listed Pre-1971 Bridges

Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

006210
03238231406331

State of Louisiana1964

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0344 TECHE BAYOU Open

200883
P2330019914421

Parish Highway Agency1940

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel High Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU Open

200901
P2329573914291

Other State Agency1930

This pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge, as well as an important variation within the swing bridge type.  Distinctive features that demonstrate 
this variation include its variable-depth Warren truss superstructure configuration with separate trusses for each swing arm, connected with pinned horizontal members.  Its 
significance is further demonstrated in its manually operated swing mechanism, which is an important variation within the type.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys 
the significant design features of this variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Iberville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

054360
61242190107251

State of Louisiana1960

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a standard plan (SS30A-90-24P) served as a general guide for the design 
and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this 
subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0077 INTRACOASTAL 
WATERWAY

Open

054480
61242300309551

State of Louisiana1957

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design 
features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and 
approach aprons.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant features of the pontoon swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Pontoon Bridge N/ALA0997 BAYOU 
PIDGEON/LOWER 
GRAND RIVER 
WAY

Open

054730
61248241800081

State of Louisiana1964

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design 
features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and 
approach aprons.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house and a replacement winch with support structure that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to 
convey the significant design features of the type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Pontoon Bridge N/ALA0075S UPPER GRAND 
R/BAYOU SORREL

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

000060
02260060100001

State of Louisiana1936

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss 
(Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

N/AUS0090 MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER        

Open

000810
02268263900071

State of Louisiana1947

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALA0302 BAYOU 
BARATARIA          

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

049130
58300220400901

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of 
this grade separation structure is directly related to early initiatives by the state to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  Beginning in the 1920s, the state placed increased 
attention on creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and this bridge is an early example of those efforts.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing that results in 
a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as an early grade-separation structure.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0084 MISSOURI 
PACIFIC 
RAILROAD

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

006520
03282130500001

State of Louisiana1948

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (S-L-7) served as a general guide for the 
design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the original railing and operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the 
significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0092 VERMILION RIVER Open

007170
03288281401231

State of Louisiana1951

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (S-L-9-15) served as a general guide for 
the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0733 VERMILION RIVER Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Lafourche Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

000880
02290050700011

State of Louisiana1936

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge exhibits an alteration to the original railing that results in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0182 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

Open

000920
02290640503281

State of Louisiana1960

This tower drive vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  Distinctive engineering features that convey 
this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive mechanisms, which power the two sheaves on each tower.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan 
(SL50-150-28).  The bridge retains good integrity and conveys significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0001 INTRACOASTAL 
CANAL

Open

000930
02290640601401

State of Louisiana1959

This tower drive vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  Distinctive engineering features that convey 
this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive mechanisms, which power the two sheaves on each tower.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan 
(SL50-150-28).  The bridge retains good integrity and conveys significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0001 COMPANY CANAL 
LOCKPORT

Open

001030
02294070100001

State of Louisiana1970

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation 
within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0308 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

Closed
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Lafourche Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

001304
02298291400791

State of Louisiana1940

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a variable-depth girder.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (SS-33) served as a general guide for the design and 
construction of this bridge.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0655 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

Open

200860
P2929438903641

Parish Highway Agency1968

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation 
within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE 
BAYOU          

Open

200863
P2929355902801

Parish Highway Agency1969

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design 
features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and 
approach aprons.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house and railing that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of 
the type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.     

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Pontoon Bridge N/ALOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE 
BAYOU          

Open

200886
P2929260901781

Parish Highway Agency1956

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design 
features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and 
approach aprons.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of the pontoon 
swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Pontoon Bridge N/ALOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE 
BAYOU          

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

056360
62322600200001

State of Louisiana1963

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a variable-depth girder.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house and railing that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to 
convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0042 AMITE RIVER Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Madison Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

400345
P3332300911891

Parish Highway Agency1950

This pony truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design features are its three Warren truss spans, characterized by 
diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  This example has added verticals for bracing.  This bridge exhibits welded alterations to the floor beams that 
result in a minor loss of integrity, but the bridge is able to convey its significant design features.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/ALOCAL ROAD TENSAS RIVER Open

000043690-00025 Bureau of Fish and 
Wildlife

1908

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype and for its method of construction.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its Pratt 
truss, characterized by vertical members in compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in the central panel.  The bridge displays pinned primary connections; this 
construction method is only found on early bridges of which two examples were identified statewide.  This bridge exhibits replacement substructure and approach spans, resulting in a 
minor loss of integrity.  Because the truss itself is intact, the bridge continues to convey its significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/AOLD HWY 80 JUDD BAYOU Open

XXXX04 1930

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ARailroad/Vehic
ular

Mississippi River Closed
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

023620
05340160509191

State of Louisiana1938

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The 
significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe 
railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide 
funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing 
Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway 
Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing with the addition of guardrail that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance 
as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

N/AUS0165 MISSOURI 
PACIFIC 
RAILROAD

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

XXXX02 Other Local Agency1912

This through truss bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its 
significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important local crossing.  The Cane River Bridge, constructed in 1912, replaced an earlier ferry and provided a 
crossing that allowed more reliable access to railroad connections for the community that had previously been interrupted by flooding.  

The bridge also possesses significance as an important example of a distinctive subtype of truss bridge and for its method of construction.  The distinctive features that convey its 
engineering significance are its three Pratt truss spans, which are characterized by vertical members in compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in the central 
panel.  The Cane River Bridge displays pinned primary connections; this construction method is only found on early bridges of which only two examples were identified statewide.  
This bridge exhibits a replacement substructure and added guardrail, resulting in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey design features that demonstrate its significance as 
an essential local river crossing and as an important truss bridge subtype with a distinctive method of construction.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/AClosed Road Cane River Lake Closed
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Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

001390
02360060500001

State of Louisiana1930

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss Swing 
Span

N/AUS0090 CHEF MENTEUR 
PASS        

Open

001552
02360180200001

State of Louisiana1928

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Plate Girder Bascule 
Span

N/AUS0011 LAKE 
PONTCHARTRAIN 
      

Open

001570
U3629578900151

Other Local Agency1919

This Strauss trunnion bascule bridge with truss superstructure has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important crossing built to span the Industrial Canal in New Orleans.  The canal 
opened in 1923 to connect Lake Pontchartrain with the Mississippi River and allows access for cargo ships and barges to river wharves.  Completed in 1919, this is one of the four 
original bascule bridges built to cross the canal (three are extant).   

The bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive subtype within the bascule bridge type.  Distinctive engineering features include its heel trunnion patented design.  The bridge 
was also engineered with a truss superstructure to carry rail and vehicular traffic over the Industrial Canal, features that further convey its engineering and design significance.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations with the removal of railroad tracks and deck replacement that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey design features that demonstrate its 
significance as an important crossing along New Orleans’ Industrial Canal and as a distinctive bascule bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion 
A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Steel Plate Girder Bascule 
Span

Yes: Holy Cross Historic DistrictCITY 
STREET       

INDUSTRIAL 
CANAL         

Open

001630
02361480201061

State of Louisiana1967

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive type of truss bridge.  Significance is demonstrated through an innovative or complex technological 
solution related to site conditions, consisting of the use of a cantilever truss with a tied-arch suspended span to meet the challenges of crossing the Gulf Outlet Canal. Significance is 
also demonstrated by the presence of distinctive features of the Warren through truss, which is characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  
This example has added verticals for bracing.    This bridge exhibits a replacement parapet on one approach span that results in a minor loss of integrity, but is able to convey its 
significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A

Steel High Truss 
(Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

N/ALA0047 INTRACOASTAL 
WATERWAY(GULF
 OUTLET)

Open

020375
02360463102341

State of Louisiana1957

This tower drive vertical lift bridge with Warren through truss main span has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  
Distinctive engineering features that convey this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive mechanisms, which power the two sheaves on each tower.  The bridge 
exhibits in-kind replacement of stringers and the grid deck and alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0039 CLAIBORNE 
BRIDGE         

Open
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Recall No.*
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Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

102113
U3630002900581

City or Municipal 
Highway Agency

1937

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco 
style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated benches, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  A bas-relief 
sculpture of a reclined figure, designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhances this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that 
demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open

102114
U3630002900571

City or Municipal 
Highway Agency

1937

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco 
style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, inscribed vertical lines, crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated benches, bold font used for the WPA stamp.  
Bas-relief sculptures of WPA workers with construction tools, designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly 
conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

102115
U3630000900541

City or Municipal 
Highway Agency

1939

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco 
style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, inscribed vertical lines, crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, bold font used for the WPA stamp.  This bridge retains 
good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is 
eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open

102226
P3629591900591

Other Local Agency1938

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Though more modest than other arches in City Park, the combination of features conveys the overall 
design aesthetic of the Art Deco style, which include the overall structure design, beveled piers and parapets, recessed arch ring, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  As a later 
example of a reinforced concrete arch in City Park, the bridge reflects the evolution of the Art Deco style as the design aesthetic became simplified and influenced by the Streamlined 
Moderne style.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with 
high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open

102227
P3629591900571

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1924

This reinforced concrete arch has significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced 
concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the 
Classical Revival style, which is expressed by a curved railing with arched posts, decorative carved flowers and inscribed cartouche on the parapet, integrated lamp posts with 
decorative Revival style lantern, and decorative endposts with integrated concrete urns and recessed panels.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant 
design features within its type and high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

102233
P3629593900551

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1938

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco 
style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, inscribed vertical lines, crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated lighting, and bold font used for the WPA 
stamp.  This bridge exhibits one alteration that results in a minor loss of integrity, the replacement of an original light fixture in the parapet with a comparable style.  This continues to 
clearly convey design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National 
Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open

102234
P3629592900561

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1938

This concrete rigid frame bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history. 
Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era. Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period. Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts. Bridge construction was part of New Deal 
federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare bridge type in Louisiana, and for possessing high artistic 
value. The distinguishing feature of rigid frame construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure into a single monolithic, cast-in-place unit, which this bridge clearly 
exhibits. In addition, this bridge displays architectural treatments and decorative elements that convey the overall design aesthetic of the Art Deco style and make the structure 
visually distinctive in its urban parkway setting. This includes the haunched span, vertical ribbing and flutes on the posts, curved end walls, and bold font used for the WPA stamp. 
This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic 
value. This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering

Concrete rigid frame N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

102235
P3629594900561

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1936

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco 
style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated benches, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  Bas-relief 
sculptures of reclined figures and tools for construction and farming, designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and 
clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the 
National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open

102236
P3629595900071

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1936

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco 
style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  Bas-relief sculptures titled “Work” and 
“Earth” depicting WPA tools, designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that 
demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

102237
P3629599900571

Local Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1936

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the 
Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical 
Revival and Art Deco stylized influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of New 
Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency Relieve Administration (FERA) during the 
Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete 
arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco 
style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  Bas-relief sculptures of WPA workers 
employed in construction activities, designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features 
that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Arch N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

024400
05370010918151

State of Louisiana1935

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Plate Girder Bascule 
Span

N/AUS0080 OUACHITA RIVER-
LOUISVILLE

Open

024430
05370020103111

State of Louisiana1935

This continuous steel rolled I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) program during the 
Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific 
legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  
This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission biennial reports.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a variation within this otherwise common bridge type.  This bridge consists of three beams spanning uninterrupted over intermediate piers 
that together form a 181-foot-long continuous span.  The presence of a significant main span length represents an innovative or complex solution related to site conditions, which was 
required to cross a railroad corridor and topography.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the substructure with the addition of bent supports that results in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey its design features that demonstrate its significance as a structure funded through the NIRA and as a distinctive variation within the bridge type. This bridge is 
eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/AUS0080 MO PAC RR 
SICARD         

Open

XXXX11 City or Municipal 
Highway Agency

1910

This bridge was formerly identified under recall number 400816.  This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare type 
in Louisiana. The distinguishing feature of rigid frame construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure components into a single cast-in-place unit, which this bridge 
clearly exhibits.  This bridge has fascia girders that extend above the deck.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  It is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends. This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete rigid frame N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU DESIARD Closed
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Plaquemines Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

002500
02380620200432

State of Louisiana1967

This tower drive vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  Distinctive engineering features that convey 
this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive mechanisms, which power the two sheaves on each tower.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan 
(SL50-150-28).  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house and replacement of isolated mechanical components and counterweight ropes that results in a minor loss of 
integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0023 I C WATERWAY Closed
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

054830
61390080306461

State of Louisiana1945

This concrete deck girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important crossing of the Morganza Floodway.  This floodplain was created in the 1940s when the U.S 
War Department began diverting water from the Mississippi into the Atchafalaya River to prevent flooding of the lower reaches of the Mississippi River.  The diversion channels and 
floodplains crossed existing state highways, preventing any vehicular use during periods of flooding.  At the request of the federal government, the Louisiana Highway Department 
upgraded portions of the effected highways with high-level bridges above the floodplain.  The Morganza Floodway Bridge was completed in 1945, and provided uninterrupted access 
over the Morganza floodplain.  

This bridge also possesses significance due to its exceptional overall length.  The overall length of this non-continuous, multi-span bridge is nearly 19,000 feet, far exceeding the 
overall length of all other concrete deck girder bridges.  Substantial overall structure length typically indicates challenging site conditions, and thus this bridge is a reflection of the 
complexity of engineering required for spanning a long distance.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as a 
floodplain crossing and a structure with significant design features within its type.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 MORGANZA 
FLDWY           

Open

054850
61390520302671

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0001 MORGANZA 
SPILLWAY        

Open

054900
61391770105911

State of Louisiana1964

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Conservation and Transportation as a vertical lift structure over the Old River Navigation Canal. The 
bridge and canal were constructed as part of a larger conservation effort to ensure in the late 1950s the Mississippi River would not divert into the Atchafalaya River.  The canal was 
constructed to provide passage of waterway traffic between the Mississippi River and the Atchafalaya River, while the bridge carries LA 15 over the canal.  The vertical lift 
configuration allowed for necessary navigational clearance under the bridge.  The bridge and canal are associated with two spillways (related bridges are Recall Nos. F15771 and 
F15321) that make up the larger Old River Control Structure.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive 
machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the 
navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as an integral component of a 
larger conservation project and as a variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Conservation and Transportation and 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0015 OLD RIVER NAV. 
CANAL     

Open

054918
61392190600021

State of Louisiana1923

This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare bridge type in Louisiana. The distinguishing feature of this type of 
construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure into a single monolithic, cast-in-place unit, which this bridge clearly exhibits. This bridge retains good integrity and 
clearly conveys the significant design features within its type. This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends. This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete rigid frame N/ALA0010 STREAM Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

054920
61392190603121

State of Louisiana1923

This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare bridge type in Louisiana. The distinguishing feature of this type of 
construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure into a single monolithic, cast-in-place unit, which this bridge clearly
exhibits. This bridge has added visual distinction with its diagonal braces that extend from the bottoms of the girders to the abutments. This bridge retains good integrity and clearly 
conveys the significant design features within its type. This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends. This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Concrete rigid frame N/ALA0010 BAYOU MORRIS Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

039520
08400150102341

State of Louisiana1918

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/AUS0165B KCS RAILROAD Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

026240
05420260907001

State of Louisiana1939

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0015 BOEUF RIVER Open

027160
05428421300071

State of Louisiana1926

This through truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its Camelback through truss, characterized by 
vertical members in compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in the central panel and a five-sloped polygonal top chord.  The bridge was built to a state standard 
plan (S-H-T-4).  Built in 1926, the bridge was relocated in 1966 from Bayou D’Arbonne in Union Parish to its present location carrying LA 132.  This bridge exhibits replacement 
substructure and approach spans, resulting in a minor loss of integrity.  The bridge also exhibits altered portal bracing and replacement guardrail.  Despite these, the bridge is able to 
convey its significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0132 BOEUF RIVER Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Bernard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

002650
02442840204921

State of Louisiana1956

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0046 BAYOU LA 
LOUTRE          

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Charles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

002820
02450070309182

State of Louisiana1935

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0061 BONNET CARRE Open

002830
02458450600001

State of Louisiana1935

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Public Works Administration (PWA) program established by the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) 
during the Depression-era to provide work relief and improved infrastructure.  A plaque on the bridge identifies it as a federal aid project and Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial 
reports document that it was a Depression-era work-relief project.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design 
features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  Based on as-
built plans, it appears that state standard plan (S-C-105) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  This bridge has undergone several alterations, 
including changes to its mechanical equipment, altered windows and doors on the operator’s house, and the removal of locking mechanisms important to the function of the movable 
span.  Although this bridge is still operable, the method of operation has changed from a technologically sophisticated electronic system to a manually operated structure, which, 
combined with other alterations, cumulatively results in a loss of integrity and a change to the original design and engineering of the bridge under Criterion C.  This bridge is not 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C.  However, despite these alterations, the bridge does continue to convey design features that demonstrate its significance 
as a work of the PWA and is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0631 BAYOU 
DESALLEMAND     
   

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. James Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

203760
61474260200721

State of Louisiana1964

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  Significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive features of the Warren 
through truss, which is characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  This example has added verticals for bracing.  In addition, the bridge 
displays innovative or complex technological solutions related to site conditions, which consist of a continuous main span and caisson construction of the piers to meet the challenges 
of crossing the Mississippi River.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of the continuous Warren through truss.   This bridge is eligible 
for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss 
(Cantilevered Through 
Truss)

N/ALA0070 MISS RIVER/LA 
18/LA 44   

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

007300
03490080402331

State of Louisiana1961

This prestressed concrete girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important crossing of the West Atchafalaya Floodway.  In order to continue uninterrupted vehicular access 
over the floodplain when flooded, the state constructed six high-level bridges (in three pairs) in the 1960s to cross over the floodplain, including this bridge and its parallel structure 
(Recall No. 007310).  This is one-half of the only remaining pair of bridges as the other two pairs were replaced in 2004-2005.  This bridge and its parallel structure provided 
uninterrupted access across the West Atchafalaya Floodway.   

Although constructed in 1961 and considered a common type, this bridge possesses exceptional engineering significance.  This bridge and its parallel structure are the first 
prestressed concrete girder bridges constructed by the state.  Plans were approved in 1958 and the bridges were constructed in 1961, during the early period of prestressed concrete 
use in Louisiana.  This bridge retains good integrity and continues to convey design features that demonstrate its significance as a floodplain crossing and as a structure with 
exceptional significance within its type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Prestressed 
Girders

N/AUS0190 ATCHAFALAYA  
FLOODWAY    

Open

007310
03490080402332

State of Louisiana1961

This prestressed concrete girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important crossing of the West Atchafalaya Floodway.  In order to continue uninterrupted vehicular access 
over the floodplain when flooded, the state constructed six high-level bridges (in three pairs) in the 1960s to cross over the floodplain, including this bridge and its parallel structure 
(Recall No. 007300).  This is one half of the only remaining pair of bridges as the other two pairs were replaced in 2004-2005.  This bridge and its parallel structure and provided 
uninterrupted access over the West Atchafalaya Floodway.   

Although constructed in 1961 and considered a common type, this bridge also possesses exceptional engineering significance.  This bridge and its parallel structure, which is nearly 
identical, are the first prestressed concrete girder bridges constructed by the state.  Plans were approved in 1958 and the bridges were constructed in 1961, during the early period of 
prestressed concrete use in Louisiana.  The bridge, which carries eastbound US 190 traffic over the Atchafalaya Spillway, was widened in 1974 with the addition of a new concrete 
girder on the outside of the structure.  However, the design and materials are sympathetic to the original bridge design and it does not detract from the integrity.  Despite this 
alteration, this bridge retains good integrity and continues to convey design features that demonstrate its significance as a floodplain crossing and as a structure with exceptional 
significance within its type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Prestressed 
Girders

N/AUS0190 ATCHAFALAYA 
FLDWY        

Open

008120
03493800404371

State of Louisiana1937

This removable span bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its 
significance is demonstrated through its association with U.S. Works Program Highway funds to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  The 
construction of this bridge was part of New Deal federal-relief efforts.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway 
Commission biennial reports.  

The bridge also possesses significance as an important variation of the steel I-beam bridge subtype.  Its design features include the floor beam extensions and the open grated deck 
to allow for removal of the steel beam center span.  It appears to follow standard plans from the 1930s.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the open grate, which has been covered with 
pavement making it challenging to remove the span.  These changes result in a major loss of integrity because the removable span no longer functions in the manner in which it was 
designed.  As a result, the bridge is not eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C.  However, despite these alterations, the bridge continues to convey design 
features that demonstrate its significance as a work of a Depression-era program and is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam w/ 
Removable Span

N/ALA0103 BAYOU 
COURTABLEAU     
   

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

XXXX10 Parish Highway Agency1950

This pony truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its Pratt truss, characterized by vertical members in 
compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in the central panel.  The bridge is additionally significant as a rare example of a Pratt pony truss, of which only two 
known examples remain in Louisiana.  The truss was moved to this location c. 1985. The relocation of the truss does not diminish its ability to display significance as a Pratt truss. A 
railroad flatcar (c. 2011) has been placed atop fill added to both approaches and now carries the traffic approximately 2 feet above the deck of the truss structure.  The flatcar’s length 
exceeds that of the truss, and it does not come into contact with any part of the earlier structure and its placement has not resulted in any physical alteration to the truss.  The flatcar 
functions as a separate load-carrying structure, with the Pratt truss supporting only its own weight below the flatcar.  The addition of the flatcar and relocation of the truss constitutes a 
minor loss of integrity, as the bridge is still able to convey its significant design features.  The railroad flatcar is identified under recall number 030006.  The bridge is eligible for listing 
in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

008570
03500560400141

State of Louisiana1950

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span Yes: Breaux Bridge Historic DistrictLA03361 TECHE BAYOU Open

008690
03502380300131

State of Louisiana1942

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a variable-depth girder.  Based on as-built plans that date to before the 1940 reorganization of the LHC into the LDH, it appears that a state 
standard plan (S-S-48) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of 
integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0096 BAYOU TECHE 
ST M.        

Open

008700
03504003000331

State of Louisiana1950

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (S-L-6-15) served as a general guide for 
the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0350 BAYOU TECHE 
PARKS        

Open

200896
P5030169914401

Parish Highway Agency1967

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as movable bridge and as a variation within the pontoon swing bridge type.   Distinctive engineering features that convey this variation 
include a main pontoon span with a secondary steel I-beam deck above the floating pontoon that lifts and lowers using a system of cables, six sheaves, pins, and large cylindrical 
counterweights.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant features of this variant of the pontoon swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Pontoon Bridge N/ALOCAL ROAD CROCODILE 
BAYOU          

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

XXXX05 1920

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel movable - swing N/AONeal 
Boudreaux Rd

Bayou Teche Closed
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

008970
03510040609371

State of Louisiana1941

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its K-truss configuration, characterized by 
the arrangement of vertical and diagonal members to form a “K” in each truss panel.  The K-truss is a rare variation both nationally and in Louisiana.  This bridge retains good integrity 
and clearly conveys the significant design features of the through K- truss.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0182 CHARENTON Open

009000
03510050100001

State of Louisiana1932

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its K-truss configuration characterized by 
the arrangement of vertical and diagonal members to form a “K” in each truss panel.  This bridge also appears to conform to a 1931 standard plan (SHT-29-15).  The K-truss is a rare 
variation both nationally and in Louisiana.  Significance is also demonstrated through an innovative or complex technological solution related to site conditions, consisting of the use of 
caisson construction of the piers to meet the challenges of crossing the Atchafalaya River at Berwick Bay.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys its significant design 
features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0182 ATCHAF.R/BERWI
CK BAY     

Open

009130
03512410209141

State of Louisiana1945

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s 
house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALA0324 BAYOU TECHE Open

009180
03514083000201

State of Louisiana1941

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALA0323 BAYOU TECHE 
OAKLAWN

Open

009280
03518510900241

State of Louisiana1963

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible 
for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA3069 BAYOU TECHE 
FRANKLIN

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

200872
P5129425912111

Parish Highway Agency1969

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU Open

200874
P5129496913161

Parish Highway Agency1959

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD TECHE BAYOU Open
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Recall No.*
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St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

058710
62520060705291

State of Louisiana1933

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/AUS0090 WEST PEARL 
RIVER         

Open

058720
62520060706701

State of Louisiana1933

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/AUS0090 WEST MIDDLE 
RIVER        

Open

058730
62520060707111

State of Louisiana1933

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/AUS0090 MIDDLE MIDDLE 
PEARL RIVER

Open

058740
62520060707701

State of Louisiana1933

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/AUS0090 E MIDDLE PEARL 
RIVER     

Open

058750
62520060800001

State of Louisiana1933

This Parker through truss swing bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as a major river crossing that eliminated a former ferry crossing and as an integral part of the Rigolets to 
Pearlington shortcut between Louisiana and the Mississippi Gulf Coast.  This bridge is the first vehicular crossing carrying US 90 (Old Spanish Trail) over the East Pearl River and 
provided the final link in a 22-mile shortcut between New Orleans and the Mississippi Gulf Coast.  The construction of the bridge was part of a larger Louisiana Highway Department 
effort in the 1930s to upgrade the route and eliminate all ferry crossings along the route.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design 
features of a through truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Parker truss configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house centered above 
the roadway, over the pivot pier.  In addition to the Parker truss swing span this bridge has two fixed Parker truss spans.  This bridge appears to conform to state standard plan (S-S-
54).  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a major river crossing and as a distinctive movable bridge subtype.  
The bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Steel High Truss Swing 
Span

N/AUS0090 EAST PEARL 
RIVER         

Open

058930
62520131210841

State of Louisiana1938

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/AUS0190 BAYOU LACOMBE Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

059090
62520180400531

State of Louisiana1937

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The 
significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe 
railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide 
funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing 
Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway 
Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing with the addition of guardrail that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance 
as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

N/AUS0011 NO&NE 
RAILROAD           

Open

059730
62522800303311

State of Louisiana1937

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The 
significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe 
railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide 
funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing 
Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway 
Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing with the addition of guardrail and the addition of fabricated plate to protect the underside of the bridge that 
results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register 
under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

N/ALA0036 ICG RAILROAD Open

203830
P5230123900732

Other Local Agency1956

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Truss Bascule Span N/ALOCAL ROAD LAKE 
PONTCHARTRAIN 
      

Open

203832
P5230123900731

Other Local Agency1956

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Truss Bascule Span N/ALOCAL ROAD LAKE 
PONTCHARTRAIN 
      

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

620266
P5230253900571

Parish Highway Agency1936

This culvert has significance as an important example of a multi-plate arch, which is a distinctive culvert subtype.  It also possesses high artistic value associated with the Rustic 
style.  Significance is demonstrated by its notable ornamental features, including decorative stone masonry with prominent arch rings and capstones and flared wingwalls. All exterior 
walls are covered with a veneer of random-coursed, ashlar stone with highly rusticated surfaces in the Rustic style.  The bridge has a low parapet with rusticated stonework and 
prominent capstones.  This culvert retains good integrity and clearly conveys its design significance as a multi-plate arch and through its overall design aesthetic.  This culvert is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this culvert possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
culvert does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

062080
62534529000003

State of Louisiana1957

This steel I-beam bridge has exceptional significance for its early use of prestressed concrete cylinder piles.  According to a Louisiana Civil Engineer article from August 2002 
regarding prestressed concrete research at Tulane University, the high-level bridge carrying US 51 over Pass Menchac was a notable structure to utilize this type of pile in the 1950s.  
Constructed in 1957, the bridge is one of the first examples of a Louisiana bridge that utilized prestressed concrete structural elements, which began to be used nationally in the 
1950s.  In addition, the bridge has a notable overall length of 3,012 feet.  The steel I-beam bridge with prestressed concrete cylinders retains good integrity, and despite being a 
common type conveys exceptional significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.          

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel I-Beam - Suspended N/AUS0051 PASS MANCHAC Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

003240
02550659104061

State of Louisiana1941

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  Based on as-built plans that date to before the 1940 reorganization of the LHC into the LDH, it appears 
that a state standard plan (S-L-6) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor 
loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0024 LITTLE 
CAILLOU           

Open

003390
02552450207341

State of Louisiana1964

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey 
significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0315 FALGOUT CANAL Open

003480
02552473000011

State of Louisiana1963

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type. This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves. This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length. It appears that state standard plan (S-L-6) served as a general guide for the design and construction of 
this bridge. The bridge exhibits alterations to the original railing and operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of 
this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical
events or trends. This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0058 PETIT CAILLOU Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

003500
02552473001581

State of Louisiana1963

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan (SL-11-15).  The bridge retains good integrity 
and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0058 BAYOU 
TERREBONNE       
  

Open

003620
02558550800481

State of Louisiana1964

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation 
within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0661 BAYOU LACARPE Open

200850
02552459001261

State of Louisiana1953

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as an important variation within the subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing subtype, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning 
mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  Significance is further conveyed by the manually operated turning mechanism and associated components, which are intact.  This 
particular example also features a variable-depth girder.  Guardrail has been added to the original railing and restricts the opening.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state 
standard plan (S-348-15-Rev) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge retains its original manual power source and associated 
components, including original gears and deck access point.  Despite the addition of the guardrail, the bridge continues to convey the significant design features of the subtype and 
this important variation.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0315 PROVOST BAYOU Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

200852
P5529297903441

Parish Highway Agency1968

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a truss swing span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure 
above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  The 
bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD PETIT CAILLOU 
BAYOU      

Open

200858
P5529412905941

Parish Highway Agency1945

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a steel I-beam swing span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower 
structure above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  The bridge exhibits alterations, including the addition of a suspended metal walkway on one side 
that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel I-Beam Swing Span N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU Open

200859
P5529346904851

Parish Highway Agency1958

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a steel I-beam swing span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower 
structure above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this 
subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel I-Beam Swing Span N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE BLACK 
BAYOU       

Open

200865
P5529246904711

Parish Highway Agency1960

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a truss swing span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure 
above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  A strengthening member has been welded to the top chord of the trusses that results in a minor loss of 
integrity, but the bridge continues to convey significant design features of the cable-stayed swing bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.    

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD DU LARGE 
BAYOU           

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

200868
P5529283904221

Parish Highway Agency1960

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive 
engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a truss swing span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure 
above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  A strengthening member has been welded to the top chord of the trusses that results in a minor loss of 
integrity, but the bridge continued to convey significant design features of the cable-stayed swing bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Low Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAND CAILLOU 
BAYOU      

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

009430
03570550600131

State of Louisiana1938

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span Yes: Downtown Abbeville Historic DistrictLA0014 VERMILION 
R/ABBEVILLE    

Open

009460
03570553001081

State of Louisiana1964

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0014BY VERMILION 
R/ABBEVILLE    

Open

009680
03571940707511

State of Louisiana1955

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation 
based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0082 VERMILION R 
PERRY        

Open

009690
03572070106671

State of Louisiana1965

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering 
and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  
This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey 
significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder Swing 
Span

N/ALA0082 OLD ICC L 
PRAIRE         

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

010130
03573970304251

State of Louisiana1960

This Warren through truss swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive engineering and design features of a through truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, 
and operator’s house centered above the roadway, over the pivot pier.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the original railing that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to 
convey significant design features within the swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel High Truss Swing 
Span

N/ALA0330 BAYOU TIGRE Open
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Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

042700
08580290100001

State of Louisiana1937

This bridge is listed in the National Register.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0008 SABINE RIVER @ 
BURR FERRY

Open
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Recall No.*
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Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

018970
04600270309511

State of Louisiana1934

This concrete deck girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana 
history.  The significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) program during the Depression-era to 
provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was 
passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  This bridge’s 
association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing that results in a 
minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the NIRA.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and 
Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0371 ICG RR @ 
SIBLEY          

Open

019040
04600270313242

State of Louisiana1935

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The 
significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe 
railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide 
funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing 
Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway 
Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction.  This bridge 
does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

N/AUS0371 KCS RR MINDEN Open
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West Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

055130
61610080102931

State of Louisiana1939

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The 
significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade Crossing Program during the Depression-era to provide safe 
railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide 
funds for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing 
Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway 
Commission biennial reports. 

This bridge also possesses significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of decorative features that together create an 
aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative concrete railing, arched pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end 
posts, which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  The bridge is altered with the addition of a concrete median barrier that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey 
design features that demonstrate its significance as a work funded through the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act and as a structure with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible 
for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ 
Steel I-Beam

N/AUS0190 LA 415/M P RR @ 
LOBDELL  

Open

055240
61610500708321

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge with a continuous steel plate girder main span and an identical parallel span (Recall 055250) displays innovative or complex technological solutions related to site 
conditions, which required a longer span.  The steel plate girder consists of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated 
by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  A continuous plate girder span is uninterrupted over one or more intermediate supports, resulting in less materials and 
deflection and requiring additional engineering to reduce the stresses within the span.  The bridge also has exceptional main span length with three continuous plate girders, 
consisting of two 150-foot girders and one 200-foot girder together forming a 500-foot-long span.  The continuous steel plate girder bridge retains good integrity, and despite being a 
common type conveys exceptional significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.        

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder - 
Continuous

N/ALA0001 PORT ALLEN 
CANAL         

Open

055250
61610500708322

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge with a continuous steel plate girder main span, and an identical parallel span (Recall 055240), displays innovative or complex technological solutions related to site 
conditions, which required a longer span.  The steel plate girder consists of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated 
by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  A continuous plate girder span is uninterrupted over one or more intermediate supports, resulting in less materials and 
deflection and requiring additional engineering to reduce the stresses within the span.  The bridge also has exceptional main span length with three continuous plate girders, 
consisting of two 150-foot girders and one 200-foot girder together forming a 500-foot-long span.  The continuous steel plate girder bridges retain good integrity, and despite being a 
common type convey exceptional significance and are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This 
bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Steel Plate Girder - 
Continuous

N/ALA0001 PORT ALLEN 
CANAL         

Open
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Recall No.*
Structure No. Facility Carried Year Built Owner

West Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictStatusFeature Crossed

055730
61632510101511

State of Louisiana1949

This bridge has been previously determined eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss (Pony 
Truss)

N/ALA0066 BIG BAYOU 
SARA           

Open
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Louisiana Historic Bridge Inventory

Recall Number: 102113

Bridge Name: HARRISON AV.OVER LAGOON 

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.6MI.W.OF WISNER BL     

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 36

Overall Structure Length (feet): 60

Year Built: 1937

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice; Enrique Alferez-artist

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further 
demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled 
parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated benches, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  A bas-relief sculpture of a reclined figure, designed 
by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhances this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that 
demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National 
Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: U3630002900581

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01805

Latitude: 30.003333 Longitude: -90.096667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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Louisiana Historic Bridge Inventory

102113_a.jpg

102113_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Recall Number: 102113 Bridge Name: HARRISON AV.OVER LAGOON Structure Number: U3630002900581
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Louisiana Historic Bridge Inventory

Recall Number: 102114

Bridge Name: HARRISON AV.OVER LAGOON 

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.4MI.W.OF WISNER BL     

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 31

Overall Structure Length (feet): 31

Year Built: 1937

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice; Enrique Alferez-artist

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further 
demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, inscribed vertical lines, 
crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated benches, bold font used for the WPA stamp.  Bas-relief sculptures of WPA 
workers with construction tools, designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and 
clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  
This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: U3630002900571

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01806

Latitude: 30.003333 Longitude: -90.095

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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102114_a.jpg

102114_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Recall Number: 102114 Bridge Name: HARRISON AV.OVER LAGOON Structure Number: U3630002900571
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Recall Number: 102115

Bridge Name: HARRISON OVER LAGOON

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.1MI.W.OF WISNER BL     

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 42

Overall Structure Length (feet): 60

Year Built: 1939

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further 
demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, inscribed vertical lines, 
crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, bold font used for the WPA stamp.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys 
the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is 
eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: U3630000900541

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01807

Latitude: 30 Longitude: -90.09

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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102115_a.jpg

102115_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Recall Number: 102115 Bridge Name: HARRISON OVER LAGOONStructure Number: U3630000900541
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Recall Number: 102226

Bridge Name: BRIDGE OVER CITY PARK LG

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.1MI.N.OF CITY PARK     

Bridge Owner: Other Local Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 41

Overall Structure Length (feet): 60

Year Built: 1938

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA; Dedicated to Victor Anseman for his great devotion to the park, 1842-1904

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Though more modest than other 
arches in City Park, the combination of features conveys the overall design aesthetic of the Art Deco style, which include the overall structure 
design, beveled piers and parapets, recessed arch ring, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  As a later example of a reinforced concrete arch 
in City Park, the bridge reflects the evolution of the Art Deco style as the design aesthetic became simplified and influenced by the Streamlined 
Moderne style.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA 
and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3629591900591

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01808

Latitude: 29.985 Longitude: -90.098333

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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102226_a.jpg

102226_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Other Local Agency

Recall Number: 102226 Bridge Name: BRIDGE OVER CITY PARK LGStructure Number: P3629591900591
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Recall Number: 102227

Bridge Name: BRIDGE OVER CITY PARK LG

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.5MI.W OF WISNER BL     

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 2

Maximum Span Length (feet): 35

Overall Structure Length (feet): 72

Year Built: 1924

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

Presented by Mr. and Mrs. Felix J. Dreyfous

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch has significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The 
bridge is one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is 
further demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Classical Revival style, which is expressed by a curved railing with arched 
posts, decorative carved flowers and inscribed cartouche on the parapet, integrated lamp posts with decorative Revival style lantern, and 
decorative endposts with integrated concrete urns and recessed panels.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant 
design features within its type and high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3629591900571

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01809

Latitude: 29.985 Longitude: -90.095

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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102227_a.jpg

102227_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Recall Number: 102227 Bridge Name: BRIDGE OVER CITY PARK LGStructure Number: P3629591900571
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Recall Number: 102233

Bridge Name: ENRIQUE ALFEREZ

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.3MI.N OF MUSEUM AR     

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 36

Overall Structure Length (feet): 53

Year Built: 1938

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further 
demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, inscribed vertical lines, 
crowned and beveled parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated lighting, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  This bridge exhibits one 
alteration that results in a minor loss of integrity, the replacement of an original light fixture in the parapet with a comparable style.  This continues 
to clearly convey design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  
This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3629593900551

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01810

Latitude: 29.988333 Longitude: -90.091667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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102233_a.jpg

102233_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Recall Number: 102233 Bridge Name: ENRIQUE ALFEREZStructure Number: P3629593900551
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Recall Number: 102235

Bridge Name: GOLF DR./PARK LAGOON

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.1 MI.N.OF STADIUM      

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 36

Overall Structure Length (feet): 60

Year Built: 1936

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice; Enrique Alferez-artist

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further 
demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled 
parapets, a recessed arch ring, integrated benches, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  Bas-relief sculptures of reclined figures and tools for 
construction and farming, designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly 
conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This 
bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3629594900561

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01812

Latitude: 29.99 Longitude: -90.093333

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Recall Number: 102235 Bridge Name: GOLF DR./PARK LAGOONStructure Number: P3629594900561
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Recall Number: 102236

Bridge Name: PALM DRIVE / LAGOON

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.1 MI.W.OF GOLF DR.     

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 36

Overall Structure Length (feet): 59

Year Built: 1936

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice; Enrique Alferez-artist

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further 
demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled 
parapets, a recessed arch ring, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  Bas-relief sculptures titled “Work” and “Earth” depicting WPA tools, 
designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features 
that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the 
National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3629595900071

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01813

Latitude: 29.988709 Longitude: -90.093746

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Recall Number: 102236 Bridge Name: PALM DRIVE / LAGOONStructure Number: P3629595900071
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Recall Number: 102237

Bridge Name: ROOSEVELT DR./LAGOON

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: O.1MI.N.OF MAGNOLIA      

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Arch

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 43

Overall Structure Length (feet): 60

Year Built: 1936

Engineer or Builder:

WPA
Richard Koch with George Rice; Enrique Alferez-artist

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This reinforced concrete arch bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period.  Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts.  Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive bridge type in Louisiana and as an important example of high artistic value.  The bridge is 
one of nine reinforced concrete arches in City Park reflecting the characteristics of closed spandrel arch design.  Its significance is further 
demonstrated by the overall aesthetic treatment reflective of the Art Deco style, which is expressed by geometric patterns, crowned and beveled 
parapets, a recessed arch ring, and bold font used for the WPA stamp.  Bas-relief sculptures of WPA workers employed in construction activities, 
designed by sculptor Enrique Alferez, enhance this bridge’s aesthetics.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features 
that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the 
National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3629599900571

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Closed spandrel arch

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01814

Latitude: 29.998333 Longitude: -90.095

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Recall Number: 102237 Bridge Name: ROOSEVELT DR./LAGOONStructure Number: P3629599900571
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Recall Number: 012200

Bridge Name: CLARKE BAYOU

District: 04 Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: CLARKE BAYOU Facility Carried: US0080

Location: 0.2 MI EAST OF LA 164    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Box Culvert

Number of Spans: 12

Maximum Span Length (feet): 8

Overall Structure Length (feet): 109

Year Built: 1930

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This concrete box culvert has significance as an important example of a technological solution to particular site conditions.  Significance is 
demonstrated by the presence of distinctive design features, which consist of a double decker, multi-unit box design.  This unique design, where 
two rows of box culvert barrels are stacked, allowed for the relatively inexpensive culvert form to be used without flooding on the roadway. The 
culvert is able to convey its significant design features and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this culvert possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This culvert does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04080010316232

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 08-03400

Latitude: 32.567861 Longitude: -93.484667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 002760
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Photographs:

Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: CLARKE BAYOU Facility Carried: US0080

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 012200 Bridge Name: CLARKE BAYOUStructure Number: 04080010316232
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Recall Number: 014400

Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/R

District: 04 Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: ICG RR Facility Carried: US0071

Location: .5 MI NORTH OF I-20      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 10

Maximum Span Length (feet): 33

Overall Structure Length (feet): 239

Year Built: 1937

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

Spring Street Overpass, Federal Aid Project No. W.P.G.M 319, Constructed Under The Adminstration Of Richard W. Leche, Governor; Earl 
K. Long, Lieut. Governor; L.P. Abernathy, Chairman; Louisiana Highway Commission 1937

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: Shreveport Commercial Historic District

This bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program Grade 
Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to creating 
grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade separations 
through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade Crossing 
Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  A plaque on the bridge identifies it as a federal aid project and this 
project is also documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the 
significant features to demonstrate its significance as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for the National 
Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04090530908941

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Shreveport

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 09-02123

Latitude: 32.512944 Longitude: -93.744778

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 018360
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Photographs:

Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: ICG RR Facility Carried: US0071

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 014400 Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/RStructure Number: 04090530908941
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Recall Number: 014410

Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/R

District: 04 Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: ICG RR Facility Carried: US0071

Location: .5 MI NORTH OF I-20      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 15

Maximum Span Length (feet): 35

Overall Structure Length (feet): 585

Year Built: 1940

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: Shreveport Commercial Historic District

This steel I-beam bridge has significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of 
decorative features that together create an aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative metal railing, angular 
pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end posts, which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  This bridge 
retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04090530908942

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Shreveport

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 09-02124

Latitude: 32.512944 Longitude: -93.744778

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 018360
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Photographs:

Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: ICG RR Facility Carried: US0071

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 014410 Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/RStructure Number: 04090530908942
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Recall Number: 014420

Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/R

District: 04 Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: ICG RR Facility Carried: US0071

Location: .5 MI NORTH OF I-20      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 15

Maximum Span Length (feet): 35

Overall Structure Length (feet): 585

Year Built: 1940

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: Shreveport Commercial Historic District

This steel I-beam bridge has significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of 
decorative features that together create an aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative metal railing, angular 
pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end posts, which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  This bridge 
retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04090530908944

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Shreveport

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 09-02125

Latitude: 32.512944 Longitude: -93.744778

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 003060
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Photographs:

Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: ICG RR Facility Carried: US0071

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 014420 Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/RStructure Number: 04090530908944
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Recall Number: 610023

Bridge Name: PERKINS RD. OVERPASS    

District: 61 Parish: East Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: K.C.S. RR Facility Carried: CITY STREET       

Location: PERKINS ROAD             

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 72

Overall Structure Length (feet): 809

Year Built: 1937

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

State Route No 275

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program 
Grade Crossing Program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to 
creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade 
separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade 
Crossing Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era 
program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission biennial reports.  

This bridge also possesses significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of 
decorative features that together create an aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative concrete railing, angular 
pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end posts, which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  The bridge retains 
good integrity and clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as a work funded through the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act and a structure with high artistic value.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and 
Transportation and under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: U1730258910961

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Baton Rouge

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 17-01655

Latitude: 30.427917 Longitude: -91.160133

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 009977
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Parish: East Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: K.C.S. RR Facility Carried: CITY STREET       

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 610023 Bridge Name: PERKINS RD. OVERPASS    Structure Number: U1730258910961
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Recall Number: 023620

Bridge Name: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAIL/RD

District: 05 Parish: Morehouse

Feature Crossed: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD Facility Carried: US0165

Location: 2.5 MI NORTH OF SOUTH INT

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 70

Overall Structure Length (feet): 390

Year Built: 1938

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program 
Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to 
creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade 
separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade 
Crossing Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era 
program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing with the addition of 
guardrail that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  
This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 05340160509191

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 34-00167

Latitude: 32.886667 Longitude: -91.72005

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 002100
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Photographs:

Parish: Morehouse

Feature Crossed: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD Facility Carried: US0165

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 023620 Bridge Name: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAIL/RDStructure Number: 05340160509191
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Recall Number: 059090

Bridge Name: N. O. & N. E. RAILROAD  

District: 62 Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: NO&NE RAILROAD           Facility Carried: US0011

Location: US0011                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 8

Maximum Span Length (feet): 44

Overall Structure Length (feet): 828

Year Built: 1937

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

State Route No 2

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program 
Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to 
creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade 
separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade 
Crossing Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era 
program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing with the addition of 
guardrail that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  
This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 62520180400531

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Slidell

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 52-02393

Latitude: 30.293333 Longitude: -89.776417

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 018500
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Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: NO&NE RAILROAD           Facility Carried: US0011

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 059090 Bridge Name: N. O. & N. E. RAILROAD  Structure Number: 62520180400531
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Recall Number: 059730

Bridge Name: G. M. & O. RAILROAD     

District: 62 Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: ICG RAILROAD Facility Carried: LA0036

Location: LA0036                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 45

Overall Structure Length (feet): 209

Year Built: 1937

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

State Route 114

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program 
Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to 
creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade 
separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade 
Crossing Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era 
program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing with the addition of 
guardrail and the addition of fabricated plate to protect the underside of the bridge that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey 
its significance as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 62522800303311

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 52-02394

Latitude: 30.416444 Longitude: -89.831694

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 003300
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Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: ICG RAILROAD Facility Carried: LA0036

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 059730 Bridge Name: G. M. & O. RAILROAD     Structure Number: 62522800303311
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Recall Number: 019040

Bridge Name: L.& A. RAILROAD (MINDEN)

District: 04 Parish: Webster

Feature Crossed: KCS RR MINDEN Facility Carried: US0371

Location: .3 MI NORTH OF I-20      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 50

Overall Structure Length (feet): 130

Year Built: 1935

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program 
Grade Crossing program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to 
creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade 
separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade 
Crossing Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era 
program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing that results in a 
minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act.  This bridge is eligible for 
the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04600270313242

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Minden

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 60-00407

Latitude: 32.591694 Longitude: -93.291694

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 008400
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Photographs:

Parish: Webster

Feature Crossed: KCS RR MINDEN Facility Carried: US0371

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 019040 Bridge Name: L.& A. RAILROAD (MINDEN)Structure Number: 04600270313242
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Recall Number: 055130

Bridge Name: T & P RAILROAD OVER PASS

District: 61 Parish: West Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: LA 415/M P RR @ LOBDELL  Facility Carried: US0190

Location: US0190                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam

Number of Spans: 5

Maximum Span Length (feet): 64

Overall Structure Length (feet): 995

Year Built: 1939

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through the U.S. Works Program 
Grade Crossing Program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention was given to 
creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail grade 
separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  The U.S. Works Grade 
Crossing Program resulted from the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act funding.  This bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era 
program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission biennial reports. 

This bridge also possesses significance in its outstanding overall architectural treatment.  Its significance is derived from a combination of 
decorative features that together create an aesthetic distinguished within the bridge type.  The bridge features decorative concrete railing, arched 
pier cap design, tapered brackets under the sidewalks, and geometric end posts, which as a whole conveys high artistic value.  The bridge is 
altered with the addition of a concrete median barrier that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey design features that 
demonstrate its significance as a work funded through the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act and as a structure with high artistic value.  This 
bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61610080102931

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 61-00317

Latitude: 30.4936 Longitude: -91.255767

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 015800
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055130_a.jpg

055130_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: West Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: LA 415/M P RR @ LOBDELL  Facility Carried: US0190

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 055130 Bridge Name: T & P RAILROAD OVER PASSStructure Number: 61610080102931
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Recall Number: 008120

Bridge Name: COURTABLEAU BAYOU

District: 03 Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: BAYOU COURTABLEAU        Facility Carried: LA0103

Location: 4.37 MI SOUTH OF LA 359  

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel I-Beam w/ Removable Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 45

Overall Structure Length (feet): 271

Year Built: 1937

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Highway Commission

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

Bayou Courtableau Bridge; Federal Aid Project No W.P. M.S. 811; Commissioned under the Administration of Richard W. Leche Governor 
Earl K. Long, Lieut. Governor L.P. Abernathy, Chairman; Louisiana Highway Commission 1937 (plaque on top of concrete incised with 
"Bayou Courtableau")

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This removable span bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with U.S. Works Program Highway funds to provide 
work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era.  The construction of this bridge was part of New Deal federal-relief efforts.  This 
bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission biennial reports.  

The bridge also possesses significance as an important variation of the steel I-beam bridge subtype.  Its design features include the floor beam 
extensions and the open grated deck to allow for removal of the steel beam center span.  It appears to follow standard plans from the 1930s.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations to the open grate, which has been covered with pavement making it challenging to remove the span.  These changes 
result in a major loss of integrity because the removable span no longer functions in the manner in which it was designed.  As a result, the bridge 
is not eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C.  However, despite these alterations, the bridge continues to convey design 
features that demonstrate its significance as a work of a Depression-era program and is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Politics/Government.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03493800404371

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Port Barre

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 49-00003

Latitude: 30.559139 Longitude: -91.955028

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 007600
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: BAYOU COURTABLEAU        Facility Carried: LA0103

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 008120 Bridge Name: COURTABLEAU BAYOUStructure Number: 03493800404371
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Recall Number: 800106

Bridge Name: CARDINAL LOOP, CHOCTAW B

District: 08 Parish: Avoyelles

Feature Crossed: CHOCTAW BAYOU Facility Carried: CARDINAL LOOP ROAD

Location: 0.74 MILES NE OF LA 1    

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck Girder

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 30

Overall Structure Length (feet): 90

Year Built: 1921

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance as an early example and variation of the concrete deck girder subtype in Louisiana.  It is one of two concrete deck 
girder bridges constructed prior to the development of standard plans for concrete deck girders in 1922, and therefore distinctly represents early 
use of this bridge type in the state.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  It is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P0531085920971

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 05-00824

Latitude: 31.141667 Longitude: -92.161667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000100
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800106_a.jpg

800106_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Avoyelles

Feature Crossed: CHOCTAW BAYOU Facility Carried: CARDINAL LOOP ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 800106 Bridge Name: CARDINAL LOOP, CHOCTAW BStructure Number: P0531085920971
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Recall Number: 012160

Bridge Name: FIFI BAYOU

District: 04 Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: BAYOU FIFI Facility Carried: US0080

Location: 3.0 MI EAST OF I-20      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck Girder

Number of Spans: 4

Maximum Span Length (feet): 40

Overall Structure Length (feet): 162

Year Built: 1934

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

F.A.P.
75 - B
Br. No. 1

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This concrete deck girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) 
program during the Depression-era to provide work relief and improved infrastructure.  Bridge construction was part of New Deal federal-relief 
efforts during the Depression.  A plaque on the bridge identifies it as a federal aid project and Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports 
document that it was a Depression-era work-relief project.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing that results in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey its significance as the work of the NIRA.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Politics/Government.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04080010310271

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 08-03399

Latitude: 32.555528 Longitude: -93.58475

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 008640
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012160_a.jpg

012160_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: BAYOU FIFI Facility Carried: US0080

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 012160 Bridge Name: FIFI BAYOUStructure Number: 04080010310271
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Recall Number: 013480

Bridge Name: KCS RAILROAD

District: 04 Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: KCS RR Facility Carried: US0080

Location: 5.9 MI EAST PF I-220     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck Girder

Number of Spans: 4

Maximum Span Length (feet): 32

Overall Structure Length (feet): 132

Year Built: 1927

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to early initiatives by the state to provide safe railroad-
highway crossings.  Beginning in the 1920s, the state placed increased attention on creating grade separations between railway lines and roads 
and this bridge is an early example of those efforts.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the light posts that results in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey its significance as an early grade separation structure.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04090010209141

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Shreveport

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 09-02121

Latitude: 32.492522 Longitude: -93.764117

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 009200
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Photographs:

Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: KCS RR Facility Carried: US0080

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 013480 Bridge Name: KCS RAILROADStructure Number: 04090010209141
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Recall Number: 700682

Bridge Name: SPARROW LANE, MARTEAU BAYOU

District: 08 Parish: Grant

Feature Crossed: MARTEAU BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.3 M. SE OF LA 492      

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck Girder

Number of Spans: 5

Maximum Span Length (feet): 30

Overall Structure Length (feet): 149

Year Built: 1919

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance as an early example of the concrete deck girder subtype in Louisiana.  It is one of two concrete deck girder bridges 
constructed prior to the development of standard plans for concrete deck girders in 1922, and therefore distinctly represents early use of this 
bridge type in the state. 
This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.   It is eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P2231280923681

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 22-00202

Latitude: 31.466178 Longitude: -92.611372

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000040
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700682_a.jpg

700682_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Grant

Feature Crossed: MARTEAU BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 700682 Bridge Name: SPARROW LANE, MARTEAU BAYOUStructure Number: P2231280923681
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Recall Number: 049130

Bridge Name: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAIL/RD

District: 58 Parish: La Salle

Feature Crossed: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD Facility Carried: US0084

Location: .91 MI EAST OF US 165    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck Girder

Number of Spans: 5

Maximum Span Length (feet): 40

Overall Structure Length (feet): 160

Year Built: 1932

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade separation structure is directly related to early initiatives by the state to provide safe railroad-
highway crossings.  Beginning in the 1920s, the state placed increased attention on creating grade separations between railway lines and roads 
and this bridge is an early example of those efforts.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the railing that results in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey its significance as an early grade-separation structure.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 58300220400901

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Tullos

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 30-00669

Latitude: 31.826361 Longitude: -92.326861

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 001240
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Photographs:

Parish: La Salle

Feature Crossed: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD Facility Carried: US0084

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 049130 Bridge Name: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAIL/RDStructure Number: 58300220400901
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Recall Number: 054830

Bridge Name: MORGANZA FLOODWAY       

District: 61 Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: MORGANZA FLDWY           Facility Carried: US0190

Location: US0190                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck Girder

Number of Spans: 458

Maximum Span Length (feet): 41

Overall Structure Length (feet): 18778

Year Built: 1945

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This concrete deck girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important crossing of the Morganza 
Floodway.  This floodplain was created in the 1940s when the U.S War Department began diverting water from the Mississippi into the 
Atchafalaya River to prevent flooding of the lower reaches of the Mississippi River.  The diversion channels and floodplains crossed existing state 
highways, preventing any vehicular use during periods of flooding.  At the request of the federal government, the Louisiana Highway Department 
upgraded portions of the effected highways with high-level bridges above the floodplain.  The Morganza Floodway Bridge was completed in 1945, 
and provided uninterrupted access over the Morganza floodplain.  

This bridge also possesses significance due to its exceptional overall length.  The overall length of this non-continuous, multi-span bridge is 
nearly 19,000 feet, far exceeding the overall length of all other concrete deck girder bridges.  Substantial overall structure length typically 
indicates challenging site conditions, and thus this bridge is a reflection of the complexity of engineering required for spanning a long distance.  
The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as a floodplain crossing and a structure 
with significant design features within its type.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61390080306461

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 39-00840

Latitude: 30.556467 Longitude: -91.664733

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 010700
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Photographs:

Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: MORGANZA FLDWY           Facility Carried: US0190

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 054830 Bridge Name: MORGANZA FLOODWAY       Structure Number: 61390080306461
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Recall Number: 018970

Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/R

District: 04 Parish: Webster

Feature Crossed: ICG RR @ SIBLEY          Facility Carried: US0371

Location: .1 MI SOUTH OF LA 164    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Deck Girder

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 40

Overall Structure Length (feet): 122

Year Built: 1934

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This concrete deck girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through the National 
Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, increased attention 
was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds for highway-rail 
grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  This bridge’s 
association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports.  The bridge exhibits 
alterations to the railing that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its significance as the work of the NIRA.  This bridge is 
eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, 
engineering, or construction.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion C.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04600270309511

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Sibley

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 60-00406

Latitude: 32.539583 Longitude: -93.295778

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 008200
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018970_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: Webster

Feature Crossed: ICG RR @ SIBLEY          Facility Carried: US0371

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 018970 Bridge Name: ILLINOIS CENTRAL R/RStructure Number: 04600270309511
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Recall Number: 007300

Bridge Name:

District: 03 Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: ATCHAFALAYA  FLOODWAY    Facility Carried: US0190

Location: 2.0 MI EAST OF LA 975    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Prestressed Girders

Number of Spans: 77

Maximum Span Length (feet): 52

Overall Structure Length (feet): 3984

Year Built: 1961

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This prestressed concrete girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important crossing of 
the West Atchafalaya Floodway.  In order to continue uninterrupted vehicular access over the floodplain when flooded, the state constructed six 
high-level bridges (in three pairs) in the 1960s to cross over the floodplain, including this bridge and its parallel structure (Recall No. 007310).  
This is one-half of the only remaining pair of bridges as the other two pairs were replaced in 2004-2005.  This bridge and its parallel structure 
provided uninterrupted access across the West Atchafalaya Floodway.   

Although constructed in 1961 and considered a common type, this bridge possesses exceptional engineering significance.  This bridge and its 
parallel structure are the first prestressed concrete girder bridges constructed by the state.  Plans were approved in 1958 and the bridges were 
constructed in 1961, during the early period of prestressed concrete use in Louisiana.  This bridge retains good integrity and continues to convey 
design features that demonstrate its significance as a floodplain crossing and as a structure with exceptional significance within its type.  This 
bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03490080402331

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 49-00001

Latitude: 30.541542 Longitude: -91.784023

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 008040
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007300_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: ATCHAFALAYA  FLOODWAY    Facility Carried: US0190

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 007300 Bridge Name:Structure Number: 03490080402331
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Recall Number: 007310

Bridge Name: WEST ATCHAFALAYA FLOODWY

District: 03 Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: ATCHAFALAYA FLDWY        Facility Carried: US0190

Location: 2.0 MI EAST OF LA 975    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Prestressed Girders

Number of Spans: 77

Maximum Span Length (feet): 50

Overall Structure Length (feet): 3984

Year Built: 1961

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This prestressed concrete girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important crossing of 
the West Atchafalaya Floodway.  In order to continue uninterrupted vehicular access over the floodplain when flooded, the state constructed six 
high-level bridges (in three pairs) in the 1960s to cross over the floodplain, including this bridge and its parallel structure (Recall No. 007300).  
This is one half of the only remaining pair of bridges as the other two pairs were replaced in 2004-2005.  This bridge and its parallel structure and 
provided uninterrupted access over the West Atchafalaya Floodway.   

Although constructed in 1961 and considered a common type, this bridge also possesses exceptional engineering significance.  This bridge and 
its parallel structure, which is nearly identical, are the first prestressed concrete girder bridges constructed by the state.  Plans were approved in 
1958 and the bridges were constructed in 1961, during the early period of prestressed concrete use in Louisiana.  The bridge, which carries 
eastbound US 190 traffic over the Atchafalaya Spillway, was widened in 1974 with the addition of a new concrete girder on the outside of the 
structure.  However, the design and materials are sympathetic to the original bridge design and it does not detract from the integrity.  Despite this 
alteration, this bridge retains good integrity and continues to convey design features that demonstrate its significance as a floodplain crossing and 
as a structure with exceptional significance within its type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03490080402332

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 49-00002

Latitude: 30.541139 Longitude: -91.783972

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 008040
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: ATCHAFALAYA FLDWY        Facility Carried: US0190

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 007310 Bridge Name: WEST ATCHAFALAYA FLOODWYStructure Number: 03490080402332
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Recall Number: 500271

Bridge Name: CALCASIEU PH. RT. NO. 12

District: 07 Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: GUM SLOUGH Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.09 MI. SW. OF INT.     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete rigid frame

Number of Spans: 2

Maximum Span Length (feet): 32

Overall Structure Length (feet): 65

Year Built: 1935

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare type in Louisiana.   The 
distinguishing feature of rigid frame construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure components into a single cast-in-place unit, 
which this bridge clearly exhibits. The small sections of the historic concrete railing that are missing result in only a minor loss of integrity, as the 
bridge continues to convey the significant design features of its type. This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends. This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P1030141931501

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Lake Charles

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 10-00395

Latitude: 30.23368 Longitude: -93.251451

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000150
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Photographs:

Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: GUM SLOUGH Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 500271 Bridge Name: CALCASIEU PH. RT. NO. 12Structure Number: P1030141931501
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Recall Number: 102234

Bridge Name: ROOSEVELT DR.-LAGOON

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.0MIW.OF MUSEUM OF      

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete rigid frame

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 55

Overall Structure Length (feet): 55

Year Built: 1938

Engineer or Builder:

WPA

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

WPA

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This concrete rigid frame bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of Louisiana history. Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) 
program to provide work relief and improved infrastructure during the Depression era. Between 1936 and 1939 the WPA constructed eight 
reinforced concrete arch bridges and one rigid frame bridge in New Orleans’s City Park featuring Classical Revival and Art Deco stylized 
influences typical of the period. Each bridge features “WPA” in Art Deco style letters in the concrete endposts. Bridge construction was part of 
New Deal federal-relief efforts by the WPA, Public Works Administration (PWA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), and Federal Emergency 
Relieve Administration (FERA) during the Depression in City Park that included reconfiguration of the park layout and landscaping, sidewalk, 
road, and building construction.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare bridge type in 
Louisiana, and for possessing high artistic value. The distinguishing feature of rigid frame construction is the integration of substructure and 
superstructure into a single monolithic, cast-in-place unit, which this bridge clearly exhibits. In addition, this bridge displays architectural 
treatments and decorative elements that convey the overall design aesthetic of the Art Deco style and make the structure visually distinctive in its 
urban parkway setting. This includes the haunched span, vertical ribbing and flutes on the posts, curved end walls, and bold font used for the 
WPA stamp. This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the WPA 
and as a distinctive bridge type with high artistic value. This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3629592900561

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01811

Latitude: 29.986667 Longitude: -90.093333

Posted Load:      

Current ADT:       
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Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CITY PARK LAGOON         Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Local Park, Forest or Reservation Agency

Recall Number: 102234 Bridge Name: ROOSEVELT DR.-LAGOONStructure Number: P3629592900561
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Recall Number: XXXX11

Bridge Name: PHILLIPS BRIDGE

District: 05 Parish: Ouachita

Feature Crossed: BAYOU DESIARD Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: AT INT. U.S. 165 NO.     

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Concrete rigid frame

Number of Spans: 10

Maximum Span Length (feet): 36

Overall Structure Length (feet): 360

Year Built: 1910

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

Phillips Bridge

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge was formerly identified under recall number 400816.  This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame 
construction, a distinctive and rare type in Louisiana. The distinguishing feature of rigid frame construction is the integration of substructure and 
superstructure components into a single cast-in-place unit, which this bridge clearly exhibits.  This bridge has fascia girders that extend above the 
deck.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type.  It is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends. This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number:

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Monroe

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Closed

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 37-02384

Latitude: 32.538333 Longitude: -92.08

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000300
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Photographs:

Parish: Ouachita

Feature Crossed: BAYOU DESIARD Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: City or Municipal Highway Agency

Recall Number: XXXX11 Bridge Name: PHILLIPS BRIDGEStructure Number:
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Recall Number: 054918

Bridge Name:                         

District: 61 Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: STREAM Facility Carried: LA0010

Location: 61392190600021           

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete rigid frame

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 22

Overall Structure Length (feet): 22

Year Built: 1923

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare bridge type in Louisiana. The 
distinguishing feature of this type of construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure into a single monolithic, cast-in-place unit, 
which this bridge clearly exhibits. This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type. This bridge 
is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends. This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61392190600021

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 39-00843

Latitude: 30.68215 Longitude: -91.671767

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 000171
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Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: STREAM Facility Carried: LA0010

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 054918 Bridge Name:                         Structure Number: 61392190600021
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Recall Number: 054920

Bridge Name:                         

District: 61 Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: BAYOU MORRIS Facility Carried: LA0010

Location: 61392190603121           

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete rigid frame

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 59

Overall Structure Length (feet): 60

Year Built: 1923

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance as an important example of concrete rigid frame construction, a distinctive and rare bridge type in Louisiana. The 
distinguishing feature of this type of construction is the integration of substructure and superstructure into a single monolithic, cast-in-place unit, 
which this bridge clearly
exhibits. This bridge has added visual distinction with its diagonal braces that extend from the bottoms of the girders to the abutments. This bridge 
retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features within its type. This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends. This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61392190603121

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 39-00844

Latitude: 30.688393 Longitude: -91.715826

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 000171
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Photographs:

Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: BAYOU MORRIS Facility Carried: LA0010

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 054920 Bridge Name:                         Structure Number: 61392190603121
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Recall Number: 014900

Bridge Name:

District: 04 Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: RED BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0170

Location: 9.19 MI EAST OF LA 1     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Concrete Slab

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 25

Overall Structure Length (feet): 42

Year Built: 1930

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has significance as an important variation of concrete slab construction.  This bridge features pier caps that are integrated into the 
concrete slab superstructure, which results in a monolithic design and represents a distinctive variation within the type.  Although the original 
concrete railings have been replaced with metal guard rails that results in a minor loss of integrity, the bridge continues to convey the significant 
design features of its type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends. This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04090960110031

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 09-02129

Latitude: 32.823861 Longitude: -93.854139

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000570
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Photographs:

Parish: Caddo

Feature Crossed: RED BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0170

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 014900 Bridge Name:Structure Number: 04090960110031
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Recall Number: F15771

Bridge Name:

District: 58 Parish: Concordia

Feature Crossed: OLD RIVER OBANK C.S. Facility Carried: LA0015

Location: 75MI NW OF BATON ROUGE

Bridge Owner: Corps of Engineers (Civil)

Bridge Type: Concrete stringer/multi-beam or girder

Number of Spans: 73

Maximum Span Length (feet): 46

Overall Structure Length (feet): 3504

Year Built: 1959

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This concrete girder bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Conservation as a bridge that is part of an integrated spillway 
structure (overbank structure) that was constructed as part of a larger conservation effort.  The bridge and spillway were constructed to prevent 
the Mississippi River from diverting into the Atchafalaya River, which could dramatically change the landscape in south-central and southeastern 
Louisiana, as well as displace communities and industries served by the rivers.  This bridge and spillway are also related to managing flooding 
within the region.  This bridge is one of two spillways (the other bridge integrated with a spillway is recall number F15321) and a navigational 
canal that make up the larger Old River Control Structure.  

Although constructed in 1959 and considered a common type, this bridge also possesses exceptional significance for its distinctive engineering 
and design features.  The bridge is part of an integrated spillway structure that spans 3,504 feet.  Significant engineering went into this bridge, 
which incorporates two different components: a vehicular bridge with a notable overall span length to span the water feature and a spillway 
structure that consists of a series of flood control gates that control a large quantity of water.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly 
conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as an integrated structure that is part of a larger conservation effort and as distinctive 
example of engineering.  The bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Conservation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 581501770309771

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 15-00647

Latitude: 31.081667 Longitude: -91.606667

Posted Load:

Current ADT: 544
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Photographs:

Parish: Concordia

Feature Crossed: OLD RIVER OBANK C.S. Facility Carried: LA0015

Bridge Owner: Corps of Engineers (Civil)

Recall Number: F15771 Bridge Name:Structure Number: 581501770309771
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Recall Number: 620266

Bridge Name: BELLE TERRE BLVD.       

District: 62 Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: DRAIN Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0.7 MILES NORTH OF FAIRWA

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 11

Overall Structure Length (feet): 38

Year Built: 1936

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This culvert has significance as an important example of a multi-plate arch, which is a distinctive culvert subtype.  It also possesses high artistic 
value associated with the Rustic style.  Significance is demonstrated by its notable ornamental features, including decorative stone masonry with 
prominent arch rings and capstones and flared wingwalls. All exterior walls are covered with a veneer of random-coursed, ashlar stone with highly 
rusticated surfaces in the Rustic style.  The bridge has a low parapet with rusticated stonework and prominent capstones.  This culvert retains 
good integrity and clearly conveys its design significance as a multi-plate arch and through its overall design aesthetic.  This culvert is eligible for 
listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this culvert possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This culvert does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5230253900571

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Mandeville

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 52-02397

Latitude: 30.422083 Longitude: -90.096567

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000100
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620266_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: DRAIN Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 620266 Bridge Name: BELLE TERRE BLVD.       Structure Number: P5230253900571
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Recall Number: 033760

Bridge Name: GRAND LAKE PONTOON

District: 07 Parish: Cameron

Feature Crossed: ICWW-SWEET/GRAND LAKE    Facility Carried: LA0384

Location: .93 MI. W OF INT LA385   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Pontoon Bridge

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 150

Overall Structure Length (feet): 421

Year Built: 1963

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive engineering and design features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and 
mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and approach aprons.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the 
significant features of the pontoon swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 07121953000931

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pontoon swing

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 12-00208

Latitude: 30.010917 Longitude: -93.228133

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 002200
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Photographs:

Parish: Cameron

Feature Crossed: ICWW-SWEET/GRAND LAKE    Facility Carried: LA0384

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 033760 Bridge Name: GRAND LAKE PONTOONStructure Number: 07121953000931
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Recall Number: 054480

Bridge Name: LOWER GRAND RIVER       

District: 61 Parish: Iberville

Feature Crossed: BAYOU PIDGEON/LOWER GRAND RIVER WA Facility Carried: LA0997

Location: LA0997                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Pontoon Bridge

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 130

Overall Structure Length (feet): 341

Year Built: 1957

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive engineering and design features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and 
mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and approach aprons.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the 
significant features of the pontoon swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61242300309551

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pontoon swing

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 24-01012

Latitude: 30.06924 Longitude: -91.2856

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 001470
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Parish: Iberville

Feature Crossed: BAYOU PIDGEON/LOWER GRAND RIVER Facility Carried: LA0997

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 054480 Bridge Name: LOWER GRAND RIVER       Structure Number: 61242300309551
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Recall Number: 054730

Bridge Name: SORREL BAYOU PONTOON    

District: 61 Parish: Iberville

Feature Crossed: UPPER GRAND R/BAYOU SORREL Facility Carried: LA0075S

Location: LA0075                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Pontoon Bridge

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 130

Overall Structure Length (feet): 341

Year Built: 1964

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive engineering and design features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and 
mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and approach aprons.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house and a 
replacement winch with support structure that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of the 
type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61248241800081

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pontoon swing

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 24-01013

Latitude: 30.15525 Longitude: -91.331694

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 001330
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Photographs:

Parish: Iberville

Feature Crossed: UPPER GRAND R/BAYOU SORREL Facility Carried: LA0075S

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 054730 Bridge Name: SORREL BAYOU PONTOON    Structure Number: 61248241800081
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Recall Number: 200863

Bridge Name: VALENTINE

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: LAFOURCHE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0003 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Pontoon Bridge

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 84

Overall Structure Length (feet): 175

Year Built: 1969

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive engineering and design features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and 
mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and approach aprons.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house and 
railing that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of the type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in 
the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.     

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P2929355902801

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Timber - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pontoon swing

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02419

Latitude: 29.591667 Longitude: -90.466667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 001500
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Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: LAFOURCHE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200863 Bridge Name: VALENTINEStructure Number: P2929355902801
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Recall Number: 200886

Bridge Name: GALLIANO

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: LAFOURCHE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0001 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Pontoon Bridge

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 72

Overall Structure Length (feet): 136

Year Built: 1956

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as a distinctive example of a movable bridge.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive engineering and design features of the pontoon swing bridge type, which is characterized by a floating pontoon span, pivot arm, and 
mechanical systems to operate the movement of the pontoon and approach aprons.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that 
result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of the pontoon swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible 
for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P2929260901781

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Timber - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pontoon swing

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02420

Latitude: 29.433333 Longitude: -90.296833

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 008000
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Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: LAFOURCHE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200886 Bridge Name: GALLIANOStructure Number: P2929260901781
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Recall Number: 200896

Bridge Name: ST MARTIN PH RD NO 0120 

District: 03 Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: CROCODILE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0002 LOG MI FROM INT     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Pontoon Bridge

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 52

Overall Structure Length (feet): 242

Year Built: c.1967

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pontoon swing bridge has significance as movable bridge and as a variation within the pontoon swing bridge type.   Distinctive engineering 
features that convey this variation include a main pontoon span with a secondary steel I-beam deck above the floating pontoon that lifts and 
lowers using a system of cables, six sheaves, pins, and large cylindrical counterweights.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys 
the significant features of this variant of the pontoon swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5030169914401

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Timber - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pontoon swing

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 50-00768

Latitude: 30.281667 Longitude: -91.733333

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000360
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: CROCODILE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200896 Bridge Name: ST MARTIN PH RD NO 0120 Structure Number: P5030169914401
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Recall Number: 012060

Bridge Name: RED RIVER (TEXAS AVENUE)

District: 04 Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: RED RIVER Facility Carried: US0080

Location: .01 MI EAST OF LA 1      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Cantilevered Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 9

Maximum Span Length (feet): 520

Overall Structure Length (feet): 2982

Year Built: 1934

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: Shreveport Commercial Historic District

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  It conveys its engineering significance through 
the use of a K-truss configuration characterized by the arrangement of vertical and diagonal members to form a “K” in each truss panel.  In 
addition, the bridge displays innovative or complex technological solutions related to its site conditions, which consist of an arched cantilever main 
span and caisson pier construction to meet the challenges of crossing the Red River.  The K-truss is a rare variation both nationally and in 
Louisiana; this bridge is the only example in Louisiana to also incorporate a cantilevered span.  This bridge exhibits added beam guard, resulting 
in a minor loss of integrity, but is able to convey the significant design features of the through K-truss.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04080010300001

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Bossier City

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): K-truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 08-03398

Latitude: 32.51605 Longitude: -93.745633

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 016700
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Photographs:

Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: RED RIVER Facility Carried: US0080

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 012060 Bridge Name: RED RIVER (TEXAS AVENUE)Structure Number: 04080010300001
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Recall Number: 001630

Bridge Name: GULF OUTLET CANAL BRIDGE

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY(GULF OUTLET) Facility Carried: LA0047

Location: 2.0 MI SOUTH OF I-10     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Cantilevered Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 702

Overall Structure Length (feet): 6622

Year Built: 1967

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive type of truss bridge.  Significance is demonstrated through an 
innovative or complex technological solution related to site conditions, consisting of the use of a cantilever truss with a tied-arch suspended span 
to meet the challenges of crossing the Gulf Outlet Canal. Significance is also demonstrated by the presence of distinctive features of the Warren 
through truss, which is characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  This example has added verticals 
for bracing.    This bridge exhibits a replacement parapet on one approach span that results in a minor loss of integrity, but is able to convey its 
significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02361480201061

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Warren through truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01804

Latitude: 29.995861 Longitude: -89.939972

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 028500
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Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY(GULF OUTL Facility Carried: LA0047

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 001630 Bridge Name: GULF OUTLET CANAL BRIDGEStructure Number: 02361480201061
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Recall Number: 203760

Bridge Name: MISSISSIPPI R.(SUNSHINE)

District: 61 Parish: St. James

Feature Crossed: MISS RIVER/LA 18/LA 44   Facility Carried: LA0070

Location: LA0070                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Cantilevered Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 48

Maximum Span Length (feet): 825

Overall Structure Length (feet): 9102

Year Built: 1964

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  Significance is demonstrated by the presence 
of distinctive features of the Warren through truss, which is characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive 
forces.  This example has added verticals for bracing.  In addition, the bridge displays innovative or complex technological solutions related to site 
conditions, which consist of a continuous main span and caisson construction of the piers to meet the challenges of crossing the Mississippi 
River.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of the continuous Warren through truss.   This bridge 
is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61474260200721

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel truss - deck

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Warren through truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 47-01766

Latitude: 30.096033 Longitude: -90.92285

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 016200
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Photographs:

Parish: St. James

Feature Crossed: MISS RIVER/LA 18/LA 44   Facility Carried: LA0070

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 203760 Bridge Name: MISSISSIPPI R.(SUNSHINE)Structure Number: 61474260200721
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Recall Number: 012548

Bridge Name: LA 2, MILLER'S BLUFF

District: 04 Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: RED RIVER-MILLER'S BLUFF Facility Carried: LA0002

Location: 3.3 MI EAST OF US 71     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 5

Maximum Span Length (feet): 360

Overall Structure Length (feet): 3100

Year Built: 1952

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Department of Highways

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This Warren through truss bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as a major river crossing that eliminated a 
former ferry crossing.  The bridge is the first vehicular crossing of the Red River at this location.  The bridge was constructed by the Louisiana 
Department of Highways in 1952 to provide uninterrupted east-west highway through the northern portion of Louisiana.  Carrying LA 2, this bridge 
constitutes the only crossing of the Red River in Louisiana north of Shreveport.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an example of a distinctive truss bridge subtype.  Significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive features of the Warren through truss, consisting of five spans characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and 
compressive forces.  This example has added verticals for bracing.  This bridge was built to a state standard plan (SHT-35-15).  This bridge 
exhibits an added concrete guardrail, resulting in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to clearly convey design features that demonstrate its 
significance as a major river crossing and as a distinctive truss bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: 
Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04080830300001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Warren through truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 08-03401

Latitude: 32.893 Longitude: -93.8233

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 001650
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Photographs:

Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: RED RIVER-MILLER'S BLUFF Facility Carried: LA0002

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 012548 Bridge Name: LA 2, MILLER'S BLUFFStructure Number: 04080830300001
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Recall Number: 012750

Bridge Name: RED RIVER (BOSSIER CITY)

District: 04 Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: RED R.,C.FANT PKWY,AR TEA Facility Carried: LA0511

Location: 1.0 MI WEST OF US 71     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 400

Overall Structure Length (feet): 2823

Year Built: 1968

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  Significance is demonstrated by the presence of 
distinctive features of the Warren through truss, consisting of three spans characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and 
compressive forces.  This example has added verticals for bracing and a polygonal top chord.  This bridge exhibits new concrete guardrail that 
results in a minor loss of integrity but is able to convey its significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 04081020300001

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Shreveport

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Warren through truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 08-03402

Latitude: 32.458833 Longitude: -93.6845

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 021300
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Photographs:

Parish: Bossier

Feature Crossed: RED R.,C.FANT PKWY,AR TEA Facility Carried: LA0511

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 012750 Bridge Name: RED RIVER (BOSSIER CITY)Structure Number: 04081020300001
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Recall Number: F33025

Bridge Name:

District: 04 Parish: Madison

Feature Crossed: JUDD BAYOU Facility Carried: OLD HWY 80

Location: TENSAS RIVER NWR

Bridge Owner: Bureau of Fish and Wildlife

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 89

Overall Structure Length (feet): 120

Year Built: 1908

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype and for its method of construction.  The bridge’s 
significant design feature is its Pratt truss, characterized by vertical members in compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in 
the central panel.  The bridge displays pinned primary connections; this construction method is only found on early bridges of which two examples 
were identified statewide.  This bridge exhibits replacement substructure and approach spans, resulting in a minor loss of integrity.  Because the 
truss itself is intact, the bridge continues to convey its significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 000043690-00025

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pratt through truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 33-00010

Latitude: 32.37 Longitude: -91.345

Posted Load:

Current ADT: 0
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Photographs:

Parish: Madison

Feature Crossed: JUDD BAYOU Facility Carried: OLD HWY 80

Bridge Owner: Bureau of Fish and Wildlife

Recall Number: F33025 Bridge Name:Structure Number: 000043690-00025
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Recall Number: XXXX02

Bridge Name: Cane River Bridge

District: 08 Parish: Natchitoches

Feature Crossed: Cane River Lake Facility Carried: Closed Road

Location: Cane River Creole Natl Pk

Bridge Owner: Other Local Agency

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)

Number of Spans:

Maximum Span Length (feet):

Overall Structure Length (feet):

Year Built: 1912

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important local crossing.  The Cane River 
Bridge, constructed in 1912, replaced an earlier ferry and provided a crossing that allowed more reliable access to railroad connections for the 
community that had previously been interrupted by flooding.  

The bridge also possesses significance as an important example of a distinctive subtype of truss bridge and for its method of construction.  The 
distinctive features that convey its engineering significance are its three Pratt truss spans, which are characterized by vertical members in 
compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in the central panel.  The Cane River Bridge displays pinned primary connections; 
this construction method is only found on early bridges of which only two examples were identified statewide.  This bridge exhibits a replacement 
substructure and added guardrail, resulting in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey design features that demonstrate its significance 
as an essential local river crossing and as an important truss bridge subtype with a distinctive method of construction.  This bridge is eligible for 
the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number:

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pratt through truss

Status: Closed

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 35-01330

Latitude: 31.663635 Longitude: -93.001438

Posted Load:

Current ADT:
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Photographs:

Parish: Natchitoches

Feature Crossed: Cane River Lake Facility Carried: Closed Road

Bridge Owner: Other Local Agency

Recall Number: XXXX02 Bridge Name: Cane River BridgeStructure Number:
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Recall Number: 027160

Bridge Name: BOEUF RIVER

District: 05 Parish: Richland

Feature Crossed: BOEUF RIVER Facility Carried: LA0132

Location: .07 MI NORTH OF US 561   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 142

Overall Structure Length (feet): 391

Year Built: 1926

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Highway Commission

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its Camelback 
through truss, characterized by vertical members in compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in the central panel and a five-
sloped polygonal top chord.  The bridge was built to a state standard plan (S-H-T-4).  Built in 1926, the bridge was relocated in 1966 from Bayou 
D’Arbonne in Union Parish to its present location carrying LA 132.  This bridge exhibits replacement substructure and approach spans, resulting 
in a minor loss of integrity.  The bridge also exhibits altered portal bracing and replacement guardrail.  Despite these, the bridge is able to convey 
its significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 05428421300071

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete Box Girder (Single or Spread)

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Camelback through truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 42-00188

Latitude: 32.300944 Longitude: -91.941167

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 000450
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Photographs:

Parish: Richland

Feature Crossed: BOEUF RIVER Facility Carried: LA0132

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 027160 Bridge Name: BOEUF RIVERStructure Number: 05428421300071
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Recall Number: 008970

Bridge Name: CHARENTON

District: 03 Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: CHARENTON Facility Carried: LA0182

Location: 2,4 MI NORTH OF LA 3211  

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 300

Overall Structure Length (feet): 2422

Year Built: 1941

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its K-
truss configuration, characterized by the arrangement of vertical and diagonal members to form a “K” in each truss panel.  The K-truss is a rare 
variation both nationally and in Louisiana.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of the through K- 
truss.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03510040609371

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): K-Truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 51-02148

Latitude: 29.826055 Longitude: -91.539194

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 006200
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: CHARENTON Facility Carried: LA0182

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 008970 Bridge Name: CHARENTONStructure Number: 03510040609371
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Recall Number: 009000

Bridge Name: ATCHAFALAYA R/MORGAN CTY

District: 03 Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: ATCHAF.R/BERWICK BAY     Facility Carried: LA0182

Location: 1.4 MI WEST OF US 90     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss (Simple Through Truss)

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 608

Overall Structure Length (feet): 3746

Year Built: 1932

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This through truss bridge has significance as an important example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its K-
truss configuration characterized by the arrangement of vertical and diagonal members to form a “K” in each truss panel.  This bridge also 
appears to conform to a 1931 standard plan (SHT-29-15).  The K-truss is a rare variation both nationally and in Louisiana.  Significance is also 
demonstrated through an innovative or complex technological solution related to site conditions, consisting of the use of caisson construction of 
the piers to meet the challenges of crossing the Atchafalaya River at Berwick Bay.  This bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys its 
significant design features.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03510050100001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): K-Truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 51-02149

Latitude: 29.696667 Longitude: -91.219778

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 005900
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009000_a.jpg

009000_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: ATCHAF.R/BERWICK BAY     Facility Carried: LA0182

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 009000 Bridge Name: ATCHAFALAYA R/MORGAN CTYStructure Number: 03510050100001
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Recall Number: 058750

Bridge Name: EAST PEARL RIVER        

District: 62 Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: EAST PEARL RIVER         Facility Carried: US0090

Location: US0090                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 280

Overall Structure Length (feet): 961

Year Built: 1933

Engineer or Builder:

Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 1933

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This Parker through truss swing bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as a major river crossing that 
eliminated a former ferry crossing and as an integral part of the Rigolets to Pearlington shortcut between Louisiana and the Mississippi Gulf 
Coast.  This bridge is the first vehicular crossing carrying US 90 (Old Spanish Trail) over the East Pearl River and provided the final link in a 22-
mile shortcut between New Orleans and the Mississippi Gulf Coast.  The construction of the bridge was part of a larger Louisiana Highway 
Department effort in the 1930s to upgrade the route and eliminate all ferry crossings along the route.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence 
of distinctive engineering and design features of a through truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Parker truss configuration, center-
bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house centered above the roadway, over the pivot pier.  In addition to the Parker truss 
swing span this bridge has two fixed Parker truss spans.  This bridge appears to conform to state standard plan (S-S-54).  The bridge retains 
good integrity and clearly conveys the design features that demonstrate its significance as a major river crossing and as a distinctive movable 
bridge subtype.  The bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 62520060800001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Through truss swing span (Parker)

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 52-02391

Latitude: 30.2385 Longitude: -89.617694

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 002600
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058750_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: EAST PEARL RIVER         Facility Carried: US0090

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 058750 Bridge Name: EAST PEARL RIVER        Structure Number: 62520060800001
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Recall Number: 010130

Bridge Name: TIGRE BAYOU

District: 03 Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TIGRE Facility Carried: LA0330

Location: 4.25 MI WEST OF LA 685   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel High Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 163

Overall Structure Length (feet): 323

Year Built: 1960

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This Warren through truss swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is 
demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a through truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the 
Warren truss configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house centered above the roadway, over the pivot pier.  
The bridge exhibits alterations to the original railing that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features 
within the swing bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03573970304251

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Through truss swing span (Warren)

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 57-00676

Latitude: 29.916472 Longitude: -91.998917

Posted Load: 10-15

Current ADT: 001440
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010130_a.jpg

010130_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TIGRE Facility Carried: LA0330

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 010130 Bridge Name: TIGRE BAYOUStructure Number: 03573970304251
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Recall Number: 062080

Bridge Name: PASS MANCHAC            

District: 62 Parish: Tangipahoa

Feature Crossed: PASS MANCHAC Facility Carried: US0051

Location: US0051                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel I-Beam - Suspended

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 285

Overall Structure Length (feet): 3012

Year Built: 1957

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel I-beam bridge has exceptional significance for its early use of prestressed concrete cylinder piles.  According to a Louisiana Civil 
Engineer article from August 2002 regarding prestressed concrete research at Tulane University, the high-level bridge carrying US 51 over Pass 
Menchac was a notable structure to utilize this type of pile in the 1950s.  Constructed in 1957, the bridge is one of the first examples of a 
Louisiana bridge that utilized prestressed concrete structural elements, which began to be used nationally in the 1950s.  In addition, the bridge 
has a notable overall length of 3,012 feet.  The steel I-beam bridge with prestressed concrete cylinders retains good integrity, and despite being a 
common type conveys exceptional significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.          

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 62534529000003

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 53-00128

Latitude: 30.285778 Longitude: -90.401889

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 002250
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062080_a.jpg

062080_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Tangipahoa

Feature Crossed: PASS MANCHAC Facility Carried: US0051

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 062080 Bridge Name: PASS MANCHAC            Structure Number: 62534529000003
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Recall Number: 024430

Bridge Name: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAIL/RD

District: 05 Parish: Ouachita

Feature Crossed: MO PAC RR SICARD         Facility Carried: US0080

Location: .15 MI NORTH OF LA 139   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - Continuous

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 181

Overall Structure Length (feet): 649

Year Built: 1935

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This continuous steel rolled I-beam bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  The significance of this grade-separation structure is directly related to its funding through 
the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) program during the Depression-era to provide safe railroad-highway crossings.  In the 1930s, 
increased attention was given to creating grade separations between railway lines and roads and specific legislation was passed to provide funds 
for highway-rail grade separations through the NIRA (1933), Hayden Cartwright Act (1934), and Emergency Relief Appropriation Act (1935).  This 
bridge’s association with a federal Depression-era program is documented in the Louisiana Highway Commission biennial reports.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a variation within this otherwise common bridge type.  This bridge consists of three beams spanning 
uninterrupted over intermediate piers that together form a 181-foot-long continuous span.  The presence of a significant main span length 
represents an innovative or complex solution related to site conditions, which was required to cross a railroad corridor and topography.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations to the substructure with the addition of bent supports that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey its 
design features that demonstrate its significance as a structure funded through the NIRA and as a distinctive variation within the bridge type. This 
bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government and Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 05370020103111

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Monroe

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 37-02383

Latitude: 32.529278 Longitude: -92.032028

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 006300
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024430_a.jpg

024430_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Ouachita

Feature Crossed: MO PAC RR SICARD         Facility Carried: US0080

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 024430 Bridge Name: MISSOURI PACIFIC RAIL/RDStructure Number: 05370020103111
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Recall Number: 200858

Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0255

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: BLACK BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0012 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel I-Beam Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 97

Overall Structure Length (feet): 122

Year Built: 1945

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated 
by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a steel I-beam swing 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  
The bridge exhibits alterations, including the addition of a suspended metal walkway on one side that results in a minor loss of integrity, but 
continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5529412905941

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Timber stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Cable-stayed swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01177

Latitude: 29.686667 Longitude: -90.99

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000660
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Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: BLACK BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200858 Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0255Structure Number: P5529412905941
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Recall Number: 200859

Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0262

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: LITTLE BLACK BAYOU       Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0001 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel I-Beam Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 52

Overall Structure Length (feet): 126

Year Built: 1958

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated 
by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a steel I-beam swing 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  
The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5529346904851

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Timber stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Cable-stayed swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01178

Latitude: 29.576667 Longitude: -90.808333

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000220
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Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: LITTLE BLACK BAYOU       Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200859 Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0262Structure Number: P5529346904851
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Recall Number: 052140

Bridge Name: MANCHAC BAYOU           

District: 61 Parish: East Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: BAYOU MANCHAC Facility Carried: LA0073

Location: LA0073                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)

Number of Spans: 5

Maximum Span Length (feet): 82

Overall Structure Length (feet): 325

Year Built: 1931

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pony truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The distinctive features that convey its engineering 
significance are its three Warren truss spans, comprised of diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  The bridge 
appears to conform to state standard plan (S-L-T-35).  This bridge exhibits added guardrail that results in a minor loss of integrity but is able to 
convey its significant design features.   This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61170770400001

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Baton Rouge

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Warren pony truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 17-01654

Latitude: 30.34405 Longitude: -90.983283

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 012200
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Photographs:

Parish: East Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: BAYOU MANCHAC Facility Carried: LA0073

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 052140 Bridge Name: MANCHAC BAYOU           Structure Number: 61170770400001
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Recall Number: 400345

Bridge Name: TENSAS RIVER AT INVRT102

District: 05 Parish: Madison

Feature Crossed: TENSAS RIVER Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 9 MI W TALLA BENA        

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)

Number of Spans: 5

Maximum Span Length (feet): 82

Overall Structure Length (feet): 280

Year Built: 1950

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pony truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design features are its three Warren 
truss spans, characterized by diagonal members to withstand both tensile and compressive forces.  This example has added verticals for 
bracing.  This bridge exhibits welded alterations to the floor beams that result in a minor loss of integrity, but the bridge is able to convey its 
significant design features.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P3332300911891

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Warren pony truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 33-00009

Latitude: 32.501457 Longitude: -91.312793

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000187
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Photographs:

Parish: Madison

Feature Crossed: TENSAS RIVER Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 400345 Bridge Name: TENSAS RIVER AT INVRT102Structure Number: P3332300911891
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Recall Number: XXXX10

Bridge Name: WAUKSHA BAYOU BRIDGE

District: 03 Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: CREEK Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: .12 MI. N. OF LA. 103    

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss (Pony Truss)

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 75

Overall Structure Length (feet): 75

Year Built: 1950

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pony truss bridge has significance as an example of a distinctive truss subtype.  The bridge’s significant design feature is its Pratt truss, 
characterized by vertical members in compression and diagonals in tension with a crossbar system in the central panel.  The bridge is additionally 
significant as a rare example of a Pratt pony truss, of which only two known examples remain in Louisiana.  The truss was moved to this location 
c. 1985. The relocation of the truss does not diminish its ability to display significance as a Pratt truss. A railroad flatcar (c. 2011) has been placed 
atop fill added to both approaches and now carries the traffic approximately 2 feet above the deck of the truss structure.  The flatcar’s length 
exceeds that of the truss, and it does not come into contact with any part of the earlier structure and its placement has not resulted in any physical 
alteration to the truss.  The flatcar functions as a separate load-carrying structure, with the Pratt truss supporting only its own weight below the 
flatcar.  The addition of the flatcar and relocation of the truss constitutes a minor loss of integrity, as the bridge is still able to convey its significant 
design features.  The railroad flatcar is identified under recall number 030006.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number:

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Timber stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pratt pony truss

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number:

Latitude: 30.615 Longitude: -91.971667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000010
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030006_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Landry

Feature Crossed: CREEK Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: XXXX10 Bridge Name: WAUKSHA BAYOU BRIDGEStructure Number:
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Recall Number: 033700

Bridge Name: MERMENTAU R./G. CHENIER 

District: 07 Parish: Cameron

Feature Crossed: MERMENTAU R./G.CHENIER   Facility Carried: LA0082

Location: 8.25 MI. S OF INT LA1143 

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 204

Overall Structure Length (feet): 1049

Year Built: 1959

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by 
the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss 
configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that 
result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 07121940200001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pony truss swing span (Warren)

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 12-00206

Latitude: 29.770389 Longitude: -93.013722

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 001490
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Photographs:

Parish: Cameron

Feature Crossed: MERMENTAU R./G.CHENIER   Facility Carried: LA0082

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 033700 Bridge Name: MERMENTAU R./G. CHENIER Structure Number: 07121940200001
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Recall Number: 033730

Bridge Name: SUPERIOR CANAL BRIDGE   

District: 07 Parish: Cameron

Feature Crossed: SUPERIOR CANAL           Facility Carried: LA0082

Location: 29.2 MI. S OF INT LA1143 

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 209

Overall Structure Length (feet): 589

Year Built: 1956

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by 
the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss 
configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that 
result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 07121940221101

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pony truss swing span (Warren)

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 12-00207

Latitude: 29.705944 Longitude: -92.672555

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 001190
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033730_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: Cameron

Feature Crossed: SUPERIOR CANAL           Facility Carried: LA0082

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 033730 Bridge Name: SUPERIOR CANAL BRIDGE   Structure Number: 07121940221101
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Recall Number: 005860

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ JEANERETTE

District: 03 Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0671

Location: .16 MI EAST OF LA 182    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 204

Overall Structure Length (feet): 294

Year Built: 1944

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by 
the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss 
configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that 
result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03232410100161

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pony truss swing span (Warren)

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 23-00936

Latitude: 29.91411 Longitude: -91.66255

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 001590
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005860_a.jpg

005860_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0671

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 005860 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ JEANERETTEStructure Number: 03232410100161
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Recall Number: 200901

Bridge Name: IBERIA PH RD NO 0184

District: 03 Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location: 0012 LOG MI FROM INT     

Bridge Owner: Other State Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 75

Overall Structure Length (feet): 227

Year Built: 1930

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

Fabricated and [Built By] Daniel Jeffrey and Sons, Inc., Boiler Tank and Structural Steel [illegible]

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge, as well as an important variation within the swing bridge type.  
Distinctive features that demonstrate this variation include its variable-depth Warren truss superstructure configuration with separate trusses for 
each swing arm, connected with pinned horizontal members.  Its significance is further demonstrated in its manually operated swing mechanism, 
which is an important variation within the type.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this 
variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P2329573914291

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Timber stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pony truss swing span (Warren)

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 23-00941

Latitude: 29.955 Longitude: -91.715

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000210
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200901_a.jpg

200901_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Other State Agency

Recall Number: 200901 Bridge Name: IBERIA PH RD NO 0184Structure Number: P2329573914291
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Recall Number: 009130

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ CHARENTON 

District: 03 Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0324

Location: .1 MI WEST OF LA 326     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 204

Overall Structure Length (feet): 348

Year Built: 1945

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This Warren pony truss swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by 
the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a pony truss swing bridge, which is characterized by the Warren truss 
configuration, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that 
result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the 
National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03512410209141

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Pony truss swing span (Warren)

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 51-02150

Latitude: 29.88709 Longitude: -91.52269

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 001110
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009130_a.jpg

009130_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0324

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 009130 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ CHARENTON Structure Number: 03512410209141
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Recall Number: 200852

Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0293

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: PETIT CAILLOU BAYOU      Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0001 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 129

Overall Structure Length (feet): 129

Year Built: 1968

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated 
by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a truss swing span, 
center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  The 
bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5529297903441

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Cable-stayed swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01176

Latitude: 29.495 Longitude: -90.573333

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000200
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200852_a.jpg

200852_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: PETIT CAILLOU BAYOU      Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200852 Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0293Structure Number: P5529297903441
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Recall Number: 200865

Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0004

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: DU LARGE BAYOU           Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0001 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 64

Overall Structure Length (feet): 126

Year Built: 1960

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated 
by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a truss swing span, 
center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  A 
strengthening member has been welded to the top chord of the trusses that results in a minor loss of integrity, but the bridge continues to convey 
significant design features of the cable-stayed swing bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.    

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5529246904711

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Cable-stayed swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01179

Latitude: 29.41 Longitude: -90.785

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000050
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200865_a.jpg

200865_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: DU LARGE BAYOU           Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200865 Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0004Structure Number: P5529246904711
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Recall Number: 200868

Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0283

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: GRAND CAILLOU BAYOU      Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0005 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Low Truss Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 64

Overall Structure Length (feet): 158

Year Built: 1960

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This cable-stayed swing bridge has significance as an important example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated 
by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of a cable-stayed swing bridge, which is characterized by a truss swing span, 
center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and tower structure above the pivot pier with cables that support the bridge in open position.  A 
strengthening member has been welded to the top chord of the trusses that results in a minor loss of integrity, but the bridge continued to convey 
significant design features of the cable-stayed swing bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5529283904221

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Cable-stayed swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01180

Latitude: 29.471667 Longitude: -90.703333

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000400
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200868_a.jpg

200868_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: GRAND CAILLOU BAYOU      Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200868 Bridge Name: TERREBONNE PH RD NO 0283Structure Number: P5529283904221
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Recall Number: 051390

Bridge Name: BOEUF BAYOU (AMELIA)    

District: 61 Parish: Assumption

Feature Crossed: BAYOU BOEUF Facility Carried: LA0182

Location: US0090                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 200

Overall Structure Length (feet): 3655

Year Built: 1958

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This continuous steel plate girder main span displays innovative or complex technological solutions related to site conditions, which required a 
longer span.  The steel plate girder consists of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are 
fabricated by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  A continuous plate girder span is uninterrupted over one or more 
intermediate supports, resulting in less materials and deflection and requiring additional engineering to reduce the stresses within the span.  The 
bridge also has exceptional main span length with three continuous plate girders, consisting of two 150-foot girders and one 200-foot girder 
together forming a 500-foot-long span.  The continuous steel plate girder bridge retains good integrity, and despite being a common type conveys 
exceptional significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61040050200001

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Amelia

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 04-02062

Latitude: 29.661111 Longitude: -91.105944

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 004600
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051390_a.jpg

051390_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Assumption

Feature Crossed: BAYOU BOEUF Facility Carried: LA0182

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 051390 Bridge Name: BOEUF BAYOU (AMELIA)    Structure Number: 61040050200001
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Recall Number: 031450

Bridge Name: US 90 OVER I-10

District: 07 Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: US 90 OVER I-10/RAMPS    Facility Carried: US0090

Location: US 90 OVER I-10          

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder

Number of Spans: 2

Maximum Span Length (feet): 174

Overall Structure Length (feet): 1172

Year Built: 1959

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge has four main plate girder spans: two are 150 feet and two are 175 feet, which are considered exceptional main span lengths for steel 
plate girder bridges.  Steel plate girders consist of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are 
fabricated by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  The bridge piers also display innovative or complex technological 
solutions related to geometric constraints.  The main span features framed steel pier caps, with tapered steel plate girders that frame into the 
steel piers, which are attached to the concrete foundations by hold-down anchors that resist uplift for loads on the pier.  The bearings consist of 
semi-circular castings supported in steel U-shaped steel supports that are bolted to the stiffeners of the pier cap.  The narrow configuration of the 
pier, along with the fabricated steel construction of the pier shaft and cap and the hold-down anchor attachments to the concrete foundations, 
further lend to the engineering complexity of this bridge.  In addition, the framing system allows for a lower vertical profile for the bridge and 
provides for a reduced “footprint” for the piers.  The bridge retains good integrity, and despite being a common type conveys exceptional 
significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 07100030405781

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Lake Charles

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 10-00390

Latitude: 30.236806 Longitude: -93.279389

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 009600
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031450_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: US 90 OVER I-10/RAMPS    Facility Carried: US0090

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 031450 Bridge Name: US 90 OVER I-10Structure Number: 07100030405781
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Recall Number: 031736

Bridge Name: CALCASIEU R.(MOSS BLUFF)

District: 07 Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: CALCASIEU RIVER          Facility Carried: US0171

Location: 1.7 MI NORTH OF I-10     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder

Number of Spans: 77

Maximum Span Length (feet): 200

Overall Structure Length (feet): 5702

Year Built: 1969

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate and concrete girder bridge has five main plate girder spans.  Two are 150 feet and three are 200 feet, which are considered 
exceptional main span lengths for steel plate girder bridges.  Steel plate girders consist of built-up welded plates with a deep web that lies 
between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  The bridge also has a 
notable overall length of 5,702 feet.  The bridge retains good integrity, and despite being a common type conveys exceptional significance and is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 07100240103501

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Lake Charles

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Prestressed concrete stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 10-00392

Latitude: 30.284472 Longitude: -93.187361

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 029800
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031736_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: CALCASIEU RIVER          Facility Carried: US0171

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 031736 Bridge Name: CALCASIEU R.(MOSS BLUFF)Structure Number: 07100240103501
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Recall Number: 055240

Bridge Name: INTERCOASTAL CANAL/ICWW 

District: 61 Parish: West Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: PORT ALLEN CANAL         Facility Carried: LA0001

Location: LA0001                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder - Continuous

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 200

Overall Structure Length (feet): 2469

Year Built: 1960

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge with a continuous steel plate girder main span and an identical parallel span (Recall 055250) displays innovative or complex 
technological solutions related to site conditions, which required a longer span.  The steel plate girder consists of built-up welded plates with a 
deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  A 
continuous plate girder span is uninterrupted over one or more intermediate supports, resulting in less materials and deflection and requiring 
additional engineering to reduce the stresses within the span.  The bridge also has exceptional main span length with three continuous plate 
girders, consisting of two 150-foot girders and one 200-foot girder together forming a 500-foot-long span.  The continuous steel plate girder bridge 
retains good integrity, and despite being a common type conveys exceptional significance and is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.        

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61610500708321

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Baton Rouge

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 61-00318

Latitude: 30.42825 Longitude: -91.214083

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 027120
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Photographs:

Parish: West Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: PORT ALLEN CANAL         Facility Carried: LA0001

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 055240 Bridge Name: INTERCOASTAL CANAL/ICWW Structure Number: 61610500708321
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Recall Number: 055250

Bridge Name: INTERCOASTAL CANAL/ICWW 

District: 61 Parish: West Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: PORT ALLEN CANAL         Facility Carried: LA0001

Location: LA0001                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder - Continuous

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 200

Overall Structure Length (feet): 2469

Year Built: 1960

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This bridge with a continuous steel plate girder main span, and an identical parallel span (Recall 055240), displays innovative or complex 
technological solutions related to site conditions, which required a longer span.  The steel plate girder consists of built-up welded plates with a 
deep web that lies between the top and bottom flanges, which are fabricated by plate steel placed horizontally over the webs of the girder.  A 
continuous plate girder span is uninterrupted over one or more intermediate supports, resulting in less materials and deflection and requiring 
additional engineering to reduce the stresses within the span.  The bridge also has exceptional main span length with three continuous plate 
girders, consisting of two 150-foot girders and one 200-foot girder together forming a 500-foot-long span.  The continuous steel plate girder 
bridges retain good integrity, and despite being a common type convey exceptional significance and are eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61610500708322

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Baton Rouge

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 61-00319

Latitude: 30.42825 Longitude: -91.214083

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 027120
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Photographs:

Parish: West Baton Rouge

Feature Crossed: PORT ALLEN CANAL         Facility Carried: LA0001

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 055250 Bridge Name: INTERCOASTAL CANAL/ICWW Structure Number: 61610500708322
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Recall Number: 005800

Bridge Name: BAYOU TECHE

District: 03 Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0086

Location: 03232370100141           

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Bascule Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 74

Overall Structure Length (feet): 242

Year Built: 1940

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: East Main Street Historic District

This double-leaf trunnion bascule bridge with steel plate girder spans has significance as a distinctive example of the bascule type.  Its 
significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the double-leaf trunnion bascule bridge type, which 
is characterized by two opposing leaves that rotate around trunnions, racks and pinions for moving each span, counterweights that descend into 
enclosed pits, and locking mechanisms that enable the cantilevered spans to withstand live loads and remain stable when in closed position.  The 
bridge exhibits alteration to the operator’s house that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this 
bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03232370100141

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Iberia

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Double-leaf trunnion

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 23-00935

Latitude: 30.00595 Longitude: -91.81699

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 013300
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Photographs:

Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0086

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 005800 Bridge Name: BAYOU TECHEStructure Number: 03232370100141
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Recall Number: 001570

Bridge Name: ST. CLAUDE AVENUE

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: INDUSTRIAL CANAL         Facility Carried: CITY STREET       

Location: 2.28 MI SOUTH OF LA 39   

Bridge Owner: Other Local Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Bascule Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 137

Overall Structure Length (feet): 137

Year Built: 1919

Engineer or Builder:

Bethlehem Steel Bridge Corporation

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

Strauss Trunnion Bascule Bridge, Patented, Bethlehem Steel Bridge Corporation, 1919

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: Holy Cross Historic District

This Strauss trunnion bascule bridge with truss superstructure has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Transportation as an important 
crossing built to span the Industrial Canal in New Orleans.  The canal opened in 1923 to connect Lake Pontchartrain with the Mississippi River 
and allows access for cargo ships and barges to river wharves.  Completed in 1919, this is one of the four original bascule bridges built to cross 
the canal (three are extant).   

The bridge also possesses significance as a distinctive subtype within the bascule bridge type.  Distinctive engineering features include its heel 
trunnion patented design.  The bridge was also engineered with a truss superstructure to carry rail and vehicular traffic over the Industrial Canal, 
features that further convey its engineering and design significance.  The bridge exhibits alterations with the removal of railroad tracks and deck 
replacement that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey design features that demonstrate its significance as an important 
crossing along New Orleans’ Industrial Canal and as a distinctive bascule bridge subtype.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under 
Criterion A: Transportation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: U3629578900151

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): N/A

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Strauss heel trunnion

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 36-01802

Latitude: 29.963887 Longitude: -90.027454

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 025200
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Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: INDUSTRIAL CANAL         Facility Carried: CITY STREET       

Bridge Owner: Other Local Agency

Recall Number: 001570 Bridge Name: ST. CLAUDE AVENUEStructure Number: U3629578900151
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Recall Number: 051500

Bridge Name: PIERRE PART BAYOU       

District: 61 Parish: Assumption

Feature Crossed: PIERRE PART BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0070

Location: LA0070                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 106

Overall Structure Length (feet): 476

Year Built: 1967

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a 
minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61042320113011

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Pierre Part

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 04-02063

Latitude: 29.96348 Longitude: -91.21108

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 006300
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Photographs:

Parish: Assumption

Feature Crossed: PIERRE PART BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0070

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 051500 Bridge Name: PIERRE PART BAYOU       Structure Number: 61042320113011
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Recall Number: 005900

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ DASPIT RD

District: 03 Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0086

Location: .24 MI WEST OF LA 347    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 135

Overall Structure Length (feet): 322

Year Built: 1965

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this 
subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03234003100241

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 23-00937

Latitude: 30.04042 Longitude: -91.80082

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 001650
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Photographs:

Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0086

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 005900 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ DASPIT RDStructure Number: 03234003100241
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Recall Number: 006200

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU (MORBIHAN)

District: 03 Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0344

Location: .25 MI NORTH OF LA 86    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 123

Overall Structure Length (feet): 226

Year Built: 1967

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this 
subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03238231400251

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 23-00938

Latitude: 30.0157 Longitude: -91.7739

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 002100
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Photographs:

Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE Facility Carried: LA0344

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 006200 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU (MORBIHAN)Structure Number: 03238231400251
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Recall Number: 054360

Bridge Name: INTRACOASTAL CANAL      

District: 61 Parish: Iberville

Feature Crossed: INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY Facility Carried: LA0077

Location: LA0077                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 240

Overall Structure Length (feet): 385

Year Built: 1960

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Department of Highways

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  
Based on as-built plans, it appears that a standard plan (SS30A-90-24P) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  
The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of 
this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61242190107251

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 24-01011

Latitude: 30.26825 Longitude: -91.319783

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 004400
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Photographs:

Parish: Iberville

Feature Crossed: INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY Facility Carried: LA0077

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 054360 Bridge Name: INTRACOASTAL CANAL      Structure Number: 61242190107251
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Recall Number: 001304

Bridge Name: LAFOURCHE BAYOU-LOCKPORT

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LAFOURCHE          Facility Carried: LA0655

Location: .79 MI EAST OF LA 1      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 212

Overall Structure Length (feet): 250

Year Built: 1940

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Highway Commission

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a variable-depth girder.  Based 
on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (SS-33) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  The 
bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02298291400791

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02417

Latitude: 29.647028 Longitude: -90.536583

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 002500
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Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LAFOURCHE          Facility Carried: LA0655

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 001304 Bridge Name: LAFOURCHE BAYOU-LOCKPORTStructure Number: 02298291400791
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Recall Number: 056360

Bridge Name: AMITE RIVER @ PORT VINCENT

District: 62 Parish: Livingston

Feature Crossed: AMITE RIVER Facility Carried: LA0042

Location: 62322600200001           

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 198

Overall Structure Length (feet): 398

Year Built: 1963

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a variable-depth girder.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house and railing that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design 
features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 62322600200001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 32-00032

Latitude: 30.332033 Longitude: -90.851917

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 019600
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Photographs:

Parish: Livingston

Feature Crossed: AMITE RIVER Facility Carried: LA0042

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 056360 Bridge Name: AMITE RIVER @ PORT VINCENTStructure Number: 62322600200001
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Recall Number: 002830

Bridge Name: DES ALLEMANDS BAYOU

District: 02 Parish: St. Charles

Feature Crossed: BAYOU DESALLEMAND        Facility Carried: LA0631

Location: .4 MI WEST OF LA 632     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 111

Overall Structure Length (feet): 542

Year Built: 1935

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Highway Commission

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated through its association with the Public Works Administration (PWA) 
program established by the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) during the Depression-era to provide work relief and improved infrastructure.  
A plaque on the bridge identifies it as a federal aid project and Louisiana Highway Commission Biennial reports document that it was a 
Depression-era work-relief project.  

This bridge also possesses significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the presence 
of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-
bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that state standard plan (S-C-105) served as a 
general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  This bridge has undergone several alterations, including changes to its mechanical 
equipment, altered windows and doors on the operator’s house, and the removal of locking mechanisms important to the function of the movable 
span.  Although this bridge is still operable, the method of operation has changed from a technologically sophisticated electronic system to a 
manually operated structure, which, combined with other alterations, cumulatively results in a loss of integrity and a change to the original design 
and engineering of the bridge under Criterion C.  This bridge is not eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C.  However, despite 
these alterations, the bridge does continue to convey design features that demonstrate its significance as a work of the PWA and is eligible for the 
National Register under Criterion A: Politics/Government.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02458450600001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 45-00418

Latitude: 29.823417 Longitude: -90.47625

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 001490
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Charles

Feature Crossed: BAYOU DESALLEMAND        Facility Carried: LA0631

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 002830 Bridge Name: DES ALLEMANDS BAYOUStructure Number: 02458450600001
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Recall Number: 008690

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU

District: 03 Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE ST M.        Facility Carried: LA0096

Location: .13 MI EAST OF LA 31     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 133

Overall Structure Length (feet): 230

Year Built: 1942

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Highway Commission

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a variable-depth girder.  Based 
on as-built plans that date to before the 1940 reorganization of the LHC into the LDH, it appears that a state standard plan (S-S-48) served as a 
general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of 
integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03502380300131

City, Village or Town (if applicable): St. Martinville

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 50-00766

Latitude: 30.12331 Longitude: -91.82703

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 010100
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE ST M.        Facility Carried: LA0096

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 008690 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOUStructure Number: 03502380300131
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Recall Number: 009280

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU

District: 03 Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE FRANKLIN Facility Carried: LA3069

Location: LA3069                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 180

Overall Structure Length (feet): 325

Year Built: 1963

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a 
minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register 
under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03518510900241

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Franklin

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 51-02152

Latitude: 29.79203 Longitude: -91.49832

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 002100
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE FRANKLIN Facility Carried: LA3069

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 009280 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOUStructure Number: 03518510900241
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Recall Number: 200872

Bridge Name: STMARY PARISH RD NO 0172

District: 03 Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0005 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 19

Maximum Span Length (feet): 180

Overall Structure Length (feet): 546

Year Built: 1969

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant 
design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5129425912111

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 51-02153

Latitude: 29.708333 Longitude: -91.351667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000140
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200872 Bridge Name: STMARY PARISH RD NO 0172Structure Number: P5129425912111
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Recall Number: 200874

Bridge Name: STMARY PARISH RD NO 0118

District: 03 Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0023 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 11

Maximum Span Length (feet): 180

Overall Structure Length (feet): 386

Year Built: 1959

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant 
design features of this subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P5129496913161

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 51-02154

Latitude: 29.826667 Longitude: -91.526667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 001050
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200874_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: St. Mary

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200874 Bridge Name: STMARY PARISH RD NO 0118Structure Number: P5129496913161
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Recall Number: 058930

Bridge Name: LACOMBE BAYOU           

District: 62 Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LACOMBE Facility Carried: US0190

Location: US0190                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 130

Overall Structure Length (feet): 320

Year Built: 1938

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant 
design features of this subtype.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 62520131210841

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 52-02392

Latitude: 30.313056 Longitude: -89.936278

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 011500
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058930_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: St. Tammany

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LACOMBE Facility Carried: US0190

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 058930 Bridge Name: LACOMBE BAYOU           Structure Number: 62520131210841
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Recall Number: 003390

Bridge Name: FALGOUT CANAL

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: FALGOUT CANAL Facility Carried: LA0315

Location: 11.0 MI SOUTH OF LA 661  

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 135

Overall Structure Length (feet): 202

Year Built: 1964

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this 
subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02552450207341

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01171

Latitude: 29.412045 Longitude: -90.782948

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 001600
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003390_a.jpg

003390_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: FALGOUT CANAL Facility Carried: LA0315

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 003390 Bridge Name: FALGOUT CANALStructure Number: 02552450207341
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Recall Number: 200850

Bridge Name: PROVOST BAYOU

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: PROVOST BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0315

Location: 8.6 MI SOUTH OF LA 661   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 136

Overall Structure Length (feet): 176

Year Built: 1953

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Department of Highways

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as an important variation within the subtype.  Its 
significance is demonstrated by the presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing subtype, which is 
characterized by steel plate girder main span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  Significance is further 
conveyed by the manually operated turning mechanism and associated components, which are intact.  This particular example also features a 
variable-depth girder.  Guardrail has been added to the original railing and restricts the opening.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state 
standard plan (S-348-15-Rev) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge retains its original manual 
power source and associated components, including original gears and deck access point.  Despite the addition of the guardrail, the bridge 
continues to convey the significant design features of the subtype and this important variation.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National 
Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02552459001261

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01175

Latitude: 29.46225 Longitude: -90.751278

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 002000
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200850_a.jpg

200850_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: PROVOST BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0315

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 200850 Bridge Name: PROVOST BAYOUStructure Number: 02552459001261
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Recall Number: 009690

Bridge Name: LITTLE PRAIRIE (OLD ICC)

District: 03 Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: OLD ICC L PRAIRE         Facility Carried: LA0082

Location: 6.67 MI NORTH OF LA 3147 

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Plate Girder Swing Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 240

Overall Structure Length (feet): 465

Year Built: 1965

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel plate girder swing bridge has significance as an example of a movable bridge and as a subtype.  Its significance is demonstrated by the 
presence of distinctive engineering and design features of the steel plate girder swing type, which is characterized by steel plate girder main 
span, center-bearing turning mechanism, pivot pier, and operator’s house.  This particular example also features a bobtail plate girder span.  The 
bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this 
subtype.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03572070106671

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Plate girder swing span

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 57-00675

Latitude: 29.74524 Longitude: -92.328068

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 001420
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009690_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: OLD ICC L PRAIRE         Facility Carried: LA0082

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 009690 Bridge Name: LITTLE PRAIRIE (OLD ICC)Structure Number: 03572070106671
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Recall Number: F15321

Bridge Name:

District: 58 Parish: Concordia

Feature Crossed: OLD RIVER LOW SILL C.S. Facility Carried: LA0015

Location: 75 MI NW OF BATON ROUGE

Bridge Owner: Corps of Engineers (Civil)

Bridge Type: Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Number of Spans: 11

Maximum Span Length (feet): 53

Overall Structure Length (feet): 977

Year Built: 1959

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This steel stringer bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Conservation as a bridge that is part of an integrated spillway 
structure (overbank structure) that was constructed as part of a larger conservation effort constructed as part of a larger conservation effort.  The 
bridge and spillway were constructed to prevent the Mississippi River from diverting into the Atchafalaya River, which could dramatically change 
the landscape in south-central and southeastern Louisiana, as well as displace communities and industries served by the rivers.  This bridge and 
spillway is also related to managing flooding within the region.  This bridge is one of two spillways (the other bridge with integrated spillway is 
Recall No. F15771), and navigational canal that make up the larger Old River Control Structure. 

Although constructed in 1959 and considered a common type, this bridge possesses exceptional significance for its distinctive engineering and 
design features.  The bridge is part of an integrated spillway structure that spans 977 feet.  Significant engineering went into this bridge, which 
incorporates two different components: a vehicular bridge and a spillway structure that consists of a series of flood control gates that control a 
large quantity of water.  The bridge exhibits alterations that result in a minor loss of integrity, including reconstruction of a wing wall and riprap to 
prevent scouring under the spillway after it collapsed during the Flood of 1973.  The bridge continues to convey design features that demonstrate 
its significance as an integrated structure that is part of a larger conservation effort and as a distinctive example of engineering.  The bridge is 
eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Conservation and Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 1770309321

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable):

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 15-00646

Latitude: 31.076569 Longitude: -91.597647

Posted Load:

Current ADT: 544
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F15321_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Concordia

Feature Crossed: OLD RIVER LOW SILL C.S. Facility Carried: LA0015

Bridge Owner: Corps of Engineers (Civil)

Recall Number: F15321 Bridge Name:Structure Number: 1770309321
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Recall Number: 033353

Bridge Name: CALCASIEU RIVER - WEST FORK

District: 07 Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: W FORK CALCASIEU RIVER   Facility Carried: LA0378

Location: 1.8 MI N OF BARRETT LANE

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 9

Maximum Span Length (feet): 100

Overall Structure Length (feet): 624

Year Built: 1968

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 07108101204221

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 10-00394

Latitude: 30.296864 Longitude: -93.24887

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 015100
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Photographs:

Parish: Calcasieu

Feature Crossed: W FORK CALCASIEU RIVER   Facility Carried: LA0378

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 033353 Bridge Name: CALCASIEU RIVER - WEST FORKStructure Number: 07108101204221
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Recall Number: 006210

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU

District: 03 Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0344

Location: .1 MI WEST OF LA 86      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 65

Overall Structure Length (feet): 226

Year Built: 1964

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03238231406331

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Loreauville

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 23-00939

Latitude: 30.05702 Longitude: -91.74038

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 002100
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006210_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: Iberia

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LA0344

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 006210 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOUStructure Number: 03238231406331
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Recall Number: 006520

Bridge Name: VERMILION RIVER @ MILTON

District: 03 Parish: Lafayette

Feature Crossed: VERMILION RIVER Facility Carried: LA0092

Location: 1.2 MI WEST OF LA 733    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 96

Overall Structure Length (feet): 336

Year Built: 1948

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Department of Highways

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (S-L-7) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this 
bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the original railing and operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey 
the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion 
C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03282130500001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02411

Latitude: 30.10385 Longitude: -92.08019

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 008800
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006520_a.jpg

006520_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Lafayette

Feature Crossed: VERMILION RIVER Facility Carried: LA0092

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 006520 Bridge Name: VERMILION RIVER @ MILTONStructure Number: 03282130500001
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Recall Number: 007170

Bridge Name: VERMILION RIVER @ EAST BROUSSARD ROAD

District: 03 Parish: Lafayette

Feature Crossed: VERMILION RIVER Facility Carried: LA0733

Location: 1.23 MI EAST OF US 167   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 75

Overall Structure Length (feet): 258

Year Built: 1951

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Department of Highways

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (S-L-9-15) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this 
bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03288281401231

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Lafayette

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02412

Latitude: 30.14181 Longitude: -92.07596

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 014300
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007170_a.jpg

007170_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Lafayette

Feature Crossed: VERMILION RIVER Facility Carried: LA0733

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 007170 Bridge Name: VERMILION RIVER @ EAST 
BROUSSARD ROAD

Structure Number: 03288281401231
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Recall Number: 000880

Bridge Name: LAFOURCHE BAYOU-RACELAND

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LAFOURCHE          Facility Carried: LA0182

Location: .01 MI EAST OF LA 1      

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 71

Overall Structure Length (feet): 240

Year Built: 1936

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge exhibits an alteration to the original railing that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant 
design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02290050700011

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02413

Latitude: 29.727361 Longitude: -90.599028

Posted Load: 25-40

Current ADT: 007400
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Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LAFOURCHE          Facility Carried: LA0182

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 000880 Bridge Name: LAFOURCHE BAYOU-RACELANDStructure Number: 02290050700011
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Recall Number: 000920

Bridge Name: INTRACOASTAL W/W@LAROSE 

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: INTRACOASTAL CANAL Facility Carried: LA0001

Location: .05 MI NORTH OF LA 24    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 160

Overall Structure Length (feet): 2035

Year Built: 1960

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  
Distinctive engineering features that convey this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive mechanisms, which power the two 
sheaves on each tower.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan (SL50-150-28).  The bridge retains good integrity and conveys 
significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02290640503281

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02414

Latitude: 29.567972 Longitude: -90.382667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 012800
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000920_a.jpg
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Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: INTRACOASTAL CANAL Facility Carried: LA0001

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 000920 Bridge Name: INTRACOASTAL W/W@LAROSE Structure Number: 02290640503281
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Recall Number: 000930

Bridge Name: LOCKPORT COMPANY CANAL  

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: COMPANY CANAL LOCKPORT Facility Carried: LA0001

Location: .1 MI NORTH OF LA 655    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 160

Overall Structure Length (feet): 410

Year Built: 1959

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  
Distinctive engineering features that convey this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive mechanisms, which power the two 
sheaves on each tower.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan (SL50-150-28).  The bridge retains good integrity and conveys 
significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02290640601401

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02415

Latitude: 29.644639 Longitude: -90.544389

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 023800
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000930_a.jpg

000930_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: COMPANY CANAL LOCKPORT Facility Carried: LA0001

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 000930 Bridge Name: LOCKPORT COMPANY CANAL  Structure Number: 02290640601401
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Recall Number: 001030

Bridge Name: LAFOURCHE BAYOU-GOLD. MEAD.

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LAFOURCHE          Facility Carried: LA0308

Location: .01 MI NORTH OF LA 1     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 104

Overall Structure Length (feet): 204

Year Built: 1970

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02294070100001

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Closed

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02416

Latitude: 29.389056 Longitude: -90.264722

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 003800
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001030_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LAFOURCHE          Facility Carried: LA0308

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 001030 Bridge Name: LAFOURCHE BAYOU-GOLD. MEAD.Structure Number: 02294070100001
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Recall Number: 200860

Bridge Name:

District: 02 Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: LAFOURCHE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Location:  0001 LOG MI FROM IN     

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 75

Overall Structure Length (feet): 195

Year Built: 1968

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: P2929438903641

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 28-02418

Latitude: 29.73 Longitude: -90.606667

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 005210
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Photographs:

Parish: Lafourche

Feature Crossed: LAFOURCHE BAYOU          Facility Carried: LOCAL ROAD

Bridge Owner: Parish Highway Agency

Recall Number: 200860 Bridge Name:Structure Number: P2929438903641
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Recall Number: 020375

Bridge Name: JUDGE SEEBER BRIDGE

District: 02 Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CLAIBORNE BRIDGE         Facility Carried: LA0039

Location: LA 39 @ POLAND AVENUE    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 3

Maximum Span Length (feet): 362

Overall Structure Length (feet): 1240

Year Built: 1957

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive vertical lift bridge with Warren through truss main span has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within 
the vertical lift bridge type.  Distinctive engineering features that convey this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive 
mechanisms, which power the two sheaves on each tower.  The bridge exhibits in-kind replacement of stringers and the grid deck and alterations 
to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey significant design features of this variation within the vertical 
lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02360463102341

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 36-01803

Latitude: 29.969093 Longitude: -90.025723

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 032300
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001610_a.jpg

001610_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Orleans

Feature Crossed: CLAIBORNE BRIDGE         Facility Carried: LA0039

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 020375 Bridge Name: JUDGE SEEBER BRIDGEStructure Number: 02360463102341
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Recall Number: 002500

Bridge Name: INTRACOASTAL W/W-J.PEREZ

District: 02 Parish: Plaquemines

Feature Crossed: I C WATERWAY Facility Carried: LA0023

Location: .2 MI SOUTH OF LA 3017   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 150

Overall Structure Length (feet): 2558

Year Built: 1967

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  
Distinctive engineering features that convey this variation include the location of two separate motor and drive mechanisms, which power the two 
sheaves on each tower.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan (SL50-150-28).  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s 
house and replacement of isolated mechanical components and counterweight ropes that results in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to 
convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02380620200432

City, Village or Town (if applicable): New Orleans

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Prestressed concrete stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive

Status: Closed

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 38-00017

Latitude: 29.874472 Longitude: -90.012083

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 024960
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002500_a.jpg

002500_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Plaquemines

Feature Crossed: I C WATERWAY Facility Carried: LA0023

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 002500 Bridge Name: INTRACOASTAL W/W-J.PEREZStructure Number: 02380620200432
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Recall Number: 054900

Bridge Name: OLD RIVER NAVIGATION CAN

District: 61 Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: OLD RIVER NAV. CANAL     Facility Carried: LA0015

Location: LA0015                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 102

Overall Structure Length (feet): 882

Year Built: 1964

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance for its association with important trends or events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of Louisiana history.  Its significance is demonstrated in the area of Conservation and Transportation 
as a vertical lift structure over the Old River Navigation Canal. The bridge and canal were constructed as part of a larger conservation effort to 
ensure in the late 1950s the Mississippi River would not divert into the Atchafalaya River.  The canal was constructed to provide passage of 
waterway traffic between the Mississippi River and the Atchafalaya River, while the bridge carries LA 15 over the canal.  The vertical lift 
configuration allowed for necessary navigational clearance under the bridge.  The bridge and canal are associated with two spillways (related 
bridges are Recall Nos. F15771 and F15321) that make up the larger Old River Control Structure.  

The bridge also possesses significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This variation is 
demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  This configuration is uncommon 
nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length.  The bridge retains good 
integrity and clearly conveys design features that demonstrate its significance as an integral component of a larger conservation project and as a 
variation within the vertical lift bridge type.  This bridge is eligible for the National Register under Criterion A: Conservation and Transportation and 
Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 61391770105911

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 39-00842

Latitude: 31.001639 Longitude: -91.675278

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 000540
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054900_a.jpg

054900_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Pointe Coupee

Feature Crossed: OLD RIVER NAV. CANAL     Facility Carried: LA0015

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 054900 Bridge Name: OLD RIVER NAVIGATION CANStructure Number: 61391770105911
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Recall Number: 008570

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU

District: 03 Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LA03361

Location: LA0336-01                

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 66

Overall Structure Length (feet): 281

Year Built: 1950

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: Breaux Bridge Historic District

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03500560400141

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Breaux Bridge

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 50-00765

Latitude: 30.27554 Longitude: -91.89761

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 010500
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008570_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: TECHE BAYOU Facility Carried: LA03361

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 008570 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOUStructure Number: 03500560400141
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Recall Number: 008700

Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ PARKS

District: 03 Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE PARKS        Facility Carried: LA0350

Location: INT OF LA 350 AND LA 347 

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 50

Overall Structure Length (feet): 247

Year Built: 1950

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Department of Highways

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  Based on as-built plans, it appears that a state standard plan (S-L-6-15) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this 
bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03504003000331

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Parks

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 50-00767

Latitude: 30.21708 Longitude: -91.82696

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 003600
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Photographs:

Parish: St. Martin

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TECHE PARKS        Facility Carried: LA0350

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 008700 Bridge Name: TECHE BAYOU @ PARKSStructure Number: 03504003000331
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Recall Number: 003240

Bridge Name: LITTLE CAILLOU (PRESQUE)

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: LITTLE CAILLOU           Facility Carried: LA0024

Location: LA0024                   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 56

Overall Structure Length (feet): 112

Year Built: 1941

Engineer or Builder:

Louisiana Highway Commission

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  Based on as-built plans that date to before the 1940 reorganization of the LHC into the LDH, it appears that a state standard plan (S-L-6) 
served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a 
minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for 
listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.   

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02550659104061

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Houma

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01170

Latitude: 29.563306 Longitude: -90.64775

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 011200
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Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: LITTLE CAILLOU           Facility Carried: LA0024

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 003240 Bridge Name: LITTLE CAILLOU (PRESQUE)Structure Number: 02550659104061
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Recall Number: 003480

Bridge Name: SARAH - PETIT CAILLOU   

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: PETIT CAILLOU Facility Carried: LA0058

Location: .01 MI EAST OF LA 56     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 55

Overall Structure Length (feet): 136

Year Built: 1963

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type. This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves. This 
configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span length. It 
appears that state standard plan (S-L-6) served as a general guide for the design and construction of this bridge. The bridge exhibits alterations 
to the original railing and operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design features of this 
variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical
events or trends. This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02552473000011

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01172

Latitude: 29.482555 Longitude: -90.579472

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 003400
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Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: PETIT CAILLOU Facility Carried: LA0058

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 003480 Bridge Name: SARAH - PETIT CAILLOU   Structure Number: 02552473000011
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Recall Number: 003500

Bridge Name: TERREBONNE BAYOU (MONTEGUT)

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TERREBONNE         Facility Carried: LA0058

Location: 1.58 MI EAST OF LA 56    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 55

Overall Structure Length (feet): 156

Year Built: 1963

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  This bridge appears to conform to a state standard plan (SL-11-15).  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant 
design features of this variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02552473001581

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01173

Latitude: 29.4815 Longitude: -90.554917

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 003400
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003500_a.jpg

003500_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: BAYOU TERREBONNE         Facility Carried: LA0058

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 003500 Bridge Name: TERREBONNE BAYOU (MONTEGUT)Structure Number: 02552473001581
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Recall Number: 003620

Bridge Name: LACARPE BAYOU

District: 02 Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LACARPE Facility Carried: LA0661

Location: .48 MI NORTH OF LA 315   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 76

Overall Structure Length (feet): 196

Year Built: 1964

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge retains good integrity and clearly conveys the significant design features of this variation within the bridge type.  The bridge is 
eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: Design/Engineering.

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 02558550800481

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Houma

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete slab

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 55-01174

Latitude: 29.572944 Longitude: -90.712667

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 013500
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003620_a.jpg

003620_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Terrebonne

Feature Crossed: BAYOU LACARPE Facility Carried: LA0661

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 003620 Bridge Name: LACARPE BAYOUStructure Number: 02558550800481
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Recall Number: 009430

Bridge Name: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE   

District: 03 Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE    Facility Carried: LA0014

Location: .13 MI WEST OF US 167    

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 75

Overall Structure Length (feet): 241

Year Built: 1938

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: Downtown Abbeville Historic District

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03570550600131

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Abbeville

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete tee beam

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: Yes

SHPO Number: 57-00672

Latitude: 29.975 Longitude: -92.138333

Posted Load: 15-25

Current ADT: 010600
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009430_a.jpg

009430_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE    Facility Carried: LA0014

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 009430 Bridge Name: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE   Structure Number: 03570550600131
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Recall Number: 009460

Bridge Name: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE   

District: 03 Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE    Facility Carried: LA0014BY

Location: .1 MI WEST OF US 167     

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 73

Overall Structure Length (feet): 353

Year Built: 1964

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering.  

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03570553001081

City, Village or Town (if applicable): Abbeville

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Concrete - mixed design

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 57-00673

Latitude: 29.983615 Longitude: -92.136589

Posted Load:      

Current ADT: 020700
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009460_a.jpg

009460_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE    Facility Carried: LA0014BY

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 009460 Bridge Name: VERMILION R/ABBEVILLE   Structure Number: 03570553001081
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Recall Number: 009680

Bridge Name: VERMILION RIVER (PERRY) 

District: 03 Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: VERMILION R PERRY        Facility Carried: LA0082

Location: 1.0 MI SOUTH OF LA 330   

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Bridge Type: Steel Vertical Lift Span

Number of Spans: 1

Maximum Span Length (feet): 75

Overall Structure Length (feet): 383

Year Built: 1955

Engineer or Builder:

Unknown

Surveyor: Mead & Hunt, Inc.

Date Surveyed: 2013

Bridge Plaque:

None

National Register Determination Date: 2013

National Register Historic District Name: N/A

This tower drive with connected towers vertical lift bridge has significance as a movable bridge and as an important variation within the vertical lift 
bridge type.  This variation is demonstrated in the location of the drive machinery at the center of a fixed span that operates the four sheaves.  
This configuration is uncommon nationally and represents a variation based on the small size of the navigation channel and necessary span 
length.  The bridge exhibits alterations to the operator’s house that result in a minor loss of integrity, but continues to convey the significant design 
features of this variation within the vertical lift type.  This bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C: 
Design/Engineering. 

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge possesses a direct and important association with 
historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under Criterion A.

Structural Data:

Location Data:

Design and Construction Data:

National Register Determination: Eligible

National Register of Historic Places Evaluation:

Structure Number: 03571940707511

City, Village or Town (if applicable):

Approach Span Type (if applicable): Steel stringer/multi-beam or girder

Main Span Configuration (if applicable): Tower drive with connected towers

Status: Open

Within/Adjacent to Known Historic District: N/A

SHPO Number: 57-00674

Latitude: 29.951484 Longitude: -92.156383

Posted Load: 20-35

Current ADT: 009300
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009680_a.jpg

009680_b.jpg

Photographs:

Parish: Vermilion

Feature Crossed: VERMILION R PERRY        Facility Carried: LA0082

Bridge Owner: State of Louisiana

Recall Number: 009680 Bridge Name: VERMILION RIVER (PERRY) Structure Number: 03571940707511
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Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003720
03010030905991

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

003790
03010031010411

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

003810
03010570200001

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0013 BAYOU QUEUE DE 
TORTUE

003820
03010570201361

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 CREEK

003830
03010570203651

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0013 LIONS PT 
GULLEY          

003850
03010570301181

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 CREEK

003880
03010570304061

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003890
03010570307281

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0013 LONG POINT 
GULLY         

003900
03010570308211

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 CREEK

003910
03010570309911

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 CREEK

003920
03010570312931

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 GRAND COULEE

003930
03010570316761

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0013 CREEK

003940
03010570316861

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0013 BAYOU MALLET

003950
03010570317921

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003980
03012010203501

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0097 CREEK

003990
03012010206101

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0097 0ICE CANAL

003992
03012010207641

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0097 CREEK

004000
03012010307741

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0097 CREEK

004010
03012010308491

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0097 CREEK

004020
03012010310951

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0097 CREEK

004030
03012070600001

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0342 QUEUE DE TORTUE 
BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004050
03012070701441

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0035 DRAINAGE CANAL 
BRIDGE    

004060
03012070703701

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0035 BAYOU WIKOFF

004064
03012070706881

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0035 BIDEMAN GULLY

004090
03012100102531

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0098 BAYOU DE 
CANNES          

004100
03012100102811

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0098 CREEK

004130
03012100200071

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0098 CREEK

004140
03012100201571

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0098 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004150
03012100205101

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0098 LONG POINT 
GULLY         

004160
03012100304621

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0098 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE 
BRULE

004170
03012100404881

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0098 BAYOU WYCOFF

004190
03012110100581

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0100 BAYOU PLAQ BRULE

004210
03012110205571

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0091 LITTLE BAYOU

004218
03012110300851

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0091 CREEK

004260
03012113001711

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0100 BAYOU DES CANNES 
EVNG
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004270
03012113001211

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0100 CREEK

004280
03012113101591

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0368 BAYOU DES CANNES

004290
03012113101791

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0368 BAYOU DES CANNES 
RELIEF  

004300
03012113103881

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0368 IRRIGATION 
CANAL         

004320
03012120300921

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0091 CREEK

004330
03012120302241

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0091 CREEK

004340
03012120302581

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0091 FEERE CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004350
03012120304861

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0091 LAZY POINT 
CANAL         

004360
03012130102991

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3007 CREEK

004370
03012200101221

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0365 LONG POINT 
GULLEY        

004380
03012200102561

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0365 COLES GULLY

004390
03012200104141

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0365 CREEK

004400
03012200104861

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0365 PRATHER GULLY

004410
03012200106141

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0365 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE 
BR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004412
03012200203111

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0365 BAYOU WYKOFF

004420
03013850102141

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0092 CREEK

004430
03013850203721

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0092 LAZY POINT 
CANAL         

004490
03013860102881

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0367 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE 
BRUL

004500
03013860104311

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0367 PRATHER GULLY

004510
03013860105511

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0367 GUM POINT 
GULLY          

004520
03013860106471

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0367 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004530
03013860106741

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0367 CREEK

004540
03013860107271

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0367 CREEK

004550
03013860107561

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0367 CREEK

004570
03013870100281

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0368 BAYOU MALLET

004580
03013870100361

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0368 CREEK

004590
03013870105111

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0368 GRAND COULEE 
DTCH        

004632
03013890102081

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0098 LA 98 OVER I-10          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004650
03013890106311

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0098 CREEK

004662
03013890202681

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA1100 DITCH

004670
03013890300601

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0095 BAYOU WYKOFF

004690
03013890303041

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0095 BAYOU WYKOFF

004700
03013900200281

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1096 LA 1096 OVER I-10        

004720
03013900300931

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0095 CREEK

004730
03013900301911

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0095 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004750
03013910101201

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0098 CREEK

004770
03013920100851

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0095 DRAIN

004780
03013920101551

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0095 DRAIN

004814
03013920106591

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0095 DRAIN

004820
03013920108981

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0095 DRAIN

004830
03013920110011

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0095 BAYOU MALLET

004880
03014500401431

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

004900
03014500402721

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

004970
03014500405681

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

005030
03014500408111

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

005170
03014500416781

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-10

005190
03014500420451

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-10

005286
03018010400281

State of Louisiana1945

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALA1123 CREEK

005290
03018010402231

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1123 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

005300
03018010404241

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1123 CREEK

005330
03018010902331

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0091 CREEK

005340
03018010903341

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0091 CREEK

005350
03018010903771

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0091 LA 91 OVER I-10          

005400
03018011102471

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0091 RICHARDS 
GULLY           

005420
03018012000521

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA1115 CREEK

005430
03018012002621

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1115 LYONS POINT 
GULLY        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

005440
03018012007531

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1115 CREEK

005450
03018012008561

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1115 CREEK

005520
03018013001531

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA1111 LA 1111 OVER I-10        

005530
03018013002651

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1111 WYKOFF BAYOU

005600
03018014101021

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0095 LA 95 OVER I-10          

005610
03018015701471

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3067 CREEK

005618
03018015800101

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3068 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

005650
03018015905221

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3070 CREEK

005652
03018016001071

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALA3076 CREEK

005658
03018016100251

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3116 CREEK

005660
03018016100481

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3116 CREEK

005662
03018016101101

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3116 CREEK

005670
03018016101171

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3116 CREEK

005672
03018016201571

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3123 BR. LSU.-EUNICE 
ACCESS RD
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200441
P0130239921391

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200448
P0130262921531

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200458
P0130193923621

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200463
P0130182922581

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

200464
P0130174923071

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD POINTE AUX LOUPS 
BAYOU   

200476
P0130210921921

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PRATHER GULLY

200483
P0130217922281

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GRANDE COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200485
P0130162922481

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200491
P0130168921261

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200499
P0130159921931

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WICKOFF BAYOU

200509
P0130077922681

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200514
P0130094922681

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLANC BAYOU

200515
P0130101922611

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

200519
P0130045922631

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SIMMONS GULLY
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200531
P0130089922531

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LYONS POINT 
GULLY        

200533
P0130152921561

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200534
P0130152921551

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200541
P0130093923601

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200543
P0130093923041

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200547
P0130178921461

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200554
P0130120922221

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BLANC BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200557
P0130082923521

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200558
P0130066923031

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200561
P0130120922241

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BLANC BAYOU

200567
P0130066923091

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200568
P0130082923261

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200569
P0130075923171

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LAZY POINT 
CANAL         

200579
P0130129921971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200591
P0130097922371

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200593
P0130158921931

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200598
P0130065922151

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PRIME GULLY

200624
P0130236922261

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200625
P0130231922181

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GRANDE COULEE 
DITCH      

200628
P0130215923761

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NEZPIQUE 
BAYOU           

200631
P0130284923361

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BARWICK BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Acadia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200634
P0130240921701

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PLAQUEMINE BRULE 
BAYOU

200635
P0130230921071

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

800170
P0130289922481

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

028820
07020120610051

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

028830
07020120611501

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 CREEK

028840
07020120611691

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 SLOUGH

028850
07020120611981

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 SLOUGH

028910
07020120701751

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 KINDER CANAL

028920
07020120702861

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU SERPENT

028930
07020120703271

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

028940
07020140300981

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 KINDER DITCH

028950
07020140305121

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 KINDER CANAL

028970
07020140312151

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 BAYOU

029010
07020140403861

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DRAIN

029020
07020140404591

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DRAIN

029030
07020140409541

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DRAIN

029040
07020140410061

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

029050
07020140410891

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DRAIN

029070
07020140418461

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DRAIN

029090
07020280502471

State of Louisiana1927

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0026 BRUSHY BRANCH

029100
07020280503201

State of Louisiana1927

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0026 DRAIN

029110
07020280505731

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0026 CREEK

029120
07020280505911

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0026 CREEK

029130
07020280506001

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0026 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

029190
07020540101241

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0026 BAYOU BLUE

029200
07020540203501

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0026 BAYOU BLUE 
RELIEF        

029210
07020540203711

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0026 BAYOU BLUE

029220
07020660401761

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0010 MILL CREEK

029320
07020660503131

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0010 BEAVER CREEK

029330
07021390100471

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0113 MUD CREEK

029340
07021390101921

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0113 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

029350
07021390104081

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0113 MUD CREEK

029370
07021410101101

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 DRAIN

029410
07021880303091

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 SIX MI CR RELIEF         

029420
07021880303211

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 SIX MILE CREEK           

029430
07021880306821

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 TEN MILE 
CREEK           

029440
07021880310341

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 DRAIN

029460
07021970405101

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0383 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

029470
07021970405351

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0383 KINDER DITCH

029510
07023780304321

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0377 DRAIN

029520
07028020402451

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA1551 DRAIN

029530
07028020502301

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0372 CREEK

029570
07028021100121

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1156 MILL CREEK

029580
07028021201201

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1152 CREEK

070083
P0230427924551

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER 
RELIEF   
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

070088
P0230370925581

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WHISKEY CHITTO 
CREEK     

070089
P0230431925191

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500801
P0230479923921

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST FORK CANEY 
CREEK    

500806
P0230536923851

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500824
P0230524925561

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SIX MILE CREEK 
RELIEF    

500832
P0230528924161

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CHERRVWINCHE 
CREEK       

500833
P0230529924501

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COW BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500836
P0230537924321

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COW BAYOU

500874
P0230424924511

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER 
RELIEF   

500875
P0230425924511

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER 
RELIEF   

500876
P0230425924521

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU RIVER 
RELIEF   

500902
P0230345925041

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GULLY

500907
P0230288925051

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500908
P0230273925051

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD KINDER DITCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500909
P0230270925051

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD KINDER DITCH

500921
P0230306925211

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CALCASIEU 
RIVER          

500931
P0230372925601

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WHISKEY CHITTO CK 
RELIEF 

500935
P0230401925561

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FLAT CREEK

500939
P0230453925191

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500945
P0230460925421

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500973
P0230419925691

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Allen Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

501002
P0230518924501

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050560
61030070600582

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 CONWAY CANAL

050580
61030070602292

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 AIRLINE 
DRAINAGE         

050600
61030070603802

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 AIRLINE 
DRAINAGE         

050620
61030070604532

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 CANAL

050630
61030070700611

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 CANAL

050640
61030070701091

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 CANAL

050650
61030070702401

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050670
61030070703802

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 BAYOU 
FRANCOIS           

050690
61030070704692

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 NEW RIVER

050700
61030500504621

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 MCMANOR CANAL

050750
61030770103231

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0073 NEW RIVER

050760
61030773000121

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0429 DUTCHTOWN 
DRAIN          

050770
61030773001151

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0429 NEW RIVER

050780
61030773003031

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0429 SMITH BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050870
61032640302111

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0074 GRAND GOUDINE

050940
61032650202131

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0044 BLACK BAYOU

050950
61032660106851

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 PANAMA CANAL

050970
61032660200471

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0022 BAYOU 
FRANCOIS           

050980
61032660203471

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0022 NEW RIVER 
CANAL          

050990
61032660205391

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0022 DENHAM CANAL

051000
61032660206491

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0022 LITTLE LAKE 
RELIEF       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051010
61032660207401

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0022 PIERRES 
DRAINAGE         

051030
61032670200351

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0431 BAYOU 
FRANCOIS           

051100
61034070900461

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0308 BELLE TERRE 
CANAL        

051120
61034140301401

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0030 NEW RIVER

051130
61034140304711

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0030 CREEK

051140
61034140305511

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0030 STREAM

051150
61034260104401

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0070 BAYOU 
VERRETTE           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051151
61034260300331

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0070 STREAM

051152
61034260301271

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0070 STREAM

051154
61034260301681

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0070 STREAM

051156
61034260301921

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0070 PANAMA CANAL

051158
61034260302451

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0070 STREAM

051190
61038030701261

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0928 JIM BAYOU

051200
61038030704191

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0928 JIM BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051220
61038030803131

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0621 BLACK BAYOU 
CANAL        

051240
61038031002341

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0935 BAYOU BLACK

051250
61038031003951

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0935 NEW RIVER 
CANAL          

051270
61038031701371

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0931 BAYOU MILLET

051280
61038031800901

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0933 HENDERSON 
BAYOU          

051290
P0330181905421

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0932 CREEK

051330
61038032201811

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0936 NEELEY CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051340
61038032301111

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0939 BAYOU 
FRANCOIS           

051350
61038032400061

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0937 NEW RIVER

051360
61038032400721

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0937 ANDERSON 
CANAL           

051370
61038032700981

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0941 BAYOU CONWAY

610158
P0330202905711

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MANCHAC ACRES 
BR         

610173
P0330130905001

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER

610175
P0330133905641

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

610180
P0330133905111

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER

610181
P0330131904911

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER

610187
P0330181905111

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

610194
P0330160905541

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CALBASSE 
CANAL           

800832
P0330061905631

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU VERRET

800841
P0330179905391

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800857
P0330140905931

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ascension Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800869
P0330165905471

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800871
P0330160905681

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
NARCISSE           

800873
P0330146905801

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD NEW RIVER

800875
P0330156905781

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAND GOUDINE 
BAYOU      

800876
P0330157905631

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
NARCISSE           

800902
P0330059910041

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

804780
61038033102901

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3251 SMITH BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Assumption Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051430
61040640907111

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0001 CONCIENNE 
CANAL          

051440
61042320104611

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0070 BAYOU 
CHOUPIQUE          

051450
61042320104941

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0070 GRAND BAYOU

051460
61042320106361

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0070 BAYOU CORNE

051470
61042320107691

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0070 BAYOU VALERIE

051480
61042320108501

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0070 LIT BAU PIERRE 
PA        

051530
61044070804871

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0308 HALWAY CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Assumption Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051610
61048041508611

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0398 BAYOU MORGAN 
CITY        

051620
61048041510331

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0398 BAYOU L OURSE

051630
61048042401531

State of Louisiana1961

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1012 HIMALAYA 
CANAL           

051640
61048042500111

State of Louisiana1930

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0663 BAYOU L'OURSE

051650
61048043400031

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (Removable Span)

N/ALA1010 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

051660
61048043500011

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1247 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

051680
61048043700021

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1008 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Assumption Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800912
P0429401910581

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800915
P0429520910451

Parish Highway Agency1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANCIENNE 
CANAL          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036050
08050330107911

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0115 BAYOU DULAC

036060
08050330109381

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0115 BORDELON 
SLOUGH          

036090
08050330116011

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0115 COULEE DES 
GRUES         

036130
08050520510301

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0114 ROSEAU BAYOU

036180
08050523010031

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 COULEE DES 
GRUE          

036192
08050520700001

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 BAYOU PEROT

036200
08050520702831

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DRAINAGE 
DITCH           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036230
08050523000081

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 ROSEAU BAYOU

036240
08050523002881

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 BAYOU DES 
GLAISE         

036250
08051420204311

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0107 WIGGINS BAYOU

036260
08051430103311

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0452 BAYOU ROUGE

036270
08051430103511

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0452 JOHNSON BAYOU

036310
08051470305541

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0107 BAYOU JACK 
RELIEF        

036350
08052040401301

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0106 BAYOU BOEUF
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036360
08052050300621

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0029 BAYOU BOEUF

036370
08052050303271

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0029 BAYOU BOEUF

036380
08052050304231

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0029 BAYOU BOEUF

036390
08052050304951

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0029 TURNER BAYOU

036400
08053700104121

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0454 WIGGINS BAYOU

036420
08053750304251

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0361 BAYOU COCO

036460
08058050900451

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1176 BAYOU BOEUF
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036470
08058050901641

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1176 TURNER CANAL

036510
08058051803611

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0115 BAYOU BOEUF

036540
08058052201051

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0362 COCO CANAL

036570
08058052501021

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1183 TURNER CANAL

036600
08058053200421

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1190 DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

036612
08058053300791

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1175 BAYOU BOEUF

080020
P0531089915001

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
NATCHITOCHES       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080098
P0530546920431

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU ROUGE

080108
P0531075920151

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU 
CANAL        

080109
P0530530921201

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU BOEUF

800007
P0530556921371

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU BOEUF

800014
P0530540920461

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU ROUGE

800021
P0530529920351

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU ROUGE

800033
P0530586915751

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
DITCH           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800045
P0531018915571

Parish Highway Agency1965

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES 
GLAISES        

800051
P0531012915501

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES 
GLAISES        

800056
P0531047915591

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES 
GLAISES        

800058
P0531061915181

Parish Highway Agency1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU DES 
GLAISES        

800077
P0531030920621

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800092
P0531058921131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800097
P0531068920621

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Avoyelles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800098
P0531082920911

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CHOCTAW BAYOU

800109
P0531095920661

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

800114
P0531080920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

800125
P0531111920501

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CREEK           

800145
P0531181921201

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800154
P0531036920331

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU LACOMBE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

029600
07060120302181

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0012 COWARDS GULLY

029610
07060120500521

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CREEK

029620
07060120501241

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0012 CREEK

029630
07060120501501

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0012 BECKWITH 
CREEK           

029640
07060120502031

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CREEK

029660
07060120505841

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CREEK

029670
07060120506451

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0012 COWPEN BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

029700
07060120508331

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CREEK

029770
07060240302661

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 INDIAN BAYOU

029790
07060240310521

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 CREEK

029850
07060240408551

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 CREEK

029960
07060280204231

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 CLEAR CREEK

029970
07060280206011

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 BRIDGE CREEK

029980
07060280206821

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 TROUT CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

029990
07060280304351

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

030000
07060280304441

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 TROUT CREEK

030010
07060280306041

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

030020
07060280308071

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

030030
07060280309431

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 COWPEN CREEK

030040
07060280311381

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

030220
07060310903391

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030230
07060310905141

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 CREEK

030250
07060310905731

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0027 BECKWITH 
CREEK           

030260
07060310907191

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 CREEK

030280
07060310914651

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALA0027 CREEK

030300
07061320100251

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0111 CREEK

030330
07061390204121

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0113 DRY CREEK

030350
07061390300791

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0113 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030360
07061390300921

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0113 BUNDICK CREEK

030370
07061390300981

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0113 CREEK

030380
07061390302651

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0113 JIM BURNEY 
BRANCH        

030440
07061870300081

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0109 DRAIN

030450
07061870401641

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0389 BRUSHY CREEK

030470
07061870407531

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

030480
07061870408421

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030490
07061870409201

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 BUGGER BRANCH

030500
07061870409681

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 BIVENS BRANCH

030510
07061870411491

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 CYPRESS CREEK

030520
07061870411981

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

030530
07061870412611

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

030540
07061870414321

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 JOHNSON 
BRANCH           

030550
07061870414971

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030560
07061870415271

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 PULLEM CREEK

030570
07061870416171

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 HOOSIER CREEK

030580
07061870417191

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

030590
07061870418091

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

030600
07061880100551

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 WEST RELIEF

030610
07061880100621

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 FLAT CREEK

030620
07061880101411

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 CREEK

030630
07061880102311

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 WEST RELIEF
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030640
07061880102491

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 CREEK

030650
07061880102531

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 BUNDICK CREEK

030660
07061880102751

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 EAST RELIEF

030670
07061880105721

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 DRAIN

030680
07061880107851

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 CREEK

030690
07061880108191

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 DRAIN

030700
07061880200261

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 HOG BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030710
07061880200611

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 WHISKY CHITTO 
CREEK      

030720
07061880201031

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 DEER LAKE 
SLOUGH         

030730
07061880201361

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 BEAR SLOUGH

030740
07061880205921

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0112 SUGAR CREEK

030750
07061880206031

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0112 DRAIN

030760
07061880207061

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0112 DRAIN

030780
07061890100961

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0394 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030860
07061900100921

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0110 DRAIN

030870
07061900103591

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0110 HOOSIER CREEK

030880
07061900104871

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0110 DRAIN

030900
07061900108241

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0110 BEAR HEAD 
CREEK          

030910
07061900108901

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0110 BEAR HEAD 
MARSH          

030920
07061900202081

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0110 BECKWITH 
CREEK           

030930
07061900202271

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0110 BECKWITH CREEK 
RELIEF    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030940
07061900204251

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0110 POLEY CREEK

030950
07061900207201

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0110 DRAIN

030960
07061900207451

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0110 COLE CREEK

030962
07061900209551

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0110 CREEK

030980
07061900211701

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0110 HICKORY 
BRANCH           

030990
07061900211841

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0110 CREEK

031030
07061910200161

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0389 WINDHAM CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031040
07061910202021

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

031050
07061910203251

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 CREEK

031060
07061910203451

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 BEAR HEAD 
CREEK          

031070
07061910205101

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0389 LITTLE CREEK

031080
07061910208291

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 COWARDS GULLY

031090
07063770104001

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0109 HURRICANE 
CREEK          

031100
07063770106521

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0109 INDIAN CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031110
07063770108611

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0109 WINDMAM CREEK

031120
07063770201961

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0109 DRAIN

031130
07063770203281

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0109 DRAIN

031140
07063770203371

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0109 JOHNS GULLY

031150
07063770206321

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0109 BUXTON MARSH

031160
07063770207311

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0109 MARSH

031170
07063770207581

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0109 MARSH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031180
07063770207681

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0109 BEARHEAD 
CREEK           

031190
07063770209241

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0109 DRAIN

031200
07063770211321

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0109 DRAIN

031240
07068060200191

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 JIM BURNEY 
BRANCH        

031250
07068060201451

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 E CANEY 
BRANCH           

031252
07068060201651

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 CREEK

031254
07068060202651

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031260
07068060203001

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 W CANEY 
BRANCH           

031262
07068060204401

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 CREEK

031270
07068060204741

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 CREEK

031280
07068060206321

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 SHORT PRONG

031290
07068060207451

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 DRY BRANCH

031300
07068060209171

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1147 SPRING CREEK 
BR          

500524
P0630528931661

Parish Highway Agency1970

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FLAT CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Beauregard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500525
P0630497931351

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD PALMETTO 
CREEK           

500586
P0630489925971

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD INDIAN BRANCH

500645
P0630410930611

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD STEEP CREEK

700190
07068060400211

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3226 COWPEN CREEK

XXXX08 1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/ALA0027 AT & SF Railroad
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

010370
04070010600001

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 CROWS CREEK

010380
04070010601981

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

010400
04070010604501

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 KCS RR UNDER US 
80       

010440
04070010609771

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 SLOUGH BRIDGE

010460
04070010612831

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

010510
04070270209521

State of Louisiana1928

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 BEARD BRANCH

010560
04070430211791

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0147 CYPRESS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

010590
04070430501691

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0009 LA 9 OVER I-20 @ 
ARCADIA 

010730
04070670304101

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0004 CASTOR CREEK

010740
04070670305581

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0004 CREEK

010792
04070670408301

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0004 DRAIN

010794
04070670408801

State of Louisiana1927

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0004 DRAIN

010796
04070670409401

State of Louisiana1927

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 DRAIN

010800
04070670412371

State of Louisiana1927

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

010900
04070880304361

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0507 KEPLER CREEK

010910
04070880403321

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0154 BRANCH

010970
04070880501241

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0154 LA 154 OVER I-20         

011002
04070890305271

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0009 SPRAWLS MILL 
CREEK       

011050
04070890314471

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0009 EDWARDS MILL 
CR          

011060
04070890400801

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0009 PEAVINE  
CREEK           

011070
04070890404281

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0009 LITTLE BEAR CR           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

011080
04070890405231

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0009 BEAR CREEK

011090
04070890410291

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0009 WILLIAMS 
CREEK           

011110
04070890500721

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0151 LA 151 OVER I 20 
ARCADIA 

011132
04070893003141

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0517 CREEK

011170
04070900301841

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0154 MORROW BRANCH

011180
04070900302211

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0154 DRAIN

011190
04070900401511

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0154 FOUR MILE BAYOU 
RELIEF   
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

011200
04070900401541

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0154 FOUR MILE BAYOU 
RELIEF   

011210
04070900401741

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0154 FOUR MILE 
BAYOU          

011290
04070900501171

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0507 SALINE B RELIEF          

011330
04070900510341

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0155 COULEE CREEK

011348
04070930200011

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0501 DRAIN

011360
04070930201901

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0501 CREEK

011370
04070930203611

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0501 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

011380
04070930204091

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0501 BURNT CABIN 
CREEK        

011390
04070930207231

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0501 DRAIN

011430
04071000304071

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0507 DRAIN

011534
04072930201801

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0792 DRAIN

011536
04072930205771

State of Louisiana1928

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0792 DRAIN

011540
04072940406091

State of Louisiana1961

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0516 MADDEN MILL 
CREEK        

011550
04072940408091

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0516 POLAND BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

011560
04072940408231

State of Louisiana1961

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0516 BLACK LAKE 
BAYOU         

011570
04072940408521

State of Louisiana1961

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0516 BLACK LAKE 
RELIEF        

011600
04072950100781

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0519 LA 519 OVER I 20  
ARCADIA

011640
04073080208661

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0507 CYPRESS CREEK

011650
04073080208881

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0507 FLAT CYPRESS 
CRK         

011770
04074510402691

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20

011900
04074510409501

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

011980
04074510414061

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-20

012050
04078070203191

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0794 DRAIN

301117
P0732122931211

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CASTOR CREEK

301152
P0732201932341

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO 
MADDEN CREEK

301153
P0732237932081

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD TOULON BAYOU

301155
P0732248931141

Parish Highway Agency1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BEN GARRET RD,TR 
MADDEN C

301161
P0732252925841

Parish Highway Agency1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAR CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bienville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

301165
P0732258925451

Parish Highway Agency1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO 
SALING BAYOU

301170
P0732293925481

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MURRY CREEK

301171
P0732276925451

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO 
SALINE BAYOU

301182
P0732334925461

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DANIEL ST., SALINE 
BAYOU 
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012070
04080010304701

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 MACKS BAYOU

012090
04080010306051

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 ALLIGATOR 
BAYOU          

012100
04080010306052

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 ALLIGATOR 
BAYOU          

012130
04080010307031

State of Louisiana1927

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

012170
04080010310272

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 BAYOU FIFI

012180
04080010314291

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

012190
04080010316231

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 CLARKE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012210
04080010318141

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CANEY BRANCH

012240
04080100606091

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 LAYS BAYOU

012250
04080100609521

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 MACKS BAYOU

012280
04080103001101

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0072 COOPERS BAYOU

012320
04080440200871

State of Louisiana1938

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0003 ST LOUIS SW 
RR           

012330
04080440201311

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0003 BLACK BAYOU

012340
04080440207891

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0003 BRUSHY BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012350
04080440210771

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0003 COLLINSBURG 
CREEK        

012360
04080440213451

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0003 LITTLE CYPRESS 
BAYOU     

012370
04080440300241

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0003 DRAIN

012380
04080440300711

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0003 DRAIN

012390
04080440303111

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0003 DRAIN

012400
04080820100551

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0157 FLAT RIVER

012402
04080820206101

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0157 FOX SKIN 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012404
04080820206121

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0157 FOX SKIN 
RELIEF          

012420
04080820301681

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0157 FOX SKIN 
BAYOU           

012430
04080820301741

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0157 FOX SKIN 
RELIEF          

012480
04080820409771

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0157 BODCAU BAYOU

012540
04080823000761

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0162 BLACK BAYOU

012550
04080830301581

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK

012560
04080830400091

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012570
04080830400191

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 DRAIN

012580
04080830400401

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 LITTLE 
CYPRESSBAY        

012590
04080830402231

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0002 BAYOU

012600
04080830404001

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0002 CYPRESS BAYOU

012610
04080830406281

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0002 CANEY CREEK

012620
04080830408671

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 EAST BRANCH

012650
04080840110961

State of Louisiana1958

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0157 MARTIN CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012660
04080850303141

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0160 CYPRESS BAYOU 
REL        

012690
04080850303171

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0160 CYPRESS BAYOU

012702
04080850404491

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0160 CROSSWAY 
SLOUGH          

012780
04081080101361

State of Louisiana1965

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0612 CREEK

012790
04081080102401

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0612 OLD CHANNEL OF 
RED CHUTE 

012800
04081080103271

State of Louisiana1966

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0612 RED CHUTE 
BAYOU          

012840
04081210107061

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0527 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012850
04081220100451

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0164 CREEK

012860
04081220102121

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0164 CREEK

012870
04081220102701

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0164 CLARKE BAYOU 
REL         

012880
04081220102811

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0164 CLARKE BAYOU

012890
04081220103301

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0164 CANEY BRANCH

012920
04082860101421

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0157 BOUNDS BRANCH

012930
04082860102651

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0157 FLAT BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

012940
04082860102821

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0157 CYPRESS BAYOU

012950
04082860103161

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0157 CYPRESS BAYOU 
RLF        

013300
04088080600981

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA07822 MACKS BAYOU

300409
P0832217933391

Parish Highway Agency1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder - 
Continuous

N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO FLAT 
RIVER  

300432
P0832351933431

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CONNELL 
BRANCH           

300457
P0832473934031

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO CYPRESS 
BAYOU   

300462
P0832405933701

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO BODCAU 
BAYOU    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300466
P0832472933241

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO BODCAU 
BAYOU    

300481
P0832544934211

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD PALMTO ST,TRIB LIT 
CYP BAYOU

300483
P0832541934191

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PERRIN ST,LIL 
CYPRESS BAYOU

300493
P0832593933821

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO MARTIN 
CREEK    

300501
P0832595934471

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD STILLHOUSE 
BAYOU         

300502
P0832594934491

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO STILLHOUSE 
BAYOU

300511
P0832314934171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO MACKS 
BAYOU     
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Bossier Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

AFLAAWUB07009 Air Force1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete tee beam N/ARange Road Cooper Bayou

AFLAAWUB07115 Air Force1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete tee beam N/ARANGE ROAD FLAT RIVER
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

013390
04090010100451

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CREEK

013400
04090010101891

State of Louisiana1953

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CROSS BAYOU 
RELIEF

013410
04090010101991

State of Louisiana1953

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CROSS BAYOU

013420
04090010102301

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

013430
04090010104331

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CREEK

013450
04090010106371

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

013460
04090010106681

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0080 T&P RR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

013500
04090110100351

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/AUS0071 CROSS BAYOU

013510
04090110100352

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0071 CROSS BAYOU

013560
04090110202551

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 BAYOU

013580
04090110304531

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 HORSE SHOE 
BAYOU         

013590
04090110305851

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 DOOLEY BAYOU

013600
04090110400131

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 RED BAYOU

013630
04090110412251

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

013650
04090113000881

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3036 CROSS BAYOU

013660
04090113000882

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3036 CROSS BAYOU

013680
04090250800152

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0171 CYPRESS BAYOU 
RELIEF NO 1

013690
04090250800442

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0171 CYPRESS BAYOU 
RELIEF NO 2

013710
04090250804051

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BUCHANAN 
BAYOU           

013720
04090250804052

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0171 BUCHANAN 
BAYOU           

013730
04090250804141

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BUCHANAN 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

013740
04090250804142

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0171 BUCHANAN  
BAYOU          

013750
04090250804861

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013760
04090250804862

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013770
04090250805441

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013780
04090250805442

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0171 BOGGY BAYOU

013790
04090250807071

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 DRAIN

013840
04090250810581

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BRUSH BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

013850
04090250810582

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BRUSH BAYOU

013860
04090250811671

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 DRAIN

013890
04090250900911

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALA3094 TWELVE MILE 
BAYOU        

013920
04090350603281

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0175 BAYOU PIERRE

013950
04090450106401

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 CREEK

013960
04090450106901

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 MAHLIN BAYOU

013980
04090450113531

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

014122
04090453100831

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0169 WALNUT BAYOU

014130
04090453102981

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0169 TWELVE MILE 
BAYOU        

014140
04090453103311

State of Louisiana1962

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0169 SODA LAKE 
CANAL          

014190
04090480200201

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0169 LA 169 OVER I-20         

014200
04090480200801

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0169 S FORK CROSS 
BAYOU

014262
04090480206911

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0169 PINEY BAYOU

014280
04090530807391

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

014290
04090530807631

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 PRAIRIE RIVER

014300
04090530809661

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DRAIN

014310
04090530811781

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DRAIN

014318
04090530900751

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DRAIN

014320
04090530902141

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 DRAIN

014330
04090530902142

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 DRAIN

014340
04090530902621

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

014350
04090530902622

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 DRAIN

014360
04090530903791

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DRAIN

014370
04090530908341

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0001 KCS RR/JONES 
ST          

014379
04090530908035

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ACITYST LA 1 S.BOUND

014510
04090780307071

State of Louisiana1924

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0538 TIGER BRANCH

014570
04090830103141

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 LOWE CREEK

014590
04090830105941

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

014600
04090830105991

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK

014701
04090250815431

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3094 CROSS BAYOU

014711
04090250815432

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3094 CROSS BAYOU

014720
04090940107421

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0173 LOGAN BAYOU

014728
04090940110361

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0173 CREEK

014730
04090940111841

State of Louisiana1925

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0173 CREEK

014750
04090940200481

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0173 MAHLIN BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

014870
04090960103641

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0170 CREEK

014880
04090960103811

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0170 TIGER BRANCH

014950
04090970110951

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0525 CREEK

014960
04090970111721

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0525 BUCHANAN 
BAYOU           

014962
04090970112241

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0525 DRAIN

014970
04090970116911

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0525 BOGGY BAYOU

014980
04090970117051

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0525 BOGGY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

015040
04091020109681

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0511 CREEK

015050
04091020110631

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0511 BRUSH BAYOU

015060
04091020200031

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0511 CREEK

015070
04091020202981

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0511 BAYOU PIERRE

015080
04091020203361

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0511 SAND BEACH 
BAYOU         

015490
04094510112961

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ACITYST I-20

015824
04094510118673

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Voided Slab - 
Continuous

N/A I0020 RAMP H/LA AVE.           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

015882
04098090800151

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0526 LA 526/FLOURNOY 
OVER I-20

040017
U0932274934631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD 
DITCH          

040074
P0932293934761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO 
CROSS LAKE  

040084
U0932304934491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD KANSAS CITY 
SOUTHERN RR  

040092
P0932269934711

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BAYOU

300008
P0932177933441

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD ELLERBE RD PRAIRIE 
R.    

300078
P0932187935691

Parish Highway Agency1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD SPNGRG TX 
L,CYPRESS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300088
P0932228935931

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD BUNCOMBE RD,TRBY 
BOGGY BAYOU

300090
P0932231935771

Parish Highway Agency1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD BUNCOMBE RD,TRBY 
BOGGY BAYOU

300097
P0932224935401

Parish Highway Agency1941

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD WOOLWORTH 
RD,BOGGY BAYOU 
RLEF

300146
P0932562935521

Parish Highway Agency1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG BRANCH

300148
P0932555935241

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD KELLY BRANCH

300155
P0932546934971

Parish Highway Agency1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO 
STUMPY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300166
U0932262935171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD GILMER BAYOU

300175
P0932232934921

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD GREEN TERRACE 
DITCH      

300184
P0932273934851

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD 
DITCH          

300189
P0932282934421

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD OCKLEY DITCH

300191
P0932277934901

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD 
DITCH          

300199
P0932285934731

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALOCAL ROAD HUDSON STREET

300202
P0932292934761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO 
CROSS LAKE  
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300212
P0932272934851

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD 
DITCH          

300214
P0932283934431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD GILBERT DITCH

300215
P0932261934731

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD AIRPORT DITCH

300218
P0932262934601

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD 71ST STREET 
DITCH        

300223
P0932259934641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD 71ST STREET 
DITCH        

300249
P0932497935081

Parish Highway Agency1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD RED BAYOU

300256
P0932440935321

Parish Highway Agency1929

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD GAMM RD EXT. 
DOOLEY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300266
P0932359935071

Parish Highway Agency1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY - MCCAIN 
CREEK 

300267
P0932350935381

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB. TO CHOCTAW 
BAYOU   

300275
P0932357940071

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO PINEY 
BAYOU 

300291
U0932292934841

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD LAKESHORE DR,TBY 
CROSS LK

300293
U0932285934531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD OCKLEY DITCH

300294
U0932300934481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

Yes: Highland Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD STONER AVE, LINE 
AVE     

300295
U0932300934521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/ACITY STREET       KANSAS CITY 
SOUTHERN RR  
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300324
U0932274934881

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD COURTESY LANE 
DITCH      

300329
U0932295934551

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD KCS,MOPAC &  PAC 
RRS     

300344
P0932259934571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD 81ST STREET 
DITCH        

300347
P0932262934591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD 71ST STREET 
DITCH        

300349
P0932271934711

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BAYOU

300351
P0932269934671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD COURTESY LANE 
DITCH      

300354
P0932274934671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD VIRGINIA AVE. 
DITCH      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caddo Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300357
P0932276934681

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD VIRGINIA AVE. 
DITCH      

300362
P0932304934631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO 
CROSS BAYOU 

400490
04091020204571

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0511 DRAINAGE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031330
07100030200001

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0090 US 90 OVER I-10          

031340
07100030201401

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 GUM GULLY

031350
07100030300581

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 HAMPTONS 
COULEE          

031360
07100030301481

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 COONE GULLY

031370
07100030302481

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN

031380
07100030304221

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 BAYOU

031390
07100030309231

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 CHOUPIQUE 
BAYOU          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031400
07100030312171

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CANAL

031410
07100030312721

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CANAL

031420
07100030401701

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN

031430
07100030402931

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CANAL

031442
07100030405681

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/ASP-KCS 
LOCKMOOR          

031470
07100030501001

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 BAYOU OSIER

031480
07100030501501

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 KAYOUCHE 
COULEE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031490
07100030503541

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN

031510
07100030506041

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 ENGLISH BAYOU

031520
07100030507971

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 ENGLISH BAYOU

031540
07100120200471

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 OLD RIVER 
SLOUGH         

031550
07100120200901

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 CURRENT 
SLOUGH           

031560
07100120201101

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 PATTERSON 
SLOUGH         

031570
07100120201291

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 BICKHAM 
SLOUGH           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031580
07100120201451

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 LONG SLOUGH

031590
07100120201561

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 MORMAN SLOUGH

031600
07100120202201

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 WASHOUT 
SLOUGH           

031610
07100120202521

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 MUD LAKE

031620
07100120202941

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 HURSEY SLOUGH

031630
07100120203171

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0012 ASHWORTH 
SLOUGH          

031640
07100120207161

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0012 BEAR HEAD 
CREEK          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031650
07100120208171

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CANAL

031660
07100120210241

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CANAL

031670
07100120212781

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CANAL

031680
07100120214361

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CANAL

031690
07100120215031

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 CANAL

031700
07100120404771

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0012 BUXTON CREEK

031720
07100240100782

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder - 
Continuous

N/AUS0171 US 171 OVER I-10         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031730
07100240100781

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder - 
Continuous

N/AUS0171 US 171 OVER I-10         

031732
07100240102601

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0171 ENGLISH BAYOU

031734
07100240102602

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0171 ENGLISH BAYOU

031752
07100310402201

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 DRAIN

031760
07100310501511

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 DRAIN

031780
P1030134932261

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 DRAIN

031820
07100310700551

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0027 BUXTON CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031860
07101870111321

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0109 GULLY

031900
07101910302401

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

031910
07101910303351

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0389 DRAIN

031930
07101920100101

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0108 LA 108 OVER I-
10(VINTON) 

031950
07101920102961

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0108 DRAIN

031960
07101920104711

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0108 BAYOU

031970
07101920204411

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0108 SPRING GULLY
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

031980
07101920205761

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/ALA0108 CHOUPIQUE 
BAYOU          

031990
07101930401101

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 DRAIN

032000
07101930402251

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 DRAIN

032010
07101930500371

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 GOVERNMENT 
DITCH         

032020
07101930606741

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 DRAIN

032030
07101930608011

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 DRAIN

032040
07108103200511

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA11383 KAYOUCHE 
COULEE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

032050
07108103200512

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA11383 KAYOUCHE 
COULEE          

032090
07101950303761

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0385 BAYOU COULEE 
POLETE      

032110
07101950400131

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0385 CONTRABANO 
BAYOU         

032130
07101960101051

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 JACQUES 
COULEE           

032140
07101960102501

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 DITCH

032150
07101960103041

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 INDIAN BAYOU 
CANAL       

032160
07101960104551

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

032170
07101960105771

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 B C DRAIN 
CANAL          

032190
07101960109201

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0014 BAYOU

032210
07101970201241

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0383 LA 383 OVER I-10         

032250
07103820404931

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0384 DRAIN

032340
07108102504621

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-
10     

032460
07104509112201

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD INTERSTATE 10

032510
07104509116161

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-10
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

032550
07104509117721

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-10

032710
07104509124511

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-10

033070
07101933105711

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0397 LA 397 OVER I-10         

033110
07104509137731

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A  LOC RD I-10

033150
07104509140713

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 DRAIN

033160
07104509140714

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 DRAIN

033290
07108100602691

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA11382 BAYOU 
CONTRABAND         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

033300
07108100700521

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3020 ANTOINE GULLY

033310
07108100702611

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3020 KAYOUCHE 
COULEE          

033350
07108103300201

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0378 INDIAN BAYOU

033370
07108101500741

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3256 ENGLISH BAYOU

033372
07108101501801

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3256 CANAL

033374
07108103101661

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3258 BAYOU

033376
07108103102001

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3256 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

033390
07108101801261

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1133 BAYOU

033400
07108101904252

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0108 BAYOU D'INDE

033430
07108101906151

State of Louisiana1945

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0108 MAPLE FORK

033440
07108102402331

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 KAYOUCHE 
COULEE          

033450
07108102403101

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN

033455
07108102503951

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3063 DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

033460
07108102600011

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3065 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

033470
07108102700741

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3077 BAYOU D'INDE

033480
07108102701211

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3077 LITTLE D'INDE

033490
07108102702222

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0027 LA 27 OVER I-10          

033500
07108102702452

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3077 DRAIN

070002
U1030119931431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND 
BAYOU         

070005
U1030132931341

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD SHELL BEACH 
DRAINAGE C.  

070006
U1030134931321

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD SHELL BEACH DRIVE 
CANAL  
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

070007
U1030108931261

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND 
BAYOU         

070008
U1030131931261

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD KIRKMAN ST 
DRAINAGE CANAL

070009
U1030133931291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

070010
U1030131931281

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

070012
U1030108931231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND 
BAYOU         

070015
P1030122933491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

070029
U1030151931421

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MARINO BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

070033
P1030119932311

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN

070041
P1030131931271

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1928

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ACITY STREET       FORD ST CANAL

070056
P1030201931701

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST FORK 
CALCASIEU RIVER

070062
P1030121933441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK

070064
P1030132931241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. 
CANAL  

500014
P1030113930681

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SABINE CANAL

500024
P1030076925671

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500029
P1030066931431

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500046
07101933106101

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0397 ENGLISH BAYOU N. 
OF I-10 

500052
P1030172930611

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COON GULLY

500073
P1030196932001

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
ARCENEAUX          

500074
P1030175931881

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HOUSTON RIVER

500075
U1030135931941

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. 
CANAL  

500081
P1030241932441

Parish Highway Agency1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE RIVER
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500097
P1030223932611

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500098
P1030218932611

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500115
P1030179933541

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BIRD ISLAND 
BAY          

500119
P1030171932211

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COON GULLY

500120
P1030166932221

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COON GULLY

500125
P1030145933551

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HAMPTON 
COULEE           

500138
P1030119933491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500144
P1030114932191

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HENDERSON 
BAYOU          

500154
P1030079932601

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders w/ 
Precast Monolithic Deck

N/ALOCAL ROAD SPRING GULLY

500179
P1030125932211

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST FORK ENGLISH 
BAYOU  

500183
P1030270932601

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500185
P1030266932621

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500186
P1030266932631

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUXTON CREEK

500189
P1030121933461

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD VINTON DRAINAGE 
CANAL    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500191
P1030122933441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. 
CANAL  

500196
P1030140932331

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH

500253
U1030137932331

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH

500254
P1030134932231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. 
CANAL  

500256
P1030132932171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. 
CANAL  

500257
U1030128932121

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU D'INDE

500269
P1030149931701

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU VERDING
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Calcasieu Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500273
P1030136931291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. 
CANAL  

500275
P1030134931281

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FARMERS L & C CO. 
CANAL  

500277
P1030139931151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM SLOUGH

500283
P1030114931661

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HENDERSON 
BAYOU          

500284
U1030121931491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK

500288
P1030102931231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CONTRABAND 
BAYOU         

500461
P1030095933721

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM GULLEY
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

046530
58110150603701

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 BLACK  BAYOU

046540
58110150604292

State of Louisiana1945

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 LITTLE BLACK 
BAY         

046550
58110150607801

State of Louisiana1945

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

046620
58110360107471

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0004 CREW BAYOU

046630
58110360108061

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0004 CREW BAYOU 
RELIEF        

046640
58110360109881

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0004 BEOUF RIVER 
RELIEF       

046670
58110410503721

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0126 BLACK BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

046680
58110410503861

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0126 CREEK

046700
58110410505571

State of Louisiana1953

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0126 CREEK

046760
58110680404201

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 SUGAR CREEK

046860
58110910908041

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0126 BEECH CREEK

046930
58111270401911

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0127 CASTOR CR 
RELIEF         

046940
58111270401971

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0127 CASTOR CREEK

046950
58111270403001

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0127 MCCLELLEN 
BRANCH         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

046960
58111270406001

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0127 FLAT CREEK 
BRANCH        

046970
58111310401101

State of Louisiana1924

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0844 CREEK

046974
58111310401201

State of Louisiana1924

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0844 CREEK

046980
58111590201161

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0557 CREEK

046990
58111590203601

State of Louisiana1931

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0557 BIRD CREEK

047000
58111660102601

State of Louisiana1949

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0133 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

047010
58111660103851

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0133 BAYOU LAFOURCHE 
CUT OFF  

047020
58113450300411

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 CASTOR RELIEF
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

047040
58113450300861

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 CASTOR RELIEF

047050
58113450300991

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 DRAIN

047070
58113450301181

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 CASTOR RELIEF

047120
58113450307251

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 BLACK BAYOU

047140
58113450402811

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 CREEK

047150
58113450403511

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 CREEK

047160
58113450403711

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 BYRD  CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

047190
58113450404931

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0506 BLACK BAYOU

047220
58113460207221

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0559 BAYOU WADE

047255
58118110206991

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0850 CREEK

700071
P1132153921851

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700077
P1132113921771

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BRUSHY CREEK

700083
P1132072921351

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700109
P1132024921091

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD PINEY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700119
P1132005921051

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
CREEK          

700137
P1131587921391

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700143
P1131587921591

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FRITH BRANCH

700233
P1132076920341

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700239
P1132033920591

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
CREEK          

700247
P1132002920471

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700255
P1131582920221

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Caldwell Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700257
P1131580920241

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Cameron Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

033610
07120310305701

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 CRAB GULLY

033620
07121930103501

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 DRAIN

033630
07121930114101

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 CREOLE CANAL

033690
07121930300981

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0027 DRAIN

033698
07121940101201

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 BAYOU

033750
07121950201021

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0385 S FORK BLACK 
BAYOU       

033770
07128120101451

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0717 KLONDIKE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Cameron Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

033780
07128120105611

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0717 KLONDIKE 
CANAL           

033790
07128120107491

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0717 BAYOU

033800
07128120401161

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0384 CANAL

500203
P1229591932451

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500204
P1229587932191

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500205
P1229585932191

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500206
P1229583932221

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Cameron Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500207
P1229478931571

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREOLE CANAL

500208
P1229464930081

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD KINGS BAYOU

500212
P1229455925441

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD PORTIE BAYOU

500213
P1229513930341

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE CHENIER 
BAYOU     

500214
P1229500925991

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE CHENIER 
BAYOU     

500215
P1229598930771

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500216
P1230014930631

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Cameron Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500223
P1229582932261

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LULU CANAL

500225
P1229492935921

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE CHENIER 
BAYOU     
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Catahoula Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

047430
58130220601141

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0084 FRENCH FORK

047460
58130260500761

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 BAYOU

047570
58130410204291

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0124 RAWSON CREEK

047580
58130410306211

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0124 HOOTER CREEK

047590
58131430400051

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0124 MUSKYDINE 
BAYOU          

047600
58131430400591

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0124 BROKE LEG 
BAYOU          

047620
58131430402131

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0124 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Catahoula Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

047632
58131430402801

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/ALA0124 DIVERSION  
CANAL         

047690
58131430504801

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0124 BODCAW CANAL

047950
58133540203211

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0921 CASH BAYOU

047960
58133540205621

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0921 TAGUE BAYOU

047970
58138130401731

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0916 BLACK BAYOU

047980
58138130601401

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0914 BLACK BAYOU

580010
58138132302801

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3101 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Catahoula Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

580030
58138132407981

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3102 LARTO LAKE 
BRIDGE        

700014
P1331441915871

Parish Highway Agency1955

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SALEM CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

015960
04140270510041

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 CANEY CREEK

016110
04140700106091

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 BEAR CREEK

016120
04140700207311

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0002 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016130
04140700207531

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0002 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE RLF

016140
04140700208111

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0002 NICK CREEK

016170
04140720109961

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0009 CREEK

016180
04140720110091

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0009 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

016190
04140720110291

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0009 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016200
04140720111451

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0009 CREEK

016210
04140720203861

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0009 CORNEY LAKE

016220
04140720210291

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0009 BEAVER CREEK

016230
04140830801941

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002A MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016300
04140830906621

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002A CREEK

016360
04140831006691

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002A BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

016400
04140840503581

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0808 INDIAN CREEK

016410
04140850700331

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0002 BLACK BAYOU

016420
04140850704671

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 BUCK CREEK

016430
04140850711621

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0002 BAYOU 
DARBONNE           

016450
04140850801321

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0146 CANEY CREEK

016460
04140850801411

State of Louisiana1966

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0146 CREEK

016470
04140850801481

State of Louisiana1966

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0146 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

016480
04140850804341

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0146 ALLEN CREEK

016490
04140850804461

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0146 DRAIN

016500
04140850806601

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0146 ISAAC CREEK

016510
04140850808341

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0146 COLEMAN CREEK

016570
04140880604961

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0154 CREEK

016572
04140880605981

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0154 DRAIN

016580
04141010101861

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0520 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

016590
04141010103441

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0520 BEAVER BRANCH

016594
04141010106001

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0520 DRAIN

016600
04141010109401

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0520 MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016610
04141010201951

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0520 STEEP CREEK

016620
04141010203841

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0520 LICK CREEK

016650
04141090101451

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0518 DRAIN

016680
04142890206101

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0534 FLAT LICK 
BAYOU          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

016700
04142890301751

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0534 BUCK CREEK

016702
04142890303401

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0534 BRANCH

016704
04142890303501

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0534 DRAIN

016810
P1432584930721

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MIDDLEFORK BAYOU 
DARBONNE

016850
04142910206011

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0521 INDIAN CREEK

016880
04142920204321

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0518 BEAR CREEK 
RELIEF        

016890
04142920204371

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0518 BEAR CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

016910
04142950301371

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0518 WHITE CREEK

016918
04143350200201

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0540 DRAIN

016970
04148140202961

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0533 DRAIN

040241
P1432470930341

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANEY CREEK

040244
P1433010930311

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BEENE CREEK

301205
P1432416930581

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BRUSH CR.

301207
P1432413930961

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FRYE RD,119,TRI 
CROWS CK 
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

301226
P1432407925411

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD KEEN ROAD,NO 134  
,COX CK

301239
P1432464930801

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MAR-BIBBY RD,TR 
FLT LIK B

301249
P1432468931291

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FLT LICK RD ,FLT 
LICK BYO

301251
P1432467931291

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FLT LICK RD   ,FLT 
LICK B

301258
P1432515931241

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANEY CREK

301265
P1432465924871

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FIVE MILE RD. 
,FIVEMILE C

301270
P1432464924851

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FIVEMILE CK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Claiborne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

301296
P1432571930491

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CLAMPITT RD.,B. 
DARBONNE 

301299
P1432579930461

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD RED ADAMS RD. 
,MIDDLE FRK

301334
P1432568924481

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GREER CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Concordia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

048040
58150220710681

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0084 CANEY BAYOU

048090
58151750102251

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0566 LITTE TENSAS 
RIVE        

048130
58151770510541

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 VIDALIA CANAL

048140
58151770513691

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 RED BAYOU 
CANAL          

700136
P1531299913821

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700152
P1531357913181

Parish Highway Agency1965

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700156
P1531340912651

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD VIDALIA CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Concordia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

701001
P1531119914071

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
COCODRIE           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017040
04160210202171

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0084 BAYOU CASTOR

017050
04160210203461

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0084 BAYOU

017060
04160210203951

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 DRAIN

017070
04160210204081

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 BAYOU GRAND 
CANE         

017080
04160210204201

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 BAYOU GRAND CANE 
RLF

017090
04160210210181

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0084 BAYOU

017100
04160210211351

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0084 JACKSON CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017110
04160210213061

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0084 BAGET CREEK

017120
04160210214621

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0084 WILLIAMS 
CREEK           

017140
04160210304101

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 FOURMILE 
BAYOU           

017150
04160210305471

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 BAYOU

017160
04160210306331

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 CLIFTON BAYOU

017250
04160250609811

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 BAYOU GRAND 
CANE         

017270
04160250702431

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 S. FORK OF BRUSHY 
BAYOU  
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017280
04160250704081

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 BRUSHY BAYOU

017310
04160350313601

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 CHATMAN BAYOU 
RELIEF     

017320
04160350313701

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 CHATMAN BAYOU

017330
04160350317001

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 CREEK

017370
04160350406231

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0175 LITTLE BAYOU NA 
BONCHASSE

017380
04160350408331

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0175 KCS RAILWAY

017390
04160350409281

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0175 CANEY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017400
04160350409481

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0175 CANEY BAYOU 
REL          

017410
04160350410181

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 MCGEE BAYOU

017440
04160350504201

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0175 FRIERSON 
BRANCH          

017470
04160490104991

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0005 BUSHNECK 
BAYOUREL        

017480
04160490105131

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0005 BUSHNECK 
BAYOU           

017490
04160490111691

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0005 CREEK

017500
04160490114081

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0005 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017510
04160980101431

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0172 LITTLE CREEK

017520
04160980105511

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0172 BUSHNECK 
BAYOU           

017540
04160980302081

State of Louisiana1962

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0005 RAMBIN BAYOU

017550
04164320200091

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0191 DRAIN

017560
04164320201921

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 COW BAYOU 
RELIEF         

017570
04164320202141

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 COW BAYOU

017580
04164320203701

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 BULL BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017590
04164320205411

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0191 PEN BAYOU

017600
04164320207561

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 CLEMENT CREEK

017610
04160990300221

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0191 ROCKY BRANCH

017620
04160990302141

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0191 BIG BRANCH

017630
04160990304741

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 B GRAND CANE 
RELIEF      

017640
04160990304821

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 BAYOU GRAND 
CANE         

017650
04161050107291

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0509 SIPHORIEN 
BAYOU          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017660
04161050107421

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0509 DRAIN

017690
04161060105601

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0177 LITTLE WALLACE 
BAYOU     

017700
04161060202071

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0177 CHEMARD LAKE

017850
04162990204141

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0481 COW BAYOU 
RELIEF         

017860
04162990204311

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0481 COW BAYOU

017870
04162990209911

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0481 CLEMENT CREEK

017880
04163000400201

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0513 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

017890
04163000401191

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0513 DRAIN

017900
04163000401811

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0513 BRUSHY BAYOU

017910
04163000402911

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0513 TEN MILE 
BAYOU           

017920
04163000403001

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0513 TEN MILE B 
RELIEF        

018000
04163000409791

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0513 CREEK

018030
04163003002191

State of Louisiana1969

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0346 TEN MILE 
BAYOU           

018040
04163010202211

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0512 SAN PATRICIO 
BAYOU       

018050
04163010202501

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0512 BA SAN PATRICIO 
R        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

De Soto Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

018060
04163010305941

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0346 CREEK

018070
04163010306051

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0346 RAMBIN BAYOU

040104
P1631538933771

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUSHY BAYOU

040126
P1631537934841

Parish Highway Agency1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

300627
P1631527932691

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WALLACE BAYOU

300631
P1631533932651

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WALLACE BAYOU

300648
P1632068933781

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Railroad Tank Car N/ALOCAL ROAD COW BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051690
61170070800001

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0061 BAYOU MANCHAC

051700
61170070800002

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0061 BAYOU MANCHAC

051720
61170070804621

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 CLAYCUT BAYOU

051730
61170070804622

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 CLAYCUTT 
BAYOU           

051760
61170079000442

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/AUS0061 US 61 OVER LA 73 
(NESSER)

051780
61170079002771

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 WARD'S CREEK

051790
61170079004121

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0061 US 61 OVER US 190-
FLORIDA
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051792
61170079004122

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0061 US 61 OVER US 190-
FLORIDA

051800
61170079005081

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 JONES CREEK

051820
61170079006761

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 HURRICANE 
CREEK          

051840
61170079010821

State of Louisiana1940Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 US 190 OVER US 61-
SCENIC 

051850
61170079010822

State of Louisiana1940Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 US 190 OVER US 61-
SCENIC 

051900
61170130402811

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 WARDS CREEK

051910
61170130405551

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 WARDS CREEK 
NB.          

051930
61170130501281

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 JONES CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051932
61170130501283

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 JONES CREEK

051940
61170130501282

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 JONES CREEK

051942
61170130501284

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 JONES CREEK

051950
61170130502861

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

051960
61170130503641

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU

051962
61170130503643

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU

051970
61170130503642

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

051972
61170130503644

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 LIVELY BAYOU

051990
61170190204321

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 BAKER CANAL

052000
61170190204322

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 BAKER CANAL

052010
61170190204551

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 US 61 OVER LA 964 @ 
ALSEN

052040
61170600101021

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/ALA0067 LA 67-PLANK OVER I-
110   

052060
61170600104171

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0067 MONTE SANO 
BAYOU         

052070
61170600104661

State of Louisiana1961

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0067 LA 67-PLANK OVER 
US 61   
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

052090
61170600201021

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0067 STREAM

052120
61170600205441

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0067 STREAM NO 
NAME           

052130
61170600207611

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0067 REDWOOD CREEK

052150
61170770404571

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0073 CLAYCUT BAYOU

052180
61170770502011

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0073 N B WARDS 
CREEK          

052190
61170770506091

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0073 WARDS CREEK

052240
61172500110141

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 WHITE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

052250
61172500110621

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 COPPER MILL 
BAYOU        

052260
61172500110891

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 NORTH CANAL

052320
61172530401871

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0064 HUB BAYOU

052322
61172530404301

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0064 STREAM

052330
P1730266918821

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CLOUDS CANAL

052340
P1730273910821

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD MELROSE CANAL

052350
61172540103121

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0037 LA 37 OVER US 
61         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

052360
61172540100222

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0037 LA 37 OVER US 
61         

052370
61172540203401

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0037 COMITE RIVER

052390
61172540206171

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0037 DRAGON CREEK

052410
61172540300101

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0037 SANDY CREEK

052420
61172540309541

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0037 WHITTON CREEK

052470
61172550207961

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0408 STREAM NO 
NAME           

052480
61172553001441

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3034 BEAVER BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

052490
61172570304171

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0327 BAYOU 
FOUNTIAN           

052560
61172583101631

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0042 STREAM

052570
U1730216910631

Parish Highway Agency1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ACITY STREET       DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

052590
61172583201621

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA3064 LA 3064-ESSEN OVER 
I-12  

052610
61174140103501

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0030 STREAM

052620
61174140103931

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0030 STREAM NO 
NAME           

052630
61174140105401

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0030 ELBOW BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

052730
61174501003201

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST INTERSTATE 10

052830
61174509201031

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ACITYST I-110

052860
61174509201421

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ACITYST I-110

052890
61174509201841

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ACITYST I-110

052910
61174509201981

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ACITYST I-110

053210
61178170400191

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0409 DRAIN NO NAME

053220
61178170401581

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0409 LITTLE SANDY 
CREEK       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

053250
61178170501841

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0410 BLACKWATER 
BAYOU         

053260
61178170505291

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0410 BLACKWATER 
BAYOU         

053330
61178170901371

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0426 WARD CREEK 
N.BR.         

053340
61178170903991

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0426 JONES CREEK

053350
61178170904121

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0426 LIVELY BAYOU

053400
61178173100821

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0423 CYPRESS BAYOU

053420
61178173300201

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3006 CYPRESS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

053440
61178173500281

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3045 CAPITOL LAKE

053450
61178173600271

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3113 COOPER BAYOU 
REF         

053460
61178173600651

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3113 COOPER BAYOU

610020
61174501000143

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 CORPORATION 
CANAL        

610033
P1730501911281

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN BAYOU

610063
61178173000601

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1209 DRAIN

610071
P1730310913531

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

610096
P1730262910991

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DAWSON CREEK

610115
P1730279911021

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ACITY STREET       NORTHDALE 
CANAL          

610117
P1730276911021

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ACITY STREET       NORTHDALE 
CANAL          

610118
P1730242910241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD JACKS BAYOU

610136
P1730234911041

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
FOUNTAIN           

610162
P1730385911551

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD COOPER BAYOU

610310
61172580203371

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0427 DAWSON 
CR.BRG.(ACADIAN)  
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

612342
61178172003081

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/ACHIPPEWA RR U 
PAS        

613220
61170190205372

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 BATON ROUGE 
BAYOU        

800421
U1730218905821

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGGY CUT 
BAYOU          

800424
U1730232905871

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800425
U1730234905871

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800428
U1730224905941

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CLAY CUT 
BAYOU           

800429
P1730236905971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800434
U1730221910121

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800440
P1730297910051

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAUGHAN 
CREEK           

800441
P1730308905971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800443
P1730325910001

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAUGHAN 
CREEK           

800444
P1730341910191

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800445
P1730354910191

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAVER BAYOU

800446
P1730368910181

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HUB BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800447
P1730337910411

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800448
P1730352910161

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAVER BAYOU

800449
P1730337910351

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800454
P1730357910651

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD SOUTH BAYOU

800457
P1730358910491

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER 
BAYOU         

800458
P1730335910501

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER 
BAYOU         

800459
P1730342910501

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER 
BAYOU         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800461
P1730392905891

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD WIND BAYOU

800462
P1730386910051

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE SANDY 
CREEK       

800463
P1730386910191

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAVER CREEK

800464
P1730388910541

Parish Highway Agency1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800466
P1730404910091

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800468
P1730411905951

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DUFF BAYOU

800469
P1730416905811

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800470
P1730373905891

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAVER POND 
BAYOU        

800473
P1730419905361

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD KIDD'S CREEK

800474
P1730427905561

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD COTTON CREEK

800475
P1730411905721

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK

800476
P1730416905331

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WHITTEN CREEK

800477
P1730389905281

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD SANDY CREEK

800478
P1730427905511

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD HANNA CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800479
P1730385905681

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800480
P1730398911291

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800481
U1730369910891

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAKER CANAL

800482
P1730418905711

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK

800483
P1730399911251

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800484
P1730375910981

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800485
P1730364911001

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800486
P1730401911511

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800487
P1730418905751

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST BRANCH MILL 
CREEK   

800488
P1730402911541

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800489
P1730396911731

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800490
P1730428910151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE SANDY 
CREEK       

800491
P1730398910031

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE SANDY 
CREEK       

800494
P1730426910021

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DUFF BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800497
P1730409910811

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD INDIAN BAYOU

800498
P1730396911721

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800499
P1730399910051

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800502
P1730398910001

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800503
P1730398905921

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WIND BAYOU

800504
P1730394910321

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800505
P1730409910611

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD REDWOOD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800507
P1730424910651

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD REDWOOD CREEK

800508
P1730425910791

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800509
P1730416911211

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800510
P1730422911161

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800513
P1730356910321

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800514
P1730376910461

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SAUNDERS 
BAYOU           

800515
P1730225911011

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800516
P1730361910411

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACKWATER 
BAYOU         

800517
P1730355910301

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800518
P1730215911031

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD ELBOW BAYOU

800519
P1730373911231

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU BATON 
ROUGE        

800520
P1730352910921

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BAYOU

800522
P1730368911031

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

800524
U1730339911051

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD ASH SLOUGH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800525
P1730347910731

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU

800526
U1730340911091

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800533
P1730280910601

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ACITY STREET       JONES CREEK

800537
P1730274910641

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800541
P1730262910591

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ACITY STREET       W.BRANCH N.FORK 
WARD CR. 

800542
P1730249910811

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ACITY STREET       DAWSON CREEK

800543
P1730273910621

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ACITY STREET       DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800546
P1730256911101

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ACITY STREET       CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800547
P1730278910471

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ACITY STREET       JONES CREEK

800552
P1730256911081

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ACITY STREET       CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800553
U1730332910931

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

800554
P1730246911021

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ACITY STREET       CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800556
P1730252911051

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ACITY STREET       CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800557
U1730292910671

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
CREEK          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800558
P1730272910421

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ACITY STREET       JONES CREEK

800560
P1730247910791

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DAWSON CREEK

800561
P1730294910331

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD ENGRS. DEPOT 
CANAL       

800563
P1730308910991

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800570
P1730257911121

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800571
P1730292910701

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
CREEK          

800572
P1730254910221

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800573
P1730251911041

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800575
P1730251910391

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WEINER CREEK

800577
P1730258911111

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800580
P1730388910671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800581
P1730402911061

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

800582
P1730384910901

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800583
P1730383910721

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800585
P1730381910721

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WHITE BAYOU

800586
P1730410910951

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COPPER MILL 
BAYOU        

800589
P1730375905901

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800600
U1730252910411

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WEINER CREEK

800602
P1730374911281

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800605
U1730292910641

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
CREEK          

800608
U1730303910751

Parish Highway Agency1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD ROBERTS CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800609
U1730280910201

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LIVELY BAYOU

800611
U1730268910211

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LIVELY BAYOU

800613
U1730269910441

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800614
U1730273910421

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800616
U1730279910521

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800617
U1730279910532

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD JONES CREEK

800618
U1730255911071

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CORPORATION 
CANAL        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800619
U1730253911061

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800620
U1730249910981

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
DUPLANTIER         

800621
U1730250910981

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD UNIVERSITY LAKE 
SPILLWAY 

800622
61172580203301

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/AS.ACADIAN RR 
UNDERPASS   

800626
U1730261910801

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD WARD CREEK

800628
U1730265910541

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD NORTH BRANCH 
WARD CREEK  

800629
U1730292910871

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE CR.
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800630
U1730272910861

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD WARDS CREEK

800640
P1730240910341

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CLAY CUT 
BAYOU           

800641
P1730248910411

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CLAY CUT 
BAYOU           

800642
U1730251910301

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD WEINER CREEK

800644
P1730250911031

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CORPORATION 
CANAL        

800645
P1730252911001

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAKES          

800646
U1730266910861

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WARD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800647
P1730265910831

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ACITY STREET       WARD CREEK

800648
P1730293910871

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
CREEK          

800649
U1730294910701

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800650
P1730298910271

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800651
U1730259910551

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD N. BRANCH WARDS 
CREEK    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020100
05180200803281

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 CREEK

020110
05180200805301

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 CREEK

020140
05180370400001

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0002 BAYOU MACON

020150
05180370404261

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 BRUSHY MACON

020160
05181610800001

State of Louisiana1962

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0134 BAYOU MACON

020170
05181610802891

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0134 JOES BAYOU

020180
05181610804001

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0134 CARRAWAY LAKE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020190
05181610900031

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0134 CREEK

020240
05181840104991

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0596 CREEK

020340
05188180103031

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0580 CREEK

020350
05188180103581

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0580 JOES BAYOU

020370
05188180105571

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0580 TENSAS BAYOU

020380
05188180108121

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0580 JONES BAYOU

020450
05188180903271

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0579 COOK'S SLOUGH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050083
P1832369911601

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

400043
P1832490911851

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUSHY BAYOU

400046
P1832464912031

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAXTER BAYOU

400047
P1832476911771

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU

400053
P1832466911401

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN INTO WINTERS 
BAYOU 

400054
P1832422911391

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DUCK POND 
BAYOU          

400056
P1832430911101

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SANDY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400057
P1832457911411

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WINTERS BAYOU

400063
P1832369911511

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO JONES 
BAYOU     

400069
P1832360912121

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD JOES BAYOU

400070
P1832369911561

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN INTO JONES 
BAYOU   

400071
P1832345911251

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GRASSY LAKE

400077
P1832331910961

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WILDCAT BAYOU

400080
P1832420912271

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU MACON
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

053470
61190190300102

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0061 FOSTER CREEK

053480
61190190301722

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 SANDY CREEK

053490
61190600302111

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0067 OLIVE BRANCH

053500
61190600303721

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0067 COMITE RIVER

053540
61190600401241

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0067 STREAM NO 
NAME           

053550
61190600401371

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0067 WALNUT BRANCH

053560
61190600404501

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0067 PRETTY CREEK 
TRIB        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

053590
61190610500001

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 THOMPSON 
CREEK           

053600
61190610500411

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 STREAM NO 
NAME           

053620
61190610503651

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 STREAM NO 
NAME           

053630
61190610505631

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 STREAM

053640
61190610505781

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 ICG RAILROAD

053760
61190610609681

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 SPRING BRANCH

053770
61190610610031

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 LITTLE RIVER
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

053780
61192500302371

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 DOYLE BAYOU

053790
61192500304881

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 STREAM NO 
NAME           

053800
61192500306421

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 REDWOOD CREEK

053810
61192500307231

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 CARTER CREEK

053820
61192500400421

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0019 NO NAME

053830
61192500402171

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 LITTLE REDWOOD 
CK        

053840
61192500410981

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0019 LITTLE COMITE 
RIVER      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

053850
61192520200211

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0068 LITTLE SANDY 
CK          

053860
61192520303491

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0068 KARRS CREEK

053900
61192540401201

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0037 LILLYS CREEK

053910
61192540401351

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0037 LILLYS CREEK

053930
61192590103141

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0063 TRIB OF BLUFF 
CK         

053940
61192590104521

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0063 MCQUINNEY 
BAYOU          

053950
61192590104761

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0063 MCQUINNEY BAYOU 
R        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

053960
61192590109061

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0063 HUNTERS BAYOU

053970
61192590110291

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0063 SANDY CREEK

053980
61198190201911

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0422 STREAM NO 
NAME           

054010
61198190206541

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0422 RICHLAND 
CREEK           

054018
61198190401521

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0961 CREEK

054020
61198190402341

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0961 SANDY CREEK

054030
61198192501621

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3255 CLEAR CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054040
61198190501681

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0952 MCKOWEN CREEK

054050
61198190503901

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0952 BEAVER CREEK

054070
61198191000351

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0955 WHITE BAYOU

054080
61198191003871

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0955 BLACK CREEK

054100
61198191102981

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0412 BLACK CREEK

054110
61198191200891

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0412 DOYLE BAYOU

054120
61198191201911

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0412 REDWOOD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054130
61198191302831

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0956 CREEK REDWOOD

054160
61198191503481

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0955 KNIGHTON 
BAYOU           

054170
61198191505321

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0955 TRIB OLIVE 
BRANCH        

054180
61198191506451

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0955 WHITE BRANCH

054190
61198191507381

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0955 CHAPMAN 
BRANCH           

054200
61198191600221

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0955 OLIVE BRANCH

054210
61198191602871

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0955 FISHER BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054220
61198191603081

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0955 FISHER BAYOU

054230
61198191800261

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0959 SCHLIE BAYOU

054240
61198191803171

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0959 LITTLE SANDY 
CK          

054250
61198191804381

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0959 SANDY CREEK

054260
61198191804511

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0959 SANDY CREEK 
REL          

054270
61198191805431

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0959 MILL CREEK

054280
61198191806701

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0959 SCALAUS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054290
61198191902011

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0963 REDWOOD CREEK

054300
61198191902591

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0963 LITTLE REDWOOD 
CR        

054310
61198192000351

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0960 BLUFF CREEK

054320
61198192001921

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0960 STREAM NO 
NAME           

054330
61198192201031

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0951 COOKS BRANCH

610200
P1930543910451

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PALMERS 
BRANCH           

800763
P1930455911021

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

East Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800766
P1930433910551

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD UNNAMED CREEK

800776
P1930598910521

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE COMITE 
CREEK      

800806
P1930458911281

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CREEK           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008890
P2030490921601

State Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CHICOT BAYOU

030213
P2030324922011

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

033850
03200570500001

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0013 BAYOU DES 
CANNES         

033860
03200570503641

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 BAYOU DURALDE

033870
03208204200011

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3149 DRAIN

033872
03208204201251

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3149 BAYOU

033874
03208204203051

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3149 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

033970
03200570700681

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 TURKEY CREEK

033980
03200570701381

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 CREEK

033990
03200660600201

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0010 MORRIS BRANCH

034000
03200660602081

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0010 BEAVER CREEK

034010
03200660604161

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0010 CREEK

034020
03200660610401

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0010 CREEK

034030
03200660610571

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0010 E FK BAYOU 
NEZPIQUE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034040
03200660705291

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 BAYOU DES 
CANNES         

034070
03200660713451

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 DRAIN

034110
03202000203521

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0104 DRAIN

034120
03202000208831

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0104 DRAIN

034140
03202020104171

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0104 PINE POINT 
GULLY         

034170
03202020106341

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0104 BAYOU DES 
CANNES         

034180
03202030200891

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0029 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034190
03202030201891

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0029 DRAIN

034200
03202030206281

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0029 BAYOU MARRON

034210
03202030209411

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0029 COULEE DE 
MANUEL         

034220
03202030304951

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0029 BAYOU PETITE 
PASS        

034230
03202030307721

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0029 COULEE TEAL

034240
03202040102311

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0106 DRAIN

034250
03202040104021

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0106 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034260
03202040106471

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0106 BOGGY BAYOU

034270
03202040202111

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0106 BAYOU 
NEZPIQUE           

034280
03202040300581

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0106 BAYOU CHICOT

034290
03202040305941

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0106 BAYOU 
COCODRIE           

034300
03202060103071

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 CHOCTAW BAYOU

034310
03203720300741

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0115 COCODRIE 
BAYOU           

034320
03203720307571

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0115 BAYOU 
COCODRIE           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034330
03203720308031

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0115 BAYOU

034340
03203800103781

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0363 DRAIN

034350
03208200104501

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0374 BAYOU

034360
03208200301391

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0748 BAYOU

034390
03208200604811

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1172 BAYOU

034400
03208200604981

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1172 BAYOU

034402
03208200607581

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1172 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034410
03208200801141

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0095 DRAIN

034420
03208200801451

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0095 BEACONS GULLY

034430
03208200804051

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0095 DRAIN

034440
03208200804521

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0095 BAYOU DES 
CANNES         

034450
03208200806691

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0095 BAYOU MARROW

034460
03208200900391

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1160 BAYOU

034480
03208201103781

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1168 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034490
03208201104261

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1168 DRAIN

034492
03208201105921

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1168 BAYOU GRAND 
LOUIS        

034538
03208201700801

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1158 DRAIN

034540
03208201800971

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1162 BAYOU

034560
03208202400391

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1159 BAYOU

034570
03208202502381

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0371 COULEE 
VALENTINE         

034580
03208202504011

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0371 BAYOU DURALDE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034590
03208202604451

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0371 DRAIN

034600
03208202701021

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0757 DRAIN

034610
03208202900681

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA1161 DRAIN

034620
03208202903321

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1161 BAYOU DES 
CANNES         

034630
03208202905561

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1161 BAYOU JOE 
MARCEL         

034652
03208203004491

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0376 BAYOU

034660
03208203005251

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0376 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034700
03208000301391

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1173 BAYOU

034710
03208203804931

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3042 LAKE CHICOT

034720
03208203810891

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3042 BAYOU

034730
03208203900011

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0115 ELM BAYOU

034740
03208203901351

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0115 DRAIN

200086
P2030420922091

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DES CANNE 
BAYOU          

200097
P2030534923421

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PRONG BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200199
P2030384922601

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAND LOUIS 
BAYOU        

200284
P2030527921791

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SLOUGH

200382
P2030355922751

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DURALDE BAYOU

200389
P2030344923181

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DURALDE BAYOU

200397
P2030396921621

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DE MANUEL 
COULEE         

200420
P2030430921531

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DE MANUEL 
COULEE         

200428
P2030352922851

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DURALDGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Evangeline Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200436
P2030381923301

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NEZPIQUE 
BAYOU           

200438
P2030425921821

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD JOE MARCEL 
BAYOU         

700120
03200570506881

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 DRAIN

700130
03200570507401

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 DRAIN

700140
03200570510321

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Franklin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

048290
58210260612911

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 STOKES BAYOU

048360
58210360205771

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0004 GOOSE CREEK

048370
58210360207941

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0004 PINE CREEK

048380
58210360302711

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0004 WEST TURKEY 
CREEK        

048410
58210360307811

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0004 ASH SLOUGH 
CANAL         

048440
58210360406341

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 DEER CREEK

048450
58210360408461

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0004 CREEK

048490
58210510205021

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0017 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Franklin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

048550
58211670106261

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0618 CREEK

048570
58211680110061

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0132 CROSS SLOUGH

048580
58211680204381

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0132 CREEK

048640
58211700103841

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0128 TURKEY CREEK

048682
58211700203211

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0128 DEER CR 
CUTOFF           

048730
58213440101141

State of Louisiana1955

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0577 CREEK

048750
58213440103691

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0577 TURKEY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Franklin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

048758
58213440106401

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0577 CREEK

048790
58213480300231

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0860 FROG ISLAND 
SLOUGH       

048800
58213480300521

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0860 CREEK

048810
58213480301571

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0860 HURRICANE 
SLOUGH         

048820
58213490200661

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0865 ASH SLOUGH

048840
58218210100781

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0861 BAYOU 
HURRICANE          

048850
58218210101611

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0861 HURRICANE 
SLOUGH         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Franklin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

048860
58218210101721

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0861 DEWITT GULLEY

048940
58218211103081

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0876 BRUSHY BAYOU

048950
58218211400921

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0863 DEER CREEK

048970
58218211502181

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0871 GOOSE CREEK

048990
58218212100361

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0869 CREEK

049000
58218212101511

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0869 PINE BAYOU

049010
58218212102101

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0869 MOUND BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Franklin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

580580
58218210801801

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0867 BULLS BAYOU

700547
P2132242913211

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TURKEY CREEK

700841
P2132140913191

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DEEP BAYOU

700889
P2131573914771

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700960
P2132086913881

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TURKEY CREEK

700993
P2132052914131

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU

700995
P2132074913881

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036620
08220090200561

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0071 HUDSON CREEK

036630
08220090201241

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 CREEK

036640
08220090201871

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 CREEK

036660
08220090205101

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 JAMES BRANCH

036670
08220090207561

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0071 BAYOU 
RIGOLETTE          

036680
08220090207891

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 CREEK

036690
08220090208461

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0071 BAYOU 
RIGOLETTE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036700
08220090212551

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0071 BAYOU 
RIGOLETTE          

036710
08220090302271

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0071 BAYOU GRAPPE

036800
08220150400321

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 SUGAR BRANCH

036830
08220150406781

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

036840
08220150407742

State of Louisiana1948

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 FISH CREEK

036850
08220150410282

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 LITTLE CREEK

036860
08220150411611

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CYPRESS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036870
08220150413761

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 INDIAN CREEK

036880
08220150414161

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 INDIAN CREEK 
RELIEF      

036890
08220150414471

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CROSS BAYOU

036900
08220150414791

State of Louisiana1939

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 BEAR CREEK

036910
08220150417032

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0165 LA 1203, UP RR           

036920
08220150417881

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

036940
08220230307271

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

037080
08220403200531

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0366 SANDY CREEK

037110
08220400303021

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0008 BIG CREEK

037190
08221230101221

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0471 SUMMERFIELD 
BRANCH       

037200
08221230105821

State of Louisiana1956

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0471 DARTIGO CREEK

037210
08221230105891

State of Louisiana1956

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0471 DARTIGO CREEK

037220
08221230106021

State of Louisiana1956

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0471 CREEK

037290
08221280312651

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0500 CREEK

037540
08221510204251

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0008 LITTLE SANDY 
BAYOU       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

037550
08223610301421

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0034 CREEK

037570
08223650105021

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0472 INDIAN CREEK

037580
08223650106031

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0472 CREEK

037590
08223650107901

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0472 BIG BEAR 
CREEK           

037600
08223650107971

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0472 BIG BEAR CREEK 
RELIEF    

037610
08228220100931

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0524 ELEM BRANCH

037620
08228220101101

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0524 JESSE BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

037640
08228220102381

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0524 FISH CREEK

037680
08228220503001

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1241 HUDSON CREEK

037690
08228220503141

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1241 FRAZIER CREEK

700679
P2231415922481

Parish Highway Agency1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

700702
P2231464922281

Parish Highway Agency1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700703
P2231449922631

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD INDIAN CREEK

700706
P2231462922181

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700734
P2231360923591

Parish Highway Agency1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SWAFFORD 
CREEK           

700770
P2231426922391

Parish Highway Agency1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700774
P2231438922271

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700870
P2231389923701

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700878
P2231404922551

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE CREEK

700886
P2231357922961

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAR BRANCH

800030
08228221300211

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3169 BAYOU 
RIGOLETTE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080601000002101 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 102 HATAWAY CREEK

080601000002102 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 102 TRIPLE B CREEK

080601000002103 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 102 INDIAN CREEK

080601000002104 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 102 BRICK CREEK

080601000002105 U.S. Forest Service1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 102 LITTLE SNAKE CREEK

080601000002106 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 102 SHADY CREEK

080601000002107 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 102 LOG BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080601000002114 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 115 CYPRESS CREEK

080601000002116 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 119 SOCIA CREEK

080601000002117 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 120 GRAY BRANCH

080601000002118 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 120 GRAY BRANCH

080601000002131 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 131 INDIAN CREEK

080601000002145 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 145 BIG CREEK

080601000002146 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 145 HURRICANE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080601000002147 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 145 HURRICANE

080601000002148 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 145 FISH CREEK

080601000002153 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 145-A DRY PRONG CREEK

080601000002158 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 155 CREEK

080601000002160 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 155 GUYNES BRANCH

080601000002161 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 155 SADDLE BAYOU 
OVFLOW

080601000002162 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 155 SADDLE BAYOU 
OVFLOW
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080601000002163 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 155 SADDLE CREEK

080601000002164 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete slab N/AFDR 155 SCHOOL HOUSE 
CREEK

080601000002171 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 165 N FORK FISH CREEK

080601000002174 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 172 SKID BRIDGE CREEK

080601000002177 U.S. Forest Service1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 188 CAMP POND CREEK

080601000002178 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 188 S FORK CAMP POND 
CR

080604000002415 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 521 WILD OKRA CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080604000002416 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 521 BEAR CREEK

080604000002417 U.S. Forest Service1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 521 FOUR MILE BRANCH

080604000002424 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 530 LONG BRANCH

080604000002427 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 530 BRUSHY CREEK

080604000002429 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 530 BRUSHY CREEK

080604000002444 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 556 PRAIRIE CREEK

080604000002445 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 556 PRAIRIE CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080604000002446 U.S. Forest Service1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 556 CREEK

080604000002447 U.S. Forest Service1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 556 CREEK

080604000002448 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 556 PRAIRIE

080604000002450 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 558 FRIDAY CREEK

080604000002451 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 558 PRAIRIE CREEK

080604000002452 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 558 SCHOOL HOUSE 
BRANCH

080604000002487 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 610 LITTLE BEAR CR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Grant Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080604000002488 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 613 PINEYWOOD BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

005680
03230040506771

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0182 SANDAGER 
CANAL           

005700
03230550702991

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 JEFFERSON 
CANAL          

005730
03230550707861

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 ARMANCO CANAL

005740
03232350100101

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0329 RODERE CANAL

005750
03232360101131

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0083 COMMMERICAL 
CANAL        

005760
03232360105161

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0083 PEEBLES BAYOU 
DUBOIN

005770
03232360106211

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0083 JACK COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

005780
03232360202041

State of Louisiana1945

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0085 PATOUT CANAL

005790
03232360206641

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0085 DRAIN

005850
03232400305941

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0083 BAYOU BLUE

005868
03233970501931

State of Louisiana1934

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0089 CREEK

005870
03233970503171

State of Louisiana1956

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0089 PARC PEROU 
BAYOU         

005920
03234240401371

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

005930
03234240404701

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 SEGURA BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

005940
03234240404702

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 SEGURA BRANCH

005950
03234240404931

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

005980
03234240406661

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 ARMENCO CANAL

005990
03234240406662

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 ARMENCO CANAL

006000
03234240407911

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0090 US 90 OVER LA 
14         

006010
03234240407912

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0090 US 90 OVER LA 
14         

006020
03234240408431

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0090 LA 329 & SPRR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006030
03234240408432

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0090 LA 329 & SPRR

006040
03234240409161

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 RODERE CANAL

006050
03234240409162

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 RODERE CANAL

006080
03234240410915

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 PEEBLES CANAL

006082
03234240410918

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 PEEBLES 
CANNAL           

006090
03234240411331

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DUBOIN CANAL

006100
P2329593915621

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU PETIT ANSE 
REL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006110
P2329593915591

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU PETIT ANSE

006120
P2329593915581

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE 
DEBLANC           

006130
03238230200751

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0675 ARMENCO CANAL

006140
P2330002915481

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

006150
P2330014915411

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

006160
03238230701181

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0676 DEBLANC 
COULEE           

006170
03238230702011

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0676 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006180
03238231200171

State of Louisiana1962Steel Plate Girder Swing Span N/ALA0320 BAYOU TECHE 
(OLIVER)

006230
03238232603471

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0087 CREEK

006250
03238232800551

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0668 DELAHOUSSAYE 
CNL         

006270
03238233400391

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0682 CREEK

006280
03238233400841

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0682 NORRIS CANAL

006290
03238233401811

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0682 CREEK

006300
03288282500251

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0089 ROMERO CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030135
P2329568915031

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD NEW IBERIA 
SOUTHERN OR CA

200692
P2330032915531

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200694
P2330032914291

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

200700
P2330000915601

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

200701
P2329599915701

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD NORRIS BRANCH 
CANAL      

200704
P2329544914101

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE 
CANAL       

200705
P2329596914421

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TETE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200707
P2330001915581

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD PARC PERDU 
BAYOU         

200708
P2329539914101

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE 
CANAL       

200709
P2329529914151

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE 
CANAL       

200717
P2329521914201

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DELAHOUSSAYE 
CANAL       

200718
P2329535914291

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200719
P2329535914321

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD PATOUT CANAL

200722
P2329565915561

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD POUFETTE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberia Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200723
P2329566915641

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD JEFFERSON 
CANAL          

200726
P2329598914621

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TETE BAYOU

200730
P2329571914891

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DUBOIN CANAL

200735
P2329562914901

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD PEEBLES 
COULEE           

200737
P2329573915101

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD RODERE CANAL

200738
P2329588915071

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD RODERE CANAL

300450
03234240420404

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/AUS0090 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054350
61240500614452

State of Louisiana1950Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0001 PLAQUEMINE BRIDGE

054370
61242190200811

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0077 RICHARD BAYOU

054400
61242190306451

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0077 BAYOU 
MARINGOUIN         

054410
61242280400011

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0076 BAYOU 
MARINGOUIN         

054430
61242280500511

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0076 W-8 MAIN 
CANAL           

054440
61242280500961

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0076 STREAM NO 
NAME           

054450
61242280501271

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0076 NO NAME
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054470
61242300102701

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3066 CENTENNIAL 
CANAL         

054490
61242570100661

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0075 BAYOU BREAUX

054510
61242570204371

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0327 BAYOU PAUL

054520
61242640103301

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0074 BAYOU BREAUX

054530
61244050100391

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALA0404 BAYOU CHOCTOW

054540
61244050103781

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALA0404 BAYOU TIGRIS

054550
61244050104081

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0404 BAYOU DANIEL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054552
61244050106431

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0404 BAYOU BLACK

054560
61244050107601

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0404 LEVY CANAL

054570
61244060202281

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0069 MUDDY BAYOU

054580
61244060202921

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0069 FALSE BRANCH

054588
61244140200001

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0030 BAYOU MANCHAC

054590
61244140200661

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0030 BAYOU PAUL

054600
61244140206821

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0030 BAYOU BRAUD
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054610
61248240101961

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0386 CATFISH CANAL

054630
61248240500521

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0995 FALSE BRANCH

054632
61248240501001

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0895 CORA MAIN 
CANAL          

054640
61248240701381

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0988 DOW DRAINAGE

054650
61248240701721

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0988 BAYOU BOURBEU

054672
61248240901011

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0994 CEDAR GROVE 
CANAL        

054690
61248241203521

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0076 LOWER MARINGOUIN 
CANAL   
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054700
61248241300921

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3000 RAMAH CANAL

800810
P2430293913331

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LEEVEE BORROW 
PIT        

800813
P2430241913071

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LEVEE BORROW 
PIT         

800817
P2430074911021

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800819
P2430150911461

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800820
P2430142911721

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800821
P2430259912851

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Iberville Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800823
P2430279912961

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU GROSSE 
TETE        

800824
P2430223912371

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU GROSS 
TETE         

800826
P2430280913261

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LEVEE BORROW 
PIT         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020460
05250230601312

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020470
05250230602012

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020480
05250230603492

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020490
05250230604162

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020510
05250230605191

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020530
U2532139924251

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ACITY STREET       CREEK

020590
05250230617111

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020600
05250230618062

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 CYPRESS CREEK 
REL.       

020610
05250230618262

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 SUGAR CREEK

020620
05250230618652

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 CYPRESS BAYOU 
REL.       

020630
05250230620881

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020640
05250230621791

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020650
05250230622141

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

020660
05250230622852

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020980
05250680202471

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CHOUDRANT 
CREEK          

020990
05250680202561

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CREEK

021000
05250680206581

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CASTOR CREEK

021010
05250680209021

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 STUD HORSE 
CREEK         

021020
05250680209891

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CURR CREEK

021030
05250680211241

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CREEK

021040
05250680211731

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 POPLAR BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021050
05250680211961

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CREEK

021060
05250680213021

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 FOURMILE 
CREEK           

021080
05250680300451

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 CREEK

021090
05250680302631

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 COW CREEK

021100
05250680303121

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 CREEK

021110
05250680304161

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 CREEK

021120
05250680305041

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021130
05250680306141

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0004 BEAR CREEK

021330
05253160202761

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0148 COLON CREEK

021350
05253160206191

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0148 CREEK

021360
05253160206741

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0148 CYPRESS BAYOU

021376
05253180102901

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0144 CREEK

021380
05253180200701

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0556 NEALY BRANCH

021390
05253180201711

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0556 HUEY BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021400
05253180202211

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0556 POLE BRIDGE 
CREEK        

021410
05253180203801

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0556 DRY CREEK

021420
05253180203941

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0556 JACK CREEK

021430
05253180204051

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0556 SO CHOUDRANT 
CR          

021436
05253180204301

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0556 CREEK

021440
05253180206181

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0556 BRANCH

021450
05253190100601

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0542 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021460
05253190101151

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0542 CREEK

021470
05253190101911

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0542 CREEK

021480
05253190102111

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0542 CREEK

021490
05253190102451

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0542 CREEK

021500
05253190102941

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0542 CREEK

021528
05253190108101

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0542 CREEK

021530
05253190109601

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0155 KEPPLER CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021540
05253190110451

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0155 CREEK

021550
05253190113011

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0155 CREEK

021570
05253200103721

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0147 BIG CREEK

021580
05253200201791

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0147 BROWN CREEK

021670
05253230102581

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0548 FLAT CREEK

021680
05253230102971

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0548 CREEK REL BR

021690
05253230104691

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0548 LITTLE GLADE 
CR          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021700
05253230105171

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0548 CREEK

021710
05253230107121

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0548 CUB CREEK

021720
P2532161926861

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0809 DRY CREEK

021730
05258250203061

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0148 CREEK

021760
05258250401301

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0810 BROWN CREEK

021780
05258250905011

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0811 L DUGDEMONA 
RIVER        

021790
05258250905371

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0811 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400268
P2532115922421

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD INDIAN CREEK

400269
P2532109922311

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICAN 
CREEK           

400278
P2532131921941

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD INDIAN BRANCH

400299
P2532225922961

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COLSTON CREEK

400306
P2532223922921

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLSTON 
CREEK   

400322
P2532201922401

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FLAT CREEK

400332
P2532192924521

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAR CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jackson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400885
P2532141924291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

000010
02260051001311

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000020
02260051001312

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000030
02260051002551

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000040
02260051002552

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

000050
02260051005871

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0090 US 90 BUS @ 
AVONDALE     

000100
02260070200001

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 METAIRIE 
RELIEF          

000230
02262499006621

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/ALA0045 GOOSE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

000240
02262499008331

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0045 DRAIN CANAL

000290
02262833000611

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0049 DRAIN

000292
02262833000991

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0049 DRAIN

000330
02262833003431

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0049 DRAIN

000350
02264230100031

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3046 LA 3046 OVER US 
90       

000360
02264230100481

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3046 R/R,CITY STS,LA 
611      

000400
02264501503341

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I 10
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

000410
02264501503362

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I 10

000470
02264501505732

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I 10

000480
02264501505711

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I 10

000498
02264501506094

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A I0010 SUBURBAN 
CANAL           

000502
02264501506103

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A I0010 SUBURBAN 
CANAL           

000530
02264501506451

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I 10

000540
02264501507441

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ACITYST I 10
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

000542
02264501507452

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ACITYST I 10

000600
02264501508744

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 CANAL NO. 3

000610
02264501508794

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 CANAL NO. 3

000612
02264501508823

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 CANAL NO. 3

000820
02268264403001

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3154 DRAIN

020010
U2629588900941

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD US 61 & LA 611-9 & 
CIRCLE

020011
U2629586900956

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRIVEWAY
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020012
02264230100816

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3046 LA SOU/KCS RR & 
CLAIBORNE

020013
02264230100857

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3046 LA SOU/KCS RR & 
CLAIBORNE

020014
U2629586900937

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD LA SOUTHERN 
RR           

020015
U2629587900935

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD LA SOUTHERN 
RR           

020016
U2629588900937

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD LA 611-9 & JOHNSON 
ST    

020017
U2629588900956

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD LA 611-9 & JOHNSON 
ST    

020018
U2629587900958

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRIVEWAY
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020019
U2629586900941

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD US 61 UNDER TRAF. 
CIRCLE 

020032
U2630013901482

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 17

020038
P2629506900211

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MURPHY CANAL

020044
P2629529900571

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN CANAL

020053
P2630017901351

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 1

020065
P2629546900601

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TERRY PARKWAY 
CANAL      

020066
P2629524900361

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU FATMA
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020073
P2629531900311

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD THREE MILE 
CANAL         

020074
P2630005901521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
11          

020084
P2630002900901

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020085
U2630009900951

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020086
P2630009900911

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020087
P2630009901031

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2

020088
P2630009901051

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 2
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020152
P2629538900821

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD OUTFALL CANAL

100001
P2629582901261

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100002
P2629577901241

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100004
P2629587901331

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 6

100008
P2630005900871

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD BONNABEL 
CANAL           

100010
P2630003901061

Parish Highway Agency1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ACITY STREET       CANAL NO.3

100011
P2630009901071

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100012
U2630008900881

Parish Highway Agency1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 2

100013
P2630010900871

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BONNABEL 
CANAL           

100014
P2630003900871

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BONNABEL 
CANAL           

100017
P2629595900901

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.4

100018
P2629527900701

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD MAYRONNE 
CANAL           

100019
P2629519900691

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL 
NO.1          

100020
P2629519900671

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL 
NO.1          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100024
P2629594901441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
5           

100025
P2629539900952

State Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
SEGNETTE           

100026
P2629539900951

State Park, Forest or 
Reservation Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
SEGNETTE           

100028
P2629524900391

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GARDERE CANAL

100029
P2629592901371

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 5

100031
P2629591901301

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 5

100032
P2629590901151

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 5
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100034
P2630004901211

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO 3

100038
P2630002900911

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2

100039
P2629592901341

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.5

100040
P2629592901321

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.5

100043
P2629541900841

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD KEYHOLE CANAL

100046
P2630008900821

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Reinfoced 
Channel Units

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2

100051
U2630004901221

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.3
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100101
U2630001900871

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ACITY STREET       BONNABEL 
CANAL           

100102
U2630001900872

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ACITY STREET       BONNABEL 
CANAL           

100107
U2630010901131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
2           

100109
U2630012901482

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DUNCAN CANAL

100110
U2630012901481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DUNCAN CANAL

100117
U2630004901231

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
3           

100121
U2630010901191

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
2           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100123
U2630003901041

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER-
3           

100125
U2629598901401

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
4           

100130
U2629589901021

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
5           

100132
U2629590901131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
5           

100133
U2629591901281

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
5           

100134
U2629589901052

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SUBURBAN 
CANAL           

100136
U2629593901401

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
5           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100137
U2629591901291

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100138
U2629591901292

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SONIAT CANAL

100141
U2629524900322

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU FATMA

100144
U2629528900212

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD FORTADO CANAL

100146
U2629529900142

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD OAKWOOD CANAL

100201
P2630026901631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Reinfoced 
Channel Units

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.7

100202
P2630025901571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Reinfoced 
Channel Units

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 7
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100205
P2630008900791

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 2

100206
P2630009900971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO.2

100210
P2630000901641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
17          

100211
P2630007901471

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DUNCAN CANAL

100213
P2630012901461

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 2

100214
P2630001901501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
14          

100215
P2630002900971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
3           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100216
P2630002900991

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NUMBER 
3           

100218
P2630005901601

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 13

100221
P2629590901221

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 5

100224
P2629590901191

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL NO. 5

100228
P2629525900691

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL

100229
P2629525900692

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD AMES CANAL

100231
P2629540900231

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL WRIGHT 
AVE.        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

100235
P2629530900501

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD 16 TH ST CANAL           

100237
P2629530900491

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD 16TH ST CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034770
07270030605701

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN

034780
07270030609301

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN

034790
07270030609811

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN

034860
07270030801621

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CANAL

034870
07270030802531

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CANAL

034880
07270120803611

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU

034930
07270140207001

State of Louisiana1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

034940
07270140209041

State of Louisiana1937

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 BAYOU

034950
07270140211611

State of Louisiana1937

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 BAYOU

034960
07270140211901

State of Louisiana1937

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 SERPENT BAYOU

034970
07270140212121

State of Louisiana1937

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 BAYOU

034980
07270140214921

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 GUM BAYOU

035000
07270540506991

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0026 DRAIN

035030
07271960306011

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 DRAIN

035040
07271960308061

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

035060
07271970304031

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0383 BAYOU 
ARCENEAUX          

035070
07271970306461

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0383 DRAIN

035080
07271970306641

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0383 SERPENT BAYOU

035090
07271973000731

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0101 DRAIN

035100
07271973001821

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0101 DRAIN

035110
07271980201171

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0099 DRAIN

035120
07271980202891

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0099 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

035140
07271980204961

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0099 DRAIN

035150
07271980206031

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0099 DRAIN

035160
07271980207461

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0099 DRAIN

035170
07271980301001

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0099 LA 99 OVER I-10          

035200
07271980303081

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0099 DRAIN

035210
07271980306111

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0099 DRAIN

035260
07271990209731

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0102 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

035270
07272010101761

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0097 LA 97 OVER I-10          

035310
07272090301011

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0101 LA 101 OVER I-10         

035320
07272090305331

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0101 DRAIN

035400
07274500305113

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 W. LACASSINE 
BAYOU       

035410
07274500305114

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 W. LACASSINE 
BAYOU       

035430
07274500307111

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-
10     

035490
07274500309994

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 E. LACASSINE 
BAYOU       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

035560
07274500313271

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-
10     

035600
07274500316351

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-10 UNDER LOCAL 
ROAD    

035630
07274500317313

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 W BAYOU CHENE

035660
07274500318433

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 MID BAYOU 
CHENE          

035730
07278270300841

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0102 LA 102 OVER I-10         

035750
07278270307211

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0102 DRAIN

035770
07278270501121

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3258 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

035780
07278271103451

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0382 BAYOU

035890
07278271900841

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0102 CANAL

035910
07278272003161

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0099 BAYOU

035920
07278272006221

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0099 BAYOU 
ALLIGATOR          

035930
07278272103311

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0395 DRAIN

035940
07278272104291

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0395 DRAIN

035950
07278272107261

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0395 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

035960
07278272201401

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0395 LA 395 OVER I-10         

035970
07278272203281

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0395 DRAIN

035980
07278272203431

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0395 DRAIN

035990
07278272206801

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0395 DRAIN

036000
07278272207491

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0395 DRAIN

036010
07278272500491

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1130 DRAIN

036020
07278272501041

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1130 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

036030
07278273100851

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3056 DRAIN

500307
P2730201925321

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN

500308
P2730212925581

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500311
P2730231925161

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SERPENT BAYOU

500312
P2730224925371

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500329
P2730177925721

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder - 
Continuous

N/ALOCAL ROAD GULLY

500333
P2730247925421

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GULLY
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500334
P2730262924771

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GULLY

500344
P2730162924851

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU 
LACASSINE     

500345
P2730163925061

Parish Highway Agency1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500346
P2730175924771

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU 
LACASSINE     

500354
P2730166924781

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU 
LACASSINE     

500371
P2730201924171

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU GRAND 
MARAIS       

500383
P2730157924891

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD EAST BAYOU 
LACASSINE     
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500388
P2730131925471

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST LACASSINE 
BAYOU     

500397
P2730116925451

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500409
P2730055923981

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500410
P2730050923971

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

500415
P2730125924541

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500419
P2730144925011

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500430
P2730132924101

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY OF 
JENNINGS         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Jefferson Davis Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

500432
P2730292924121

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/AIRRLOCAL 
ROAD     

ROGERS GULLY

500434
P2730051924101

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY OF LAKE 
ARTHOR      

500435
P2730046924091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TOWN OF LAKE 
ARTHOR      

500436
P2730138924921

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

500437
P2730144924871

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

500438
P2730145924851

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700150
07278273201001

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3166 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

049050
58300150500002

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0165 LITTLE RIVER

049060
58300150500322

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 LITTLE RIVER 
RELIEF      

049070
58300150500552

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 COCHRAN  
CREEK           

049080
58300150505482

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 CREEK

049090
58300150505672

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0165 CHICKASAW 
CREEK          

049100
58300150508441

State of Louisiana1941

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

049110
58300220400001

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0084 CASTOR CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

049120
58300220400201

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0084 RELIEF  BRIDGE           

049190
58300220502011

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0084 CREEK

049200
58300220502731

State of Louisiana1956

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 WEST PRONG HEMP 
CREEK    

049210
58300220503311

State of Louisiana1955

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 HEMP CREEK

049220
58300220504231

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 LA MIDLAND R/R           

049230
58300220504931

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 HAIRS CREEK

049240
58300220510531

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 DOYLE  CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

049250
58300220510821

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0084 EARL CREEK

049270
58300390101071

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0772 HAIRS CREEK

049360
58300400411701

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0772 LA MIDLAND RR

049390
58300740300001

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 SALINE BAYOU

049400
58300740300531

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 LITTLE SALINE B          

049410
58300740301071

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 ALLIGATOR 
BAYOU          

049420
58300740301851

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 SANDY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

049430
58300740304091

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 INDIAN BAYOU

049450
58300740305611

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 CAMP BAYOU

049460
58300740306631

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 BULL  BAYOU

049470
58300740308241

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0028 MUDDY BAYOU

049480
58301250201971

State of Louisiana1964

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0124 CASTOR CREEK

049490
58301250202351

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0124 CASTOR RELIEF

049530
58301250309451

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0124 CHICKASAW 
CREEK          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

049540
58301250314181

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0124 BAYOU FUNNY 
LOUIS        

049550
58301270105311

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0127 MILL CREEK

049560
58301270200941

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0127 BAYOU 
FUNNYLOUIS         

049570
58301270206181

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0127 LITTLE 
CHICKASAW         

049580
58301270208641

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0127 TARVER CREEK

049590
58301270209461

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0127 CREEK

049640
58301280501061

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0500 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

049720
58301300201271

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0503 BAYOU FUNNY 
LOUIS        

049730
58301300203371

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0503 CREEK

049740
58301300205611

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0503 CREEK

049750
58301300206151

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0503 CREEK

049760
58301300211541

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0126 CREEK

049770
58301300213291

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0126 CREEK

049860
58301490501001

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0127 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

049890
58308300803511

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0008 HEMPS CREEK 
WEST         

049970
58303530101581

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0126 BUSHLEY CREEK

049980
58303530102811

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0126 LITTLE CREEK

050000
58303660103941

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0459 GREENS CREEK

050030
58308300100291

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0771 CREEK

050040
58308300100501

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0771 FUNNY LOUIS

050050
58308300100821

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0771 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050060
58308300102241

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0771 CREEK

050070
58308300103501

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0771 SALTY CREEK

050100
58308300501761

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0778 HEMPHILL 
CREEK           

580054
P3031355920651

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD SANDY RUN

580107
P3031415920551

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HAIR CREEK

580115
P3031364921061

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

581030
P3031449921991

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

581035
P3031460921981

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700242
P3031326921381

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HORSEPEN 
CREEK           

700256
P3031379921271

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD RILEY CREEK

700326
P3031399920401

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700364
P3031479920131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUSHY CREEK

700380
P3031436920451

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GREENS CREEK

700384
P3031482920551

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700390
P3031484920401

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BUCK CREEK

700394
P3031484920381

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700406
P3031482920751

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700426
P3031505921111

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700500
P3031473921971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAKE CREEK

700502
P3031478921901

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COCHRAN CREEK

700544
P3031413920831

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

La Salle Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700592
P3031541920381

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

000043525-00053 Bureau of Fish and Wildlife1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AMUDDY BAYOU 
ROAD

BULL BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006310
03280031100401

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 BAYOU QUEUE DE 
TORTUE

006320
03280031101831

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

006330
03280031102791

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 BAYOU QUEUE DE 
TORTUE

006340
03280031103741

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

006350
03280031105871

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 BAYOU ILE DES 
CANNES

006360
03280031108201

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 COULEE MINE

006380
03280031110361

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006450
03280800205691

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

006460
03280800207451

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 COULEE MINE

006470
03280800208171

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 COULEE MINE 
BR           

006480
03280800208781

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 COULEE MINE 
BR           

006570
03282130601051

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0092 LASALLE 
COULEE           

006580
03282130602191

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0092 CONBOX

006590
03282130602921

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0092 CONBOX
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006598
03282160200401

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0734 CREEK

006600
03282160201401

State of Louisiana1945

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0734 BAYOU PARC 
PEROU         

006620
03282170100621

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0093 CREEK

006630
03282170101361

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0093 CREEK

006640
03282180102271

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0342 CREEK

006700
03283910404221

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1252 BAYOU 
VERMILION          

006720
03283930302211

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0343 INDIAN BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006730
03283930306961

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0343 BAYOU QUEUE DE 
TORTUE

006740
03283930500881

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0343 LA 343 OVER I-10         

006810
03284240203441

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0090 VERMILION 
RIVER          

006820
03284240203442

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0090 VERMILION 
RIVER          

006830
03284240210401

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0090 LA 182 & S.P. RR         

006840
03284240210402

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0090 LA 182 & S.P. RR         

006850
03284240212431

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006950
03284500505081

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-10

006990
03284500506571

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-10

007078
03288280301881

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0723 CANAL

007096
03288280500651

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA07281 CREEK

007146
03288281101321

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0339 DARBY COULEE

007150
03288281200031

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0339 ANSLEM COULEE

007160
03288281201551

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0339 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007180
03288281401871

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0733 CREEK

007190
03288281501671

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0093 DITCH

007200
03288282300691

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA07283 COULEE MINE

007210
03288282301061

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA07283 COULEE MINE

007212
03288282500951

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0089 CREEK

007232
03288283001731

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0720 DITCH

007250
03288283200881

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0724 LA 724 OVER I-10         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007260
U2830216919921

Parish Highway Agency1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ACITY STREET       VERMILION R @ 
SURREY ST  

030044
P2830135915941

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ACITY STREET       DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

030070
P2830088921131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

030403
P2830090920041

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ISAAC VEROT 
COULEE       

200005
U2830195920281

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200028
P2830160920751

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DES CANNES 
COULEE        

200032
P2830199920041

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200037
P2830208920501

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200049
P2830057920311

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ANSELM COULEE

200055
P2830087920701

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200062
P2830082920881

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200065
P2830070920741

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GRANGES 
COULEE           

200069
P2830119921491

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD QUEUE DE TORTUE 
BAYOU    

200081
P2830155915891

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD VERMILLION 
RIVER         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200114
P2830092915431

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TORTUE BAYOU

200115
P2830185915941

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD VERMILION 
RIVER          

200143
P2830074920721

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD ILE DES CANNES 
COULEE    

200153
P2830114920311

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200156
U2830126920321

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE COULEE

200157
U2830133920231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH 
COULEE       

200221
P2830135920221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH 
COULEE       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200224
U2830164920131

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FRANCOIS 
COULEE          

200225
P2830093921361

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200226
U2830143920011

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD WEBB COULEE

200228
U2830131920161

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200229
U2830135915961

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200230
U2830139920241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH 
COULEE       

200231
P2830192920291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200232
P2830193920291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200233
P2830137920231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH 
COULEE       

200286
P2830127920151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE COULEE

200323
P2830083921361

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD INDIAN BAYOU

200331
U2830131920221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH 
COULEE       

200644
P2830125920141

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE COULEE

200647
P2830134920221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH 
COULEE       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafayette Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200648
P2830134920231

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MINE BRANCH 
COULEE       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafourche Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

000840
02290050600681

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0182 HOLLYWOOD 
CANAL          

000870
02290050606241

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0182 40 ARPENT 
CANAL          

000966
02290650100101

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0024 DRESSER CANAL

000980
02290650600001

State of Louisiana1928Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0020 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

000990
02290650603201

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0020 40 ARPENT 
CANAL          

001000
02290650604241

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0020 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

001010
02290650605001

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0020 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafourche Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

001020
02290650605201

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0020 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

001032
02294070106161

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0308 LEBRETON 
CANAL           

001040
02294070111941

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0308 SCULLY CANAL

001070
02294079007761

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0308 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

001090
02294079009361

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0308 VALENTINE 
CANAL          

001100
02294079014381

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0308 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

001130
02294070306491

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0308 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafourche Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

001212
02298292900621

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0648 DRAIN CANAL

001280
02298291203701

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0653 BAYOU DUMAR

020167
P2929479904911

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE 
BAYOU          

020168
P2929479904912

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE 
BAYOU          

020178
P2929066901141

Other Local Agency1960Steel High Truss Swing Span N/ALOCAL ROAD GREATER LAF. PORT 
COMM   

200812
P2929426903811

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200819
P2929440904411

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAND COTEAU 
BAYOU       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafourche Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200821
P2929403904231

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD HOLLYWOOD 
CANAL          

200824
P2929478905001

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LAFOURCHE 
BAYOU          

200834
P2929383903291

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD FORTY ARPENT 
CANAL       

200835
P2929510904071

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAND BAYOU

200836
P2929357902341

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FORTY ARPENT 
CANAL       

200842
P2929324901811

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

204020
02298292502501

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3185 DRAIN CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lafourche Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

204030
02298292503201

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3185 DRAIN CANAL

204040
02298292503551

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3185 DRAIN CANAL

204050
02298292503811

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3185 DRAIN CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021830
05310010700281

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 ICG RAILROAD

021840
05310010707471

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CREEK

021850
05310010710111

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 REDWINE CREEK

021860
05310010805451

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CREEK

021870
05310010806541

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CREEK

021880
05310010809211

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CREEK

021890
05310010811021

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

021900
05310010811711

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CHOUDRANT 
CREEK          

021910
05310010812001

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CREEK

021920
05310010813431

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CLEAR CREEK

021940
05310231000581

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0167 US 167 OVER I-20         

021950
05310231000582

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0167 US 167 OVER I-20         

021980
05310231011002

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0167 BAYOU D 
ARBONNE          

021990
05310231011292

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0167 BAYOU D'ARBONNE 
RELIEF   
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

022010
05310231016451

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 STOWE CREEK

022030
05310690109301

State of Louisiana1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0033 CREEK

022040
05310690110211

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0033 BOGGY BRANCH

022050
05310690112891

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0033 CREEK

022060
05310850900001

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 SUGAR CREEK

022100
05310850909451

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 BIG CREEK

022110
05310850909581

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

022120
05310850912091

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CREEK

022128
05310850914151

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CREEK

022130
05310850914371

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0146 CYPRESS CREEK

022150
05310890802591

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0151 CREEK

022190
05310890806081

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0151 CREEK

022250
05311570300781

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0145 CREEK

022270
05311570305001

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0145 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

022300
05312960301621

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0544 MILL CREEK

022320
05312960303531

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0544 WAFER CREEK

022340
05312960306561

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0544 CYPRESS CREEK

022350
05312960308571

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0544 LA 544 OVER I-20         

022360
05313080400771

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0507 WILSON CREEK

022388
05313080406601

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0507 CREEK

022390
05313080407701

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0507 LA 507 OVER I-20         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

022480
05313090304421

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0818 BARNET SPRINGS 
CR        

022520
05313160400121

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3005 REDWINE CREEK

022530
05313160500991

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0563 LA 563 OVER I-20         

022600
05313170402651

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0151 CYPRESS CREEK

022690
05314510501901

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I 20

022710
05314510504731

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I 20

022770
05314510509931

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I 20
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

022800
05314510512001

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I 20

022930
05314510517821

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I 20

022960
05314510519141

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I 20

022990
05314510520991

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A  LOC RD I 20

023050
05314510523201

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-20

023070
05314510525101

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A  LOC RD I 20

023190
05318310603351

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0822 CYPRESS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023200
05318310603451

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0822 CREEK

023210
05318310603591

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0822 CREEK

023230
05318311300541

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3061 BARNET SPRINGS 
CR        

023240
05318311301191

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3061 CREEK

023250
05318311301461

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3061 SHEPHERD 
CREEK           

023260
05318311301561

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3061 CREEK

023262
05318311303121

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3061 MONCRIEF 
CREEK           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Lincoln Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023264
05318311303221

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3061 MONCRIEF 
CREEK           

023270
05318311400931

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3072 CALVIN CREEK

050013
P3132333923751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COLVIN CREEK

050051
P3132396925011

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD INDIAN CREEK

400631
P3132301925001

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD W BRANCH 
DUGDEMONA RIVER 

400672
P3132305922731

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Railroad Tank Car N/ALOCAL ROAD SOUTH CHOUDRANT 
CREEK    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056150
62320130603731

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 GREYS CREEK

056160
62320130604891

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

056170
62320130606481

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 WEST COLYELL 
CR.         

056190
62320130609841

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 MID COLYELL 
CR.          

056200
62320130611681

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

056210
62320130611731

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

056220
62320130612911

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056230
62320130614231

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 COYELL CREEK

056240
62320130701901

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 BIG BRANCH

056250
62320130702521

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 HOG BRANCH

056270
62320130704181

State of Louisiana1949

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel I-Beam - Suspended N/AUS0190 TICKFAW  
RIVER           

056280
62320130704331

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 TICKFAW RIVER 
RELIEF     

056290
62320130705201

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

056310
62320130708051

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

056330
62320130708571

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 BLOOD RIVER
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056340
62320130709151

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

056350
62320130710281

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 LIT NATALBANY 
R.         

056380
62322600201061

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0016 DRAIN

056410
62322600207091

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 BAYOU KING 
GEORGE        

056420
62322600207381

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 AMITE RIVER 
REL          

056430
62322600207511

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Low Truss Swing Span N/ALA0016 AMITE RIVER-
FRENCH S'MENT

056440
62322600208281

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 AMITE RIVER 
RELIEF       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056450
62322600302381

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0022 ARTHUR SLOUGH

056460
62322600303391

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0022 PETITE  AMITE

056515
62322600602931

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0043 LA 43 OVER I-12          

056520
62322600700861

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0043 CREEK

056530
62322610100941

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0042 POLEY BAYOU

056540
62322610103721

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0042 CAMP CREEK

056550
62322610110441

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0042 CANEY BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056560
62322610200281

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0042 TICKFAW RIVER

056570
62322610200531

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0042 TICKFAW RIVER 
R.         

056580
62322610202051

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0042 LIZARD CREEK

056590
62322610202181

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0042 DRAIN

056600
62322610204511

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0042 BLOOD RIVER

056610
62322610206281

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0042 LOBELL CREEK

056670
62322620111891

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Reinfoced 
Channel Units

N/ALA0016 CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056730
62322660300001

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0022 BAYOU PIERRE

056740
62322680100311

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0447 WILLIS BAYOU

056750
62322680102371

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0447 DRAIN

056760
62322680103231

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0447 FELDER BAYOU

056770
62322680104181

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0447 WEST COLYELL 
CR          

056780
62322680106971

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0447 CANAL

056800
62322690102441

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 W HOG BRANCH 
BR          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056810
62322690102881

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 E HOG BRANCH

056820
62322690102961

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 HOG BRANCH 
RELIEF        

056830
62322690103031

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 HOG BRANCH 
RELIEF        

056840
62322690105151

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 FLAT CREEK

056850
62322690105501

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 CANEY BRANCH

056860
62322690201831

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0442 DRAIN

056880
62322690300111

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 TRAYLOR 
BRANCH           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056890
62322690300741

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 L NATALBANY 
RIVER        

056895
62322700102381

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0441 LA 441 OVER I-12         

056970
62322710108641

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0449 CREEK

056980
62322710110831

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0449 CREEK

056990
62322720309471

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0063 CREEK

057010
62322720401171

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0063 CREEK

057020
62322720402751

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0063 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057030
62322730300661

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0064 BEAVER CREEK

057040
62322730302941

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1026 CREEK

057050
62322730306021

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1027 WEST COLYELL 
CR          

057060
62324150102211

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 L NATALBANY R

057070
62324150102641

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 L NATALBANY 
REL          

057080
62324150103031

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 L NATALBANY 
REL          

057262
62328320400811

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1023 CREEK

057264
62328320403151

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1023 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057270
62328323500501

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1020 CREEK

057280
62328320800741

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1036 CREEK

057300
62328320802931

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1036 CREEK

057310
62328321000461

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1024 CREEK

057320
62328321000831

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1024 CREEK

057330
62328321002851

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1024 CREEK

057340
62328321004201

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1024 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057350
62328321005771

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1024 CREEK

057360
62328321006531

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1024 CREEK

057362
62328321006751

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1024 CREEK

057370
62328321008101

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1024 CREEK

057380
62328321008971

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1024 CREEK

057385
62328321011051

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1024 DRAIN

057390
62328321012161

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1024 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057400
62328321012461

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1024 CREEK

057410
62328321200221

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1032 GRAYS CREEK

057430
62328321300761

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1026 MILLERS CANAL

057440
62328321301071

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1026 GRAYS  CREEK

057450
62328321700291

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1033 GREYS CREEK

057460
62328321800761

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0444 PALMETTO 
CREEK           

057470
62328321802701

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0444 PICOU BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057480
62328321808611

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0444 BAYOU BARBARY

057490
62328321900161

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0444 BLACK BAYOU

057500
62328321901681

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0444 DUNNAGE CREEK

057510
62328322000451

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1037 LIZARD CREEK

057520
62328322002381

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1037 LIZARD CREEK

057530
62328322005241

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1037 BLOOD  RIVER

057550
62328322600311

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1064 L NATALBANY 
RIVER        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057552
62328322902541

State of Louisiana1955

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1025 DRAIN

057560
62328322903301

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1025 WEST COLYELL 
CR          

101002
P3230262904741

Parish Highway Agency1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COLYELL CREEK

101021
P3230238904891

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COLYELL CREEK

101042
P3230287904771

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HORNSBY CREEK

101044
P3230363904531

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST HOG 
BRANCH          

101047
P3230291903931

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

101060
P3230159904331

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

101061
P3230155904281

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

101069
P3230260903291

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

101070
P3230267903391

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

101086
P3230354903551

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TAYLOR BRANCH

101093
P3230379903441

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE NATALBANY 
RIVER   

620018
P3230251905491

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAYS CREEK 
BRIDGE       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

620024
P3230302905221

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DUMPLIN CREEK

620038
P3230329904241

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MARS BRANCH

620039
P3230156904711

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

620041
P3230314905411

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

620053
P3230271903411

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

620144
P3230420905091

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MIDDLE COLYELL 
CREEK     

620147
P3230156903881

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Livingston Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

620250
62324540211531

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-12

620790
62324540215941

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/A  LOC RD I-12

620980
62322620112391

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0016 LA 16 OVER I-12          

621000
62322680108361

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0447 LA 447 OVER I-12         

621020
62322720204331

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0063 LA 63 OVER I-12          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Madison Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023280
05330020400001

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 BAYOU MACON

023290
05330020401101

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 COW BAYOU

023300
05330020403861

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 JOES BAYOU

023310
05330020406811

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 TENSAS RIVER

023320
05330020411741

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 BAYOU

023330
05330020414021

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 ROUNDAWAY 
BAYOU          

023340
05330020417211

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 PANOLA BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Madison Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023350
05330020503491

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 GRASS LAKE

023360
05330020511601

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CYPRESS BAYOU

023380
05330200600001

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0065 BAYOU VIDAL

023390
05330200604501

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0065 ALLIGATOR 
BAYOU          

023400
05330200606611

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 DRAIN

023410
05330200611001

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0065 ROUNDAWAY 
BAYOU          

023420
05330200612581

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0065 WALNUT BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Madison Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023430
05330200701001

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 PANOLA BAYOU

023440
05330200703011

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0065 WILLOW BAYOU REL. 
CANAL  

023450
05330200704671

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 DRAIN

023460
05330200706771

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 TALLA BENA 
BAYOU         

023480
05331640212621

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0577 SUTT BAYOU

023490
05331640303171

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0577 JOES BAYOU

023510
P3332215910921

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0602 MILL BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Madison Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023520
05333440302041

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0577 DIVERSION 
CHANNEL        

023530
05333520105181

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0603 ROUNDAWAY 
BAYOU          

023540
05333520108901

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0603 HARPER BAYOU

023550
05338330600091

State of Louisiana1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0601 BRUSHY BAYOU

400291
P3332252911021

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PANOLA BAYOU

400305
P3332311911191

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE TENSAS
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023570
05340160405091

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 COULEE BAYOU

023580
05340160501021

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 LITTLE B GALION          

023590
05340160501681

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

023600
05340160505071

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 CREEK

023610
05340160508101

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 BAYOU GALION

023630
05340160511051

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

023640
05340160513551

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 B BONNE IDEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023650
05340160516401

State of Louisiana1926

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 AT JONES

023660
05340160517811

State of Louisiana1926

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

023670
05340160518411

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

023680
05340370101441

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0002 BAYOU DELEMAR

023690
05340370102091

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0002 BAYOU GALION

023800
05340380401601

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0142 CREEK

023810
05340380402771

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0142 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

023820
05340380406541

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0142 SHILD CREEK

023830
05340380408551

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0142 WILLIAMSON 
CREEK         

023850
05340710403691

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0425 LITTLE BONNE IDEE 
BAYOU  

023860
05340710406651

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0425 BAYOU GALION

023880
05341600204591

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0554 CREEK

023890
05341610200001

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0134 LITTLE B 
BOUEUF          

023900
05341610200241

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0134 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024010
05343283006811

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0599 BONNE IDEE

024080
05343290305041

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0834 OVERFLOW 
CREEK           

024120
05348340301431

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0590 CREEK

024130
05348340302351

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0590 CREEK

024150
05348340704411

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0835 CREEK

024160
05348340704741

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0835 CREEK

024166
05348340705701

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0835 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024170
05348340706001

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0835 CAMP BAYOU

024180
05348340706361

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0835 CREEK

024190
05348340708361

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0835 COFFEE BAYOU

024200
05348340709581

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0835 CREEK

024210
05348340709871

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0835 CREEK

024280
05348341100231

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3079 CREEK

024290
05348341202391

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0593 BAYOU 
BARTHOLOMEW        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024336
05348341900701

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA08306 CREEK

400682
P3432478914591

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LITTLE 
BAYOU GALIN

400698
P3433001915721

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WILLIAMSON 
CREEK         

400737
P3432460915451

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD STALKINGHEAD 
CREEK       

400745
P3432480915551

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE CANAL 
HILL AVE. 

400776
P3432392913961

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TURKEY BAYOU

400793
P3432344914931

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Morehouse Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400806
P3432445914101

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD EAST FORK 
CREEK          

400825
P3432426914191

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO 
HORSESHOE LAKE  

400826
P3432557913631

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO 
SHACKLEFORD 
BAYOU

400827
P3432555913511

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SHACKLEFORD 
BAYOU        

400875
P3432558913171

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COFFEE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

037730
08350090500001

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0071 SALINE BAYOU

037740
08350090501041

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0071 CANE BAYOU

037750
08350100102011

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 CREEK

037760
08350100108241

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 CREEK

037770
08350100111081

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 COULEE

037810
08350340401301

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 WINN CREEK

037820
08350340500611

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 STOKER BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

037830
08350340500701

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 STOKER BRANCH

037840
08350340507351

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 YOUNG BAYOU

037880
08350343004781

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0001 SIBLEY LAKE

037890
08350420508791

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0120 CREEK

037920
08350420510301

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0120 WINN CREEK

037930
08350420701771

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0120 BAYOU 
PROVENCAL          

037950
08350420708591

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0120 BAYOU JULIEN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

037960
08350420709111

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0120 MACHIS BAYOU

037980
08350530303351

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0001 CANE RIVER

037990
08350530308111

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0001 CANE RIVER

038030
08350530409301

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DITCH

038040
08350530410301

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DITCH

038050
08350530413041

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0001-X CANE RIVER

038060
08350530414631

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder Yes: Natchitoches Historic DistrictLA0001-X CANE RIVER
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

038092
08350533005011

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0491 CANE RIVER

038160
08350890202421

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0009 DRAIN

038260
08350920101141

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0156 BAYOU TERRY

038280
08350920105961

State of Louisiana1926

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0156 CREEK

038290
08350920109711

State of Louisiana1926

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0156 CREEK

038300
08350920110181

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0156 MOLINA CREEK

038310
08351130300321

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0487 MAYOUS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

038390
08351140204291

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 KISATCHIE 
CREEK          

038400
08351140204611

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 RELIEF SLOUGH

038410
08351140207681

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 SHEARD BRANCH

038420
08351140210411

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 MIDDLE CREEK

038430
08351140210691

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 MIDDLE CREEK

038440
08351140210841

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 MIDDLE CREEK

038450
08351140300451

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 BAYOU SANTA 
BARB         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

038460
08351140300571

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 BAYOU SANTA 
BARB         

038470
08351140300621

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 BAYOU SANTA 
BARB         

038480
08351140300721

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 BAYOU SANTA 
BARB         

038490
08351140303251

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 MCKIMS CREEK

038500
08351140305541

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 HORSE PEN 
CREEK          

038510
08351140308691

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 FLAT SLOUGH

038520
08351140308811

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 PROVENCAL 
BAYOU          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

038550
08351150103341

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0485 LITTLE RIVER 
RELIEF      

038560
08351150103501

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0485 LITTLE RIVER 
RELIEF      

038570
08351150103601

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0485 LITTLE RIVER

038580
08351150103851

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0485 LITTLE RIVER 
RELIEF      

038590
08351150108771

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0485 TAPALCAT 
BAYOU           

038600
08351150200541

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0485 ROCKS BAYOU

038610
08351150202741

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0485 MIDDLE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

038710
08351170400921

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0118 CREEK

038800
08351180300511

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0119 CREEK

038810
08351180300551

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0119 CREEK

038820
08351180303451

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0119 BAYOU CYPRE

038830
08351190100131

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0119 CANE RIVER

038910
08353590103231

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1226 BAYOU 
CHEVREVILLE        

038970
08353600501521

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0494 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

039070
08358350603041

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0494 BAYOU POISSON

039190
08358351400441

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0493 BAYOU 
BREVELLE           

039200
08358351401481

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0493 BAYOU 
BREVILLE           

039210
08358351401951

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0493 CANE RIVER

039220
08358351500821

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0484 CANE RIVER 
SPILLWAY      

600024
P3532084930501

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CR.

600025
P3532084930441

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CR.
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600036
P3531571925671

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE FORDOCHE 
CREEK    

600052
P3531498930131

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BOURBEAUX 
BAYOU          

600095
P3531485932361

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD ROCK CREEK

600141
P3531254931301

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LYLES CREEK

804440
08351160401791

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0478 BAYOU GRANDE

804450
08351160401841

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0478 BAYOU GRANDE

804460
08351160402781

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0478 SLATE BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

804490
08351160405871

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0478 OLD RIVER

080603000002301 U.S. Forest Service1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 304 GIN BRANCH

080603000002309 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 337 MIDDLE CREEK

080603000002310 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 337 TIGER BRANCH

080603000002311 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 337 KISATCHIE BAYOU

080603000002316 U.S. Forest Service1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 342 KISATCHIE BAYOU 
TRIB.

080603000002317 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 354 HYATT BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080603000002318 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 354 MIKE BRANCH

080603000002326 U.S. Forest Service1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFH 59 STEEP HILL CREEK

080603000002327 U.S. Forest Service1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFH 59 STEEP CREEK

080603000002328 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete slab N/AFH 59 KISATCHIE BAYOU

080603000002329 U.S. Forest Service1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFH 59 KISATCHIE BAYOU 
TRIBUTAR

080603000002331 U.S. Forest Service1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFH 59 DOUBLE BRANCH

080603000002332 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFH 59 CLEAR BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080604000002410 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 508 EIGHTMILE CREEK

080604000002420 U.S. Forest Service1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 524 MALAUDOS CREEK

080604000002421 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 525 ANTOINE CREEK

080604000002473 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 570 LUSTER BRANCH

080604000002475 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 570 RAGAN CREEK

080604000002477 U.S. Forest Service1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A FDR 570 RAGAN CREEK

080604000002478 U.S. Forest Service1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 570 SALINE BAYOU TRIB.
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Natchitoches Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080604000002479 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A FDR 570 CHOCTAW CREEK

080604000002480 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR570 CHOCTAW CREEK

080604000002481 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 585 RAGAN CREEK

080604000002486 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 605 DRY CHOCTAW CR. 
TRIB.
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

001360
02364509004193

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/AUS0090 OVER CITY 
STREETS        

001440
02360069010641

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

001470
02360070101701

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 METAIRIE RELIEF 
CANAL    

001480
02360070101702

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 METAIRIE RELIEF 
CANAL    

001560
02360460202211

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab Yes: Holy Cross Historic DistrictLA0046 NO PUBLIC BELT 
R/R       

001580
02360460202341

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0046 SISTER  
STREET           

001590
02360463101201

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0039 N O P B RR 
(ROBERTSON ST)
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

001600
02360463101202

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0039 N O P B 
RR(CLAIBORNE AVE)

001610
02360463102221

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALA0039 INDUSTRIAL 
CANAL         

001730
02364090200591

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0406 DRAIN CANAL

001780
02364190100811

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA3021 SOUTHERN RR

001790
02364190100812

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA3021 SOUTHERN R R

001870
02364509002093

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A I0010 S. CARROLTON 
AVE.        

001900
02364509002104

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A I0010 S. CARROLTON 
AVE.        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

002112
02364509012083

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 LAWRENCE CANAL   
S. RD.  

002114
02364509012084

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 LAWRENCE 
CANAL           

002132
02364509013193

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 CITRUS CANAL 
RD.         

002134
02364509013194

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0010 CITRUS CANAL 
RD.         

002210
02364509017751

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I 10

002250
02364509019121

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I-10 UNDER CITY 
ST       

002290
02364509020561

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ACITYST I-10
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

002380
02364503400482

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ACITYST PONT.EXPWY OVER I-
610&I10

002400
02364503400491

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ACITYST I 610

020050
P3630018900052

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SAINT CHARLES 
CANAL      

020058
P3629523900761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD AIRLINE HWY.,KCS 
RR      

020059
P3629523900762

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD AIRLINE HWY., KCS 
RR     

020060
P3629523900765

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD KCS RR

020184
U3629579900651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ACITY STREET       WASHINGTON AVE. 
CANAL    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020270
U3629574900595

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY STREET

020271
U3629574900598

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD STREETS

020275
02364509004083

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A I0010 CITY STREETS

020277
U3629574900585

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD STREETS

020278
U3629574900586

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD STREETS

020279
U3629574900587

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD STREETS

020376
02360463102631

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0039 INDUSTRIAL 
CANAL         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020377
02360463102222

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0039 INDUSTRIAL 
CANAL         

020378
02360463102632

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0039 INDUSTRIAL 
CANAL         

020429
P3630025895641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FARA CANAL

020462
02360060307401

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 LONDON AVE 
CANAL         

020463
02360060305801

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

102003
P3629562900161

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN 
CANAL           

102005
P3629562900151

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

102022
P3630018900051

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SAINT CHARLES 
CANAL      

102101
U3629552900091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD ALGIERS CANAL

102102
U3629552900092

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD HOLIDAY 
DR(SB)OVER ALGIER

102103
U3629553900091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD ALGIERS CANAL

102104
U3629555900091

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN 
CANAL           

102111
U3629579900661

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ACITY STREET       WASHINGTON.AVE.CA
NAL     

102112
U3629585900751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD PALMETTO 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

102117
U3630026895981

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD MORRISON 
CANAL           

102118
U3630026895982

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD MORRISON 
CANAL           

102119
U3629585900541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab Yes: Parkview Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT 
JOHN         

102120
U3629585900542

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab Yes: Esplanade Ridge Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT 
JOHN         

102121
U3629594900521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT 
JOHN         

102123
U3630007900511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT 
JOHN         

102124
U3630007900512

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT 
JOHN         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

102133
U3630013900421

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel continuous stringer/multi-
beam or girder

N/ALOCAL ROAD LONDON 
AV.CANAL          

102136
U3629586900541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

Yes: Esplanade Ridge Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD BAYOU SAINT 
JOHN         

102137
U3629552900081

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN 
CANAL           

102138
U3630012900501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU ST. 
JOHN           

102139
U3630012900502

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU ST. 
JOHN           

102144
U3629592900271

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/ALOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE.

102145
U3629587900261

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/ALOCAL ROAD RR YARD @ GALVEZ 
ST.     
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

102146
U3629592900291

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD FRANKLIN AVE @ 
FLA.CANAL 

102147
U3629592900292

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

102150
U3629592900272

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE

102152
U3629590900221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE 
CANAL        

102203
P3630018895872

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CITRUS CANAL

102210
P3630029895821

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BERG CANAL

102216
P3630019900032

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MORRISON 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

102221
P3630019900031

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MORRISON 
CANAL           

102228
P3630024895531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

102232
P3630030895801

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

102241
U3630007900581

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CITY PARK 
LAGOON         

102245
P3630023895471

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

102252
U3629591900181

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE.

102253
U3629591900182

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD FLORIDA AVE.
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

102256
P3629593900271

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

102301
P3630020900021

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LAWRENCE 
CANAL           

102304
P3629562900171

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MAGELLAN 
CANAL           

200820
02360070101061

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0061 I-10

200830
02360180105351

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder - Continuous N/AUS0011 US 11 OVER I-10          

201620
02364509011211

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder - Continuous N/ALA3021 LA 3021 OVER I-10        

201810
02364509004154

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/AUS0090 OVER CITY 
STREETS        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Orleans Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

202920
U3629576900601

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

N/ALOCAL ROAD I-10/RR/CITY STS.        

202960
U3629574900581

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD I-10; RR; STS
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024339
05370010901701

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CURRY CREEK

024340
05370010905061

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 CURRY CREEK

024350
05370010905131

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0080 US 80 OVER I-20          

024360
05370010905761

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 BROWNLEE 
CREEK           

024370
05370010907861

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 PATRICK CREEK

024390
05370010912901

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 STEEP BAYOU

024410
05370010919261

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 YOUNGS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024420
05370010920351

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 YOUNGS BAYOU

024440
05370020109381

State of Louisiana1955

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 WEST RELIEF

024460
05370150810921

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165B CREEK

024490
05370153100881

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 BAYOU 
MOUCHOIR           

024500
05370153100882

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 BAYOU 
MOUCHOIR           

024510
05370153101061

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 BAYOU 
MOUCHOIR           

024520
05370153101062

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 BAYOU 
MOUCHOIR           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024530
05370153103651

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 PINE BAYOU

024540
05370153103652

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 PINE BAYOU

024550
05370153105821

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024560
05370153105822

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024570
05370153105823

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/AUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024580
05370153105824

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/AUS0165 YOUNGS BAYOU

024610
05370153106361

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0165 LA 594&ICRR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024620
05370153106362

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0165 LA 549 & ICRR

024630
05370153107521

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0165 MPRR US 165

024640
05370153107522

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0165 MP R/R

024650
05370261000001

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0015 BAYOU 
LAFOUCHE           

024660
05370261001081

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 BAYOU

024670
05370261001681

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 BLACK STEEP 
BAYOU        

024680
05370261006961

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024720
05370380105211

State of Louisiana1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0139 CREEK

024790
05370670900761

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0034 LAPINE CREEK 
BRIDGE      

024800
05370670902351

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0034 CHENIERE 
CREEK           

024810
05370670903181

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0034 CHENIERE CREEK 
RELIEF    

024820
05370670906391

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0034 BAYOU BLACK

024830
05370670907131

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0034 LA 34 OVER I-20          

024900
05371580100681

State of Louisiana1926

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0546 GUYTON CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

024910
05371580103101

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0546 CLARKS CREEK

024920
05371580104791

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0546 WILDERS CREEK

024990
05371590306151

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0557 PRAIRION 
BAYOU           

025000
05371590309231

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0557 RAWLS BRANCH

025040
05373150203831

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0143 D'ARBONNE 
BAYOU          

025050
05373150206901

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0143 CROSS BAYOU

025060
05373170101221

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0151 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

025070
05373170101871

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0151 CREEK

025080
05373170105211

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0151 NORTH CHENIERE 
CR        

025090
05373170105681

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0151 CREEK

025100
05373170200931

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0151 LA 151 OVER I-20         

025110
05373170201131

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0151 CURRYS CREEK

025146
05373170204131

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0151 CREEK

025148
05373170204221

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0151 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

025160
05373170206181

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0151 COCKEREL 
CREEK           

025177
05373250100901

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0553 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

025190
05373260100711

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0594 LA 594 OVER I-20         

025200
05373260101041

State of Louisiana1922

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0594 YOUNGS BAYOU

025210
05373260101411

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0594 YOUNGS BAYOU

025280
05373260204021

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0594 CANEY CREEK

025300
05374510601491

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A  LOC RD I-20
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

025410
05374510606081

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-20

025480
05374510611901

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD I-20

025510
05374510613171

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA3249 I-20

025530
05374510614171

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-
20     

025680
05374510619351

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ACITYST I-20

025750
05374510620321

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20

025780
05374510621581

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

025810
05374510625321

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20

025860
05378370401671

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA08406 CREEK

025900
05378371203061

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3033 CREEK

025910
05378371203841

State of Louisiana1947

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA3033 CHENIERE 
SPILLWAY        

025920
05378371404121

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0838 CHENIERE 
CREEK           

025930
05378371404221

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0838 CREEK

025940
05378371405131

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0838 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

025950
05378371406361

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0838 STEEP BAYOU

025960
05378371502001

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0134 MILL BAYOU

025970
05378371502801

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0134 CREEK

050063
U3732311920591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COON CREEK

050140
05370153106368

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0165 INTERSTATE 20 RAMP 
D     

050143
05370153106365

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0165 165 ON RAMP RAMP 
C       

050144
05370670907132

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0034 INTERSTATE 20
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400001
P3732249921111

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LAPINE 
BAYOU    

400005
P3732235921041

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LAPINE BAYOU

400006
P3732315921311

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD STEEP BAYOU

400009
P3732311921691

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PATRICK CREEK

400014
P3732307921661

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PATRICK CREEK

400018
P3732218920971

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WATSON BRANCH

400024
P3732204921051

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PRAIRION 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400025
P3732204921211

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SOUTH PRONG 
PRARION BAYOU

400034
P3732299921861

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO CHENIERE 
CREEK  

400035
P3732242921581

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LONGS 
CREEK     

400036
P3732241921561

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LONGS CREEK

400059
P3732343922131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD EUREKA CREEK

400082
P3732201920651

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PRAIRION 
BAYOU           

400177
P3732276920271

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400210
P3732361920901

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ACITY STREET       CROSS BAYOU

400224
P3732241922241

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SOUTH CHENIERE 
CREEK     

400318
P3732239922101

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MILTON CREEK

400387
P3732177921811

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MOODY CREEK

400389
P3732182921611

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BRANCH OF 
CYPRESS CREEK  

400395
P3732181921611

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BRANCH OF 
CYPRESS CREEK  

400396
P3732215921791

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400398
P3732184921611

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

400411
P3732218921861

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK

400413
P3732202921951

Parish Highway Agency1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ICG RAILROAD

400414
P3732221921841

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK

400415
P3732224921861

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ROGERS CREEK

400421
P3732236922341

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BRANCH OF CLEAR 
CREEK    

400423
P3732253922061

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GUYTON CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400424
P3732235922021

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BROWN CREEK

400425
P3732236921561

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LONGS CREEK

400426
P3732233922301

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COLLIE BRANCH

400433
P3732261922111

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOOKER BRANCH

400438
P3732275922131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CLARK CREEK

400439
P3732261921821

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CLARK CREEK

400440
P3732257921911

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOOKER BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400443
P3732345922191

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CARLTON CREEK

400450
P3732348922351

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COCKERELL 
CREEK          

400491
U3732303920881

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

400493
U3732329921031

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DARBONNE 
BAYOU           

400507
P3732321920651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD HARRISON 
CREEK           

400514
P3732309920641

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD W PRONG YOUNGS 
BAYOU     

400517
P3732309920701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST PRONG 
YOUNGS BAYOU  
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400523
P3732307920591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD W PRONG YOUNGS 
BAYOU     

400553
P3732347915741

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PATRICK BAYOU

400558
U3732262920581

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LTI CREEK

400607
P3732411920281

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BARTHOLOMEW 
BAYOU        

400727
U3732316920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALOCAL ROAD DESIARD BAYOU

400740
P3732308920651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD PINE ST.AND TENTH 
ST.INT.

400763
P3732287915761

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD GOURD BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400764
P3732255915961

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400851
P3732291920431

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400852
P3732291920411

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU 
CANAL       

400889
U3732314920582

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400894
U3732309920591

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

400895
U3732311920551

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400896
U3732311920571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Ouachita Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400897
U3732309920541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS BAYOU

400898
U3732313920551

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

400918
P3732376915681

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LONG BRIDGE 
CREEK        

400925
P3732237920471

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO PRAIRIE 
BAYOU   

400928
P3732312920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD CONCRETE 
CANAL           

501652
05370670905481

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0034 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Plaquemines Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

002480
02380620200061

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0023 ALGIERS OUTFALL 
CANAL    

002490
02380620200062

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0023 ALGIERS OUTFALL 
C        

002520
02380620201141

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0023 BAYOU 
BARRIERE           

002530
02380620201142

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0023 BAYOU 
BARRIERE           

103004
P3829373895261

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

103005
P3829363894991

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

103006
P3829361894961

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Plaquemines Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

103011
P3829350894771

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

103012
P3829336894591

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

103018
P3829369895161

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

103025
P3829515900061

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD BARRIERE ROAD

        1LA0104 Navy/Marines1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AConcord Road Bayou Barriere
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054760
61390080202591

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 STREAM NO 
NAME           

054800
61390080301951

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 STREAM

054810
61390080303251

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 STREAM

054820
61390080303921

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 STREAM

054860
61390520306371

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 BAYOU WHITE 
VINE         

054870
61390520401271

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 BAYOU FISHER

054880
61390520403531

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0001 BAYOU MOREAU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

054910
61392190500041

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0077 STREAM

054950
61392233001201

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0417 LATERAL 415 W

054960
61392233005341

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0417 CLAY BAYOU

054990
61392270300171

State of Louisiana1923

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0413 BAYOU POYDRAS

055000
61392270400371

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0413 BAYOU CHANEL

055010
61392270402681

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0413 BAYOU 
DISCHARGE          

055040
61398390400161

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0417 JOHNSON CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055070
61398390801971

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0081 W-11 LATERAL 
#2          

055080
61398390804321

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0081 BAYOU BLACK

055090
61398391201091

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0978 BAYOU GROSSE 
TETE        

055110
61398392600151

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0983 BAYOU CHENAL

055114
61398392401031

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA3131 PORTAGE CANAL

610226
61390080201221

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 US 190 OVER SERE 
BAYOU   

610227
61390080201222

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 US 190 OVER SERE 
BAYOU   
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Pointe Coupee Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

610267
P3930375912611

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

800408
P3930333912521

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU SERE

800412
P3930369912571

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD THE CHENAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

039230
08400080800001

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0071 BAYOU BOEUF

039270
08400080916611

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167X HORSESHOE 
CANAL          

039280
08400083001051

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 DIVERSION 
CANAL          

039290
08400083003891

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 BAYOU RAPIDES

039350
08408404305351

State of Louisiana1931

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0071 MP R/R @ 
TIOGA           

039380
08400140508371

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK

039410
08400140512581

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

039522
08400150103711

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0165B US 167

039530
08400150202091

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 FLAGON BAYOU 
RELIEF      

039542
08400150202261

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0165 FLAGON BAYOU

039570
08400230100181

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167X CANAL

039610
08400230102741

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0167 US167 FR RDS, CITY 
ST, RR

039620
08400230102742

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0167 US167 FR RDS, CITY 
ST, RR

039630
08400230103461

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0167 US 167, MESSER ST, 
KCS RR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

039640
08400230103462

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0167 US 167, MESSER ST, 
KCS RR

039650
08400230104091

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0167 LA 28

039660
08400230104092

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0167 LA 28

039692
08400230106031

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0167 US 167 NORTH

039694
08400230106032

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0167 US 165

039696
08400230107611

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0167 UP & LAS RR

039698
08400230107612

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/AUS0167 UP & LAS RR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

039750
08400290609011

State of Louisiana1929

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0121 BURNEY BRANCH

039800
08400520805101

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 INDIAN BAYOU

039810
08400520806991

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 COMPTON LAKE 
CANAL       

039840
P4031190922711

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU RAPIDES

039850
08400530201471

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0001 BAYOU JEAN DE 
JEAN       

039860
08400530206021

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0001 CHERRY CREEK

039880
08400530207731

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0001 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

039890
08400570800001

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 BAYOU 
COCODRIE           

039900
08400570800771

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0167 DIVERSION 
CANAL          

040050
08400730308181

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0112 DIV CANAL 
LECOMPTE       

040160
08400740207201

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 CREEK

040170
08400740207501

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 CREEK

040180
08400740208901

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 WATERS CREEK

040290
08401370302221

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0465 CYPRESS 
BRANCH           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

040300
08401370302751

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0465 CYPRESS BAYOU

040460
08401410200401

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 CREEK

040480
08401410202841

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 BAD GULLY 
BRANCH         

040520
08401410304701

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0112 CHERRY WINCHE 
CREEK      

040530
08401410304741

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0112 BLOUNTS CREEK 
RELIEF     

040540
08401420412171

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0107 BAYOU MARIA 
RELIEF       

040550
08401420411891

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0107 BAYOU MARIA
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

040560
08401420409481

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0107 BRUSHY FORK 
RELIEF       

040570
08401420409351

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0107 BRUSHY BRANCH

040590
08401490200601

State of Louisiana1962

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0623 FLAGON BAYOU

040674
08401530107441

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0116 BAYOU FLAGON

040690
08403680201541

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0488 DITCH

040700
08403680201681

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0488 SPRING CREEK

040800
08403700202001

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0454 PILLARS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

040810
08403700204291

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0454 PILLARS CREEK

040820
08403700205521

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0454 WIGGINS BAYOU

040830
08403700205801

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0454 WIGGINS BAYOU 
RELIEF     

040910
08404170211031

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 KINCAID LAKE

040960
08404170218321

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 DRAIN

040970
08404170218561

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 DRAIN

040980
08404170218691

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

040990
08404170219091

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0028 DRAIN

041000
08404170220681

State of Louisiana1949

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0028 DIVERSION 
CANAL          

041012
08408400101051

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1206 CREEK

041050
08408400707041

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0456 BAYOU 
LAMOURIE           

041090
08408400901251

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0462 STEEP GULLY 
BRANCH       

041100
08408401103431

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1200 HEMPHILL 
CREEK           

041200
08408402600951

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1200 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

041210
08408402601501

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1200 BAYOU 
COCODRIE           

041212
08408402602201

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1200 CREEK

041220
08408402603361

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1200 BAYOU 
BERTRAND           

041230
08408402700611

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1199 CREEK

041240
08408402701801

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1199 SPRING CREEK

041250
08408402702861

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1199 SPRING CREEK

041306
08408403400141

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA3144 US 167
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080333
08400140613241

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0165 DIVERSION 
CANAL          

080488
08400730101461

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 MILL CREEK

080489
08400730101881

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 CREEK

080490
08400730102901

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0112 CREEK

080588
P4031188923161

Other Local Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU RAPIDES

600010
P4031173922771

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD HYNSON BAYOU

600016
P4031180922651

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BETTY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600222
P4031077923231

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU CLEAR

600303
P4031091924911

Parish Highway Agency1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

600306
P4031092923111

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE BAYOU 
CLEAR       

600316
P4031077922291

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LAMOURIE 
BAYOU           

600321
P4031214925481

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD SPANISH 
BRANCH           

600322
P4031204925351

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD PINE COUPEE 
BAYOU        

600327
P4031141924921

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600379
P4031172922691

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD HYNSON BAYOU

600400
P4031164921981

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WIGGINS BAYOU

600403
P4031167921981

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WIGGINS BAYOU

600445
P4031242921991

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAVER CREEK

600464
U4031244922481

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD FLAGON BAYOU 
TRIB.       

600470
P4031029923211

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD INV.RT.8,PERKINS 
CREEK   

600485
P4031199922481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD UNNAMED 
STREAM           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800270
08408404000501

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA3100 US 167

080602000002216 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 231 SQUIRES BRANCH

080602000002221 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 247 BAYOU CLEAR

080602000002223 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 247 NORTH FORK BAYOU 
CLEAR

080602000002225 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 249 LITTLE BAYOU CLEAR

080602000002226 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 250 BILLS CREEK

080602000002240 U.S. Forest Service1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 272 ROUGH BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080602000002243 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 273 ROCKY BRANCH

080602000002244 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 273 LITTLE BRUSHY 
CREEK

080602000002245 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 273 CASTOR CREEK

080602000002246 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 273 CASTOR CREEK

080602000002247 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 273 CASTOR OVERFLOW

080602000002256 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 287 LOVING CREEK

080602000002257 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 287 BRANCH CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Rapides Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080602000002258 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 287 BRANCH CREEK

080602000002259 U.S. Forest Service1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AFDR 287 LONG BRANCH 
OVERFLO

080602000002260 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 587 CASTOR CREEK

080602000002261 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 287 CASTOR CREEK

080602000002265 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR L01 SPRING CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Red River Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

018290
04410100306771

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0071 MORGAN CREEK

018310
04410210400001

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0084 BAYOU PIERRE

018340
04410270102201

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0371 SLOUGH

018350
04410270102371

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0371 GRAND BAYOU

018360
04410270106731

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0371 BRACKY BRANCH

018410
04410910106611

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0155 DRAIN

018430
04410910111401

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0155 BLACK LAKE 
RELIEF        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Red River Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

018450
04411000104801

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0514 BAYOU CHICOT

018470
04411000109231

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0514 GRAND BAYOU

018480
04411000109341

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0514 GRAND BAYOU 
RELIEF       

018520
04411000203861

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0507 CREEK

018590
04411120702311

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0174 BLACK BAYOU

018640
04413030105231

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0783 BAYOU CHICOT

040038
P4132006931951

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NICHOLAS BAYOU 
TRIB      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

025980
05420020200001

State of Louisiana1955

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 BAYOU 
LAFOURCHE          

025990
05420020200411

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 DRAIN

026000
05420020202371

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CREW LAKE

026010
05420020204421

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 STEEP BAYOU

026020
05420020300001

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0080 BOEUF RIVER

026030
05420020306081

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 BAYOU

026040
05420020306581

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 BEE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

026050
05420020307471

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

026060
05420020308211

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 COW BAYOU

026070
05420020309211

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CYPRESS BAYOU

026080
05420020309641

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 HURRICANE

026100
05420020311671

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CREEK

026110
05420020312411

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

026120
05420020313091

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

026130
05420020313151

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 LITTLE CREEK

026140
05420020315321

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

026150
05420020316621

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

026160
05420020317111

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0080 DRAIN

026200
05420260901161

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 DRAIN

026210
05420260901771

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 DRAIN

026220
05420260902301

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 CANEY BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

026230
05420260904031

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 MUDDY BAYOU

026250
05420260910311

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 BR. OVER DRAINAGE 
CANAL  

026260
05420260912051

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 FLAT SLOUGH BRIDGE

026270
05420260912411

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 SLOUGH

026280
05420260913481

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 BAYOU LAFOURCHE 
RELIEF

026330
05421610400001

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0134 BEOUF RIVER

026350
05421610403611

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0134 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

026360
05421610501311

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0134 COLEWA CREEK

026370
05421660300001

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALA0561 BOEUF RIVER

026450
05421670205051

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0135 MUDDY BAYOU

026460
05421670408081

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0135 LITTLE CREEK

026480
05421710306571

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0133 STEEP BAYOU

026490
05421710307551

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0133 LA 133 OVER I-20         

026510
05421850102321

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0183 HURRICANE 
BAYOU          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

026520
05421850106981

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0183 CREEK

026530
05421850111281

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0183 CREEK

026548
05423390300951

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3048 CREEK

026550
05423390301691

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3048 DRAIN

026560
05423390301991

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3048 BEE BAYOU

026570
05423390302381

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3048 BURNS BAYOU

026580
05423390304501

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/ALA3048 LA 3048 OVER I-20        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

026590
05423400101801

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0584 BEE BAYOU

026600
05423400104021

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0584 COW BAYOU

026610
05423400200001

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0583 LA 583 OVER I-20         

026620
05423400201301

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0583 BEE BAYOU

026640
05423410105101

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0576 CREEK

026650
05423410106081

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0576 MUDDY BAYOU

026660
05423410201221

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0576 LITTLE CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

026670
05423480100151

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0132 CREEK

026680
05423480100641

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0132 CREEK

026810
05424510706071

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20

026970
05424510715941

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20

027030
05424510724131

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-20

027130
05428420702471

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0584 LITTLE CREEK

027150
05428421200621

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0576 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050003
P4232235914641

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRY FORK 
CREEK           

050004
P4232235914581

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700009
P4232206914401

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
CREEK          

700011
P4232203914401

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700235
P4232383913581

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COLEWA CREEK

700271
P4232289915091

Parish Highway Agency1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700273
P4232332914921

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700281
P4232285915301

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700285
P4232266915371

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700287
P4232262915501

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700297
P4232262915071

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700317
P4232148915531

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DAVES BAYOU

700333
P4232201915061

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD MOSE BAYOU

700349
P4232146914701

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700375
P4232216914481

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD WILD DOG 
CREEK           

700419
P4232246914381

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BEE BAYOU

700421
P4232247914171

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700431
P4232239914081

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD COW BAYOU

700443
P4232331914571

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700463
P4232261913801

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

700465
P4232261913841

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700477
P4232313914131

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BEE BAYOU

700479
P4232306913971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700489
P4232275913861

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRES CREEK

700493
P4232252913851

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700501
P4232277913551

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD WILDCAT 
SLOUGH           

700507
P4232269913351

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ASH SLOUGH

700519
P4232305913791

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700533
P4232264913101

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700553
P4232321913871

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU

700555
P4232322913841

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGGY BAYOU

700557
P4232331914011

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD GUN BAYOU

700571
P4232392913701

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700579
P4232348913561

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

700595
P4232313913161

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CONGO CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Richland Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700601
P4232315913321

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

041470
08430250312082

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BAYOU SAN 
MIGUEL         

041480
08430250312362

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 MIDDLE RELIEF

041550
08430250408322

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 CHOCTAW BAYOU

041560
08430250411181

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BEAR CREEK

041570
08430340100001

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder - Continuous N/ALA0006 TOLEDO BEND 
RES.         

041580
08430340201561

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0006 TOLEDO BEND 
LAKE         

041590
08430340201891

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0006 TOLEDO BEND 
LAKE         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

041600
08430340211581

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0006 EDMONSON 
CREEK           

041610
08430340214301

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0006 DITCH

041620
08430340214661

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0006 SAN JOSE 
CREEK           

041630
08430340301401

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 BLACKWELL 
CREEK          

041640
08430340302141

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 PHILLIPS 
CREEK           

041650
08430340302311

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 PHILLIPS 
CREEK           

041660
08430340307811

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0006 BAYOU PEDRO
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

041670
08430340310591

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0006 CRIB CREEK

041690
08430350108981

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 CREEK

041700
08430350201051

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 CREEK

041710
08430350201941

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0175 BAYOU SAN MIGUEL 
RELIEF  

041720
08430350202181

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0175 BAYOU SAN 
MIGUEL         

041730
08430350203031

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 CREEK

041740
08430350207871

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0175 NORTH FORK 
CREEK         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

041750
08430350208271

State of Louisiana1934

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0175 CREEK

041780
08434320142471

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 BAYOU SAN 
MIGUEL         

041790
08430420301721

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0120 CREEK

041800
08430420304351

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0120 BAYOU SCIE RELIEF 
1      

041810
08430420304411

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0120 BAYOU SCIE RELIEF 
2      

041820
08430420304491

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0120 BAYOU SCIE

041830
08430420304551

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0120 BAYOU SCIE RELIEF 
3      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

041840
08430420307441

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0120 BAYOU SCIE

041872
08434320155501

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0191 AUGUSTINE BAR 
CREEK      

041880
08434320156641

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0191 MACDONALD 
BAYOU          

041890
08434320156681

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0191 CREEK

041900
08434320158841

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0191 BOSSIER BAYOU

041910
08434320158971

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0191 CREEK

041920
08431120202701

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0174 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

041930
08431120204161

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0174 ESTES CREEK

042100
08431170106521

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0118 GOODSON CREEK

042140
08431200100251

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0474 MIDKIFF CREEK

042150
08431200101091

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0474 DRY CREEK

042160
08431200103531

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0474 NASHES CREEK

042170
08431200104441

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0474 CREEK

042180
08434320133351

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0191 BAYOU LANANA
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

042190
08431320701081

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1215 TOLEDO BEND 
LAKE         

042200
08431320702291

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1215 TOLEDO BEND 
LAKE         

042250
08433000102701

State of Louisiana1924

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0483 CREEK

042260
08433000103581

State of Louisiana1929

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0483 CREEK

042270
08433000105031

State of Louisiana1929

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0483 CREEK

042450
08438430103781

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1216 DITCH

042460
08438430104071

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1216 DITCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

042470
08438430108701

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1216 DITCH

042530
08438430600551

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3229 CREEK

042540
08438430601731

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3229 CREEK

080328
08438430603331

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3229 UNNAMED CREEK

080410
08430250312592

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0171 BAYOU SAN 
MIGUEL         

600194
P4331259931421

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRY CREEK

600512
P4331411932461

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU DUPONT
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600518
P4331400932641

Parish Highway Agency1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU DUPONT

600521
P4331375932741

Parish Highway Agency1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HARPOON 
BRANCH           

600530
P4331502933391

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DAW BRANCH

600559
P4331316932281

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TORO CR.

600561
P4331343933211

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD UNNAMED CREEK

600574
P4331260931721

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD KISATCHIE 
BAYOU          

600577
P4331298931651

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MIDDLE CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600590
P4331248932421

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MILL CREEK

600598
P4331243932951

Parish Highway Agency1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DEVIL BRANCH

600618
P4331305933141

Parish Highway Agency1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NEGREET CREEK

600623
P4331318933141

Parish Highway Agency1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD EDMONDSON CR.

600627
P4331374933841

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU SCIE

600628
P4331213933651

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD ARNOLD CREEK

600629
P4331188933581

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WILSON BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Sabine Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600630
P4331202933521

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD YOCUM CR

600631
P4331207933621

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD YOCUM CREEK

600633
P4331299932821

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MIDKIFF CREEK

600641
P4331322933751

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB.TOLEDO 
BD           

800172
08434320101201

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0191 TOLEDO BEND 
RESERVOIR    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Bernard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

002620
02440463202371

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0039 DRAIN CANAL

002640
02442843008701

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0046 DRAIN CANAL

002660
02442843001441

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0300 REGGIO CANAL

104001
P4429574895831

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD VISTA CANAL

104005
P4429566895711

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

104010
P4429568895671

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

104011
P4429568895661

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Bernard Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

104012
P4429566895651

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

104013
P4429566895641

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

104014
P4429564895591

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TWENTY ARPENT 
CANAL      

104015
02447210500001

Other State Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/A000199 PARIS RD/CHAL. 
FERRY RAMP
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Charles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

002690
02450050800001

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0090 BAYOU 
DESALLEMANDS

002700
02450050800002

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0090 BAYOU 
DESALLEMANDS

002710
02450050805821

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 BAYOU CROCODILE

002720
02450050905861

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

002730
02450050905862

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 DRAIN CANAL

002740
02450050907151

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 SELLERS CANAL

002750
02450050907152

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0090 SELLERS CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Charles Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

002760
02450070303631

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002770
02450070304441

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002780
02450070304911

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002790
02450070305261

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0061 CONC BOX XING

002840
02458450605631

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0631 DRAIN CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057570
62460610700001

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 AMITE RIVER @ 
DARLINGTON 

057580
62460610700301

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 AMITE RIVER 
RELIEF       

057590
62460610700471

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 AMITE RIVER 
RELIEF       

057770
62462540500311

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0037 AMITE R RELIEF           

057785
62462540501561

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0037 CANAL

057790
62462540501751

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0037 LILLEGS CREEK

057800
62462540504731

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0037 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057810
62462540510981

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0037 TWELVE MILE 
CREEK        

057820
62462540511571

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0037 CREEK

057830
62462540512041

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0037 GLASS BRANCH

057840
62462540512681

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0037 GLASS BRANCH

057850
62462540512901

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0037 GLASS BRANCH

057860
62462540513931

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0037 CREEK

057910
62462540700171

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0043 COTTON PATCH 
BRANCH      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057920
62462543100351

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0448 CREEK

057930
62462543101021

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0448 CREEK

057940
62462543101321

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0448 CREEK

057950
62462543102331

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0448 STROTHER 
CREEK           

057960
62462543102751

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0448 ROCKY CREEK

057970
62462543104241

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0448 MILL CREEK

057980
62462543105701

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0448 GREASY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

057990
62462543107871

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0448 BLACK CREEK

058000
62462600900101

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0441 KILLIAN 
BRANCH           

058010
62462600905481

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0441 BELL BRANCH

058020
62462601000341

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0441 SABE CREEK

058030
62462601003401

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0441 HUTCHINSON 
CREEK         

058040
62462601005731

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0441 CRITTENDON 
CREEK         

058050
62462601102861

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0441 DAY BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058220
62462623002051

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0063 PIGEON CREEK

058230
62462630102781

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 CREEK

058240
62462630102851

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 CREEK

058250
62462630102991

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 DARLING CREEK

058260
62462630103221

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 DRAIN

058270
62462630106011

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 JOINERS CREEK

058280
62462630200511

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 TICKFAW RIVER
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058290
62462630200631

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 TICKFAW RIVER

058300
62462630200831

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 TICKFAW RIVER

058310
62462630202761

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 PETERS CREEK

058320
62462630203541

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 CRITTENDON 
CREEK         

058330
62462630205661

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 BEAVER CREEK

058340
62462700501191

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0043 TWELVE MILE 
CREEK        

058350
62462700510421

State of Louisiana1947

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0043 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058360
62462710200891

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0449 WEST HOG 
BRANCH          

058370
62462710201381

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0449 DRAIN

058390
62462710303981

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0449 BRUSHY CREEK

058400
62462710304061

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0449 STONE BRANCH

058410
62462710304961

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0449 HOFFMAN CREEK

058420
62462760101381

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0440 SPRING CREEK

058430
62462760102101

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0440 TAYLOR CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058450
62468460101851

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1036 EAST HOG 
BRANCH          

058460
62468460101911

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1036 EAST SPRING 
BRANCH       

058470
62468460103401

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1036 BEAR CREEK

058490
62468460300141

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1042 DITCH

058492
62468460301331

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1042 CREEK

058494
62468460302081

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1042 CREEK

058496
62468460302381

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1042 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058500
62468460303081

State of Louisiana1940

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1042 TWELVE MILE 
CREEK        

058510
62468460403071

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1041 DUTCHMAN 
CREEK           

058520
62468460501511

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1045 TICKFAW RIVER

058530
62468460501721

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1045 TICKFAW RIVER 
RELIEF     

058540
62468460501821

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1045 TICKFAW RIVER 
RELIEF     

058550
62468460504871

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1045 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

058560
62468460601691

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1046 SPILLER CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058570
62468460602261

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1046 CAPS CREEK

058580
62468460700351

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1047 BENTON BRANCH

058582
62468460700891

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1047 DRAIN

058584
62468460701021

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1047 DRAIN

058590
62468460701511

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1047 W NATALBANY 
CREEK        

058600
62468460702821

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1048 CREEK

058610
62468460702901

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1048 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058620
62468460800321

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1046 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

058630
62468460800791

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1046 LITTLE 
NATALBANY         

058640
62468460803911

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1047 WEST NATALBANY 
CR        

058680
62468461001751

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0432 DRAIN

058690
62468461002821

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0432 DRAIN

106001
P4630581904371

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DARLING CREEK

106005
P4630561903581

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BEAVER CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

106008
P4630577904641

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CHANNEY CREEK

106010
P4630574904951

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TURKEY CREEK

106011
P4630552904541

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD JOINER CREEK

106014
P4630548904711

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD JOINER CREEK

106016
P4630513904661

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK CREEK

106018
P4630512904621

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK CREEK

106024
P4630481904471

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SPRING CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

106026
P4630539904651

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SANDY RUN

106030
P4630421903551

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

106036
P4630419904701

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST HOG 
BRANCH          

106037
P4630424904701

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST HOG 
BRANCH          

106039
P4630458904831

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LILLEY CREEK

106045
P4630415903451

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

106049
P4630432904161

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

106050
P4630417903951

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

106052
P4630431903931

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TWELVE MILE 
CREEK        

106055
P4630488904351

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CHOCTAW CREEK

106058
P4630418904481

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DAVIS BRANCH

106059
P4630418904461

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

106062
P4630427904461

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DUTCHMAN 
CREEK           

106063
P4630391904571

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DARLING CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Helena Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

106066
P4630498903971

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD JOSEPH BRANCH

620045
62468461200501

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0010 RABY BRANCH

620046
62468461200951

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0010 ST JOSEPH 
BRANCH         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. James Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

002910
61470070502442

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 DRAIN CANAL

002930
61470070503622

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 TCHACKCHOU 
BAYOU         

002950
61470070504792

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 BLIND RIVER

002970
61470070507332

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0061 DRAIN CANAL

002990
61470650700001

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0020 DRAIN CANAL

003000
61470650700391

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/ALA0020 BAYOU 
CHEVREVIL          

610059
P4730060904411

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BARROW PIT
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. James Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

610950
61474260202075

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder - Continuous N/ALA0070 OFF RAMP

610960
61474260202076

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder N/ALA0070 RAMP EB
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. John the Baptist Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003115
62484520101153

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

003116
62484520102553

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

003117
62484520102953

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

003118
62484520103503

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

003119
62484520104103

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

200020
62484520105503

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

200030
62484520106403

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. John the Baptist Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200040
62484520106803

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

200050
62484520107153

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

200060
62484520107603

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
SING          

200070
62484520108153

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAIN PIPE 
XING          

200080
62484520108453

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/A I0055 DRAINAGE PIPE 
XING       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

006742
03493940200391

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0754 BAYOU WIKOFF

006744
03493940201951

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0754 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

006746
03493940202861

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0754 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

006748
03493940204951

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0754 BAYOU 
BOURBEAUX          

007380
03490080515691

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 BAYOU PETITE 
PRAIRIE     

007390
03490080600371

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0071 BAYOU PETITE 
PRAIRIE     

007410
03490121108201

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007418
03490121110421

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 BAYOU DOZA

007430
03490121114381

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

007440
03490121114601

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU

007450
03490121118491

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU MALLET

007460
03490121202331

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU FORK

007470
03490121203501

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE

007480
03490121206282

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU CALAHAN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007482
03490121206281

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU CALAHAN

007490
03490121301431

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0190 MO PACIFIC RR

007500
03490121301432

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0190 MO PACIFIC RR

007510
03490121302101

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BOAGNI SWAMP

007520
03490121303201

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

007522
03490121304001

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

007530
03490121304491

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 LITTLE TECHE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007540
03490121304492

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0190 LITTLE TECHE BAYOU

007550
03490121306861

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU 
TOULOUSE           

007560
03490121307051

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 BAYOU TECHE

007570
03490121307052

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 BAYOU TECHE

007690
03490320200001

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0182 CARENCRO 
BAYOU           

007720
03490320305681

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0010 BAYOU CARRON

007730
03490320400001

State of Louisiana1936Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

Yes: Washington Historic DistrictLA0010 BAYOU 
COURTABLEAU        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007740
03490320405761

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 LITTLE WAUKSHA 
BAYOU

007750
03490320407441

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 BAYOU WAUKSHA

007760
03490560600001

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0031 BAYOU 
FUSELIER           

007770
03490570400341

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

007772
03490570403361

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

007790
03490660800001

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 BAYOU GRAND LOUIS

007800
03490660804851

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 COULEE 
GARRAGUE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007810
03490660807911

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 PLAQUEMINE BRULE

007820
03490660808991

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 BAYOU BELLEVIEW

007830
03490810101081

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0347 POINT CLAIRE 
CA          

007840
03490810200221

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete continuous 
stringer/multi-beam or girder

N/ALA0103 TECHE BAYOU @ 
LEONVILLE  

007860
03491470105221

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0107 BAYOU ROUGE BIG 
CANE

007890
03492020306801

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0104 BAYOU PLAQUEMINE

007960
03492070901901

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0035 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

007980
03492083001171

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0178 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

007990
03492083003671

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0178 BAYOU 
BOURBEAUX          

008000
03492170200911

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0093 BAYOU 
CARENCRO           

008020
03492190701931

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0010 BURTONS LAKE

008030
03492190702091

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0010 BAYOU HA HA

008040
03492190702901

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0010 TAWPAW BAYOU

008050
03492190709601

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0010 PALMETTO CO 
CANAL        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008070
03492210104711

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0093 BAYOU 
BOURBEAU           

008150
03494040400251

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0031 BAYOU TECHE

008232
03494550200953

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/A I0049 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008270
03498490101401

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0103 BAYOU CARRON

008280
03498490301041

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0103 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008290
03498490302581

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0103 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008300
03498490501661

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0751 DRAINAGE 
LATERAL         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008310
03498490502781

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0751 DRAINAGE 
LATERAL         

008320
03498490602381

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0752 BAYOU MALLET

008330
03498490602511

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0752 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008340
03498490700201

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0752 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008350
03498490700641

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0752 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008360
03498490702731

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0752 BAYOU MALLET

008370
03498490802321

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0356 BAYOU BOUDREAUX
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008380
03498491004081

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0741 BAYOU PORTAGE

008390
03498491104121

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0360 ROUGE BAYOU

008400
03498491400011

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0746 BAYOU BEOUF

008412
03498491800321

State of Louisiana1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALA0358 CREEK

008422
03498492000511

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0358 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008450
03498492301711

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0091 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008490
03498492900031

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0359 BAYOU 
SAQUETTE           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008500
03498493101261

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0103 BAYOU MALLET

008510
03498493103811

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0103 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

030138
P4930198920581

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
CARENCRO           

030143
P4930311921531

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

030146
P4930400921111

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU GRAND 
LOUIS        

030155
P4930296922431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD RICHARDS 
GULLY           

030157
P4930330920481

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

030158
P4930318920521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030159
P4930329920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030163
P4930329920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030165
P4930314920531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030166
P4930327920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030167
P4930319920521

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

030168
P4930329920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300410
03498494800301

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0755 CREEK

800173
P4930302921431

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU MALLET

800175
P4930292921061

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

800196
P4930207920531

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800217
P4930286920911

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800224
P4930313921421

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

800227
P4930307921381

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800254
P4930362920521

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BELLEVIEW 
BAYOU          

800276
P4930500921221

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU BOEUF

800296
P4930323914651

Parish Highway Agency1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800312
P4930324914741

Parish Highway Agency1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HALF MOON 
BAYOU          

800314
P4930328914981

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DARBONNE 
BAYOU           

800333
P4930253915091

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WEST LEVEE 
BORROW PIT    

800337
P4930261915891

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE DE 
MARKS          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800354
P4930320920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800356
P4930326920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800358
P4930323920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800359
P4930313920571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800365
P4930326920501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800373
P4930322920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800376
P4930299920441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Landry Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800378
P4930321920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800379
P4930328920491

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800383
P4930311920571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           

800384
P4930316920531

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800385
P4930324920511

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800391
P4930308920541

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU TESSON

800392
P4930321920441

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008540
03500040302491

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0182 LASALLE 
COULEE           

008550
03500560201381

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0031 DAIGRE CANAL

008590
03500560500161

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/ALA0355 BAYOU TECHE @ 
CECELIA

008598
03500563001171

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders 
w/Continuous Cast-in-Place 
Deck

N/ALA0031 LA 31 OVER I-10          

008600
03500563001791

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0031 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

008610
03500800400001

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0094 VERMILION 
RIVER          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008650
03502210200001

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0093 BAYOU 
FUSELIER           

008720
03504010201001

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0345 CREEK

008730
03504010201371

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0345 COULEE DU 
PORTAGE        

008760
03504030304041

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0353 CYPRESS ISLAND 
BAYOU     

008770
03504240300731

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

008780
P5030156915661

Parish Highway Agency1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

008782
03504500600001

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0354 LA 354 OVER I-10         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008810
03508500201571

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0686 SOUTH RELIEF 
CANL        

008820
03508500202001

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0686 LITTLE PLATTE 
CANAL      

008830
03508500204591

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0686 CREEK

008860
03508500500931

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0341 COULEE 
DATIDER           

008870
P5030113915181

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

008880
03508501900711

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0321 CREEK

008882
03508501902541

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0321 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008884
03508501903351

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0321 CREEK

008900
03508000700141

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0736 BUD BAYOU

008910
03508502803021

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3039 CANAL

008920
03508502805791

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3039 BAYOU PORTAGE

008926
03508502901071

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3083 C COTEAU 
HOLMES          

008928
03508502901831

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA3083 C COTEAU 
HOLMES          

008930
03508502903941

State of Louisiana1965

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3083 BAYOU 
ALEXANDRE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008940
03508503007601

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0975 CREEK

008950
03508503008241

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0975 CREEK

030131
P5030167915031

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200651
P5030237915451

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200654
P5030228915181

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAND CANAL

200655
P5030230915221

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GRAND CANAL

200657
P5030157914821

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200658
P5030144914271

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BERARD CANAL 
BAYOU       

200659
P5030130914181

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BERARD CANAL 
BAYOU       

200660
P5030216914961

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DUMOLIN CANAL

200661
P5030213914971

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DUMOLIN CANAL

200673
P5030067915421

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LASALLE 
COULEE           

200675
P5030053915611

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LASALLE 
COULEE           

200676
P5030051914671

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200677
P5030047914711

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200678
P5030046914731

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200679
03502370522421

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0352 PEYRONNET 
BAYOU          

200680
P5030180914821

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALOCAL ROAD NICOLE COULEE

200681
P5030206914761

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD PORTAGE BAYOU

200684
P5029491910891

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200688
P5030191914801

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TRUE CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Martin Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200689
P5030190914821

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TRUE CANAL

200695
P5030177915301

Parish Highway Agency1965

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

300160
03504500605851

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD LOCAL ROAD OVER I-
10     
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

008958
03510040607121

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0182 CREEK

008960
03510040607451

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0182 BAYOU 
CHOUPIQUE          

008990
03510040702071

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0182 HANSON CANAL

009030
03512390100491

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0319 CYPREMORT 
POINT          

009060
03512390202651

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0083 IVANHOE CANAL

009070
03512390204501

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0083 BELLIVUE 
CANAL           

009080
03512390211201

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0083 KELLY CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009090
03512390212091

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0083 CREEK

009110
03512400100761

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0083 LITTLE B BLACK           

009160
03512430206521

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0317 YELLOW BAYOU

009170
03514080203871

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0087 CREEK

009202
03514240522981

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 BARROW CANAL

009210
03514240524581

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

009212
03514240524582

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009220
03514240525441

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

009222
03514240525442

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

009230
03514240525541

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

009232
03514240525542

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

009240
03514240526011

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

009242
03514240526012

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0090 CREEK

009250
03514240531741

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 LITTLE BAYOU 
BLAC        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009260
03514240531742

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0090 LITTLE 
BAYOUBLACK        

030178
P5129390911751

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD POSSUM POINT 
BAYOU       

200741
P5129523914001

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200742
P5129527913991

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200743
P5129517913491

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200745
P5129502913681

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD VACHERE CANAL

200748
P5129506913771

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD KELLY CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200750
P5129471913121

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200751
P5129454912381

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

200752
P5129445912721

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD YELLOW BAYOU 
CANAL       

200753
P5129479913151

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD YOKELY BAYOU

200755
P5129406911461

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD SIMMONS BAYOU

200876
P5129499913401

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CHOUPIQUE 
BAYOU          

200878
P5129476913071

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Mary Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

035129540913121 Corps of Engineers (Civil)1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/APARISH ROUTE 18 CHARENTON 
FLOODGATE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058760
62520131004551

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0190 TCHEFUNCTE 
RIVER         

058770
62520131004751

State of Louisiana1941

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 SLOUGH

058780
62520131004911

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 SLOUGH

058790
62520131005101

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

058800
62520131005421

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

058810
62520131007321

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190B CREEK

058820
62520131008291

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190B CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058830
62520131008461

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190B CREEK

058890
62520131200521

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CHINCHUBA 
BAYOU          

058900
62520131203001

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

058910
62520131204111

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 BAYOU CASTINE

058920
62520131206411

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder Yes: Fontainebleau State ParkUS0190 CANE BAYOU

058940
62520131211661

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 BIG BRANCH

058950
62520131213091

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 LITTLE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

058960
62520131213841

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

058970
62520131217421

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 BAYOU LIBERTY

058990
62520131220001

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 BAYOU 
BONFOUCA           

059000
62520131220521

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

059060
62520180302551

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0011 DRAIN

059070
62520180304811

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0011 BAYOU 
POTASSAY           

059080
62520180400321

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0011 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

059100
62520180400981

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0011 DRAIN

059110
62520180403911

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0011 DRAIN

059120
62520180404301

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0011 DRAIN

059140
62520183002361

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0433 SALT BAYOU

059160
62520300106231

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0021 CREEK

059170
62520300110391

State of Louisiana1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0021 ABITA CREEK

059240
62520303100341

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

059250
62520303101131

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 CREEK

059270
62520580101841

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0041 DRAIN

059290
P5230226894491

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD GUM CREEK

059300
62520580101311

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0041 DRAIN

059330
62520580300071

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0016 WRIGHTS CREEK

059340
62520580301161

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0016 HOLDENS CREEK

059350
62520580302751

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0016 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

059360
62520580304441

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0016 TALLEYS CREEK

059390
62520590105371

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0021 TCHEFUNCTE 
RIVER         

059400
62520590210751

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 DRAIN

059410
62520590211121

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 MORGAN BRANCH

059420
62520590213721

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

059430
62520590216781

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

059440
62520590217001

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 BOGUE FALAYA 
R           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

059450
62520593001701

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0190 US 190 OVER US 
190B      

059460
62522610500831

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0022 DRAIN

059470
62522610503601

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0022 BLACK RIVER

059490
62522690700001

State of Louisiana1957

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0040 TCHEFUNCTE 
RIVER         

059500
62522690700171

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0040 CREEK

059510
62522690700931

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0040 SAVANNAH 
BRANCH          

059520
62522690701441

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0040 DRAIN

059530
62522690702991

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0040 MORGAN BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

059650
62522691004801

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 MILLS CREEK

059660
62522691006071

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 SIMMONS CREEK

059680
62522790202401

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1129 SIMALUSA 
CREEK           

059690
62522800102751

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0036 ABITA RIVER

059710
62522800300241

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0036 CREEK

059720
62522800301691

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0036 BAYOU LACOMBE

059740
62522800304661

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0036 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060020
62524530100311

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ACITYST I-59

060210
62528520201561

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1085 BRIDGE OVER FOX 
BRANCH   

060220
P5230278900811

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TIMBER BRANCH

060230
62528520600231

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1077 TCHEFUNCTE 
RIVER         

060240
62528520601091

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1077 SAVANNAH 
BRANCH          

060244
62528520502601

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA1077 COWPEN BRANCH

060250
62528520603211

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1078 COWPEN BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060260
62528520604621

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1078 HORSE BRANCH

060270
62528520700861

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 DRAIN

060280
62528520701321

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 DRAIN

060290
62528520703031

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 MARYS BRANCH

060300
62528520900651

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0059 LONG BRANCH 
BAYOU        

060310
62528520901251

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0059 LONG BRANCH 
BAYOU        

060340
62528521205991

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0434 BAYOU LACOMBE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060360
62528521300731

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1077 BLACK BAYOU

060370
62528521502821

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1081 L.BOGUE 
FALAYA           

060380
62528521504851

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1081 L.BOGUE 
FALAYA           

060390
62528521602031

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1083 LONG BRANCH

060420
62528522400731

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAINAGE

060450
62528522600771

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 FRENCH BRANCH

060452
62528522602821

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams - Continuous

N/ALA1090 LA 1090 OVER I-10        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060460
62528522606851

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA1090 LA 1090 OVER I-59        

060470
62528523000161

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1083 CREEK

060480
62528523002381

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1083 BULLY BRANCH

107003
P5230334900871

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGUE FALAYA 
RIVER       

107018
P5230382895221

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107027
P5230199895671

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107031
P5230177895501

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

107047
P5230186895021

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
DITCH           

107051
P5230161894701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107052
P5230162894701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107053
P5230163894701

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107056
P5230164894671

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107057
P5230164894631

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107059
P5230169894611

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

107060
P5230171894751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107061
P5230163894681

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107064
P5230151894691

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107065
P5230152894691

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL/CREEK

107071
P5230285900731

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MILE BRANCH

107075
P5230296900451

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE BOGUE 
FALAYA      

107079
P5230288900221

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles Yes: Abita Springs Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD ABITA RIVER
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

107080
P5230284900231

Town or Township Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles Yes: Abita Springs Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD CREEK

107081
P5230214900431

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

107083
P5230212900371

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE BAYOU

107084
P5230398895451

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WRIGHTS CREEK

620214
P5230357895221

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BRUSHY BRANCH

620219
P5230228900571

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

620470
62524540432383

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/A I0012 DRAINAGE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

St. Tammany Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

620480
62524540432384

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/A I0012 DRAIN

621030
62528522502221

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1091 LA 1091 OVER I-12        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060490
62530130800001

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

060500
62530130801271

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

060510
62530130802251

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

060520
62530130802761

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

060530
62530130803581

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 YELLOW WATER 
RIVER       

060540
62530130803582

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0190 YELLOW WATER 
RIVER       

060560
62530130900852

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0190 PONCHATOULA 
CR.          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060570
62530130902441

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAIN

060580
62530130905851

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/AUS0190 DRAIN

060590
62530130906091

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/AUS0190 TANGIPAHOA 
RIVER         

060620
62530130908221

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/AUS0190 BRANCH

060630
62530130909001

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/AUS0190 HOLDEN BRANCH

060640
62530130909421

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/AUS0190 WASHLEY CREEK

060650
62530130910171

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/AUS0190 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060660
62530130911691

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/AUS0190 DIXIE CREEK

060670
62530130912051

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/AUS0190 CREEK

060675
62530170400001

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Plate Girder - Continuous N/AUS0051 US 51 OVER I-55          

060690
62530170403601

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0051 YELLOW WATER 
RIVER       

060700
62530170406241

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060710
62530170508781

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060720
62530170509321

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060730
62530170509611

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060740
62530170510631

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060750
62530170511961

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 AARON BRANCH

060760
62530170600151

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 CARPENTER 
BRANCH         

060770
62530170600881

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060780
62530170601651

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 KLINE BRANCH

060790
62530170601801

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060800
62530170602781

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 CREEK

060810
62530170603621

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060820
62530170603991

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0051 BEAVER CREEK

060830
62530170604291

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060840
62530170605801

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 BUTTON CREEK

060850
62530170608621

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0051 COOL CREEK

060860
62530170608931

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060870
62530170609231

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0051 TERRYS CREEK

060880
62530170609551

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

060890
62530170611331

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 CHUBBY CREEK

060900
62530170612271

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0051 CREEK

060910
62530470100771

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 DRAIN

060920
62530470101011

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 SPRING BRANCH

060930
62530470101461

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0016 TANGIPAHOA 
RIVER         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

060940
62530470101641

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 DRAIN

061060
62530610902011

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0010 LA 10 OVER I-55          

061070
62532610300001

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0022 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

061100
62532610305501

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0022 LA 22 OVER I-55          

061110
62532610401901

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 SELSERS CREEK

061120
62532610403991

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 DRAIN

061130
62532610404611

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061140
62532610406291

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 DRAIN

061150
62532610406431

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 DRAIN

061160
62532610406561

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0022 TANGIPAHOA 
RIVER         

061170
62532610408321

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 DRAIN

061180
62532610410671

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0022 BEDICO CREEK

061220
62532620702621

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 CREEK

061230
62532620702622

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0016 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061240
62532630300051

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0038 CREEK

061250
62532630300271

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 BEAVER CREEK

061360
62532630404921

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0038 CREEK

061370
62532630408331

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0038 LITTLE SILVER 
CR         

061380
62532630409681

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0038 WILSON CREEK

061390
62532630409971

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0038 CREEK

061400
62532690402041

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 PARKER BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061410
62532690402801

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 NAT. RIVER 
RELIEF        

061420
62532690402891

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0442 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

061430
62532690403671

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0442 LA 442 OVER I-55         

061450
62532690500131

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 LA 1080

061460
62532690503381

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0442 TANG RIVER 
RELIEF        

061470
62532690503471

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0442 TANGIPAHOA 
RIVER         

061480
62532690506851

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 BRUSHY BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061490
62532690509931

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 CHAPEPEELA 
CREEK         

061500
62532690510121

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0040 CHAP CREEK 
RELIEF        

061510
62532690603511

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0040 BULL BRANCH

061520
62532760200841

State of Louisiana1958

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0440 JENNYS BRANCH

061530
62532760202151

State of Louisiana1970

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0440 LA 440 OVER I-55         

061600
62532760304981

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0440 GILL CREEK

061620
62532760307081

State of Louisiana1953

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0440 CREEK

061630
62532760400371

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0440 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061640
62532760400641

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0440 BIG CREEK

061650
62532760402411

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0440 DYSON CREEK

061660
62532770100561

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 CREEK

061670
62532770100681

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 TANGIPAHOA 
RIVER         

061690
62532770100821

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0010 CREEK

061730
62532770105311

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0010 CANEY BRANCH

061740
62532770107411

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0010 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061742
62532770200691

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0010 HAMILTON 
CREEK           

061750
62532780101101

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0445 SIMS CREEK

061760
62532780103841

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0445 WASHLEY CREEK

061770
62532780301731

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0445 BAILEY BRANCH

061780
62532780303461

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0445 CREEK

061790
62532780303731

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0445 CHAPPEPEELA 
CREEK        

061800
62532780303831

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0445 CHAP RELIEF 
CR.          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061820
62532780401371

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1061 BIG CREEK

061830
62532780501131

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1061 BIG CREEK

061840
62532780501551

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1061 BIG CREEK 
BRANCH         

061850
62532780503851

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1061 DYSON BRANCH

061860
62532780504021

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1061 BIG CREEK

061870
62532780504121

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1061 WEST BRANCH

061970
62534150301331

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel Curved Plate Girder N/ALA0040 TANGIPAHOA 
RIVER         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

061990
62534150303541

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0040 SWEETWATER 
CREEK         

062010
62534150303851

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0040 SCOTT CREEK

062020
62534150402531

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1062 DRAIN

062030
62534150402911

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1062 DRAIN

062040
62534150403131

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1062 L CHAPPEPEELA 
CR         

062070
62534150405141

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1062 SPRING CREEK

062090
62534529001903

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0051 NORTH PASS
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

062100
62534529004243

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0051 OWL BAYOU

062110
62534529007363

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

062120
62534529008543

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/AUS0051 DRAIN

062222
62534529013203

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A I0055 PONCHATOULA 
CR           

062224
62534529013204

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/A I0055 PONCHATOULA 
CR.          

062260
62534529014701

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-55

062372
62534529020971

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-55
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

062470
62534529035001

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-55

062850
62538530106811

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1055 WILSONS CREEK

062870
62538530202861

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1057 DRAIN

062880
62538530206191

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1057 BIG CREEK

062890
62538530208161

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1057 DRAIN

062900
62538530300651

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1050 BEAVER CREEK

062930
62538530400451

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1049 JENNYS BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

062940
62538530401931

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1049 BEAVER CREEK

062970
62538530500601

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1050 LA 1050 OVER I-55        

062990
62538530501791

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1050 DITCH

063000
62538530700951

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1045 COONS BRANCH

063010
62538530800001

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1064 STILL BRANCH

063020
62538530801111

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1064 MORAN BRANCH

063030
62538530801821

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1064 NATALBANY 
RIVER          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063040
62538530803141

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1064 WEST CANAL

063050
62538530803741

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1064 LA 1064 OVER I-55        

063060
62538530900361

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1064 PONCHATOULA 
CREEK        

063070
62538530901941

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1064 EAST PONCH CR

063100
62538531003351

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1040 YELLOW WATER 
RIVER       

063142
62538531603231

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1058 DRAIN

063160
62538531701161

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1054 BIG CREEK 
RELIEF         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063170
62538531701221

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1054 BIG CREEK

063180
62538531802761

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1054 BIG CREEK

063200
62538531900491

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1054 CREEK

063210
62538532002601

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1054 BUNCH BRANCH

063220
62538532006261

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1061 HORSE BRANCH

063230
62538532204401

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1054 TYNER CREEK

063250
P5330294902411

Parish Highway Agency1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BR. OVER SELSERS 
CREEK   
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063260
62538532600971

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1053 LA 1053 OVER I-55        

063300
62538532703141

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0443 SKULLS CREEK

063310
62538532705461

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0443 TANGIPAHOA 
RIVER         

063320
62538532705571

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0443 TANG RIVER 
RELIEF        

063350
62538532800921

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1064 SKULL CREEK

063360
62538533300601

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1065 DRAIN

063370
62538533300911

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1065 PONCHATOULA 
CR.          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063380
62538533400671

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1063 MORGAN BRANCH

063390
62538533401681

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1063 MORGAN BRANCH

063400
62538533403601

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA1063 NATALBANY 
RIVER          

063410
62538533405191

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1063 LA 1063 OVER I-55        

063420
62538533405661

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1063 CREEK

063430
62538533405821

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1063 CANAL

063440
62538533600501

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0051B US 51B OVER I-55         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063450
62538533604211

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0051 PONCHATOULA 
CREEK        

063460
62538533701421

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA1048 NATALBANY 
CREEK          

108003
P5330325903301

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MORAN BRANCH

108004
P5330335903281

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MORAN BRANCH

108012
P5330321903051

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108018
P5330336902971

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108022
P5330338902811

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

108026
P5330318903041

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108029
P5330298903061

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD YELLOW WATER 
RIVER       

108044
P5330303901791

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108046
P5330308902011

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD POLE BRIDGE 
BR.          

108052
P5330296902591

Parish Highway Agency1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD PONCHATOULA 
CREEK        

108071
P5330270902291

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108084
P5330264902011

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

108085
P5330265902001

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TANGIPAHOA RIVER 
RELIEF  

108086
P5330265901991

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TANGIPAHOA RIVER 
RELIEF  

108088
P5330263902031

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108095
P5330285901771

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108097
P5330281902691

Parish Highway Agency1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD PONCHATOULA 
CREEK        

108113
P5330277903021

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD YELLOW WATER 
RIVER       

108118
P5330259902801

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

108120
P5330257902841

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

108128
P5330369903041

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108148
P5330385902601

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SCOTT CREEK

108159
P5330409901901

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108166
P5330454903161

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

108178
P5330516902551

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

108179
P5330518901921

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

108181
P5330506902761

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HYDE BR.

108183
P5330488902711

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

108186
P5330550902651

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SPRING CREEK

108188
P5330552902851

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ASHLEYS BR.

108191
P5330538902811

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SPRING CREEK

108192
P5330569902221

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD WILSON BRANCH

108193
P5330560902271

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Mud Sill N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE SILVER 
CREEK      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

108201
P5330598903181

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

620159
62534150202781

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0040 CREEK

620194
P5330411903141

Parish Highway Agency1950Steel High Truss (Simple 
Through Truss)

N/ALOCAL ROAD TRUSS BR. OVER 
NATALBANY 

620330
62538532102851

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1249 I-12

620370
62534540303461

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A  LOC RD I-12

620730
62534150202481

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0040 LA 40 OVER I-55          

620780
62538531003601

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA1040 LA 1040 OVER I-55        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tangipahoa Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

620890
62534529024061

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/A. LOC RD I-55
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tensas Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050170
58540200200811

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 BUCKNER BAYOU

050180
58540200205041

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 TENSAS BAYOU

050190
58540200205851

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 CREEK

050200
58540200212031

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0065 L ST PETER DR 
CAN        

050210
58540200403491

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 LAKE BRUIN 
BAYOU         

050220
58540200406791

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 CLARK BAYOU

050230
58540200415131

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tensas Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050240
58540200417441

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0065 DRAIN

050250
58540203002221

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0128 INDIAN SLOUGH 
CAN        

050260
58540203009381

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0605 LAKE BRUIN 
BAYOU         

050320
58540750307201

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0568 LITTLE CHOCTAW 
BAYOU     

050342
58541730100861

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0004 MOUND BAYOU

050360
58541760300001

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0569 BAYOU L-
ARGENT           

050380
58541800104151

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0892 CHOCTAW BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Tensas Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

050400
58541810205971

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0887 BLACK RIVER 
BAYOU        

050430
58543500300101

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0575 CYPRESS BAYOU

050440
58543500302001

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0575 MILL BAYOU

050460
58548541105661

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0604 CREEK

050464
58548541108141

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0604 CREEK

581031
P5431479912411

Parish Highway Agency1933

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700607
P5432146911011

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU VIDAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003130
02550050400001

State of Louisiana1946Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0182 BAYOU BLACK

003140
02550050407071

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0182 ELLIOT JONES 
CANAL       

003150
02550050411091

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0182 DRAIN CANAL

003160
02550050500721

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0182 DRAIN CANAL

003180
02558551800401

State of Louisiana1938Steel Plate Girder Swing Span N/ALA3197 HOUMA CANAL

003190
02550050507161

State of Louisiana1954Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0182 BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         

003210
02550050510811

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0182 CARO CANAL

003220
02550659101191

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0024 CO. CANAL 
(BOURG)        

003230
02550659103921

State of Louisiana1941Steel Vertical Lift Span N/ALA0024 BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003260
02550650403711

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0024 BAYOU CANE

003270
02550659121701

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0024 SPRR & LA 20

003290
02550653001681

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0661 BAYOU SALLE

003440
02552470106421

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0056 ROBINSON 
CANAL           

003450
02552470204101

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Steel Plate Girder Swing Span N/ALA0056 BOUDREAUX 
CANAL          

003470
02552470305961

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0056 ST LOUIS 
CANAL           

003490
02552473000361

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0058 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003510
02552480200001

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0055 MADISON CANAL

003520
02552480200801

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0055 LAPEYROUSE 
CANAL         

003540
02552480304841

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0055 ST LOUIS 
CANAL           

003570
02554130101131

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0311 LITTLE BAYOU 
BLACK       

003580
02550650400881

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0024 STIVOUIS 
CANAL           

003590
02558550700021

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0660 BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         

003600
02558550703031

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0660 ST LOUIS 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

003610
02558550800001

State of Louisiana1961Steel Plate Girder Swing Span N/ALA0661 NAVIGATION 
CANAL         

003660
02550650410809

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0024 BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         

003690
02558551300021

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3011 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

020120
P5529384904561

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         

020159
P5529406905861

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (Removable Span)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DONNER CANAL

020161
P5529386905771

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (Removable Span)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

020165
P5529353904881

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HANSON CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

020169
U5529347904301

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

020255
P5529378904501

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         

020336
U5529357900441

Other Local Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN CANAL

200764
P5529421905991

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200766
P5529413905811

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200767
P5529377905481

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam w/ Removable Span

N/ALOCAL ROAD TERR. LAF. 
DRAINAGE      

200768
P5529366905141

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD HANSON CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200771
P5529389904411

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

200773
P5529405904671

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TERREBONNE 
BAYOU         

200788
P5529410905341

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD TERR LAF DRAINAGE 
CANAL  

200791
P5529340904621

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

200796
P5529401904431

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD ST LOUIS 
BAYOU           

200800
P5529263904241

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU PROVOST

200802
P5529301904091

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD PELTON BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200807
P5529235904301

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200808
P5529322903561

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LACACHE BAYOU

200809
P5529278904521

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/ALOCAL ROAD MARMANDE 
CANAL           

200810
P5529279904501

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DULARGE BAYOU

200811
P5529296904491

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD DULARGE BAYOU

200848
P5529344904181

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WOODLAWN 
BAYOU           

200851
U5529363904371

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel I-Beam (Rolled) - 
Continuous

N/ALOCAL ROAD ST LOUIS 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Terrebonne Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200857
P5529231904381

Parish Highway Agency1963Pontoon Bridge N/ALOCAL ROAD HOUMA NAVIGATION 
CANAL   

200864
P5529248904681

Parish Highway Agency1964Steel movable - bascule N/ALOCAL ROAD DU LARGE 
BAYOU           

200869
P5529256903601

Parish Highway Agency1958Steel I-Beam Swing Span N/ALOCAL ROAD PETIT CAILLOU 
BAYOU      

200871
P5529243903641

Parish Highway Agency1965Steel I-Beam Swing Span N/ALOCAL ROAD PETIT CAILLOU 
BAYOU      

204060
02550050507211

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0182 BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         

204070
02550050507212

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0182 BAYOU 
TERREBONNE         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Union Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

027200
05560231100271

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 MIDDLE FORK 
BAYOU        

027210
05560231100351

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 MIDDLE FORK 
SLOUGH       

027220
05560231100651

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 MIDDLE FORK 
REL          

027230
05560231107271

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

027240
05560231109111

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0167 BIG CORNEY 
BAYOU         

027250
05560231109281

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 CORNEY BAYOU 
REL         

027260
05560231109631

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 MIDDLE SLOUGH

027270
05560231109801

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 NORTH SLOUGH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Union Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

027280
05560231112701

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 LILLIE BRANCH

027290
05560231116651

State of Louisiana1925

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

027340
05560690202921

State of Louisiana1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0033 CREEK

027350
05560690203991

State of Louisiana1937

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0033 CREEK

027360
05560690207121

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0033 BAYOU 
DARBONNE           

027440
05560700300791

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0002 LYNN CREEK

027450
05560700301671

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Union Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

027500
05560700412921

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0002 CORNEY BAYOU

027510
05560700414411

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0002 FOURMILE 
CREEK           

027520
05560700415341

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0002 MILL CREEK

027540
05560700502611

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK

027550
05560700505581

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 HORSE.PEN 
CREEK          

027560
05560700506171

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK

027580
05560700603571

State of Louisiana1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Union Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

027590
05561540101001

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0015 ONEMILE CREEK

027600
05561540200861

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 CREEK

027610
05561540201311

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 HUNNICUTT 
CREEK          

027620
05561540203541

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 CREEK

027630
05561540204441

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 CREEK

027640
05561540206211

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 HORSE TROUGH 
CR          

027650
05561540208701

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 CYPRESS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Union Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

027660
05561540211051

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0015 CAMP CREEK

027710
05561550102531

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0143 COOK CREEK

027720
05561550104781

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0143 HOLLMAN CREEK

027800
05561560305291

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0015 STONE CREEK

027840
05563110107551

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0550 CREEK

027850
05563110108561

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0550 CAMP CREEK

027860
05563110200141

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0550 CYPRESS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Union Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

027870
05563110202081

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0550 CREEK

027900
05563110204091

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0550 CREEK

027910
05563110204121

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0550 CREEK

027920
05563110208921

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0550 LION CREEK

028020
05563170500191

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0151 STOWE CREEK

028030
05563170500231

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0151 STOWE CR REL 
BR          

028040
05563170500411

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0151 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009300
03570550303081

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 BIG FOUR 
CANAL           

009310
03570550304131

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 ELLIOT DITCH

009320
03570550305671

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 CREEK

009330
03570550306241

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 AVRICO CANAL

009340
03570550401241

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0014 AVRICO CANAL

009350
03570550402881

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0014 MARE MICHELE

009360
03570550408181

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009370
03570550412681

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 VINCENT CANAL

009380
03570550503131

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 ISLE MARRON 
CANAL        

009390
03570550503211

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 CREEK

009400
03570550503651

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 COULEE BAYOU

009410
03570550509461

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 COULEE KINNEY

009420
03570550509462

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 COULEE KENNY 
BRIDGE      

009450
03570550606411

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0014 BAYOU TIGRE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009470
03570553001371

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0014 VALCOURT 
COULEE          

009480
03570570100501

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 CREEK

009490
03570570101151

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0013 AVERICO CANAL

009500
03570570103361

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0013 COULEE DES 
ISES          

009510
03570570105841

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0013 B GRAND 
MARAIS           

009540
03570800105551

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CANAL

009550
03570800106291

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CANAL
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009570
03571940300911

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 LONG DITCH

009580
03571940303141

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 TURF BAYOU

009590
03571940303401

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 WEST RELIEF

009600
03571940304111

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 MARSH DITCH

009610
03571940304321

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 MIDDLE CANAL

009620
03571940305421

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 MILLER CANAL

009630
03571940306211

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0082 EAST RELEIF
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009640
03571940700031

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0082 DRAIN

009650
03571940701791

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0082 LITTLE BAYOU

009700
03572070106771

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0082 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

009710
03572070110481

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0082 WARREN CANAL

009726
03572070201341

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0035 CREEK

009728
03572070204011

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0035 CREEK

009729
03572070206851

State of Louisiana1954

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0035 CREEK

009730
03572070209041

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0035 COULEE DEJON
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009750
03572070211261

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0035 SLEDGE CANAL

009770
03572070303501

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0700 HUNTER CANAL

009790
03572070401331

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0700 B GRAND 
MARAIS           

009810
03572120102981

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0091 SPENCER CANAL

009812
03572120104501

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0091 CREEK

009820
03572120105611

State of Louisiana1950

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0091 MARE MICHELE

009830
03572130200001

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0705 BAYOU QUEUE DE 
TORTUE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009840
03572130300701

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0092 B GRAND 
MARAIS           

009850
03572130301001

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0092 CREEK

009860
03572130305001

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0092 CREEK

009870
03572130306431

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0092 COULEE 
GRANGES           

009880
03572140101401

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0699 BAYOU GRAND 
MARAIS       

009900
03572150100291

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0082 TOUCHETS 
CANAL           

009902
03572150102031

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0082 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009910
03572150103221

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0082 CANAL

009920
03572150104351

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0082 SEVENTH WARD 
CANAL       

009930
03572150105921

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0082 HERBERT CANAL

009938
03572160100651

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0339 CREEK

009940
03572160101501

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0339 CANAL

009942
03572160105521

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0339 CREEK

009960
03573930102511

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0343 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

009970
03573930104351

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0343 CREEK

009982
03573930201241

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0343 COULEE 
GRANGES           

009984
03573930203241

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0343 CREEK

009990
03573950101491

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0035 CREEK

010004
03573960102331

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3093 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

010006
03573960102871

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3093 CANAL

010008
03573960100331

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3093 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

010010
03573960200071

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0335 ROBINS CANAL

010020
03573960202111

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0335 SLEDGE CANAL

010030
03573960205161

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0335 CREEK

010040
03573960205721

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0335 CREEK

010050
03573960206951

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0335 IL MELROSE 
CANAL         

010090
03573963001841

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0335 COULEE KINNEY

010100
03573970103751

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0330 YOUNGS COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

010110
03573970104581

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0330 RAMSEY CANAL

010120
03573970202181

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0330 CREEK

010160
03578570201731

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0332 CREEK

010220
03578571100821

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0693 NOEL DITCH

010258
03578572202311

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0690 BANKER CANAL

010270
03578572507821

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0696 COULEE KENNY

010280
03578573200961

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0694 NOEL DITCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

010290
03578573300781

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0685 BAYOU TIGRE

010300
03578573600801

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0688 CANAL

010320
03578573701411

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0331 CREEK

010330
03578573702141

State of Louisiana1940

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0331 CREEK

010340
03578573705181

State of Louisiana1940

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0331 CREEK

010348
03578576301971

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0082 CREEK

010350
03578576305771

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0082 LANGLINOIS 
DITCH         

010352
03578576307071

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0082 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

010362
03578576502601

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA3143 WARREN CANAL

030176
P5729593920291

Parish Highway Agency1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

030358
P5729574920211

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LAPORTS 
COULEE           

030359
P5729573920141

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LAPORTS 
COULEE           

200209
P5730072921251

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200210
P5730056921611

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200218
P5730039920771

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200236
P5730000923181

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MAREE MICHAL 
CANAL       

200239
P5730075921881

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD QUEUE DE TORTUE 
BAYOU    

200251
P5729571920131

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200258
P5729593923671

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CAMERON CANAL

200267
P5729562921811

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DE JOHN 
COULEE           

200269
P5730038923481

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200270
P5730023923511

Parish Highway Agency1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200278
P5730014922901

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MAREE MICHEL 
CANAL       

200293
P5729521921451

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200294
P5729534921541

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200305
P5730036923731

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200313
P5729577922201

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SLEDGE CANAL

200315
P5729536922311

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SLEDGE CANAL

200321
P5729572922561

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200324
P5729581922771

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200325
P5729579922731

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200328
P5730014923491

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200330
P5729596923501

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG FOUR 
DITCH           

200332
P5729572920631

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS SOUTH 
COULEE      

200334
P5729589922561

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200336
P5729579922561

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200337
P5729587922521

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200338
P5729599922561

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200339
P5729578922671

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200346
P5730001920701

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200347
P5729587923811

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

200348
P5730036923511

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200349
P5729571920391

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD TIGRE BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200350
P5729572920401

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD TIGER BAYOU

200351
P5729595922951

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANAL

200352
P5730002922971

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MAREE MICHEL 
CANAL       

200361
P5729577923091

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD FLORENCE 
CANAL           

200363
P5729582920631

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS NORTH 
COULEE      

200364
P5729565920761

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS SOUTH 
COULEE      

200367
P5729587923481

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200369
P5729590923521

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG FOUR 
DITCH           

200374
P5730047921961

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200375
P5730009923181

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200376
P5729587923171

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200377
P5729571923571

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEE

200605
P5729597921721

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD SLEDGE CANAL

200608
P5729588920811

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

Yes: Abbeville Residential Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD VALCOURT 
COULEE          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vermilion Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

200609
P5729586920831

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD VALCOURT 
COULEE          

200610
P5729587920821

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

Yes: Abbeville Residential Historic DistrictLOCAL ROAD VALCOURT 
COULEE          

200616
P5729581922311

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ROBINS CANAL

200642
P5729583920681

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD YOUNGS NORTH 
COULEE      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

042570
08580240600691

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0171 CREEK

042710
08580290201561

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder - 
Continuous

N/ALA0008 FORKER CREEK

042830
08580290217591

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0008 CREEK

042880
08580293004281

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

042890
08580293004391

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 PARMER CREEK

042900
08580293006091

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 CREEK

042910
08580293006891

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 BURTON CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

042920
08580293007881

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 YELLOW DOG 
BRANCH        

042930
08580293008091

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 CREEK

042940
08580290403571

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 FLOCTAW CREEK

042950
08580290403751

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 CREEK

042960
08580290403851

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 CREEK

042970
08580290404031

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 CLEAR RUNNER 
BRANCH      

042980
08580290407221

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 NORTH MILL 
CREEK         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

042990
08580290408421

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 MILL CREEK

043000
08580290412701

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0121 MILL CREEK

043300
08581140101161

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0117 LIBERTY CREEK

043310
08581140104141

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0117 BLACKLAND 
BRANCH         

043320
08581140109441

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0117 CREEK

043330
08581140109571

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 CALCASIEU 
RIVER          

043340
08581140110851

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0117 BELL BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

043350
08581140113451

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0117 COMRADE CREEK

043360
08581140114461

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0117 BAYGALL 
BRANCH           

043570
08581330200001

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0392 BAYOU TORO

043580
08581330200761

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0392 HUNTER BRANCH

043590
08581330201261

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0392 MILL CREEK

043630
08581330211011

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0111 ANACOCO CREEK 
RELIEF     

043640
08581330211181

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0111 ANACOCO CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

043650
08581330211371

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0111 CREEK

043760
08581340101251

State of Louisiana1937

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 DRAIN

043770
08581340101521

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CALCASIEU RIVER 
RELIEF   

043780
08581340101781

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CALCASIEU 
RIVER          

043782
08581340101901

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 DRAIN

043790
08581340102611

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

043800
08581340103301

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

043810
08581340103571

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

043818
08581340104001

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

043820
08581340104371

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 MILL CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

043830
08581340104981

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

043840
08581340105121

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

043850
08581340106171

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

043860
08581340106601

State of Louisiana1932

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CANEY BRANCH

043868
08581340200011

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0008 CREEK

044030
08581350202401

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0392 DRAIN

044040
08581350202491

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0392 CREEK

044340
08581380300501

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0399 LITTLE 6 MILE CR         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

044350
08581380300561

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0399 LITTLE 6 MILE 
CR.RELF.   

044360
08581380301991

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0399 FLAT BRANCH

044370
08581380303411

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0399 CREEK

044380
08581380303551

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0399 CREEK

044520
08581390601301

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0463 BLUE BRANCH

044530
08581390602861

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0463 BOGGY BRANCH

044540
08581390603731

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0463 LITTLE BRUSHY 
CREEK      
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

044550
08581390606351

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0463 BRUSHY CREEK

044560
08581390607961

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0463 THOMPSON 
BRANCH          

044570
08581390610991

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0463 TEN MILE 
CREEK           

044580
08581390612731

State of Louisiana1944

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0463 DRAIN

044660
08583730104941

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0008 CREEK

044720
08584170108401

State of Louisiana1945

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Pipe Culvert N/ALA0028 CREEK

044780
08588580504311

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1211 MILL CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

044790
08588580504731

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1211 CREEK

600659
P5831001925791

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SIX MILE CREEK           

600663
P5831003925831

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD INV.RT.028,RELIEF-
6MILE C

600675
P5831133932091

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD VERNON LAKE

600682
P5831134931571

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PRAIRIE CREEK

600693
P5831130930761

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK

600695
P5831132930761

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CYPRESS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600697
P5831115931291

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BEESON'S 
CREEK           

600702
P5831197930791

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MAYHAW BRANCH

600713
P5831193925581

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DEVIL'S CREEK

600717
P5831146930231

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CANEY BRANCH

600719
P5831143930321

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COWPEN GULLY

600722
P5831166930111

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MENACE CREEK

600724
P5831155930631

Parish Highway Agency1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MIMS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600728
P5831098930281

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD FLACTOR CREEK

600756
P5831123925711

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD GREY CREEK

600764
P5831078925301

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD DRY CREEK

600766
P5831065925271

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD BIG CREEK

600775
P5830583930401

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD MAPLE BRANCH

600781
P5831008932171

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU ANACOCO

600789
P5831090925341

Parish Highway Agency1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE DRY 
CREEK         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

600822
P5831043931721

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CASTOR BAYOU

600853
P5830570931381

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD HURRICANE 
BRANCH         

600874
P5831001925531

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE BRUSHY 
CREEK      

600901
P5831093931491

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE PRAIRIE 
CREEK     

600902
P5831093931501

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE PRAIRIE 
CREEK     

600959
P5831082931661

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD CASTOR BAYOU 
TRIB.       

080605000002501 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 400 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080605000002502 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 400 BIG BOX BRANCH

080605000002505 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 400 DRAKE CREEK

080605000002506 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 401 WEST BRANCH

080605000002507 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 401 EAST BRANCH

080605000002528 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 422 HURRICANE BRANCH

080605000002529 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/A422 FDR BUNDKICK CREEK 
TRIB.

080605000002530 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/A422 FDR BUNDICK CREEK TRIB
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080605000002531 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A422 FDR BUNDICK CREEK

080605000002542 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A450 FDR BLACK CREEK TRIB

080605000002543 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A450 FDR BLACK CREEK 
BRANCH

080605000002544 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A450 FDR BRANCH OF BLACK 
CREEK

080605000002545 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A450 FDR BRANCH OF BLACK 
CREEK

080605000002548 U.S. Forest Service1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/A471 FDR TIGHTEYE CREEK

DAPFORPOK000H
16

Army1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete culvert N/AMILL CREEK 
ROAD

MILL CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Vernon Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

DAPFORPOK000H
17

Army1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete culvert N/AMILL CREEK 
ROAD

MILL CREEK

DAPFORPOK000H
20

Army1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Steel culvert N/AMOBILE STREET WHISKEY CHITTO 
CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063480
62590300300521

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0021 HILL CREEK

063490
62590300301181

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0021 DRAIN

063500
62590300303071

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0021 CREEK

063510
62590300304421

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0021 LEE CREEK

063520
62590300305211

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0021 YELLOW BRANCH

063530
62590300306951

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0021 DRAIN

063540
62590300308481

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0021 BOGALUSA 
CREEK           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063550
62590300400381

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 COBURN CREEK

063560
62590300401641

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 PETERS CREEK

063570
62590300402541

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 DRAIN

063580
62590300403511

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 BOGGY BRANCH

063590
62590300405171

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 NORTH BRANCH

063600
62590300406951

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 DRAIN

063610
62590300407251

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0021 PUSHAPATAPA 
CR           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063620
62590300409551

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 CREEK

063630
62590300411081

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 SCARBOROUGHS 
CR          

063640
62590300411921

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 SCARBOROUGHS 
CR          

063650
62590300412361

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 CREEK

063660
62590300413471

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 FOSTER CREEK

063670
62590300414631

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0021 ARDS CREEK

063680
62590303203251

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA3124 BOGUE LUSA 
CREEK         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063710
62590470203081

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0016 DRAIN

063720
62590470204821

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0016 DRAIN

063780
62590470300401

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 DRAIN

063790
62590470302461

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALA0010 LAWRENCE 
CREEK           

063800
62590470304721

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 POND BRANCH

063810
62590470305231

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 DRAIN

063820
62590470309071

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

063840
62590470400891

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 DRAIN

063860
62590470412191

State of Louisiana1936

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0010 COBURN CREEK

063880
62590580400981

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0016 BERRYS CREEK

064000
62590580510411

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0016 CORKERN CREEK

064010
62590590302771

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 W BOGUE 
FALAYA           

064020
62590590304161

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 DANIEL BRANCH

064030
62590590306061

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 BONNER CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064040
62590590308271

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 DRAIN

064050
62590590401171

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 MILE BRANCH

064060
62590590401661

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 CALICO BRANCH

064070
62590590402191

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

064080
62590590403861

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 HAYS CREEK

064090
62590590406901

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 BICKHAM 
BRANCH           

064100
62590590407401

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064110
62590590408241

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

064120
62590590408601

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

064130
62590590409221

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

064140
62590590409501

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

064150
62590590409801

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0025 MILL CREEK

064160
62590590410901

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0025 DRAIN

064170
62592630500831

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0038 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064180
62592630604271

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0038 SILVER CREEK

064190
62592630606381

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0038 DRAIN

064210
62592630606821

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0038 DRAIN

064220
62592630606921

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0038 DRAIN

064230
62592630607051

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0038 DRAIN

064240
62592630607241

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0038 DRAIN

064250
62592630607381

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0038 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064282
62592630704671

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0038 DRAIN

064300
62592740103491

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0436 BURCHS CREEK

064310
62592740105681

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0436 DRAIN

064320
62592740105711

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0436 LAWRENCE 
CREEK           

064330
62592740107951

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0436 MILLER CREEK

064340
62592740108761

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0436 THOMAS BRANCH

064350
62592740205671

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0062 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064360
62592740206251

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0062 CRAINS CREEK

064420
62592750100871

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0438 SILVER CREEK

064430
62592750100981

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0438 MIDDLE RELIEF

064440
62592750101081

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0438 NORTH RELIEF

064450
62592750106321

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0438 BOGUE CHITTO 
BR          

064452
62592750106941

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0438 DRAIN

064460
62592750107791

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0438 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064470
62592750107931

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0438 DRAIN

064480
62592750108011

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0438 BOGUE CHITTO 
RIVER       

064490
62592750108241

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0438 DRAIN

064500
62592750108421

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0438 DRAIN

064510
62592750202401

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0438 MUD CREEK

064520
62592750206091

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0438 HAY CREEK

064530
62592750305191

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0438 TOM BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064630
62592790300191

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0437 BOGUE CHITTO 
RIVER       

064670
62592790405601

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0060 DRAIN

064692
62592790413921

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0060 DRAIN

064700
62592790415671

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0060 BOGUE LUSA CR

064710
62598590201241

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0438 CREEK

064740
62598590401031

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 GORDON CREEK

064750
62598590402601

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 TCHEFUNCTA 
RIVER         
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064760
62598590403691

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 DRAIN

064770
62598590406421

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 S CARSON 
CREEK           

064780
62598590407161

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0450 DRAIN

064790
62598590503581

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0450 LITTLE SILVER 
CR         

064800
62598590600701

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA1056 DRAIN

064810
62598590601201

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1056 DEER LICK 
CREEK          

064820
62598590605331

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1056 DELANY BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064830
62598590801181

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0436 DRAIN

064840
62598590810671

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0436 MUSTER GROUND 
C          

064850
62598590815731

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0436 CREEK

064860
62598590816021

State of Louisiana1939

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0436 DRAIN

064890
62598590902081

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0430 DRAIN

064938
62598591401211

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0424 DRAIN

064940
62598591401451

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0424 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

064970
62598591500201

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1071 CREEK

064990
62598591703011

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0450 SNELL BRANCH

065000
62598591801311

State of Louisiana1942

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1075 DRAIN

065030
62598591901341

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1074 TALLEYS CREEK

065040
62598591904121

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1074 WRIGHTS CREEK

065050
62598591904931

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1074 SALS BRANCH

065060
62598592001231

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1056 BICKHAM 
BRANCH           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

065070
62598592001371

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA1056 WILDBLOOD 
BRANCH         

065090
62598592101151

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1072 DRAIN

065110
62598592103391

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1072 DRAIN

065120
62598592201181

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0439 BOGUE LUSA 
CREEK         

065130
62598592203771

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0439 MEAZELS CREEK

065140
62598592208231

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0439 DRAIN

065150
62598592209411

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0439 DRAIN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

065160
62598592209961

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0439 DRAIN

065170
62598592210671

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0439 BENS CREEK

065190
62598592501431

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1055 SILVER CREEK

065200
62598592501531

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1055 SILVER CREEK 
RELIEF      

109005
P5930416895911

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BARRY'S CREEK

109009
P5930425900511

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD NICK CREEK

109010
P5930421900501

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FINNEY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

109014
P5930455900351

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CLEARWATER 
CREEK         

109015
P5930470895981

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGGY BRANCH

109016
P5930475895951

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BETTS CREEK 
BOUGE        

109018
P5930480900101

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ENNIS BRANCH

109022
P5930449895291

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

109024
P5930477895161

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COBURN  CREEK

109026
P5930476895111

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

109028
P5930477895191

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COBURN CREEK

109033
P5930443895421

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

109040
P5930447895341

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD LEES CREEK

109041
P5930460895431

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGUE LUSA 
CREEK         

109042
P5930467895391

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ADAMS CREEK

109044
P5930519894911

Parish Highway Agency1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE CREEK

109045
P5930510895061

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ADAMS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

109051
P5930489895141

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PETERS CREEK

109055
P5930469895221

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGUE LUSA 
CREEK         

109060
P5930478895241

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COBURN CREEK

109071
P5930582894541

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD ARD CREEK

109083
P5930563895311

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CAMP CREEK

109085
P5930566895341

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MUNROE CREEK

109089
P5930569895711

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD JOES BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

109097
P5930583900031

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MORGAN BRANCH

109098
P5930583900041

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TOM BRANCH

109106
P5930538895561

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MUSTER GROUND 
CREEK      

109107
P5930552900161

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD THOMAS BRANCH

109112
P5930530900351

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MILLER CREEK 
BRIDGE      

109137
P5930545900871

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HAYS CREEK

109143
P5930584900761

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HAYS CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

109145
P5930587901091

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGUE CHITTO 
CR.         

109146
P5930566900411

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LAWRENCE CR.

109147
P5930599900421

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD HAYS CREEK

109150
P5930556901991

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE SILVER 
CR.        

109152
P5930547901701

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DEER LICK CR.

109153
P5930548901711

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DEER LICK CR.

109160
P5930588901271

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK RD. 159
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Washington Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

109165
P5930519900771

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MILE BR.

109168
P5930506900901

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BOGUE CHITTO 
CR.         

620142
62598592205471

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA0439 MILLER BRANCH

620177
P5930438900461

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BRIDGE OVER MILL 
CREEK   

620199
62590470202701

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0016 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

018860
04600010404221

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 BOONE CREEK

018870
04600010404222

State of Louisiana1946

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 BOONE CREEK

018890
04600010407021

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 BAYOU 
DORCHEAT           

018900
04600010407151

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 DORCHEAT 
RELIEF          

018910
04600010407501

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 DORCHEAT 
RELIEF          

018920
04600010409571

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0080 MILE CREEK

018930
04600010501791

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 COOLEY BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

018940
04600010501911

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0080 CREEK

018950
04600270302261

State of Louisiana1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 TANYARD CREEK

018960
04600270305211

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/AUS0371 BRUSHY CREEK

018980
04600270312311

State of Louisiana1925

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 SHERMAN CREEK

018990
04600270312561

State of Louisiana1925

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 COOLEY BR 
RELIEF         

019000
04600270312631

State of Louisiana1925

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 COOLEY BRANCH

019030
04600270313241

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0371 KCS RR MINDEN
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

019050
04600270401231

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 CREEK

019060
04600270401761

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 CREEK

019070
04600270402731

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 COOLEY BR 
RELIEF         

019080
04600270402981

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 COOLEY BRANCH

019090
04600270404441

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 CREEK

019100
04600270408141

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 CREEK

019120
04600830604951

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

019160
04600830609941

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002A CREEK

019170
04600830610791

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002A HALL BRANCH

019180
04600830612401

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002A CREEK

019190
04600830613391

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0002A THORNY BRANCH

019210
04600830615741

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0002A INDIAN CREEK

019220
04600833101781

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 SAND CREEK

019330
04600850507171

State of Louisiana1966

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0160 DORCHEAT 
BAYOU           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

019340
04600850507511

State of Louisiana1966

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0160 DORCHEAT B 
RELIEF        

019360
04600850508001

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0160 DORCHEAT B 
RELIEF        

019370
04600850509891

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0160 CREEK

019380
04600850510671

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0160 CANEY CREEK

019390
04600850512561

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0160 CREEK

019420
04600860102441

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 CREEK

019430
04600860104521

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0371 SAUSMAN CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

019440
04600860105591

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0371 BRUSHY CREEK

019450
04600860111271

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 CREEK

019460
04600860111711

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 DRAIN

019470
04600860202441

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0371 CREEK

019480
04600863000191

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA08031 LITTLE CROOKED 
CR        

019501
04600870104391

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0159 CANEY CREEK

019550
04600870205081

State of Louisiana1966

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0159 INDIAN CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

019560
04600870205431

State of Louisiana1963

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0159 THORNY BRANCH

019570
04600870208441

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0159 LEONARD 
BRANCH           

019580
04600870209431

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0159 CREEK

019590
04600870211241

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0159 CYPRESS CR 
RELIEF        

019600
04600870211391

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0159 CYPRESS CREEK

019610
04601110103491

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0531 PARMERS CREEK

019642
04601110107851

State of Louisiana1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0531 BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

019650
04601110201661

State of Louisiana1966

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0531 BRUSHY CREEK

019660
04601110203321

State of Louisiana1960

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0531 LA 531 OVER I-20         

019680
04601220200621

State of Louisiana1943

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0164 DRAIN

020070
04608600703801

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0532 LA 532 OVER I-20         

040051
04600270401931

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0079 DRAIN

300804
P6032289932471

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD PRAIRIE BAYOU

300806
P6032289932481

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB TO PRAIRIE 
BAYOU    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300824
P6032326931171

Parish Highway Agency1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB TO CROWS 
CREEK      

300837
P6032378931451

Parish Highway Agency1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB TO COOLEY 
BRANCH    

300841
P6032371931451

Parish Highway Agency1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIB TO COOLEY 
BRANCH    

300864
P6032416932261

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BRUSHY CREEK

300874
P6032510931461

Parish Highway Agency1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK BAYOU

300915
P6032370931751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1935

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MILE CREEK

300917
P6032371931741

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO MILE 
CREEK  
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Webster Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

300918
P6032369931751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO MILE 
CREEK  

300919
P6032366931751

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD TRIBUTARY TO MILE 
CREEK  

300920
P6032366931761

City or Municipal Highway 
Agency

1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALOCAL ROAD MILE CREEK

XXXX09 1931

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete stringer/multi-beam or 
girder

N/AOld Highway 80 Dorchest Bayou
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055150
61610080109151

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 STREAM NO 
NAME           

055160
61610080109261

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

055190
61610080112851

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 BAYOU POYDRAS

055220
61610130102231

State of Louisiana1926

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0415 STREAM NO 
NAME           

055230
61610130104371

State of Louisiana1930

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0076 STREAM NO 
NAME           

055280
61610500711951

State of Louisiana1952

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0001 MO PACIFIC RR

055290
61610500711952

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Girders N/ALA0001 MO PACIFIC RR
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055320
61612250201241

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0620 CHAMBERLAIN 
CANAL        

055330
61612250201781

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0620 BAYOU CLAUSA

055340
61612250203301

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0620 TIGER BAYOU

055350
61612250205051

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0620 STUMPY BAYOU

055360
61612270103061

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0413 BAYOU POYDRAS

055370
61612280601261

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0076 STREAM NO 
NAME           

055380
61612280602851

State of Louisiana1950

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0076 STREAM NO 
NAME           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055420
61612280604621

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0076 STREAM NO 
NAME           

055430
61612280605671

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0076 CHAMBERLIN 
CANAL         

055440
61612280610401

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0076 STREAM NO 
NAME           

055460
61612280700621

State of Louisiana1923

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0986 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

055470
61612280701421

State of Louisiana1923

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0986 DRAINAG CANAL

055480
61612280701541

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0986 CHOCTAW BAYOU

055520
61618610600371

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA09873 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Baton Rouge Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055530
61618610601701

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA09873 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

055540
61618610602151

State of Louisiana1962

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Metal Arch or Pipe Culvert N/ALA09873 DRAINAGE 
CANAL           

055550
61618611102611

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0984 STUMPY BAYOU

610230
61610080111261

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0190 US 190 OVER 
STUMPY BAYOU 

800419
P6130319912461

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU POYDRAS

800420
P6130199911661

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU 
BOURBEAUX          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

028180
05620370204751

State of Louisiana1932

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0002 CREEK

028190
05620370206121

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0002 COLEWA CREEK

028200
05620510701041

State of Louisiana1924

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0017 CREEK

028210
05620510701741

State of Louisiana1924

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0017 CREEK

028220
05620510802401

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0017 CREEK

028230
05620510804221

State of Louisiana1924

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0017 COLEMAN BAYOU

028240
05620510809481

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0017 TIGER BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

028250
05621610602961

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0134 LITTLE COLEWA 
BAYOU      

028260
05621610605441

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0134 LITTLE CREEK

028280
05621610703081

State of Louisiana1951

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck Girder N/ALA0134 ALLIGATOR 
BAYOU          

028290
05621850302481

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0585 CREEK

028300
05621850302751

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0585 CREEK

028310
05621850304391

State of Louisiana1953

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0577 BIG COLEWA 
BAYOU         

028320
05621850305011

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0577 CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

028330
05621850305721

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0577 CREEK

028340
05621850306741

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0577 CREEK

028460
05623330102541

State of Louisiana1956

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0582 CREEK

028560
05628620402001

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0588 DEEP GULLY

028570
05628620402851

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0588 ALLIGATOR 
BAYOU          

028600
05628620901201

State of Louisiana1938

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0586 CREEK

028620
05628620904361

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0586 TIGER BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

028650
05628621400641

State of Louisiana1957

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0589 LYON BAYOU

028780
05628622200001

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0835 BOEUF RIVER

400094
P6232569911891

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA 
BAYOU    

400115
P6232496913191

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD FIVE MILE 
SLOUGH         

400117
P6232558912461

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD PINE BAYOU

400118
P6232496913051

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA 
BAYOU    

400119
P6232496912971

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA 
BAYOU    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400127
P6232550912651

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA 
BAYOU    

400128
P6232543912651

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD COLEWA BAYOU

400129
P6232524912651

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BLACK SLOUGH

400145
P6232492912841

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BELL BAYOU

400146
P6232492912821

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE COLEWA 
BAYOU      

400149
P6232496912981

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA 
BAYOU    

400150
P6232496912991

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO COLEWA 
BAYOU    
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Carroll Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

400154
P6232458913481

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD THREE MILE 
SLOUGH        

400165
P6232415913661

Parish Highway Agency1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO BOEUF 
RIVER     

400187
P6232512912301

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LYON BAYOU

400229
P6232349913071

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LITTLE CREEK

400230
P6232349913511

Parish Highway Agency1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD DRAIN TO LITTLE 
CREEK    

400901
P6232510912351

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD LYON BAYOU
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055648
61630610400311

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA3057 WICKLIFFE 
CREEK          

055650
61630610402731

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 JASPER CREEK

055660
61630610403181

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 ALEXANDER 
CREEK          

055670
61630610408991

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 HAMMER CREEK 
TRIB        

055680
61630610409831

State of Louisiana1948

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0010 HAMMER CREEK

055690
61630610412701

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 VAUGHN CREEK

055700
61630610413111

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/ALA0010 W FORK THOMPSON 
C        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055720
P6330505912401

Parish Highway Agency1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SPANGLE 
BRANCH           

055740
61632510105051

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0066 JONES BRANCH

055790
61632510203641

State of Louisiana1961

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck w/ Composite 
Welded I-Beams

N/ALA0066 LITTLE BAYOU 
SARA        

055880
61638630100991

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0969 LITTLE BAYOU 
SARA        

055940
61638630206381

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0421 MILL CREEK

055950
61638630207791

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0421 THOM CREEK

055970
61638630208131

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0421 MID FK THOM CR 
TR        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

055980
61638630503071

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestle (w/ 
Concrete Deck)

N/ALA0967 MILL CREEK

055990
61638630600721

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0965 WEST FORK 
BAYOU          

056000
61638630601421

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0965 GRANTS BAYOU

056010
61638630603581

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0965 CHANEY CREEK

056020
61638630604081

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0965 CHANEY CREEK M 
F         

056030
61638630604561

State of Louisiana1959

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0965 CHANEY CREEK 
MF          

056050
61638630606221

State of Louisiana1969

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0965 THOMPSON CRK 
TRIB        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

056090
61638630902141

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0964 RIDDLE CREEK

610213
P6330594912201

Parish Highway Agency1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD BAYOU

800677
P6330547911261

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD SPRING BRANCH

800683
P6330578912431

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD SANDY CREEK

800685
P6330559912461

Parish Highway Agency1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD WALTER CREEK

800689
P6330561912761

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALOCAL ROAD MOSHER CREEK

800708
P6330554911251

Parish Highway Agency1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Timber Trestle w/ I-Beam 
Stringers (w/ Timber Deck)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CASON CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

West Feliciana Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

800710
P6330535912751

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALOCAL ROAD MADDEN CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

044810
08640090405261

State of Louisiana1955

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0071 LITTLE NATCHEZ 
BAYOU     

044910
08640220219471

State of Louisiana1959

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Concrete Deck & Bents w/ Steel 
I-Beam

N/AUS0084 LAS RR

045160
08640230506081

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 TANNEHILL 
CREEK          

045170
08640230506651

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 TANNEHILL 
CREEK          

045190
08640230508521

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

045200
08640230513072

State of Louisiana1958

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 CREEK

045210
08640230513862

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 BIG CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

045220
08640230514142

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/AUS0167 BIG CREEK 
RELIEF         

045230
08640230516542

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/AUS0167 ANTWINE CREEK

045250
08640910500611

State of Louisiana1941

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0126 SALINE BAYOU 
RELIEF      

045260
08640910501191

State of Louisiana1941

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0126 MILL CREEK

045580
08640920200001

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0156 SALINE BAYOU

045590
08640920201361

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0156 SPRING BRANCH

045600
08640920202491

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0156 HURRICANE 
CREEK          
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

045610
08640920203851

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0156 MILL CREEK

045620
08640920207941

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0156 LITTLE KIESCHE 
CREEK     

045630
08640920304781

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0156 BIG KIESCHE

045760
08641230400201

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0034 IATT CREEK

045770
08641230400291

State of Louisiana1952

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0034 CREEK

045780
08641230400611

State of Louisiana1951

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0034 REDLAND CREEK

045880
08641250101821

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0124 BIG BRANCH
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

045890
08641250102801

State of Louisiana1964

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0124 SANDY CREEK

045900
08641250104241

State of Louisiana1929

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0124 PINEY WOODS 
CREEK        

045910
08641250105971

State of Louisiana1929

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Box Culvert N/ALA0124 POPE CREEK

045920
08641250108581

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0124 GODFREY CREEK

045930
08641250108811

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0124 BEECH CREEK

045940
08641250108851

State of Louisiana1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA0124 BEECH CREEK

045950
08641260103171

State of Louisiana1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Slab N/ALA0499 BRUSHY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

046022
08641260205591

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0499 CREEK

046030
08641260208491

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0499 CREEK

046040
08641260208851

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0499 ICE BRANCH

046050
08641260210101

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0499 ICE BRANCH

046060
08641260210201

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0499 CREEK

046220
08643210201791

State of Louisiana1954

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA0505 CANEY CREEK

046310
08648640400651

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1228 PORT DE LUCE 
CREEK       
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

046320
08648640600221

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1232 CREEK

046330
08648640603121

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1232 LITTLE CREEK

046340
08648640604641

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1232 CREEK

046350
08648640605841

State of Louisiana1960

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA1232 KYIAIES CREEK

046380
08648640800441

State of Louisiana1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Precast Slab Units N/ALA12311 CREOSOTE 
BRANCH          

046400
08648640900091

State of Louisiana1940

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1236 BRUSHY CREEK

046410
08648640902851

State of Louisiana1940

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1236 DRAIN

046420
08648640903431

State of Louisiana1946

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1236 LITTLE KIESCHE 
CR        
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

046430
08648640904431

State of Louisiana1940

This bridge has been previously determined not eligible for listing in the National Register.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1236 KIESCHE CREEK

046480
08648641300861

State of Louisiana1949

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1229 REDLAND CREEK

046488
08648641400081

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1234 DRAIN

046490
08648641401221

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1234 DRAIN

046500
08648641401761

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1234 DRAIN

046510
08648641402471

State of Louisiana1967

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this bridge is an important example of bridge design, engineering, or construction or that it 
possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends.  This bridge does not possess significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not 
eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Treated Timber Trestles N/ALA1234 DRAIN

700168
P6432023925141

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700196
P6431532924781

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700198
P6431540924841

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD COULEY CREEK

700200
P6431545925081

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD RANGE CREEK

700202
P6431549925171

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700206
P6431564925181

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD WHITE OAK 
CREEK          

700208
P6431572925121

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700210
P6431572925111

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

700212
P6431524925231

Parish Highway Agency1970

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD LIME BRANCH

700314
P6431474925041

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD CREEK

700801
P6431487924561

Parish Highway Agency1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/ALOCAL ROAD IATT CREEK

080604000002404 U.S. Forest Service1963

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 502 S. FORK MILE CR.

080604000002405 U.S. Forest Service1968

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 502 N. FORK MILE CREEK

080604000002413 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete slab N/AFDR 520Bridge KILLAN CREEK

080604000002435 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Concrete Prestressed Channel 
Units (Welded)

N/AFDR 542 COULEY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 



Appendix E - Not Eligible Pre-1971 Bridges*

Recall No.**
Structure No. Facility Carried

Year 
Built Owner

Winn Parish

Structure Type Within/Adjacent to Known Historic DistrictFeature Crossed

080604000002436 U.S. Forest Service1965

No evidence was found during research or data collection activities to indicate that this post-1945 concrete or steel beam, girder or culvert bridge exhibits exceptional design, 
engineering, or construction or that it possesses a direct and important association with historical events or trends of exceptional importance.  This bridge does not possess 
significance under the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and is not eligible for listing under Criteria A and C.

Prestressed concrete channel 
beam

N/AFDR 542 COULEY CREEK
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*The not eligible determination is for the bridge only. Consideration of the bridge as part a potential historic district and impacts to archeological properties still need to be addressed as part of Section 106 
review.  Bridges located within a previously determined eligible or listed historic district are identified to assist with project planning. 
**Structure number only is shown for federally-owned bridges without a LADOTD recall number; off-system bridges not owned by LADOTD or a federal agency are assigned a number beginning with “XXXX.” 
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